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ABSTRACT 

WWWNG THE WAR. WiNNlNG THE PEACE: 
THE IMAGE OF THE 'CNDIAN' M ENGLISH-CANADA, 1930-1948 

R. Scott Sheffield 
Wilfnd Laurier University, 2000 

Advisor 
Prof. T. Copp 

This dissertation examines the impact of the Second World War on the image of the 

-Indian' prevalent in English-Canada between 1 930 and 1948. Traditionally, historical studies 

have assumed that the war formed a watershed in Canadian social, cultural and Aboriginal history: 

marking the end of the 'era of irrelevance' for Aboriginal people and creating a paradigrn-shifi in 

feelings about 'racial' tolerance and human rights. This study explores the shifi in English- 

Canadian images of the 'Indian' fiom 1930 to 1948, as a way of testing the prevailing 

interpretation of the war as a major historical pivot in Canadian cultural constructions of the 

-otherT and in state-Aboriginal relations. 

The image dweloped by the lndian Affairs Branch (IAB) is treated separately fiom that 

evident in the public domah. The fonner constnicted the 'Administrative Indian' in a hostile and 

derogatory manner, neçessary to legitimise and rationalise the IAB's goal of assimilation. The 

public, by contrast, had the luxury to think about the First Nations, or  not, as they wished. The 

result was an ambivalent dual image, which t r iv ia l id  Aboriginal people and issues and helped 

Canadians manage collective guilt for the displacement and plight o f  the 'Indian'. 

The efforts to win the war and later to win the peace created acute pressure on images o f  

the 'Indian'. While the IAB's disciplin4 discourse weathered the strain almost unchanged, the 

same cannot be said of the public discourse, which proved adept a t  incorporating new images into 



its existing mental fiamework as circumstances warranteci- As the country enterd the pst-war 

period, Canadians wished to do right by the Indian'. in appreciation fot the symbolically important 

contributions of Aboriginal people to the national war effort. The resulting parliamentary 

cornmittee, which sat between 1946- 1948, re-enshrined assimilation as the goal of Canadian Indian 

policy. Adherence to this policy was stiII based on an underlying certainty in English-Canadian 

society's superiority over that of the 'Indian', but it could no longer be defended on those grounds. 

In post- 1 945 Canada, assimilation was renewed and ratiomlised through a new faith in 

intervent ionist governrnent, Iiberaldemocrat ic principles and the promise of scient ific social 

engineering. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
THE IMAGE OF THE 'INDIAN' [N ENGLISH-CANADA' 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the impact of the S e c d  World War on the ways 

in which English-speaking Canadians of Europan aflce~try sought to define and control the people 

of Canada's First Nations. It is nd a study of Aboriginal people, culture or experknce, thaigh 

they form the topic of much of what is discussed- The dissertation distinguishes between the image 

of the First Nations as it existed ammg tk of'flciafs of the Indian Affairs Branch and the public 

perception developed in and through the media. S i g n i f m t  differences developed between the 

consïruct of the 'Administrative Indian' and the 'Public Indian' and these differences require 

carefiil analysis. 

The personnel of the Indian Affairs Branch conducted k i r  routine administration and 

reflective commentary on the First Nations almost exclusivety in the English language. The 

-Administrative Indian' must therefore be studied with due attention to the complexities and 

meanings of îhat language. The 'Public Indian' is also exarnined as an idea elaborated in the 

English-language media. The pattern of interaction beîween Frenchspeaking Canadians and the 

First Nations has been infiuenced by a very different historical refationship and is not examined 

here. Haceforth, the term Canadians refers to English-speaking Canadians, unless otherwise 

indicated. 

' A note about terminolugy. The term 'Indian', in single quotations, refers to the constnicted 
image of Aboriginal people in use among English-Canadians during the period under investigation. 
The single quotations are not used wtien teferring to a particular title or thing, such as Indian 
Agent, Indian Affairs Branch, the Indian Act or Canadian Indian policy, or when specifically 
discussing Status indians under the Act. However, 1 wilI generally use either First Nations or 
Aboriginal when discussing indigenous peoples themselves. 
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The original inhabitants of this continent have beeri the subjezt of stOnes and myths which 

served to explain theu character to ~uropeans.' By the mid-twentieth century, the idea of the 

'Indian' had been a crnnmon aspect of Canadians' experience for so long, that even those who had 

never seen a ' r d  Indian', let akme experienced their diverse cultures, could draw on an extensive 

mental fkmework of images, assumptions and stermtypes at the mere mention of the word. This 

mental fiamework had been shaped fiom childhood by schoof textbodcs, dirne store novels, wild 

west shows and a steady Stream of silent films and 'talkies' out of Hollywood. It was passed on, 

promulgated and reinfotced through experience or hearsay in day-tday conversation, This 

fiarnework was immediately accessible, and mtained a cornucopia of powerfüi, yet ftequently 

ambiguous and contradictory, images. It is the evolution of this intellectual, emotional and visual 

fiamework of ideas, assumptions and stereotypes in the collective mind of English-Canadians that 

forms one of the themes of this dissertation. 

1 n developing the themy and apprœch for this study, the wotk on the discourse of 'race' 

and imperialism has been instructive. The cfassic monograph, Orientalism, by Edward Said, and, 

in the Canadian context, the excellent works by Kay Anclerson and James W. St-G. Walker, are 

most directly applicable.' This apprctach presumes that the mental fmmework of knowledge and 

' Europeans struggled intellectually and spiritually to iriforponite a new people into their 
essentially Meditemanean mind set. Eutdanadians thus drew on a long tradition of 
conceptualizing about Aboriginal people fiom both the United States and Britain long b e f m  the 
nineteenth centwy. See Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians. Empires and Republics in 
the Great Lakes Renion, 1 650- 1 8 1 5 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 99 1 ), Colin G.  
Calloway, Crown and Calumet: British-Indian Relations. 1783- 1 8 15 (Norman, Okla.: University 
of Okalahoma Press, 1987), R-G. Moyies and Doug Owram, Imperial Dreams and Colonial 
Realities: British Views of Canada, 1 880- 1 9 1 4 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 988), Peter 
Hulme, Colonial Encounters: Euroue and the Native Caribbean, 1492- 1 787 (Loridon: Methuen. 
1986). 

Edward Said Orwitalism (1978, New Y& Vintage Bod<s, 1994), Kay Adxson, 
Vancouver's C hinatown: Racial Discourse in Canada. 1 875- 1980 (MonÉrieal and Kingston: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 1991), James W. St-G. W a k ,  "Race," Rights and the Law in the 

(continued-..) 
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assumption, what Waker terms 'commori sense', is designed and cteated by the dominant Society, 

for its own consumption and to meet its own requirements- It enabla the members of that society 

to rnake sense of the world around hem, though it need not refiect any objective reality. Thus, the 

image of the 'Indian' is more usefùf as a means of understanding the desires, anxhies, conceits 

and assumptioris of Canadians, rather than telling us about Aboriginal -les, cultures and 

ex perience. 

This dissertation explores the image of the 'Indian' as it was discussed in the bureaucratie 

as well as in the public sphere. The working image of Aboriginal people developed by the oficials 

of the Deparbnent of lndian Affairs (Indian M a i n  Branch after 1 W6), what 1 cal1 the 

'Administrative Indian', will be one focus. This agency was not the mly goverrunent b d y  

involved in Indian administration in Cana& du@ this perioci, but it was the single most 

important, fhct iming almost like a mini-government in the breadth of services it provided and 

powers it exercised. Moteover, it was resporisible for the overall direction of Canadian Indian 

policy, subject only to the inf'reqwnt interest of Par liament. OtTicials of the lndian Affairs Branch 

developed an image of their charges that was unique unto thernselves and not representative of al1 

government departments. 

in reconstructing the official image of  the 'Indian', as well as the 'Public Indian', extensive 

use will be made of quotations fiom the midence because in many cases the tom, tempo, emphasis 

and double rneaning can only be conveyed through the wotds used in the 1940s- The description of 

'Administrative Indian' will be derived fiom a range of Indian Affairs records during the time 

period under consideration. For instance, the first chapter covering the 1930s will examine the 

3(. . .continued) 
Supreme Court of Canada: Histotical Case Studies, (Waterloo and Toronto: Wilfnd Laurier 
University Press and the Osgoocie Soc-, 1997). 
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internal wrrespondence in the School Files of Record Group 10, the archival group holding 

rnaterial on Indian administration. Discussion of the educatim of Aboriginal c h i h  incorporated 

not only reference to what departmental ofkials believed the ' Indian' to be, but also what they 

hoped the ' Indian' wouki become. Thus the notion of the ' Administ~ative Indian' can be glearied 

from the language used in the internal letters dealing with such mundane matters as appointing 

teachers, repairing school buildings and deteminhg wtrether Aboriginal chikiren wouM be a l b w d  

home for the holidays, In later chapters dealing with the official image of the 'Indian', the focus 

will shift to correspondence files dealing with Aboriginal enlistment and -ptiori, Indian policy 

reforrn and the Parliarnentary review of the lndian Act after the war. Emphasis is on intemal 

memos and letters, rather than public policy statements, because they are less Ikely to be guarded, 

and b u s e  the f m u s  is on the corporate discourse: the distinct cornmm language used by lndian 

Affairs oficials when mversing with each other. 

Alongside the 'Administrative Indian', this dissertation will examine the ' Indian' as an idea 

in the primary forum for public expression, the nation's print media- Newspapers are a f i v i t f u i  

place to prospect for the 'common sense' of the &y because they "purport[ed] to deal in fact, not 

f i ~ t i o n . ' ~  Not only did they describe events and offer opinion, they did so in a way that the 

reporters and editors feit would be informative, entertaining and provocative. Due to a lack of 

space, however, thq. were o h  reduced to cliché, shorthand f m  of ideas that theit readers could 

recognize without extensive elabotatim. Each element of a newspaper, whether it be editorial 

news story or advertisement, reveals a different means of viewing societaI 'cornmon sense' about 

Aboriginal peuple. Editorials provided an opportunity for editors to flex their &etork and be 

philosophical about an issue in a way that 'hard' news stories w l d  not. N e w s  storia reflected the 

' Mary Ann Weston, Native Americans in the News: Imanes of Indians in the Twentieth 
Centurv Press (Westport, Corin.: Greenwd Press, 19%), p.2. 
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interests of the editorial staff and reporters, but more important@, exposed the language and the 

stereotypes that existed for ttiem to use. In addition, they revealed what the editors believed the 

public wished to read and woukl find interating. The fierluency, type, tone and salience of news 

stoties about the First Nations, can be illuminating when examuied over a period of time. 

Advertisxnents are also a usettl vehicle to trace the imagery and ideas of  the period, Using 

evocative pictures and brief slogans to encapsulate larger ideas. they were designed to seize a 

reader's attention, raising emotions, îriggering desires and i n f m î n g  in a very brïef space of time. 

Drawing on al1 three fat-, an examination o f  a number of papers provides an interesting glimpse 

of the comrnotl sense knowledge about the 'Indian' in Canada. 

A broad sampling of newspapers and moiithly magazines were used as the source base for 

the analysis of  the 'Public Indian'. Importantly, no American or British publications were 

cons idered in the sampling. This decision does not Ünply that Canadians were k of the influence 

of the intellectual and cuttural currenîs of theu imperial parent or the cultural colossus to the south. 

Far fiom it, the 'commori serise' about 'race' had long been shaped by ideas importai from abroad, 

and in particular by the British imperial arperience and the Arnerican struggles over'race'. Some 

of the most commorily read periodicals in Canada during this tirne p e r d  were American, including 

Reader's Digest, Time and Life.. This dissertation treats the material in the Canadian pnnt media 

as part of a conversation amorrg Canadians which included Kleas contributeci by British and 

American writers. If foreign voices made important contributions to the discourse they will be 

reflected in that discourse. 

The periodicals sampled were selected fiom different regions within English-Canada, and 

ranged fiom major urban dailies to rural w d i e s . '  Some, such as the weekly Cardstm News, 

' The following analysis of English-Canada's 'Public Indian' is drawn h a wide range of 
(continu ed...) 
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were chosen fim communities in close proxirnity to Aborjginal m e s  where interaction with the 

local Aboriginal population was signif'icant, and others, like T m t o ' s  Globe and Mail, were 

chosen fiom populations with littk amtact. Though undoubtedly there were ruraUurban and 

regional differences, this dissertation carmot invatigate them without much more intensive 

comparative research- Such variations could have been the resuh of editoriaI policy, or the 

prejudices of the editor, and were not -ly symptomatic of a regioritilly distinct discourse. 

Fortunately, the commonalities that cut across regional boundaries and appear in al1 of the papers 

consulted were much more important than the differerica. [t is this overlap in the depiction of the 

characteristics, imagery, st-, and assumptions that allows us a view of the core elements of 

the 'Public Indian' as it was understood by the majority of  Canadians during the 1930s and 1940s. 

This methodology allows a reconstruction of the fiamework of 'cornmon sense' about the 'Indian' 

in the public domain and enables us to ïrack its fluctuations over tirne. 

The 'Indian' image, both public and official, was prinÿuily a male figure, though there 

were f m l e  variants on rnost of the images that developed in the dominant society- Norietheless, 1 

have not analysed the gender aspects in the discourse. The issues at hand were already quite 

cornplex without adding an additicwial element. The material however, would provide a rich field 

for a gendered approach, as Sarah Carter has alreaây democistrated for the late nineteenth century 

5(...continued) 
publications fiMn across the country. These indu& promilient urban dailies: specifically, 
Globe (and Mail by decade's end), the Winniw~ Free Press, the Halifax Chronicle, the Calgary 
Herald, the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix and the Vancouver Sun. Ail six boasted a mdership that 
extended b e y d  their municipal boundary. The papers of four smaller communities were also 
selected for examination, two dailies, the Prince Albert Dailv Herald and the Brantfôrd Expositor, 
and two weeklies, the Karn lms  Sentinel and the Cardstcm News. In addition to the community- 
based papers, the university joumals fiom Toronto, Queen's and Dalhousie, the conservative 
weekly magazine, Saturdw Ni&& the popuhr weekly Maclean's and the M - k i n g  litemy 
rnonthly, Canadian Fmm, round out the sources cmulted. 



Prairie West? 

Histon'cal writing on Aboriginal people has foçussed heaviiy on the contact and fùr ira& 

periods, leaving the twentieth century relatively under-represented. Ken Coates and Robin Fisher, 

in the introduction to their collection of essays, Out of the Background, lamented that, 

despite the proliferatim of fine h i n g  in the field, enormous historiographicaf 
ga ps remain. Academics have documented comparat ively Iitt le about twent ieth- 
century developmerits reiated to First Nations (particularly the pst-Wmld War II 
period), despite the fact that there is no shortage of detaiied governmerit and other 
records relating to the eraa7 

This neglect seems ail the more remarkable considering the tendeticy of scb l a r s  in the field to treat 

the Second World War as an important watershed in Abonginal history. For J.R. Miller, in his 

major survey, Skvscrapers Hi& the Heavens, it marks the end of the "era of  irrelevance* Yet 

those that acknowledge the conflict in this fashion largely gloss over the event itself with little 

examination of the characteristics and historical processes that made it a signifiant break point in 

Native hi~t0t-y.~ Paul Tennant's acclairned moc~ograph, Aboriginal Pmples and Politics, tracks 

Sarah Carter. Capturing Women: The Mani~ulation of Cultural Irnaaw in Canada's Prairie 
West (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1997). Carter examines the 
construction of wornen, fmininity and 'race' within a context of imperialism- 

Ken Coates and Robin Fisher, eds., Out of the Background: Readings on Canadian Native 
Histow, second edition (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1996), p.3. Coates and Fisher might have included 
the war years in this characterisation, but their omission is in keeping with the field's penchant for 
ignoring the Second World War periud. 

I.R. Miller, Skyscra~ers Hi& the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in Canada, 
second edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 99 1 ), p.22 1. 

For example, Olive P. Dickason, Canada's First Nations: A History of Fouridina PetmIes 
From Earliest Times (Toronto: McCleIland and Stewart, 1 Wî), p.328-329, dedicates only a single 
paragraph to the impact of  the Secorid WorM War, and only a sentence to the effect on the 
dominant society, saying only that the war "ushered in a change of attitudes." John Tobias's 
important article, "Protection, C ivilization, Assimilath:  An Outline History of Canada's Indian 
Pol icy," Western Canadian journal of Anthromlonv (vo1.6, no.2, 1 W6), similarly gloses over the 
war, portraying it as a distraction fiom "Indian matiers," yet acknowledging that the "apparent 

(continued.. .) 
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almost a century and a half of Aboriginal political organisation and struggle without mentiming 

Second Wodd War conscription, one of its primary cataly~ts.'~ One of the only exceptions to this 

rule is the excellent recent dissertation by John Leslie, which reconstructs the developrnent of 

Indian policy in Cana& tiom 1943 to 1963." Yet he t w  underrates the importance of the war in 

his analysis. In part this is legitirnate given his focus on the indian policy-making commun@ as 

opposed to the larger sochy. Finaliy, as Kerry Abel has note there has been a tendency to cross 

the border fiom historical analysis to advocacy in this field, the m e  so in the twentieth century 

material. l2 While this is underscandPble, givai the highiy anotional and politicised nature o f  the 

subject matter and its contempotary tesonance, passing judgment on those in the past is not likety 

to lead to a clearer understanding of  theu beliefs a d  motivations. 

Sadly, the study of the history of 'race' and ethnicity has had little interaction wnh the 

study of Aboriginal history, because the former's greater theoretical sophistication has had a 

negligible impact in the latter- As Steve High notes, there has been "an implicit understanding that 

Amerindians are somehow outside the conception of 'ethni~ity'."'~ In many regards this is 

appropriate given the profoundly différent historical experience of Aboriginal people, their distinct 

'(.,.continued) 
aimlessness [of Indian policy] changed after 1945. This interest was largely a result of the strong 
Indian contribution to the war effort in the years 1940-1945." The pervasiveness o f  this practice is 
evident in an article on the historiography of Native wage labour by Steven High, "Native Wage 
Labour and Independent Production during the 'Era of Irrelevance'", LaboudLe Travail, vol.3 7, 
(S pring 1 996): 243-64. Not only does his conceptual fiamework explicitly use this 
c haracterisation of the war, he refers to a number of academics who's work does the same. 

'O  Paul Tennant, Aboriginal P m i e  and Politics: The Indian Land Question in British Columbia, 
1 848- 1 989 (Vancouver: University of British Coiumbia Press, 1 990). 

" John F. Leslie, Assimi/ation. lntegration or Termination? ne Dewlopmeni of Canadian 
Indion Policy. 1943-1963 (PhD. Dissertation, Carleton University, 1 999). 

l 2  Kerry Abel, "Tangkd Lost and Biner? C u r m t  Directions in the Writing of  Native History 
in Canada," Acadiensis. XXVU (Autumn 1 996): 92- 10 1. 

l 3  Steve Hi& "Native Wage.,.", p. 248. 



constitutional status and their relationship with the dominant soc*. However, it is unfortunate 

that this topical division has blocked coclceptual cross-fertilisation. The outcome, according to 

Hi&, is that, 

from its biological origins, the concept of eâhnicity has expanded to indu& 
socially constnicted identities. Despite the gcneml acceptance of ethnicity as a 
social coristnict, historians have been slow to explore its meaning. They have 
been even slower to k a t e  Amerindian peoples within its bairidanes ... Ethnic 
studies has, therefore, not ye-t bewme a major player in the study of aboriginal 
- p h -  

There are some indications that this barrier is beginning to breakdown. For instance, Elizabeth 

Vibert's theoretically sophisticated bock, Trader's Taies: Narratives of Cuitural Encounters in the 

Columbian Plateau. 1797-1 846, c m  the boundary; it 'unpacks' the fiamework of assumptioris 

based on culture, gender, class and 'race' evident in the writings of early European fur traders in 

the Northwestem interior.l4 This dissertation brings this theoretical and methodoiogical richness 

from the study of 'race' and dnic i ty  to understand Engtish-Canada's construction of the 'Indian' 

in the twentieth century. 

The dissertation draws upon the work of both Arnerican and Canadian scholars who have 

expiored aspects of the construction of 'lndian' identity by Europeans As an undergraduate 1 had 

the good fortune to study with Brian W. Dippie, a Canadian student of American lndian histov, 

whose 1982 book The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and US lndian Policy ma& an 

important wntribut ion to a developing debate. '' 

'"Elizabeth Vibert, Trader's Tales: Narratives of Cultural Encounters in the Columbia Plateau, 
1 797- 1 846 (Norman, Okla.: University of Okalahoma Press, 1 997). This book was short-listed fot 
the 1998 Sir John A. Macdonald Prize for Best Book in Canadian History. Vibert's work, unlike 
this dissertation, a h  examines the other side of the cuhural encounter taking place in the 
Columbia Plateau, by exploring the responsa of the First Nations to the pressures of the fur trade. 

l5 Brian W- Dippie, The Vanishinn Arnerican: White Attitudes and US lndian Policy 
(M iddieton, Conn-: Wesleyan University Press, l98S), Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man's 
Indian: images of the American indian f h n  Columbus to the Present (New York: Randorn House, 

(mtinued. ..) 
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There is a much srnalier body of  writing about Canadian attitudes and p~ l i cy . ' ~  Daniel 

Francis' bodc, The Imaninary Indian, did serve to introduce rnany of  the issues discussed in this 

thesis; however, Francis explores the 'Indian' image fiom its creation by the dominant society 

through t o  the present without sufficient atiention to  the historical context.17 The lmaainarv indian 

covers such a broad sweep of time that it can only skate across the surface of a deep and cornplex 

process. A second noteworthy study is a short moriograph by Ronald Haycock entitled. The 

Canadian Indian as a subiect and a concept in a sampling of the p0puIa.r national manazines read in 

Canada, 1900- 1970, which was published in 197 1. " This interesting study examines a select 

IS(.. xontinued) 
1978), Richard D r i m ,  Facinn West: The Meta~hysics of IndiakHating and EmvireBuilding 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1980), Raymond William Stedman, Shadows of  the 
1 ndian: StereotvDes in American Cutture (Norman, Okla-: University o f  Okalahorna Press, 1 982). 
Others have foçused on a specific medium, particularly motion pictures, as examples and creators 
of myths and st-. Ralph E. Friar and Natasha A. Friar published their classic study, 
Only G d  Indi an... The Hollywood Goswl (New Y& Drama Book Specialistd Publishers), in 
1 972, but this has been replaced by Michael Hilger's more sophisticated and objective, Frorn 
Savage to Nobleman: Images of  Native Americans in Film (Lanham, Maryland and London: The 
Scarecrow Press, 1995) which discusses not only the obvious content of films, but also the 
importance of camera angles and editing in the creation of  mood and tone. The Arnerbn news 
media's treatmemt of Aboriginal people and subjects has also reçeived excellent treatment in Mary 
Ann Weston's journalism critique, Native Amricans in the News. 

l6  Sarah Carter's, "The Missionafies' Indian: The Publications of J d i n  M c h g a l l ,  John 
MacLean and Egerton Ryerson Young," Prairie Forum. vo1.9 no. 1 (1 984): 27-44, and Bruce 
Trigger's, "The Historians' Indian: Nat ive -çans in Canadian Historical Writing from 
Charlevoix to the Present," Canadian Historical Review. vol. LXVII, no.3 (1 986): 3 15-342, are 
two of the best examples. Canadian Iiterature has been gleaned for perceptions of the First Nations 
in two major w k :  Leslie Monkman, A Native Herita~e: Images of the lndian in Enelish- 
Canadian Literature (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 198 1) and more recently in an 
excellent study comparing the indigenous element in the Iiterature of Canada, New Zealand and 
Australia, Tecry Goldie, Fear and Tem~tation: The Image of the Indinene in Canadian, Australian 
and New Zealand Literatura (Kingston and Montteal: Mffiill-Queen's University Press, 1989). 

l 7  Daniel Francis, The I m a m  Indian: The Image of the Indian in Canadian Popular Culture 
( 1 992, Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, 1 995) 

l 8  Ronald Graham Haycock, The Canaâian indian as a subiect and a c o n c e ~ t  in a sampling of 
the p o ~ u l a r  national magazines read in Canada. 1 %Ml-1970 (Waterloo, Ont.: Waterloo Lutheran 
University, 197 1 ). 



1 1  

group of prominent magazines read by Canadians, including A h  periaiicals, to determine 

the attitudes expressed about the 'Indian' and traces the changes in those views. He arbitrarily 

divides the seventy years at 1930 and 1960, but argues that the "changes were ... evolutionary," 

and tried to maintain a chronology within each peri~d.'~ Unfortunately, he chose to &fm al1 the 

articles examined within a cumbersome fiamework of fîve categories that he fwnd suitable to his 

evidence in 1 900: religion, customs and manners, travelogue, popu lar history and contemporary 

Indian affairs. This structure proved Ihiting once he moved beyond his first tirne frame. 

Beyond Francis and Haycock's work, there is remarkably litîle material in the field dealing 

with Canadian attitudes to Aboriginal people during or after the Second World War. For instance, 

the war and society historiography in Canada, apart fiom the prominent body of wnting on the 

internment of JapaneseCanadians in the Secocid World War, is still quite limited on matters of 

ethniciîy and Aboriginal people. The k t  work available is a collection of essays entitled, 

G uard For Thee: War. Ethnicity. and the Canadian State. 1 939- 1 945, which does n d  contain 

anything about Aboriginal people.2o There are g d  articles available on the First Nations during 

the Second World War, but each is narrow in focus, and does not really examine the attitudes of  

the dominant Society either explicitly or ~ystematically.~' 

' O  Hillmer, Nonnan et al, ed., On Guard For T h e  War, Ethnicitv, and the Canadian State, 
1 939- 1945 (Ottawa: Canadian Cornmittee fot the Histay of the Second World War, 1988). 

" J a m a  Dempsey, "Alberta's Indians and the Second World War," in For King and Countw: 
AI berta and the S e d  World War, Ken Tingiey, ed., (Edmonton: Provincial Museum of Alberta, 
1995): 39-52, Mictieal D. Stevenson, "The Mobilisation of Native Canadians During the Second 
World War," J o u m l  of the Canadian Historical Association (1996): 205-226, R. Scott Sheffield 
and Harnar Foster, "Fighting the King's War: Harris Smallfence, Verbal Treaty Promises and the 
Conscription of lndian Men, 1944," Universitv of  British Columbia Law Review vo1.33, no. 1, 
(1999): 53-74, R. Scott Sheffield, "'Of Pure European Descent and of the White Race': 
Recruitment Policy and Abkginal Canadians," Canadian Militarv Historv VOIS, no. 1 S p h g  
( 1 996): 8- 1 5. 
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The dissertation is organized ïnto seven distinct chapters and a conclusicm. The first 

c hapter offers a description of the image of botJ~ the 'Administrative Indian' and the 'Public Indian' 

in the decade before the Second WorM War, It argues that Indian Affairs officiais ernployed a very 

different se-t of ideas about the First Nations than the vague and romantic notions about a noble and 

vanishing race which were common in the popular press. t d i  Anairs officiais were able to 

develop policies to pursue their goal of assimilation without public scrutiny because everyone 

'knew' the Indian was doomed to disappear. 

Chapter Two offers a detaiied examination of  the first stage in the transfoimation of the 

popular image of First Nations in the context of the outbreak of war and the crisis years 1940-4 1. 

The public perception of the lndian as loyal subject and valued volunteer suldier awakened interest 

in First Nations a d  challenged steteotypes. 

The third chapter provides a ckailed study of the ways in which the government 

bureaucracy dealt with the issue of First Nations miliîiuy service during the war and argues h t  

the r e s p s i b l e  oficials maintained a discourse and implemented policies which extended pre-war 

paternalistic and assimilationist assumptions. This chapter is followed by another which analyses 

the public attitudes towards First Nations in the last two years of the war when questions related to 

reconstruction and the long term future of Canada w a e  under discussion. For Canadians, the 

apparently successful assimilation of Indians within the armed f o ~ ç e ~  m e d  as a mode1 for a 

future in which the Indian problem couid be ma& to disappear. 

Chapter 5 examines the pst-war efforts of the lndian M a i r s  administration to determine 

the nature of the ' Indian problem' and develop rneans to improve the fùture implementation of 

policy toward the First Nations. The evidence clearly establishes that the IAB was largely 

unaffected by the transformation in the public 'Indian' discourse and sought to  reinvigorate 

existing approaches to assimilation. 
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The sixth d seventh chapters explore the Special Joint Parliamentary Coinmittee that sat 

between 1946 and 1948 to remsider Canada's Indian administration and the Indian Act. The 

former I& at the various images of the 'Indian' that were bnnight before the parliamentary 

cornmittee by both the Canadian public and by First Nations communities and organisations. The 

latter examines the proas of the debates within the Special Joint Committee over its three year 

tenure to see what image of the 'Indian' would emerge to form the conceptual foundation for friture 

Canadian Indian policy. 

The proçess of prducmg ais dissertation signifmntly influenced the result- Each 

chapter was researched and written before the next was begun, and each examination was guided 

by a series of questions, which are reproduced in the chapter introductions. Thus, the analysis that 

follows can best be explained as a dialogue with the evidence. I invite the reader to lista in. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE IMAGE OF THE 'INDIAN' IN CANADA, 1930- 1939 

The 1 930s were dif?ficult years for Canadians. Intemally, the people and their 

governments wrestled with a crippling depression hm which the country did not finally emerge 

until the earty stages of the !3econd World War. Rampant unemployment, wilting export markets, 

a collapse in the world price of grain and the worst drought in western Canadian memory formed 

the evqday fodder of public and private discussion, Social and hbour untest, always d i n g  the 

coat tails of such conditions, sptead across the country, most noticeabty in the " O n - t a w a  

Trek" of 1 93 5. Numercnis political rnovements were spawned in response to what seemed to many 

to be the bankniptcy of the westem capitalist system, amorig them the Social Credit of Alberta and 

the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation. Canadians spent most of these ten years lodcing 

inward, consumed with theu own problems. However, wtien they did shift their gaze to the wider 

world the news was not exactly heartening. The world was not a happy place in the 1930s, as 

Canadians anxiously nded the similar depressed conditions elsewhere during the earty part of the 

decade, and the increasingîy aggressive expansionism of the totalitarian stata of Germany, Italy 

and Japan in the latter half. 

The 1930s were also hard years for much of Canada's Aboriginal population. In many 

cases they felt the contractions of Canada's eçonomy irnmediatety, unable to get jobs off the 

reserve when so many 'whites' were unemployed. Even those remote fiom the country's economic 

centres felt the Depression's pinch in slurnping fùr prias. Abonginal farmers on the prairies, 

whose reserves were often on marginal land, sufTered as did other farmers From the drought and the 

depressed price of grain. Most of the! First Nations political organisations that had formed during 

the 1 %!Os, in respmse to various government actions, had folded before the Depression, leaving 
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Aboriginal people with no organiseai voice to carry their plight to Canadians.' Not that Indian 

Affairs officiais were inclined to hear them In 1933 the h p r û m m t  placed an administrative ban 

on Aboriginal âelegations ccwning to Ottawa to lay k i r  grievances or land daims before senior 

of fi ci al^.^ The combinath of hard ecoriomic times, political powerlessness and the still prevalent 

ravages of disease made many Aboriginal peopie dependant on relief payments fiom an Indian 

Affairs Branch (TAB) whose budgeî had been cut to the b ~ n e . ~  In short their situation verged on 

desperate for a g d  portion of the decade. 

Federal administrators and legislation affected the lives of  First Nations -le in more 

ways than providing relief. The height of directed 'civilizatim', ot "coercive tutelage" as it has 

b e n  terrned by some scholars, occurred in the early 1920s under Superintendent General Duncan 

Campbell S ~ o t t . ~  He remained in this post until 1933 and his legacy arguably lasted much longer.' 

' R. R.H Lueger, A History of lndian Associai ions in Canada, 18 70- 1970 (M. A. Thesis, 
Carleton University, 1977), Donald Whiteside, Eff- to Develm Aboriginal Political 
Associations in Canada, 1850- 1965 (Ottawa, Aboriginal Institute of Canada, 1974), Paul Tennant, 
Aboriginal Peoples and Politics: The indian Land Question in British Columbia, 1849-1989 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1 !HO), Jean Goodwill and Nonna Sluman, John 
Tootoosis (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications, 1984, originally published 1982), Alan Morley, 
Roar of the Breakers: A Bioaravhy of Peter Kelly (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1 967), and E.P. 
Pattemon, Andrew Pa& and Canadian Indian Resurgence (Pm. Dissertation, University of 
Washington, 1 962). 

H. McGill to al1 Agents and Inspectors, 1 5 March 1933 (National Archives of Canada 
(hereafter NAC), Record Group 10 (hereafter RG 1 O), vol. 3245, file 600, 38 :), referred to in John 
Leslie, Assimilation, Inregration or Termination? The heloprnent of Canadian lndian Po/ïcy. 
1943-1963 (PhD. Dissertation, Carleton University, 1999), p. 67, nt.# 1 13. 

The Department was moved to the Ministry of Mines and Reswrces in 1936 and 
downgraded to a Branch. To maintain continuity with later chapters, the organisation will be 
referred to as the Indian Affairs Branch, iAB or Branch, unless there is a specific p-1937 
reference. 

' This term has been pq>ulPrised by anthropologist, Noel Dyck, in his important study, 
What is the Indian 'Problem7: Tutelaae and Resistance in Canadian Indian Administration (St. 
John's. Nfld: The Institute of Social and Economic Research, 199 1 ). His use of this theoretical 
concept has been challenged by Victor Satzewich in, "Indians Agents and the "Indian Probiern" in 
Canada in 1946: Reconsidering the Theory of Coercive Tutelage," Canadian Journal of Native 

(continued-. .) 
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The Indian -airs Branch had the power to remove iands fiom m e s  and to forcibîy enfbchise 

Aboriginal people whether t k y  wished it or not. While historians have argued that Indian 

administration "drifi[ed] into a state of  flux" and "ad hoc decisionSn afier Scott's departure, this 

should not be taken to mean it was rn~tioriless.~ The ultimate goal, the elimination of the Indian as 

an entity apart from the mainstram of Canadian society, remained the raison d Zire of 1 ndian 

A ffairs throughout the 1 930s. 

In contrast to the cmtinuity in Canada, Indian administration in the United States was 

going through profound changes during the i93Os. There, the General Allotment Act of 1 887 had 

p+d away teserve lands and enfkanchised American Indians with even more ruthless eficiericy 

than had Canadian lndian policy in the same period. Begiming in the 1920s, a movernent of 

liberal and intellectml elites, led by John Collier, popularized the idea of Indian poiicy reform, So 

effective did this critique becorne that President Franklin D. Roosevelt decided to rnake Collier the 

Commissioner of the Bureau of lndian Affairs in 1933. What followed was a remarkable and 

'( ... continued) 
Studies vol. 17, no. 2 (1997): 227-257. 

' Directed 'civilization' was a series of policies that attempted to sped up the process of 
teaching Aboriginal people to be 'white'. Among the hallmarks were increasingly arbitrazy rneans 
of enfranchising the 'Indian', the developrnent of residential schools that drew the children away 
fiom the negative influence of their parents for more thorough indoctrination, and the alienation of 
reserve lands without the consent of the band. 

Olive Patricia Dicicason, Canada's First Nations: A Historv of  Foundina Peo~ies tiom 
Earliest Times (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1 W2), p. 328. John Tobias, "Protection, 
Civilization, Assimilation: An Outline History of Canadian Indian Policy," in As Long as the Sun 
Shines and the Water Flows: A Reader in Cariadian-Native Studies, eds. l m  A.L. Getty and 
Antoine S. Lussier (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1983: 39-55), p. 5 1. 
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dynarnic era of r e f m  that came to be hiom as the Indian New D~PI.' In Canada, howeva, there 

was seemingly no such interest in 

the plight of the Aboriginal 

population; indeed, a cartoon 

printed in the Winnipeg Free 

Press seems to suggest that thete - 
\vas some scepticism about 

Arnaican atternpts at 'civilizing' 

the 'Indian' ( s e  Figure 1.1  ).8 

This chaptec will examine 

the ways in which English- 

Canadians discussed Aboriginal 

people and issues during the 

1930s in order to better 

understand the relationship 

between the First Nations and the 

society and state in which thqr 

hBORl6lRAL UPLlFT FOR THE US. INDIAU I 

Fiiuro 1.1 "Aboriginal Uplifi For The U.S. Indian," 
W inni- Free Press (1 8 August 1 930). p. 3. 

resided: specifically, it will explore the administrative and public images of the 'Indian'. This 

' Kenneth R. Philip, John Col 
Ariz-: University of Arizona Press, 1 9' 

lier's Crusade for Indian Reform, 1920- 1954 (Tucson, 
'7)- This bodr is a usefui survey of the movement fiom the 

central figure. Lamence M. Hauptman, The Iroauois and the New D&l (Syracuse, N.Y.: 
Syracuse University Press, 1981), and Pder Iverson, The Navaio Nation (Westporî, Corin.: 
Greenwood Press, 198 1 ), boüi provide excellent examinations of the impact of the New Deal era 
on specific Aboriginal groups.  ore usehil from the m t e x t  of this is the ground-breakhg 
work by Brian Dippie, The Vanishina Arnerkm: White Attitudes and US .  Indian Policv 
(M iddletown, Conn.: Weslyan University Press, 1 982). 

This cartoon encapsulates many of the conflicting images that marked the discourse of 
the 'Public Indian'. 



approach is not meant to impiy a simple cause and effect linkage between public or official 

attitudes and specif~ policies. Such a iink woukl be diffiçuh to establish coriclusively, and too 

crude to explain an undoubtediy cornplex relationship of ideas, assumptions and stereotypes. 

However, the Canadian image of the ' Indian' f4 the cotltext in whkh policy and reserve 

conditions were created or allowed to ex& This analysis will provide the essential precursor to 

the rest of this dissertation; moreover, the decade of the 1930s is noteworthy in its own right. The 

drarnatic domestic and international events making the news during the decade provide a context in 

which the relative significance of Aboriginal issues can be rneasured. In addition, it is worth 

discovering whether the gyrations in Indian policy dm going on in the United States had any 

influence on Canada's Indian -airs Branch or the Canadian population. 

This chapter, as with those that will follow, should be coneeived of as an explorative 

journey, in search of answers to significant questions. How did Canadians çoristnict the 'Indian' in 

both the public and ofEckal domains? Where did these images arise and what were theu meaning? 

Were thete diflermces or similafities barn the IAB and the public discourse? Finally, what 

purpose did these images m e  for h s e  that created them? Out of this analysis a broad range of 

perceptions of Aboriginal people emerge, each distinctly different fiom the o t k  and often 

contradictory. In the end, with the aid of insights suggested by those who have studied the 

discourse of 'race' and imperialisrn, these vanais conceptions of the 'Indian' hetp to rnake sense of 

the state of Canadian Indian policy as well as Canada's varied reiationships with the First Nations 

during the Depression years. 

Undoubtedly cmcial to any understanding of the period is deterrnining how the Indian 

Afiairs Branch administration articulated and constructed the image of theu charges. The oficials 

in Ottawa and in the field had fonnulated a fairly cohesive view of the 'Indian' over the many years 
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of administering such matters as bnd sales, relief payments, agriculture and ducation. In 

researching the 'Administrative Indian' d u ~ g  the 1 WOs, the fmus was on intenial &y-tday 

correspondence between senior oft?cials in Ottawa and the agents, inspectors, principals and 

s ~ ~ n t e n d e n t s  across the country obtained fiom the School Files in Record Group 10 at the 

National Archives of Canada. Education-rehtd correspondeme is advantageous as it discusses 

not only what the 'Indian' was perceiveci to be, but also what it was hoped the 'Indian' would 

become. Given the goverrunent's gœl of assimilation, education was the h t  Iine in the 

bureaucratic battle to 'civilize' the 'Indian'. Where public policy pnniouncements might be more 

guatded, the rnundane matters of appointing teachers, constnicting buildings, k id ing  what to do 

with graduates of Indian schools and determining whether 'indian' students could visit their 

parents, provide a glimpse behind the facade of benevolence and patemalism that marked the 

public persona of the Bran~h.~  What emerges fiom this wealth of material is an antagonistic and 

often derneaning image of the wards u& theu jurisdictim. The 'Administrative Indians' of the 

1930s were, in the  words of one teacher, "[llazy, shifüess, indolent, liars, al1 stomach and 

~uming. '"~  

One of the rnost commm assessments of Aboriginal people was that they shied fiom work, 

preferring to do nothing - in short, they were lazy. As one instnictor fiom the Chehalis lndian Day 

School complained, "it is noted that the Indian Residential Schools in this section of British 

Columbia are tuming out an exceptional class of young Indians, that is to say if indolence, laziness 

it was also soniething about which the offiials of the Branch were cmcemd, in 
particular that they nd be seen to be wasting taxpyers' money in their prograrns. Public and 
press criticism was to be avoided if at al1 possible. 

'O J. W. Burns to J.D. Sutherland, 23 August 1932 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6387, file 806-1, p. 
1)- 
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and uselessness can be said to be exceptional."" While the sarcasm of the praeding staternent 

was rare, the s e n t k t  was not, Even when educators assumeâ that they had 'improved' their 

pupils, many principals of Indian residential schook wished to  keep students past the s i x t d  year 

mandated by the lndian Act because they feared the influence of 'lazy' patents when the children 

returned home, A Saskatchewan Anglican principal, in his effort t o  extend the careers of several 

boys at  his school stated with certainty that, "the Parents [are] al1 too eager for them to l a v e  the 

School, the father becornes less mergetic than ever, [and] sends the boy out to cut hay or wood."'* 

Worse, in the eyes of Indian mirs administrators, than k i n g  iazy was the 

irresponsibility they saw in the Aboriginal population. In the context of the Schuol Files, it was the 

oficials' views on parental tespmsibilities that were most evident, and those of the ' Indian' were 

usually found wanting.13 The Indian Agent in New Westminster, B.C., informe. the Secrekuy that 

the local day schools should be maintained, instead of sending the children to residential schools, 

despite the mobile existence of their families which kept the children fiom s c b l  for much of the 

year. In his opinion, the parents metely wanted 30 shelve the responsibility of the upkeep of their 

families ont0 us, and as long as they have a Day School on the reserve they f d  it difficuh to do 

so."" Even if they were not viewed as willtùlly negligait, Aboriginal parents were still viewed as 

unhelpfül in turning their older kids into the type of 'Indian' the Mi3 wanted to see. The Agent in 

G leichen, Al berta, argue4 

" J. W. Burns to unknown, 27 March 1934 (NAC, RG 1 O. vol. 6387, file 806- 1, p. I ). 

'* R. W. Frayling to R. A. Hoey, 1 February 1937 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6033, file 150-60, 
P- 1)- 

l 3  This was not the only f m  of responsibility, or lack thereof, that was highiighted in this 
correspondence. Another that ranked highly was the perceived improvidence and spendthrifi nature 
of the 'Administrative Indian', 

'' A-O'N. Daunt to the Secretary, 15 April 1936 (NAC, RG 1 O, vol. 6387, file 80 1 - 1, p. 
1 ). 



Very few parents of Boarding Schoot chiIQen have the slightest idea of parerital 
responsibility. This is not his fault but rather the curse of the whole educational 
system, As a resuit, y w  cannot put depemhce on the average parent to 
constructively help to buiM a resporisible character out of the boys and girls fiom an 
institution. l5 

Despite conceding the influence of systernic factors, even this Indian Agent deemed lndian parents 

Considering the view of the 'Administrative Indian' as 'uncivilized', 'primitive' and even 

-'semi-barbar[ous],* this is hardîy surprising. A report fiom an inspection of the Bumt Church 

Indian Day Schwl Ui New Brunswick spdce warmiy of the work done by the teacher, claiming 

-'[i]n the next four or five years this Reserve shouM be well ci~ilized."'~ This was high compliment 

in the language of the Indian Affairs in the 1930s. Even within Ottawa, such phrasing crept into 

official memos. Discussing a provincial report that linked economic d i t i o n s  to imrnorality and 

delinquency in the genenl Canadian population, the Superintendent of Welfare and Eclucation 

informed Dr. H- McGill, Deputy Superintendent Gerreral afier 1933, that "if such conditions exist 

amongst the white poputaticni, the task of correcting thern amongst primitive and semi-primitive 

people, such as out Indians, is going to be exÇ864ingly diffiu h ~ o r k " ' ~  In sorne cases oficials 

did not even wish to force theu VI to live arnong such backward people on remote B.C. 

reserves without " Whites for ~ociety."'~ The "Indian mode of l i f ~ "  as it was termed, was an 

inferior remnant that mxkd to be supplanted by more advanced EureCanadian cultural values 

l5 lndian Agent to nK Secretary, 26 May 1937 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6033, file 1 50-60, p. 
1 1- 

l6 J.E. Baillargeon to R. A Hœy, 25, January 1937 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 6033, file 1 5û-60, 
P- 1 )- 

l7 Extract from report by Father F. C. Ryan. 6 iune 1930 (NAC, RG 1 O, vol. 606 1, file 
276-1, p. 1). 

l8 Superintendent of Welfare and Training to Dr- McGiIl5 Febnmy 1937 (NAC, RG 10, 
vol. 6033, file 150-60, p. 1 ). 

l9 lndian Agent to the Sec-, 23 Aprïl 1934 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6387,806-1, p. 1 ). 



and social noms. 

Even the intelligence of Aboriginal people was q u e s t i d  and dectied. Teachers generally 

assessed theu pupils' intellectual abilities below those of their 'white' counterparts, "about two 

yean below," accordhg to the Oblate Cathdic indian Missiais board." Some went tùrther: 

Teachers may explain and expound and give the very best that is in them, but they 
can't be expected to bridge the void left by Nature in the Indian child - a receptive 
brain. Mernory they have not, and the germ of impulse of intelligence insofar as 
educational rnatters are concenied has not been boni in them. There are a few 
exceptions, but the exceptions are so rare that they annise and excite curiosity. But 
even in an  Ape jungle exceptions will be found." 

While this degreie of 'racist' animosity was not generally expressed within IAB correspondence, the 

inferiofity ç o n f d  on the abilities of Aboriginal children by oficials ençouraged a degree of 

fatalisrn with reguâs to the prospects of educating them- 

Even when the 'Administrative Indian' was 'improved' by his or her education, there was 

aiways the danger that they would "revert to type" due to moral weakness and susceptibility to 

unsavoury  influence^.^ Cynthia Cornrnachio's work suggests that such concems were not limited 

to Aboriginal school graduates, but extended in the intewar years to the increasing anxiety abuut 

the growing social fieedorn and perçeived idlenas of Canadian, and especially immigrant, y~uth.~' 

In Ind ian schooling, this was the primary motivation fot keeping young people in resideritial 

20 Russell T. Ferrier to Edward Pntehard, 22 Aprii 1932 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 603 1, file 
1 50-9, p. 1 ). 

" Oblate Catholic lndian Missions to R. A. Hoey, 10 lanuary 1939 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
60 16- file 1 - 1 - I 1, p. l), J.D. Sutherland to Waher Mutch, 30 January 1936 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
6269, file 5 8 1 - 1 0). 

I. W. Burns to J.D. Suthedami, 23 Aug. 1932 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6387, fik 8 0 6  1, pt 
1). 

" Unsigned fiom Shubenacadie Residential School, N.S., to Mr McCutchean, 7 lune 
193 7 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 6057, file 265- 10, p. 1). 

Cynthia Commachio, The I n f i t e  &nds of Famitv: Domesticity in Canada. 1850- 1940 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l m ) ,  and "Dancing to Perdition: Adolesçence and Leisure 
in Interwar English-Canada ," Journal of Canadian Studies, vol. 32, no. 3(Fall 1 997): 5-35. 



schmls afier age sixteen. "Our Indian girb are exposed t o  great many dangers whem they are  

dismissed fiom Schools a t  the age of sixteen. They are too young to marry and the home 

environment does not contribute to their moral well-king.*= Nor were Aboriginal youth the only 

ones believed vulnerable to  such negative influences, An inspecter tiom Antigmish, N.S., 

recomrnended an Aboriginal man for a teaching p s t  in an Indian day sctrool, noting that his "mly 

concern [was] that his conduct [would] be what it shouM be whem he is living with other ~ n d i a n s . " ~ ~  

Indeed, Iike sheep, 'Indian' students were expected to 'regress' under the influence of their parents 

and whoie c m u n i t i e s  were believed at  risk fiom contact with the bad sort of  'white man' or 

It seems ironic that such malleable creatures couM also be corisidered intractable and 

proudly stu bborn in t k u  dealings with lndian Affàirs officialsi and policies. Aboriginal peoples' 

resistance to the ofla intrusive and oppressive measures of the government was interpreted by 

administrators as king "hauty (sic) and exacting."B One example tiom Prince Edward Island is 

worth mentiming. Parents of children attending the Lerinox Island Indian Day School reîùsed to 

send he i r  children to s c h l  unless the t e a c k ,  an Aboriginal man and brother to the band Chief, 

was rernoved. Offtcials debated whether to open the school at  al1 in Septernber 1938, leave it open 

with no students attending, or, finally, whether to replace the teacher in the face of çontinued 

" Oblate Catholic Indian Missions to R.A. Hoey, 1 0, January 1 939 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 
6016, file 1-1-1 1 ,  pt, 1). 

'' Inspecter of  Indian Agencies to the Secretary, 1 5 September 1 93 1 (N AC, RG 1 0, vol. 
6048, file 2%- 1, p. 1 ). 

'' A-O'N. Daunt to the Secretary, no date (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6387, file 806-1, p. I ). 
This letter refers to the likely source of resistance and tebelliousness a m g  a local band that had 
corne into contact with men fiorn four government relief camps in the area. Another suggested 
source was the dreaded 'half-brd'  with access to Iiquor in H.A. W. Brown to the S e c r e m y ,  5 
April 1938 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 603 1, file 150-9, p. 1). 

*' C. Pant Schmidt to John E Pugh, 19 November 1938 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6032, file 
150-37, p. 1). 
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stalernate. While the conespondence did not reveal the exact nature o f  the dispute within the 

community, this is less important than the assessrnent given by the Agent and his superiors in 

Ottawa. They boiled the grimances of  the parents down to petty spite, and the lack of a resolution 

to their "obstinate a t t i t ~ d e . " ~  

Indian AfFairs persoruiel oRen assurned the worst of the 'Administrative Indian' durùig the 

1 930s. Officiais distrusted their charges, despite their supposed lack of intelligence, and saw 

complex schema and nefarious goals in the actions of Aboriginal people. This emerges clearly in 

the School Files on the question of whether c h i k e n  coukl leave residential schools for home visits 

on holidays- Due to the infiquent vis& allowed, Aboriginal parents were ofim k m  t o  k e e ~  their 

children home, though oficials usually ma& Iight o f  this reaction. In one case, an Aboriginal man 

was accused of having inçited his son to misbehave at school so that he would get sent home.30 On 

the Indian Agent's r-ticm, the Department reduced the man's relief rnoriey by a dollar a 

week to dissuade others h m  trying the same thing. In another case, the Indian Agent in 

Sumerside, P.E.I., requested a medical exam on a little girl who was not returned to schooi afier 

the s u m e r .  The Acting-Superhtendent of Indian Wucation was suspicious and thought, "it [was] 

very likely that the parents have reportai to  you that she is il1 in order to  keep her at home."3' The 

29 Memorandum Fiom R. A. Hoey to Dr. McGiII, 7 Novernber 1 93 8 (N AC, RG 1 0, vol. 
6059, file 27 1- 1, p. 2). N.A. M c b g a l l  to  the Secretary, 8 October 1938 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
6059, file 276- 1. p. 2). The dispute was not settled until the new year when the parents finally 
allowed their children to  retum to the school. 

" Indian Agent, Richibucto, N.B., t o  the Secretary, 2 1 February 1 939 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 
6062, file 277- 1, p. 2). 

" Sutherland to  McDaigall, 25 Septemba 1936 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6057, tile 265- 10, pt. 
1 ). Another case of  such suspicious lack of faith in 'Indians' was a directive to  the Agent at 
M m s e  Factory t o  insure that 'half-breeû' children were not adopted by a Status Indian "for the 
sole purpose of king permitted to attend an Indian Residential School." A.F. MacKenzie to W. L. 
Tyrer, 12 June 1935 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 603 1, file 1 50-9, p. 1). 
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'Administrative Indian' was a shifiy inâividual, too cunning to be tr~sted.'~ 

Underlying the character traits of the M ' s  'Indian' during the 1930s was a tone, b t h  

patronizing and paternalistic, that emphasised not only Aboriginal poples' subordinate status as 

wards, but also their perceived cultural and Ïntellectual inferiority. Thus, îhe Inspecter of Indian 

Agencies of Alberta couM write cocidescendingly "that the Indian parents bave a strong and 

parental desire to have their children home for a few days d u ~ g  the Christmas festivities. Such a 

feeling is quite naturat and to be highly ~ommended."~~ Yet in the same letter he declared that 

"academically, ecclesiastically, oficially and persoiially," he could not agree to such a holiday. At 

Norway House and Shubenacadie Residential Schools, the children were not even allowed to return 

home for the surnmer holiday for fear that they would not be r e n i m d  except at department 

expenseY When Aboriginal parents attanpted to keep theu childtm home!, their masors, such as 

having insufficient clothing for the children, were dismissed as Wivial."35 Usually, Indian Affairs 

oficials claimed to be acting in the %est uiterests of the pupils thernselves," by which thqr meant 

"the progras of the residential schools" in contributing toward the ultimate goal of a~similation.~ 

32 Even when there was no perceived master plan, I A B  officiais were not inclined to trust 
that Aboriginal parents wouki m m  theu children. Indeed, in orie letter fiom Hoey to an Agent in 
Saskatchewan, there was no need to explain the policy "For reasons that will teadily suggest 
themselves to you ." R.A. H œ y  to E.A. W.R. McKenzie, 29 September 1 939 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 
6032, file 1 50-3 7, p. 1 ). Other examples include J.D. Sutherland to Chas Hudsoti, 29 June 1936 
(NAC, RG 10, vol. 6057, file 265-10, p. I), and Extract fiom Inspection of Lake Helen Indian Day 
Schml, 1 O November 193 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6032, file 150-40A, p. 1 ), 

33 C. Pant Schmidt to John E. Pugh, 19 November 1938. 

Y Indian Agent to the S e c r w ,  23 June 1939 (NAC, RG 1 O, vol. 6057, file #265- 10, pt. 
1), J.D. Sutherland to Walter Mutch, 30 January 1936, 

" H. F. Bury to Dr. McGill, 12 May 1933 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 28 1-1, p. 2). 
Hoey to McKaizie. 29 September 1939. However, thae is a noticeable slackenïng of 

the faith that this couid be achieved through academic education and during the 1 930s Indian 
ducat  ion became incteasingly vocational to better "prepare them nndian students] for their fùture 
iife." Philip Phelan to G. Young, 4 October 1938 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 60 15, file 1 - 143-Ont., p. 
3). In this acceptance of the likely fùture for Aboriginal youth, iAB administrators in effect 

(continued ...) 



Whether young or old, the 'Administrative Indian' was conceived of as a constitutional, 

t e ~ h n o l ~ c a l ,  i n t e l W l  and cultural chiM. 

However, cloaked as they were in the prevailing negative characteristics of the 

'Administrative Indian', oficiais did not v h  their charges as benigniy uifantile, but rather as 

delinquents. As such, thqr required discipline and supervision, as did any unniS. young person, 

and the correspondence between Ottawa and its field oficials constantly emphasised the need for 

~ o n t r o l . ~ ~  Robin Brownlie has argued that during this custodial periperiod of administration, 

mainîaining -ta1 authority became the central feature of indian Affairs daily activitiesM 

This predilection was cleariy visible in the School Files fot the decade of  the 1930s. Usualiy such 

concerns about control were caiched in paternalistic terms: 

education increases ones potential either for g d  or bad and that the educated 
"crook" is the one conceniing whom the police are rnost apprehensive. If we are 
going to increase the Indians' scope of action without seeing that he has a wtiolesome 
respect for authority, are we doing him a kindness or are we doing more harrn than 
goodP9 

However, w h  children were truant fiom schooI, particularly if the Indian Agent believed the 

parents were encouraging them, the Branch had a clearly established system of escalating the 

state's coercive pressure. One agent was inforrned by Ottawa that 

M(. . xontinued) 
conceded that assimilation was not proceeding, nor could it as long as opportunities were denied 
them in mainstream Canadian soçiety at the time. However, h d e d  through the initiative was a 
self-fulfilling type of 'racism' that this was al1 'Indians' could accomplish anyway. R.T. Ferrier to 
AI1 Principals of  Indian Residential Schools, 18 March 193 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 60 16, file 1 - 1 - 
I 1 ,  p. l), R-A. Hoey to  R.W. Frayling, 29 January 1937 (NAC, RG IO, vol. 6033, file 150-60, p. 
1 ), Hoey to Mutch, 30 January 1936 (NAC, RG i O, vol. 6269, file 58 1 - 1 0). 

37 A. O'N. Daunt to tk Secretary, 30 lune 1932 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6387, file 806-1, pt. 
1 1- 

Robin Brownlie, "Man on the Spot: John Daty, Indian Agent in Parry Sounâ, 1922- 
1 939, Journal of the Canadian Historical Association, vol. 5, ( 1 994): 63-86. 

39 Extract from Inspecter's report of the Lake Helen Indian Day School, 10 Novmba  
1931. 



the Department suggests that motal suasion be used as far as possible; but, when it 
is wise to make an example, y w  shouid commit the chiM to s c h l  using the service 
of the R.C.M.P., if necessary. Oniy in srtremities shouM a parent be pro& 
against under this section of the undian] Act. The Deparbnent considers that the 
arresting of the chiid, after due warning, is al1 that is usually required." 

Adopting the administrative equivalent of gun-boat diplomacy, prosecuthg a chiki as an example 

to others, betrays the fact that behind the mask of paternalism h y  officiais' fiar of dissension and 

loss of control over their charga. 

The degree of anx- about threats to Branch authority was evident in the correspondence 

pertaining to the retùsal of Aboriginal parents to send ttieir ch iben  to the Lennox Island School, 

mentioned previousty. The Branch reîùsed to back down because, "if the Indians . . . are permitted 

to dictate terms to the Department in this case, it is difficult to say w h  such insubordination may 

end.'* ' The memo f~rwarded fiom the Director (Deputy Superintendent General) to the Deputy 

Minister on the matter is wealing. He argued that "under the circumstances 1 think it would be 

very unwise for the Branch to make the concessions asked for. This would amount to practically 

yielding to the k t  of force and withdrawal as it were under fire."'' The militas, terminology is 

striking. Indian Affairs personnel v k e d  the 'Indian' in an adv-al and even hostile manner. 

In effect, the 'Administrative Indian' was the 'enemy' in the war for assimilation. 

The working image of the ' Indian' articulated by administrators was of a profoundly 

negative, unappealing and antagonistic figure. Withïn the bureaucracy there appeared a 

remarkable coiisensus on the prominent elements and characteristics, while the tom rernained 

40 A.F. Mackenzie to Frank Edwards, 1 5 April 1 930 (NAC, RG 10, Vol. 6032, file # 
40A, pt. 1 ). The letter refers to the section of the Indian Act dealing with cornpulsory school 
attendance. 

'' Memorandum from Hoey to McGill, 7 Novem ber 1 93 8. 

" Memorandum h m  Director to üeputy Minister, 12 Novanber 1 938 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
6059, file 270-1, p. 2). 
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patemalistic, patronizing and dominated by the language of control. The Branch was not a 

completety moriolithic structure manned by automatons, however, and there were variations Ïn the 

attitudes exhibited, and asswnptions m which they were grounded. But, while there were 

individual exceptions, expressions of pity and occasionalîy a recognition of flaws in the system, 

there was no agreement on any single redeeming feature in the character of the 'Administrative 

Indian'. 

Though most Canadians would have recognised some elements of the 'Administrative 

Indian', their own preconceptions and assumptions about the First Nations were much more 

innocuous and equ ivocal- The Canadian population had long demonstrated a profound fascination 

with Aboriginal people, customs and history, and thus they 'knew' a great deal about the subject of 

the 'Public Indian'. This c<wnmon sense knowledge was discussed with surprising fiequency in the 

public forum. Newspapers printed letters to the editor, satirical cartoons, advertisements with 

visual representations of Aboriginal people and stories about local ' Indian' histay, arc haeological 

fin& criminal behaviour and a host of other topics about the ' Indian'. The analysis that foilows is 

based on wide reading of the papers and magazines chosen for analy~is.'~ Concems over political 

43 For The Globe (and Mail) each &y of th= years of the decade ( 1930, 193 5 and 1 939 
up to the outbreak of war) was read carefuliy, looking at the news stories and editorials as well as 
scanning for advertising. These years were chosen in order to ascertain wheilier there was any 
change over the decade. However, this method providd enormous quantities of material and 
proved highly time consuming. In response, 1 chose two rnonths arbitrariIy fiom each of  1930, 
1 93 5 and 1 939 fot the other dailies. The niml dailies were exarnined in the same fashion a s  the 
large urban papers (two months chosen a t  random fiom each of 1930, 1935 and 1939), while every 
edition of the weekiies was canvassed for each of  the three years. In the case of Saturday Ni& a 
su  bject index existed for the years up to 1 93 7, and the stories on Aboriginal topics were located 
based on that. 1 then read 1930 and 1935 for advertising, and 1938-39 for stories and ads to 
complete the decade. Each issue of Maciean's was exarnined in the three years. Finally, 1 read 
every monthly issue of the Canadian Fonirn and the University joumls  for the decade up to the 
outbreak of war. 



affiliation of each periodical are less imporîant in this p d  due to the non-partisan nature of 

Canadian Inôian p o ~ i c ~ . ~  A careful reading of the print media allows one to construct an image of 

the '1 ndian' as it was publicly discussed across Canada, both in major urban centres and smaller 

comrnunitia. 

The popular conception of the 'Indian' in the 1930s containecl a broad range of positive, 

negative and ambiguous elements, and it was common for contradictq images to emerge even 

within a single s t q  or advertisement. An advertkement for cigars told a typical tale of a man 

fishing in the north with an Aboriginal guide. The fishing was poor and the guide unhelpfùl until 

the fisherman gave him a cigar, afier which they rnoved and the man caught numerous fish. The 

anecdote finished on a sagacious note, stating "The eariy traders used to bribe the Indians with 

beads and kind words, but the Indian of today is a different gent. He has acquired a sense of 

 value^.'^' A multitude of conflicting meaning are evident hem. 'Indians' were foolish to be duped 

by 'beads and kind words,' and 'irnprovad' by having developed a sense of 'values', meaning 

Euro-Canadian materialism- Even the circumstances of the tale itself implicd stereotypes of the 

Indian as knowledgeable and inscrutable, seemingly positive, but also as deviously clever and 

untrustworthy for not showing the fishennan to the g d  fishing spot until bribed. There existed a 

broad range of public conceptions of the ' Indian' encompassing evayîhing fiom the lazy drunk to 

the wise eider, and fiom the licentious 'squaw' to the brave warrior. In the discussion that follows 

it should be rernembered that, while there existed distinct images of the 'Indian', these images were 

neither monolithic nor rigidly sustained. 

The debates on Indian Affairs during the 1930s found in Hansard rareiy broke down on 
partisan Iines. Occasionally the cornmittee or House deùates did divide almg party lines, but these 
were over issues of protocol or procedure rather than substantive differences. The discussions 
suggest that the goal of speedy assimilation was believed to be logical and right for the 
government, the taxpayers and for Aboriginal people. 

45 Saturday Ni& (24 Aug. 1939, p. S. 



Within this mtext, the 'Indian' mos? commcmty appeared as colourfùl and alien in the 

pub1 ic print media of the 1  930s- They formed the romantic and alien attractions in a d v e r t i m t s  

for cruises up the Pacific coast to Alaska, or the Atlantic toast to Labrador. The prospective 

tourist was enticed with the opportunity to see exotic lands "coriquered by a smg," with their 

-quaint Indian villages" on rotan pold isW inhabitrd by "nomad Indians.* During the 

decade. no other writer published as prolifically on the subject of  the 'Indian' or pressed the themes 

of exoticism and 'nobk savage' so strongly as did -historian Marius ~arbeau." For him 

'Indians' were fascinating, "a coloufil f~id," rife with mysticism?' These themes ernerge 

strongly in his description of a chief fiom Alert Bay, British Columbia: 

His stately demeamr was one never to be forgotten. He was more impressive than 
a king on a throne. He dKI not look at us. We moved aside to  let him pas- His 
features were massive, his complexion like reddish copper. There was something of 
the grizzly-bear in him - the grizzly-bear of his mountains which he must have hunted 
mzny t he s .  Yet he was distinctly Mmgolian. He was thick and squatty. 1 thought 
of Buddha, after he had gone - a Buddha that had journeyed al1 the way from 
Manchuria, across the S i M a n  wastes and the strait of Bering, then down the West 
Coast to the country of the American Nati~es.4~ 

Barbeau's repeated lhkages between the First Nations of the Pacific Coast and Asia, another 

powerfiil exoticism in Canadian popular culture, only served to enhance the 'otheniess' of the 

' Cardston News (3 July 1930), p. 2, ( 1  O May 1  93O), p.%, Saturday 
Nipfit (20 May I939), p- 9, Saturdav Niaht (22 Ju ty 1939), p. 8, Prince Albert Dailv Herald (5 
July 1  930), p. 1 5. Such advertisements appeared in rnost Canadian publications with regularity 
during the decade. 

" Marius Barbeau, "The Thunder Bird of the Mountains," The Universitv of Toronto 
Cluarterly, vol. 2, no. 1 (1932): 92- 1 10. Marius Barbeau, "The Lndians of the Prairies and the 
Rockies: A Therne for Motkm Painters," University of Toronto Quarterly, vol. 1, no. 2 (1 93 1 ): 
197-206. Marius Barbeau, "Our lndians - Their Disappeamme," Queen's Quarterl~, vol. 30, no. 
4 ( 193 1 ): 69 1-707. Marius Barbeau, "Indian Ekxpence," Owens Quarterty, vol. 39, no. 3 ( 1932): 
45 1-464. Marius Barbeau, "How Totem Poles Originated," Q u m ' s  Quarterl~, vol. 46, no. 3 
(1939): 304-3 1 1. 

~ a r i u s  Barbeau, "The lndians of the Prairies and the Rockies," p. 197. 

J9 Marius Barbeau, "On the Way to Ash" Canadian Forum (November 1 939 ,  p. 366-67. 
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  in dia^^'.^" Of one trip to the British Columbia coast he waxed drarnatic, stating that, "more than 

ever it seemed we had already gone over the border, fiom America into the realm of the mystic 

dragon, beyond the sea."' ' 
Ofien the fascination with the exoticisrn of the First Nations revealed itself in an emphasis 

on the pageantry of Aboriginal dress at caemonies, country fain and other events." For example, 

in the coverage of the Royal visit in 1939, almost every publication examined -ed at Ieast one 

story, and some many more, highlighting the participation of Aboriginal peoples, their alien 

behaviour and curious appearancepearances3 Inevitably, mention was made of the "native costume" of the 

'O ibid., Marius Barbeau, "Our Indians - Their Disappearance," Marius Barbeau, "The 
1 ndians of the Prairies and the R o c k , "  p. 1 99. The 'Orient' and al1 things ' Asiatic' were viewed 
by Canadians as highty exotic and mystical during the eariy part of the twentieth century. See Kay 
J, Anderson, Vancouver's Chinatown: Racial Discourse in Canada. 1 875- 1980 (Montreal and 
K ingstcn: McGill-Queen's Press, 1 99 1 ). 

*' Marius Barbeau, "Our Indians - Theu Disappeamme,", p. 703. 

'' "Indian Ceremony Adds Color to Exhibition," Winnipeg Free Press (1 1 August 1930), 
p. 3, "Sun Dance at  B l d  Reserve Sees Gathering of U.S, and Canadian Tribesmen," Cardston 
News (27 July 1939), p. 5. 

53 ''Gd Save the King is Chanteû in Cree Before Their Majesties," Winniw Free Press 
(3 June 1939), p. 2, "Silk-Stockinged Indians," Vancouver Sun (3 iune 1939), p. 4. "Modem 
lndian Love Call," Vancouver Sun (3 June 1 939), p- 4, "lroquois Clan Cheers as King and Queen 
Pass," Globe and Mail (19 May 1939), p. 19, "Crees Chant National Anthem in Tongue Strange 
to Royalty," Globe and Mail (3 June 1 939), p. 1, "'Indian WeIcome' for King, Queen," Saskatoon 
Star-Phoenix ( 1 3 January i939), p. 7, "Indians Honor Theü Majesties," Haiifax C hronicle ( 1 June 
1 939), p. 1, "Indians and Indians," Halifax Chronicle (1 June 1 939), p. 1 0, "Hear Anthem Sung in 
Cree Indian Tongue," Halifax Chronicle (3 June 1939)- p. 1-2, "They Wanted Papooses Tm," 
Halifax Chronicle (12 June 1939), p.27, 'Alberta - "Great White Faîher,"' Halifax Chronicle (12 
June 1 939), p. 33, "Indian C hiefs To Attend PageanSn Halifax Chronicle ( 1 3 June 1939), p. 1 6, 
''Indians To Stage Show For Monarch," K a m l ~ s  Sentbel (12 May 1939), p- 1 1, "Indian Chiefs 
Are To Be At St. Paul's," Kamloo~s Sentinel (28 May 1939), p. 6, "Their Majesties Meet lndian 
Subjects," K a m l m s  Sentinel (30 May 1 939), p. 8, "Indians Treasure Robes Trociden By 
Royalty," Cairn HeraM (2 June 1939), p. 9, "Royal Visitors Enjoyed Calgary lndian Display 
Mayor Tells Convention," Cal- Herald (14 June 1939), p. 20, "Squaws Become Style 
Conscious," Prince Albert Daib  Herald (7 August 1939), p. 4, "Crea Chant National Anthem In 
Tongue Strange To Royalty," Brantfid Ex~ositor (3 June 1939), p. 2, "Six Nations F m  Another 
Link In Long Loyalty Chain," Brantford Exmsitor (7 June 1 939), p- 2, "Six Nations At 
Kitchener," Brantford Exmitor (7 June 1 939), p. 3, "Fi@ Thousand Joined in Great 

(continued ...) 



'Indians'. One reporter noted that the Stony, Cree and Chippewa bands that had came to Calgary 

and Banff to meet Their Majesties "al1 had new wardmbes: new beaded headcb.esses complete with 

feathers, fancy vests, mocassins, gauntlets, betts and mats," while a second emphasised the 

"gorgerws garb with handsome headdresses and lots of beads" of the Iroquois fiom Caughnawaga 

in Montreal; a third was impfessed by the Six Nations who met the Royals in Brantford, where 

"the chiefs, in war paint, feathery headdresses, buckskins and beads and c a q i n g  hatchets, 

wampuns [sic], and a pipe of  peace, captured the imagination of  the children."" Judging fiom how 

tkequently observers and commentatm made note of the "regalia" of the First Nations, these 

events and the splendeur of 'Indians' appearing in traditional clothing capturd the imaginations of 

more than the children in Cana&. 

The 'Public Indian' was usually the human interest story for slow news days. They 

becarne newsworthy either when they did something that captured the essence of the Canadian idea 

of the 'Indian', or when Aboriginal people acteâ in ways that seemed at odds with the dominant 

society's assumptions and stereotypes. Thus, the -tic excellence of baritone Chief Os-Ke- 

Non-Ton pdonn ing  at Varsity Arena in Toronto s e 4  a poignant example of the clash of the 

ancient and 'primitive' with the modern and '~ivi l ized ' -~~ Similarly, the Cardston News printed a 

s3(..,continued) 
Dernonstration to the King and Queen," Brantford E x m i t o r  (7 June 1939), p. 1, 10, "Illustrated 
Address of S u  Nations of  Grand to their Majesties Here," Brantford Expositor (7 lune 1939), p. 
36, "Theu Majesties' Visit to Brantford as  Seen by Expositor Staff Photographers," Brantford 
Exwsitor (8 June 1939), p. I 1, "Royal Signatures in Historic Q u m  Anne Bible," Brantford 
Expositor (20 lune 1939), p. 1 1. 

"They Wanted Papooses Tm," Halifax Chronicle, p. 27, "Iroquois Clan Cheers ...," 
Globe and Mail, p. 19, "Six Nations At Kitchener," Brantford Exmitor, p. 3. 

55 "Os-UeNon-Ton Pleases Crowd," The Globe (6 September 1935), p. 1 1. Chief Os-Ke- 
Non-Ton was a prominent Six Nations baritone wtro perfocmed widely across North Arnerican and 
Europe to wide acciaim. He ofien mixed Aboriginal smgs and subjects in to his r w o i r e ,  and 
perfomeû in "al1 the glory of  his native attire." This juxtaposition of the primitive ' Indian' with 

(cont inued.. -) 



picture of an 'Indian' chief in full regalia trying his hand at  the bagpipes. while a Highland piper in 

his own regalia leans back laughing at  his efforts." A f m l  example demonstrates both expected 

behaviour in the expressions of loyalty, as well as the unexpected in a rendition of God Save the 

King in Cree during the reception of  the King and Queen in Edmonton on 2 June where: 

Indians of the Winterburn Reserve chantai "God Save the King" in the strange Cree 
language to the throbbing beat of tom toms when their Majesties stopped today 
ou tside the Red men's encampment hem. Cree words fit norie too readi ty to the tune, 
and war whoops are more natural to the t r i m e n ,  but they paid homage gallantly 
to the King and Queen fiom across the "great ~ a t e r . " ~  

For newspaper editoriai staffs, ' Indian' st& pmvided a little spice and flash or comic relief to 

their otherwise drab recitation of the &y's events. 

Despite a coloutfiil flair, the 'Public Indian' discourse reflected M e  understanding of  the 

cultural or physical diversity among Aboriginal people. The 'Indian' had a distinct and m i s t e n t  

appearance that drew Iargely fiom Plains Native culture and dress as wel: as physical 

traits. The Plains tribes, particularly the Dakota (Sioux) and, in Canada, the Blackfoot, came to  

represent the ' Indian' in North Amenca during the later part of the nineâeenth ~ e n n i r y . ~ ~  The 1st  

and greatest of the Indian Wars, the wild West shows and Hollywood cocispired to make the eagle 

feather headdtess, buckskins or breecti cloth, 'aquiline nose' and ta11 powerfùl physique the 

dominant impression of the 'Public Indian' in Canada. Few traded as explicitly or graphicaly in 

"(. . xont inued) 
the complexities of modeniity was a m m o n  theme, for Uistance see "Natives Bring Furs, Enjoy 
Modern Cafes," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (4 January 1939), p. 4. 

56 "The Red Man Tries the Pipes," Cardston News (1 6 October 1930). A portion of  the 
background of the photo has been cut-out around the two men and a hand drawn tepee adâed to 
comptete the picture. 

'' "Crees Chant National Anthan ...,* Globe and Mail, p. I 

John C. Ewers, "The Emergence of the Plains Indian as the Symbol of the North 
American Indian," in Arnerican Indian Stereotn>es in the WorId of Children: A Reader and 
Bi bliomaphv, ed. Arlene B. H i r s c h f e k  (Metuch, N.J.: The Scarecrow Press, 1 982): 1 6-32- 



the image of the 'indian' as did the McColl-Frontenac OiI Company with advertisements that ran 

in The Globe , the Brantfocd Exmsitor and Saturdav Niaht during the first half of the d e c a ~ k . ~ ~  

The aura of physical pmwess, endurance, silençe 

and speed were evident in the pictorial 

representat ion of the be- feathered 'Indian', paddling 

his birch bark came (see Figure 1 -2). 

Moreover, it was epitomized by the ever present 

logo of two lithe ' Indians' in silhouette running 

effortlessly in perféct synchronisation (see figure 

1.3). 

Even non-physical traits were stereotyped 

across Aboriginal CU ltures. First and foremost. the 

' 1 ndian' was assumed to be courageous. In one 

instance, an Aboriginal man bmke his k g  der a 

Figure 1.2 Brantford Expositor ( 14 April 
1930), p- I 1. 

fall fiom his wagon, but managed to capture his horse and ride two miles into town for help. This 

tale gained the notice of the local paper which claimed that, "Indians have always been credited 

" The Globe ( 1 8 March l%O), p. 5, The Gloôe (2 Apr. 1 %O), p. 5, Brantford Exmitor 
( 14 April 1 WO), p. 1 1, Brantfwd Exmsitor (28 April l93O), p. 2- A multitude of commodities 
were sold using 'Indian' logos or themes in advertising, almost always with Plains 'Indian' 
attributes, among them, Consumer's Gas ran an add for their refkigerator that claimed it tan as 
"Silent as a Stalking Indian." This was visualizled with a vague pkture of twu lndian warriors 
bearing tomahawks and creeping, presumably quktly, through some bushes, Saturdav Night (3 
September 1938), p. 10. Another was the Saskatoon Brewïng Company, one of w b ' s  products 
was called "Big Chief Eker," advertised regularly with the image of a Plains Chief s head, Prince 
Albert Daily Herald (2 June 1939), p. 5, Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (IO January 1930), p. 10. Even 
such mundane products as ûonnacona lnsulating Lumber, Windsor Salt and Arrowhead Flour 
drew on "the Romance of the Plains" and 'lndian' imagery to help sel1 their products: The Globe 
(27 May 1 WO), p. 5, Saturday Nipht (25 May 1935), p. 20, Prince Albert Dailv Herald (7 June 
1939), p. 5. 



F"igum 1.3 Saturday Nipfit (29 June 1939, p. 4. 
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with having an abnormal share of 'grit' and tales of  theu bravery have o h  been told by the 

p i ~ n e e r s . ' ~  A play advertûcd for the S d  Theatre in Calgary, thst included "Real Danga, Real 

Indians, Real Romance," spoke to  the 

intensely masculine nature of the 

'Public Indian', promising its audiences 

a "Powerfiil Drama of Actual Life of  

Strong, Silent Manh~od.'~' Once 

again, however, it was an unusual 

series of ads for the McColl-Frontenac 

Company's Red lndian Oil that 

attempted to capitalise most 

aggressively on the 'çommon sense' 

knowledge of the 'Indian'. Each of the 

advertisements wntained a different 

melodramatic story of ' tndian' life with 

striking visuals to grab the readers' eye 

and drive home the message. In one, an 

' Indian' woman who was taken captive 

by enemies after her village was 

attacked, gained vengeance at the cost 

Figore 1.4 The Globe (23 May 1939,  p. 7. 

of her li fe by guiding the cames of foolish enemy braves over a waterfall (see Figure 1.4). In 

T h i e f  Jimmy Has Courage," K a m l m s  Sentinel (25 Novernber 1 %O), p. 1. The fact 
that it was the pioneers that told these stories emphasises the historia1 nature of the 'Public 
Indian'. 

6' "The Silent Enemy," Cal- HeraM (25 September 1 WO), p. 5. 
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another, a young 'brave' and a 'maiden' fmm opposing tribes had fallai in love, but when ihe 

brother of the young woman caught up with hm, intait on killing his sister to expunge "the 

dishonour done his t r i "  her young 

lover stepped in fiont of the fatal 

arrow (see Figure 1 -5)- These 

advert isements and the other 

btoodthirsty episodes suggested the 

company's oil was, like 'Indians', 

.*Faithful to the Taskc' and "Loyal 

to the Last," while providing 

-'Matchless Fidelity," and 

--Un flinching Protection" (see figure 

1.6).@The 'Public Indian' was a 

dramatic and positive figure, 

embodying courage, integrity, 

loyalty and stoicism. All of these 

representations of the 'Indian', both 

physical and non-physical, harken 

back to the glorified in 
Tiare 1.5 The Globe (4 Juiy 1935), p. 5.  

history when Aboriginal people were 

62 Saturday Y ight (29 June 1 9 3 9 ,  p. 4, The Globe (23 May 1 93 5), p. 7, Saturdav Ninht 
(25 May 1935). p. 10, The Globe (4 July 1935), p. 7. Southam Newsppers assured readas of 
their integnty by conjured up the manory of the -test of 'lndians', Tecumseh, who "by the 
sheer weight of his integrity. held his Indian confcdeation faithfül to the British, and who died in 
battle for his adopted cause." The Globe (8 May 1 930), p. 5. 



great and powerfùl, supposedly 

living in a 'primitive golden age.' 

Indeed, the 'noble 

savage' formed the central tenet 

of Canadians' image of the 

blndian' well into the twentieth 

century, and certainly during the 

1 930s. This concept had a long 

histor). in the Western psyche, 

deriving from the belief that 

human kind had once lived in a 

state of savage bliss and 

innocence, but had lost that 

innocence through civil ization, 

never to be recovered. The idea 

itself had existed long before 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

elaborated on it and popularised Saturdav Ninht (25 May 

its application to the indigenous inhabitants of the new world in the mid-eighteenth century. 

Initial ly, the 'noble savage' had emefged as a potent tool for social criticism. However, it became 

increasingly rornanticised, particularly by Amaicsn writers of the nineteenth centu~y.~~ 

Romanticism dominated the 1930s manifestations of the 'noble savage' in Canadian 



newspapers. Commenting on a stimng speech made by an Aboriginal man in a Sault St. Marie 

court r o m  in resQorise t o  charges against him for hunt hg out of season, the editor of the Globe 

waxed cloquent: 

This man must have in his veins the b l d  of the farnous Chiefs of his race whose 
eloquence thrilled the exploras at  the dawn of Canadian history. . .The dignity and 
force of this h g u a g e  reanoved the Indian fiom the ciass of men wtio shoot game out 
of season, and made him a splendid figure pieading the ancient right of his race to live 
on what nature has prepared for hh.@ 

A Iiterary review that appeated in the Canadian Forum in 193 1 echoes sirnilar, if more 

introspective, imagery.6s In considering a murder cornmittexi by the primary chanicter, a man 

named Mala, the reviewer argued that "it is so appropriate that Mala shouki murder, so necessary, 

it would seem, to his incredibly primitive self-fiilfilment, that it appears almost a virtue in him. 1 

would no more sit in judgrnent on the fiiry of Mala than on Ajax or Achille.." Declaring the bodc 

a masterpiece, the reviewer made an interest ing comment: 

I t  is more than a mtury since Romantic-rnïdd writers began to idealize 'the noble 
savage' and it is neariy as long since men argued the fallacy of it. And now when you 
would have thought that we had heard the last of the idea, there cornes a realization 
of this supposedty fictitious creature a t  once more savage and certainly more noble 
than anything Rousseau ever dreamed of. Here is 'the noble savage' made cIassica1- 

Even though demonstrating an awarenas that the character of Mala was an i d e a l i d  entity, the 

reviewer "never q u e s t i d  [the] utter veracity" of "this starkest of bodrs." 

In light of Canadians' assumptions about the 'Indian', the odd phenornenori that was Grey 

"Let the Indian Hunt," The Globe ( 1  3, May 1930), p. 4 

65 Inconstant Reader, "Pref- section," The vol. XII ,  no. 1 33 
(October 193 1): p. 22. In this particular case, the noveI referred to an Inuit man. However, the 
reviewer's cornmentary on the 'noble savage' and its persmification in the principle character are 
relevant to discussions of the 'Indian'. There were differences in the way that Canadians 
constnicted the 'Eskirno' fiom the 'Indian', but in ihis regard they were virtuaity identical- 
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Owi. at the height of his fame d u ~ g  the 1 930s. &es some sensesense& He was in every respect the 

perfect 'Indian' for Canadians, as i n d d  he was also for Americans and particularly the British, 

where he ma& several l ec tu~g  tours to great acclaim. His physical features rnatched the 

stereotypes with his long black braided haïr, his tall lean physique, hawk-like nose, penetrating 

eyes and the "forest costume" of buckskins that he typicaliy wore6' Moreover, Grey Owl's 

demeanor was that expected of an 'Indian', he was stem, wise, inscrutable, at one with nature and 

honourable as well as a passicmate and intriguing speaker.68 Grey Owl combined al1 that was besf 

most exotic and engaging about the 'noble savage' with the ability to çorivey it to a mûdern 

audience through his articulate writings, motion pictures and wular  speaking engagements. The 

result was that he became the rnost famous ' Indian' during this decade, as well as a very effective 

spokesperçon for the consemation of the wiMlife and the wildeniess of Canada. The gteat irmy 

was that Grey Owl knew how to capture the imaginations of 'white people' because he was himself 

an Englishman and not of Aboriginal descent. His name was Archie Belaney, boni and raised in 

Sussex, where as a lonely child he had himself been enraptured with the mystique of the 'Red 

Indian'. Even when his facade was exposed after his death in 1938, Canadians did not begnidge 

the deception because his cause had been an honourable orie and they accepted that the masquerade 

had lent his message a legitimacy and impact it would never have had ~themvise.~~ 

Going hand in hand with the romanticised 'noble savage' was the certainty that the 'Indian 

66 The best biography available is the excellent work by Donald B. Smith, From the Land 
of Shadows: The Makina of Grey Owl (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1990). 

"Grey Owl to LBçtwe," Halifax Chronicle (30 October 1935)- p. 9. 

68 An interesting example of his elaquence can be seen in the text of a speech he was to 
make on the BBC in Great Britain in earîy 1938. The collservatiori themes he argued so 
strenuously were not always deemed acceptable to a British listening public where sport hunting 
interests was st il1 immenseiy powerfiil. "Grey Owl's Silencing," Saturdav Niatit (29 January 
1938). 

69 Donald B. Smith, From the Land of Shadows, p. 2 14-2 1 5.  



race', dimhishing in numbers and vital@, was doomed to an inevitable demise. This concept had 

been a pervasive aspect of Canadian and American 'commori sense' about the First Nations for so 

long that it required "no justification apart f b m  periodic recitation."'O The idea had been based 

on very real demographic dec fine resulting fiom the ravages of war, deprivation and di-, 

howevw, the populatim of the First Nations reached its nadir and began to rebound around the 

tum of the century in the United States and Cana&. Data to the contrary did net appear to derit 

the amour of myth and the potent emotion of nostalgia that wrapped the trope of the 'Vanishing 

Indian'." Indeed, the sentimental tone and tragic language of the 1930s convey much of the sense 

that Aboriginal people were di~appear ing~~ In one lyrïcal and sad essay published in Saturday 

in 1937, titled "Gone is the Old  rail,"* the author concluded wah an achÏng requiem: 

I have to say g d - b y e  to the old narrow trail. At night the cry of the coyotes - or is 
it the lamenting voices of the Indian &ad? - still echo against rny cottage door, and 
the sob of the loons is a sou1 in pain. But they [the Indians] do not corne to me as 
formerly across the old living trail. Never again at bud of leaf, or at moumfùl 
mstling of dying leaves shall I wander idly adown it, reiiving its glorious but tragic 
pageant. The old trail is gone fotever. Yesterday, govenunent engineers tore it up 
and built a grave1 highway. 

The metaphor of the 'Indian mil' forrned a powerfùl expression of the inevitable extinction of 

Dippie, The Vanishing American, p. xi. 

" A fact that was twice noted in Saturdav Ni&& once in an article titled "Our Indians 
Grow More Numerous," (8 Juiy 1933), p. 3, by James Montagnes, and again in a report of 
Dominion government &partmmt announcements that included the numbers of lndians açcording 
to the latest m s u s  in 193% (30 Apt. l938), p. 5. The Indian M a i n  Branch m s u s  revealed a 
signifrcant growth of over 9%, increasing fiom 1 04 000 in 1 924 to 1 1 4 000 in 1938. Such 
evidence also appeared in the other publications as well: "Reports of Indians Dying Out Denied 
By AI berta Agent," Cal- Herald ( 1 9 February 1 93 5), p. 1 3, "Indian Popu iation Increase 
Expected," C a l w  Herald (26 June 1939), p. 2, "Says Indians Not Baoming Ext*" Halifax 
Chronicle (6 Match 1935), p. 2. 

This is evident in a well wriftm piece by Frederick Niven, a man who published 
regularty on 'Indian' historical topics and his own aquaintances among the B l a c k f i  
"Amerindian," Dalhousie Review, vol, XIX, no. 2: 143- 146, 

Mary Weeks, "Gone is the Old Trail," Saturdav Ninht (2 January 1937), p. 1,3. 
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Aboriginal people, or at least theu 'indianness', before the inesistibk f m  of modernization and 

a~sirnilation.'~ 

Two advertisernents by Canadian Pacific, aruiouncing the fiftieth anniversary of its 

founding and the driving of the last spike appearing in 193 1 and 1935 respectively, demonsuateci 

these sentiments in visual f m -  The 

first contained a drawing of the 

Banff Springs Hotel against a 

mountain backdrop, but over 

hanging al1 was the ghostly, fading, 

apparition of an aging, praid Plains 

chief, astride a home (see Figure 

1.7). Even more poignant was the 

cetebratory 

advertisement of the fifijeth 

ann iversary of the railroad's 

cornpietion (see Figure 1 -8). The 

picture syrnbolised Canada's march 

of progress according to Canadian 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
Figin 1.7 Canadian Forum (April, 193 1 ), p. 273. 

Pacific. Pruceeding fiom left to rigfit, the image encapsulated fi@ years: the train changes tiom an 

ear l y steam locomotive to a more modern type; the  dress of the people, fiom all walks of life, 

74 A similar dichotomy a p p a d  in another piex in the same publication by Frederick 
Niven, In this story he was speaking to an oM chief who "couid recall w k n  the last buffalo herds 
were seen on the prairies." The author juxtaposed this romantic image of the noble ' Indian' as he 
once was with the modem image of the grain elevator advertised in a poster on the wall, the 
implication k i n g  that the ancient ways of the 'Indian' were gone, and soon would follow the 
' Indians' themselves. Frederick Niven, " Winter Counk" Saturdav Nieht (5 Feb- 1 93 8), p. 2- 
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Figure 1.8 Saturdav Ni& (9 November 1933, p. 20. 

changes to reflect the passage of t h e  and the variety of people that the railway brought. This 

rnarch of progress heaôs off page to the right, with an industrial city of high-rises and an aeroplane 

in the background showing how far Canada had c m .  Almost missed in this busy picture is the 

figure of a Plains wamor, sitting forlomly on his horse at the far letl edge of the page. who has 

already partially slipped fiom the edge into historical oblivion. 

The inevitability of the 'Indians' extinction tinged the discussions of Aboriginal tights and 

issues with fatalism. One editorial summed up a long discussion of the 'noble savage' rather 

abniptly, saying "Anyway, the forests are gone, and so is the noble ted man. So what's the use in 

talking about it-" In another describing the devastation of migratory bird stocks around Moose 

Factory on Hudson Bay by Canadian hunters and the resultmg starvation amorig local Aboriginal 

" "The Red Man's Way," The Globe (9 Feb. 1935), p. 4. 



groups, the editor closed on an apathetic note: 

The dominant race will take what it ne&; that is the way of  the worM. But a pitifiil 
consequence of this is that the tribes which mleû supreme on this part of the continent 
a few hundred years ago caruiot now retain a bit of good hunting territory even as far 
north as Moose Factory. The white hunter must have his wild ducks and geese-, 
consequently his red brother, who needs the food, must go without- An old adage 
might in this case be revised to say that one man's wild fowl means another man's 
starvat ion.76 

'Common sense' wisdom of this nature was indicative of the hiifference that such fatalism 

fostered. 

Even when the media portrayed Aboriginal people in a positive, if ofkm inaccurate, 

marner, there was a tendency to belittle and îrivializle through the îanguage and tone of the editoriai 

o r  news story." For instance, a k t  page s t q  of several men tiom the Six Nations m e  at  

Brantford who came to  Kitchener to greet the Royal train in 1939 bore the headline, "C hiefs Use 

Wives' Lipstick as ' War Paint' to Meet ~ing."" In a par* of the tenns Canadians believed 

typical of 'lndian-speak', Eurdanadians  k a m e  "Palefaces," the King baame "the Great White 

Father," and their abodes inevitabiy "tepees'' or "wigwams." Aboriginal people were denied a 

sense of hurnanity in terrns that r e f d  to men as "chiefs" or "braves," women as "squaws," and 

children as "papooses." For instance, the Halifax Chronicle tan a fiont page picture that bore a 

caption which read, "In full regalia hundreds of  Indian chiefs, braves, squaws and papooses 

76 "The Indian's Lost Hunting," The Globe ( I O  November 1930), p. 4. 

" One example was the T m t o  dance craze of early 1939, called 'The Injun," developed 
by a well known local dance pair, and descnbed at hgth, with photos in Saturdav Night, 
"Palefaces Follow in the S t q s  of the Red Ma" (7 Jan 1939). The principle steps titled 'the 
Injun', 'the Tomahawk', 'the Tepee', and the 'Ki-Yi, Ki-Yay,' were a parody o f  Eurdanad i an  
perceptions of  Aboriginal forms of dance and their supposedly ww-like nature. 

78 "Chiefs Use Wives' Lipstick as 'War Paint' to Meet King" The Globe and Mail (7 June 
1939)' p. 1.  This story was also carried under a les bemused headline by the Brantfiotd Exmitor, 
"Six Nations in Kitchener," Brantford Ex~ositor (7 June 1939), p. 3- 
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converged on Calgary to offer a warm and ioyal weicome . . ." .79 An article in the Brantfad 

Expositor, a paper that generally rehined fiom this type of characteridon, ran an article about 

the Six Nations which concluded sayuig, "evidently when war paint is wom by braves, a woman's 

place is in the tepee."&' Even more mocking was a Vancouver Sun e d i t d l  describuig a meeting 

between the King and 'Indiaris' in Calgary: "rnost of the Indians spoke English which was just as 

well - the King and Queen couM not speak a word of Indian, although His Majesty's 'Ugh' when 

he saw the dirty old pipe of peace was passable Indiamdl The comedic and droll tone of such 

stories reduced Aboriginal people and their cultures to a caricature, orie that need not be taken 

seriously. 

Though hardly an unambiguous figure, this image of the 'noble savage' was the dominant 

articulation of the ' Inâian' in the public discourse, and was generalty conscnicted in a positive, if 

cornical, manner by Canadians duruig the 1930s. He, b u s e  the 'Indian' was overwhelrningly 

male, was strmg, wise and honourable. However, the combination of the conglomeration of ideas 

that made up the 'noble savage' wïth the trope of the 'disappearing ted man', meiant h t  the 

principal manifestation of the 'Public Indian' was a largely historical figure- Grey Owl's appeal 

rested on his ability to present himself as the ernbodimemt of this historical mystique in a modeni 

setting. Even w i m  discussed in a contempocary story, jairnalists couched k i r  terms and zontext 

in some distant and glorious p s t  that had long since faded away. In a sense, corisigning 

Abonginal people to the past denied them a present and fatalism denied the possibility of a future. 

The 'noble savage' of the 1930s was a heroic, but tragic shadow. 

79 "Indians HOIKX Their Majesties," Halifax C h i c l e ,  p. 1. 

so "Six Nations in Kitchener," Brantfbrd Exmsitor (7 June 1 939), p. 3. 

'' ''Modem Indian Love Call," Vancouver Sun, p. 4. 
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The 'noble savage' image was not the sole manifestation of the 'Indian' in the public 

discourse during the 1930s. Canadians had been defining and mythologising Aboriginal people for 

far too long for even such an ambivalent figure as the 'noble savage' to capture the complexity of 

the 'Public Indian'. Underlying the historical and positive image of the 'Indian' was another 

antithetical image, distinctly unappealing and resident in the present- Though much less prevalent 

than the 'noble savage' image, this articulation of the ' Indian' was a constant presence in the 

public media d u h g  the decade, with examples in almost every publication exarnined- When 

discussing the ' Indian' in this fiamework, Canadians emphasised the negativa that they saw in 

contemporary Aboriginal people and living conditions. This image of the 'Indian' had no 

redeeming qualitia, it exhibited a host of vices and character flaws ranging fiom dninkenness to 

cultural backwardness, and infantile irresponsibility to a lack of intelligence. This 'Public Indian' 

was often either inebriated or committing a crime, and fiequently both. The presumption of blame 

for this state of  affairs lay squarely with the wretched ' Indian'.* Overall, Canadians constnicted a 

loathsome contemporary cwnterpart to the 'noble savage'. 

One of the more çommofi contexts in which the negative 'Public Indian' appeared was in 

the crime stories that fifled the pages o f  the papers, then as now. Here was the b l d  and violence 

that titillated, arnused and, most importantly, sold newspapers. Regularly, the language or tone of 

82 In this the ' Indian' was not al- but shared some of the same stigmas middle and upper 
class Canadians associated with poor and unemployed. This was an age when most English- 
Canadians believed in the liberal ideals of self-help and 'pulling one's self up by the boot straps', 
though such assumptions were increasingly q u e s t i d  as the Depression wore on longer than 
anyone expected. Those unfortunate enough to be unemployed and requin relief were stigmatised- 
It would not be until 1 943, when the counby began developing its intense interest in reconstructing 
a better Canada after the war, that the rise of the concept of univasality would overcome the 
'blame-thevictim' atmosphere and foster ttie formation of  'social rights' to which al1 members of 
society were entitled. James Stnithers, "Family Allowanca, Old Age Security, and the 
Construction of the Canadian Welfare State, 1943- 195 1 ," in The Veterans Charter and Post-World 
War II Canada, Peter N w  and J.L. Granatstein, eds. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 1 998): 1 79-204. 



these stories suggested that 'Indians' were naturally violent or even enjoyed such activity. One 

Calgary Heraid article toM of two 'Indian' men who, 

were very giad to see a policeman Thursday afternoori, at 6 30 o'clock. They had 
been fighting each other for an hour, causing damage to fiitnihrre in the process, and 
were growing weary. The arriva1 of the constable revived interest in the battle. They 
went to work on him with vigor and enthusia~rn,~ 

Even when the events were teporteci in more neutral language, inevitably, the headlines gratuitously 

identified the acciised or victim as 'Indian'." Highlighting the 'racial' other in headlnies was 

established practice. The practice p d u c e d  an exaggerated sense of the degree of crime and 

violence a m g  the First Nations in Canada. Canadians had no need to even read the stories, 

because the headlines alone told that it was merely another tale of what thq. already expected of 

the ' Indian'. The reader could skip pst ,  confident that they understood al1 they needed to know. 

Whether intermingled with crime stories or on its own, the public discourse revealed one of 

the pervasive assumptions about 'Indians' - they could not resist liquor, were usually dnink, and 

83 uIndians Halt Fight To Battle Constable," Cal- Herald (4 January 1930), p. 22. The 
article finished with a witty reference to the men king intoxicated, saying, "Regtetfully they 
glanced behind as they left the courtram, where two jugs of wine and a can of k a t '  occupied a 
prominent position on the centre table." 

Examples of this abound, including: "Indian Kills Police Constable During Chase," 
Prince Atbert Dailv Heraid (28 August 1939), p. 2, "Indian Amsed on C.N.R- Train," Halifax 
Chronicle ( 15 September 1930), p. 4, "Indian Woman Gets 20 Years," C a l w  Herald (2 
February 1935), p. 2, "Indian Fined For Carrying Firearm On Game Preserve," Cal- Herald (7 
Febmary 1 933,  p. 13, "Accused Indians Injureci in Crash," Cal- Herald ( 1 8 October 1939, p. 
1, "Three Indian Brothers Convicted," Cal- Herald (25 O c t W  1935), p. 3, "Indians Get Long 
Terms For Trying To Derail Train," Cal- Herald (30 October 1935), p. 2, "Four Years For 
Indian," Kamloops Sentinel ( 18 February 1 WO), p. 1. "Indian Murderer Tracked Down South 
fiom Cariboo, O f f d  Life Imprisonment to Hang White, But Refüsed," Kamlms Sentinel (4 
March 1 %O), p. 1,4, "Two lndians Held For Thefi of Car9" Brantford Exmitor ( 1 0 April l93O), 
p. 15, "Dawson Maracle, Indian, 1s Heid in Connection With Murder of Bihon," Brantford 
Expositor (22 Feôruary 1935), p. 5, "Caughnawaga Reserve lndian 1s Fine&" Brantford 
Exmitor (16 June 1939), p. 5, "Sentenced Indian On Perjury Charges," Brantfocd Exmitor (3 
August 1939), p. 4, "Police Seek Indian For Triple Slaying," Brantford Exmitor ( 26 August 
1939), p. 47, "Fear Foul Play in Indian's Death," The Globe (14 December 1935), p. 2. 
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befame violent when in to~ica ta i~~ In one story about a flood in the Sumas Valley of British 

Columbia, the reporter rnansged to find "urdercurraits of drama and humor? One of the elders 

was quoted as saying, "Ugh . .. I'd like drùik of whisky," at which point the reporter departed fiom 

the subject of the flood stating: "it transpired that the Indians had been getting relief orders for 

emergency clothing fiom the provincial govenunent. They had been selling the new clothes to 

unscrupulous whites in reîum for whisky and a mild tribal dru& had ensued." Whether the 

allegations were accurate or not, the anecdote had nothkg to do with the flood and was inserted 

into the story for no other reason than to evoke a knowing snicker firom readers. It made a rnockery 

of people whose homes were flooded, not only denying them their humanity, but robbing them of 

any syrnpathy for their predicament. Referençes to alcdiol, or "fire water" as some Iiked to cal1 it, 

were tiequently expressed in a snide manner, such as in one article about a fight that broke out in a 

home on a reserve where a wedding was king celebrated "with a dance and it is alleged with 

sornething else - that goes to the head besides the f a S m  Such derisive and droll humour applied 

to these subjects erected a barrier that made it difikuit fot Canadians to empathise with Aboriginal 

people and their plight. 

Crime and alcohûl were rnerely vices on the surface of this image of 'lndian' that hinted at 

the depravity and weakness within. Inferences and vague comments in stories, editorials and 

comics suggested that the contemporav 'Indian' was plagued by a wi& range of character and 

'' "MicMac Chief Firrd In Court," Halifu Chmnicle ( 16 September 1 WO), p. 3. This is 
a fine example of how the twin vices of alçdiol and violence intertwined in Canada's more 
derogatory ideas of the 'lndian'. 

"Sumas Chief Fearfùl of Fann Dykes, Prophecy Fulfilled When Big Valley Inundated," 
Calnary Herald (25 Febniary 1935), p. 15. 

" "Indian Tod< Fire Water," Brantfid Exmitor (1 8 February 1935), p. 6. According to 
the secondary headlines, the man was "Tarned by Night in Cells." "Charge Indians Assauited 
Oficer," Brantford Exrmitor (3 April 1 !MO), p. 6. 



cultural flaws. Ammg the more widespread steteofypes was that the 'Indian' was lazy, that "they 

cm lay any lesson or task aside if a trip is in prospectm Perhaps worse, it was assumed thq. 

were unintelligent, to such a degree that it became part of a parable used by the Cardston News to 

encourage more advertking: 

remember the oM story of  the lndian who heard abai t  feather beds and thought he 
would try one. He took one feather, laid it on a plank anci slept on it al1 night. In the 
morning he woke up with a crick in his back and growled: "White man say feather 
bed heap sol'?. White Man big foo1.- 

The moral was that the 'white' business man ou@ not to lx as foolish as the 'Indian' because "it 

takes more than one [feather] to d e  a feather M." In addition, the contmporary 'Indian' was 

infantilised, as dernoristratexi by a pair of  editorials in the K a m b  Sentinel that stxm to echo the 

basis of the 'Administrative Indian'. The e d i t m  had argued consistently that "bottom of al1 the 

lndian problems . . . is the fact that the reserve is too close to the bright, shining lights of the city, 

with al1 its glitter and appeal to the childish lndian imagination," and that the solution was to "treat 

(hem as the Indians as the juveniies they are: protect them fiom the evils which they cannot abhor 

when they are close at hand."gO Given their handicaps and the poverty in which they lived, the 

modern-day 'Indian' might have been an object of pity for Canadians. However, given the 

drunkenness and violence expected of thern as a result of  their 'racial' flaws, there was littie such 

"They Wanted Papooses Tm," Halifax Chronicle, p. 27. Similady in "Humble Red 
Squir-rels Prove Valuable as Fur Producas; Indian Hunters Reap Rewarâs," Cal- Herald ( 1  1 
February 1939, p. 1 1, the Aboriginal hunters were said to be so enamoured of  making $4 or $5 
per &y "with a bit of cornfoctable target work and low-price ammunition that the more strenuous 
effort such as buckskin tanning, etc. is temporarily shelved." 

89 "One Feather Not Enough," Cardston News (20 February 1930), p. 4. 

"lndian Problems," Kamloo~s Sentinel ( 8 Febniary 1935), p. 2, "Protect the Lndian," 
Karnioo~s Sentinel ( 2 1 Feb- 1939), p. 2. The former editorial recognised that the general 
public was largely indifferent to the circumstances of the local Aboriginal bands, claiming "the 
continuous apathy certainly indicates too that ammg us white people the attitude is too rnuch of 
"It's only an lndian after all."' Only m l y  was such seritirnent expressed during the deicade. 
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sentiment evident in the public discourse during the 1930s. 

This debauched and pauietic creature which was the 'ârunken criminal' image of the 

'Public Indian' was in almost every way the apposite of the 'noble savage'. Where the one was 

contemporary, the other was historical. Where one was despised, the other was admired. It seems 

strange thaî, throughout the decade, the 'Public Indian' discourse couid wnsîruct such 

dichotomous images when Aboriginal -le, issues or cultures were discussed. Yet the two 

seemed to m x i s t  despite their inkrent contradictioris. Having said this, the dualistic images were 

alike in two ways. Firsî, both were extremes that bore little resemblance to the vast majority of 

Aboriginal people. Second, both the 'noble savage' and 'drunken criminal' were objeçtifd and 

trivialise. through comedy. But whereas the hurnourous treatment of the 'noble savage' was 

bernused and light in tom, the reptesentations of the present-day 'Indian' evinced a more derisive 

and sardonic edge. Nowtheless, the effect was the same: it satirized Aboriginal people and the 

dificu lt social problems they faced in substance abuse, poverty and violence- 

This exploration of the images of the ' Indian' held by English-Canadians during the 1 930s 

reveals very different conceptions of the First Nations. The oficial view of the 'Indian' was 

profoundly unlike the dominant image of the 'Public Indian', both in form and in substance, The 

image of the 'noble savage', h g h  ambivalent and ofien coritradictory, was a largely positive and 

dignified figure. How is it possible to mamile such disparate images of what was considered a 

single 'racial' group among Canadians within the span of a single decade? Perhaps more 

importantly how did these various 'Indians' develop and what do they mean for our undetstanding 

of the 1930s? 

1 n coming to grips with the vastly different forms that the 'Indian' todc in Canadian 

conceptualizations, the theoraical apprœch of discourse analysis can provide sorne insights. The 



important aspect of a 'racial' and imperiaiistic discourse is that the identity of the '&' is 

conceived as a construction of the dominant p u p .  Bath the IAB and the Canadian public 

developed and coristnicted a different 'Indian' because each had different requiremmts and 

perspectives in theu relatioriship with the First Nations. Finalîy, discourse i1\co~pocâtes the 

relationship of power between the dominant gnnips and the &final 'other'. Canadians of various 

stripes defined the 'Indian' as they wished because they could, largely irrespective of Aboriginals' 

sense of themseives. 

The rnost d i v e  and distinct construction of the 'Indian' was that developed by the 

federa t department resporisible fot administering the Aboriginal population. Unifmly negative 

and derogatory, the discourse of the 1 AB reflected an antagmistic relationship with theit charges. 

Unlike the public, Indian AfFairs oficials did not have the luxury of ignoring Aboriginal people, 

they had to think about and interaçt with ' r d  Indians' on a &iiy basis; it was their raison d 'être, 

Nor could administrators avoid viewing theu charges in the present tense rather than as historical 

entities. Moreover, thq. wete responsible for implementing policies designed to destroy the culture 

of the First Nations and supplant it with an iâealizsd version of English-Canadian culture. In order 

to legitimise and rationalise such wotk and their own existence, administrators needed a strong, 

overt feeling of both their own superiority and theV wards' depravity and backwardness. Their 

conceptualization of their relationship with the 'Indian' as a hostile and combative one was 

accurate if the signifiant historiography on Aboriginal resistance to this aggressive assimilation is 

any indi~ation.~' In part, the cohesive and potent discwrse of the Branch can be explained by its 

91 Tina Loo, "Dan Ctamner's Potlatch: Law as Coercion, Symbol and Rhetoric in British 
Columbia, 1884- 195 1 ," Canadian Historical Review (1992), J. R. Miller, "Owen Glendower, 
Hotspur and Canadian lndian Policy," Ethnohistow (1990). Both these look at the attempts to 
suppress the Potlatch ceremonies of the Pacific cuast peoples, but the subject of Aboriginal 
resistance is receivïng wider attention, such as Katherine Pettipas, Severina the Ties that Bind: 

(mtinued.. .) 
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own peculiar nature, and by the influence of the man who had ruled it as his fiefdom for almost 

twenty years. 

The IAB of the 1930s was Duncan Campbell Scott's creation. He had crafted its ethos in 

his own "narrow vision" and selected its personnel over two decades as the senior bureaucrat in 

charge.* To  a reniarkable degree its oficials sîayed within the Branch in one capacity or another 

for very lengthy periods, what Harold Hawthom termed a "grass-roots pattern of career 

r n ~ b i l i t ~ . ' ~ ~  Scott himself was involved in the work of the Department tiom the late nineteenth 

century, but other indkiduals such as R.A. Hoey, T.R.L. Mclnnes, Dr. H. McGill, W.M. Graham 

and John Daly demonstrate that such longevity was not unique.* Thus, there was a long of 

indoctrination and selection that insured that those who excelled anci gained promotion under Scutt 

were those who shared his vision-= The result was a strangely cloistered group of civil servants, 

Govemment Rwression of Indinenais Reliaious Ceremonies on the Prairies (Winnipeg: University 
of Manitoba Press, t994), and F. Laurie Barron, "The lndian Pass System in the Canadian West, 
1 882- 1935," Prairie F m m  (1988). 

92 Brian Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan Cam~bell Scott and the Administration of 
lndian Affairs in Canada (Toronto: Butterworths, 1 986). 

93 Harold Hawthoni, ed.. A Survev of the Contemporarv Indians of Cana&: A Report on 
Economic, Political, Educational Needs and Policies, vol. 1 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1966 and 
1967)' p. 369. 

P4 Each of these individuals served long careers in the I)epartment. For instance, R.A. 
Hoey became the Superintendent of  Education and Training in 1933 and served in that p s t  until 
1944 when he todc over as Director. T-R-L. MacInnes afier a long career as an Indian Agent 
became Secretary in 1935, and held that position until the 1950s. Dt. H. McGill replaced Scott as 
Director and remained there until 1944. f3oth Graham and Daly served long careers as Indian 
Agents, the former as the rnoving forçe in the farned experirnental File Hills Reserve colony befote 
k i n g  promoted to provincial Inspecter, seie Brian Titley, "W.H. Graham: Indian Agent 
Extraordinaire," Prairie F m m  vol. 1 ( l983):25-4 1. The latter was the Agent in Parry Sound for 
almost twenty years, and the subject of Robin Brownlie's Înteresting study, "Man on the Spot: 
John Daly, Indian Agent in Parry Sound, 1922- 1939," Journal of the Canadian Historical 
Association vol. 5 (1994): 63-86. 

95 Duncan Campbell Scott is also well h w n  for his poetry, much of which contained 
' Indian' thernes and characters. The 'Indian' of Scoti's poems descended fiom a wild and romantic 

(continued,..) 



a tmost monastic in nature!, that maintaineci a highiy coriservative, nineteenth-century view of the 

'Indian'. 

The 'Public Indian' of the 1 930s was a complicated and cofiflicting duality composed of a 

tragic and noble r e d e n t  of the pst,  soon to be gone fiom this earth, and a miserable remnaiit that 

existed in the here and now. Canadians, through theu media, and as a result of the segregation of 

the First Nations on remote re~etves, had the luxury to think of Aboriginal people, or not, in 

wtiatever way they wished. In this sense it was easier and more pleasant to conceive of the 'Indian' 

in a romantic and positive manner, an impulse that was probably stnwiger in the public media with 

its goal of entertaining as well as infwming. In doing so, Canadians were part& attempting to cope 

with a sense of colIective guilt, or at ieast obligation, resulting fiom the dispossession and 

devastation of the First Nations.% 

Several rnechanisms can be seen in this discourse for rnanaging the pain of gu ilt- One is 

9s(. . .continuai) 
past, but there was a clear division M e e n  the wiM 'savage' historical ' Indian' and the degraded 
and declining remnants that he was fotced to deal with in his position as Deputy Superintedent 
General. He repeatedly portrayed struggles between the energetic okl ways ancl the new realities of 
'civilization' for Aboriginal p q l e .  Coritrolling the flickers of this wild energy of the past was the 
essence of the civilking mission, particularly as he ernphasised the infantile nature of Aboriginal 
people and viewed the assimilation process as one of maturing and weaning the Indian from his 
'primitive state'. See Leslie Monkman, A Native Heritaae: Images of the lndian in Enalish 
Canadian Literature (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 198 l), and Terry Goldie, Fear and 
Temptation The Image of the Indinene in Canadian. Australian. and New Zealand Literatutes 
(Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1989)- 

96 The language used in many editoriah, nw stories and literary pieces frequently 
mention that the resporisibility for the 'Indians' decline belongs to EurdhnadiadAmerican 
society, as  did the obligation to do sosnething. As one writer summed up, "This Indian problern is 
strictly of the white man's making - and the white man alone can rmedy it." Philip H Godsell, 
"Indians on Relief," Saturday Ni& (12 December 1936), p. 5. Only rarely did commentators 
directiy attack Canada for its role, more cornrnonly the blarne was spread to the 'white race' as a 
whole. One example that goes against this general rule was men by a f o m  Superintendent of 
the Six Nations Indians, LtXol.  C.E. Morgan, who challenged his readers to "[alsk yourself who 
is better off, the Negroes in the United States who were slaves, with nothing, and are now fiee 
citizens, or the Indians, who owned Canada and are now but little berter off than were the Negroes 
before ernancipation-" "Lo, the Poor Indian," Saturdav Niaht (2 Apnl 1 W8), p. 2, 



the construction of the 'Indian' as an historical figure, a useful buffêr fiom considering the 

conternporary harsh conditions on m e s  in the 1 930s. In addition, Canadians, arguably with 

some legitimacy, terrded to include thernselves within a braader 'white race' responsible for the 

decline of the original inhabitants of the continent, thus diluting their own responsibility. Even 

when they did tum their gaz  on the contemporary 'Indian', wtrat they saw was the pathetic dnirik 

with whom they caild not empathise; this creature did not deserve their pity or conam. The 

repeated trivialization of AMgina l  issues, culture and people through demeaning and cornical 

language and tone helped Canadians by reducing the 'Indian' to manageable propottions. Finally, 

the canon of the 'Vanishing Indian' provided a last line o f  fatalistic def- because the decline of 

the 'Indian' was vie- as imitable and, in a social Darwinian sense, natural. There was nothing 

that Canadians could do but speak prosaically of some romanticized past and the tragic harsh ~nrth 

of the survival of the fittest. 

What can be inferred fiom these findings about the image of the ' Indian' in Cana& during 

the 1930s? The various images of the 'Indian' that existed a t  that time f& the intelktual and 

conceptual environment in whkh policies pertaining to Aboriginal people, and the conditions in 

which they were forced to Iive were createû or alloweû to exist. Following the retirernent of 

Duncan Campbell Scott as Director of Indian Affairs, and with him his zealous sense of purpose, 

the Department was lefi with little but an in fiastructure and a sense of authority. If anything, the 

IAB's need to maintain its control was augmented by the collceptualization of the 'Mian' as a 

wayward delinquent child in need of niles and a firm hand, The attempts during the decade to gain 

legislative amedments that wouM strengthem the intrusive powers of the Department similarly 

make sense in light of the intransigence expected fiom 'Indians' and the combative view of the 

relationship held by administrators. The public image of the 'Indian' is usehl for undetstanding the 

roots of Canadian idifference to the plight of the First Nations, 'Indians' were historical entities, 
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not wntemporary human beings; they were objects of trivialking comedy, not of serious concern. 

Even when unpleasant modeniity was discussed, t k e  was Iittle impulse to do anything because 

'conunon sense' told them that 'Indians' were a doomed 'race' nearùig extinction. 

This inclifference left the indian -airs Branch with an almost fiee hand to pursue 

assimilation in wtiatever manner it saw f~. There was no popular movement as in the US., even 

among radical intellectual and soçialist elites, to reform the manner in which the country treated its 

indigenous population. Sadly, First Nations people, neither as noble nor as depraved as the 

extremes of Canadians' image of hem, were caught somewhere in h e m ,  stniggling to rnaintain 

their cultural existence against the onslaught of the government and the idifference of  the country. 



CHAPTER 2 
THE 'PUBLIC iNDIAN' GOES TO WAR, 

SEPTEMBER 1939 -DECEMBER 194 1 

Less than two weeks afier Hitler's legions marched into Poland on 1 September 1939, 

Canadians found themselves at war for the second tirne in a generation. The population exhibited 

little of the wiid euphoria that had marked 1914. Nonetheless, thousands of young men presenteû 

themselves at reçruiting offices, and the majority of Canadians dutifiilly steeled themeives for the 

sacrifices and hardships to corne. The various branches of the militas) girded for battle and the 

economy began, progressivefy, to shift hto war production. After the lean and directionless years 

of the Depression, the country suddenly seemed to have a sense of mission again, 

Following the initial burst of activity during the battle of Poland, the war entered the static 

and oddly calm period of the Phoney War. Little happened on the battle fiont between the Allied 

and German armies, and complacency dorninated the home fronts. In Canada, the govenunent 

continued a relatively rneasured and restrained reartnament program, while the economy was only 

slowly c hanging into war production. However, this stability was destroyed in the spnng and 

summer of 1940 when the Wehrmacht smashed Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France 

in quick succession. The fall of France in June shattered Canadians' peace of mind. In the 

summer of 1 940 they were suddenly Britain's largest and most impottant ally, and the spectre of 

defeat hung over the population. 

Beginning in May 1940, public pressure rising fiom the worsening situation in France 

forced the governrnent to enact a series of rneasures escalating the national cornmitment to the war. 

These included sending the 2" Canadian Infantry Division to England ahead of schedufe and 

mobilising the 3" Division, followed shortly by the 4'h. In June, the Prime Minister introduced the 



National Resources Mobilisation Act (NRMA) to allow for the effective and eficient mobilisation 

of the country's human resairces for the defence of Canadian territory. The NRMA explicitly 

assured Canadians that the men consçripted under the plan would not be sent overseas, thereby 

meeting Mackenzie King's personal pledge not to enact conscription and assuaging the fears of  

French-Canadians. It would take time before the country was fùlly geared to fight a total war, but 

in that frightening summer people came to grips with the idea. 

Once the thfeat of a German invasion of  the British Isles receded in the autumn of 1 940. 

the situation did not noticeably ünprove, despite the British victory over the Italians in north 

Afiica. The new year brought the waning of Allied fortunes in a series of defeats, culminating in 

the fa1 l of  Yugoslavia, Greece and Crete to the Axis in the spring. These disasters were followed 

by Operation Barbarossa, and the stunning German advances deep into the Soviet Union. Each 

day Canadians read nervously about the latest reverses and wondered when the United States 

would join the cause. Through the dark days the country was galvaniseci, transforming its war 

effort into a national crusade, with almost every segment of the population pitching in to do its 

part. Not until the late stages of 1941 did the first glimrners of hope emerge for Canada and the 

Allies: the United States was brought into the war by the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor; and the 

Soviet Union not only stopped the Germans short of Moscow, but also launched their own winter 

offensive which drove the enemy back. 

The first twenty-eight months o f  the Second World War was an ernotional roller coaster 

for Canadians, swinging fiom over-confidence to profound anxiety and back to cautious optimism. 

Canadians were forced to c la r ie  who they were, as well as why they were figfiting. Almost as 

importantly, in an environment highly charged with danger, English-Canadians needed to ascertain 

who was with thern and who was against them. As such it is a usefûl period in which to examine 
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the image of the 'Indian' in Canada's newspapers. Here we can see the transition fiom peace to 

war and its effect on the fanguage and iconography used in the public discussion o f  the First 

Nations. The war's early years a h  provide a chance to see whether the 'Public Indian' discourse, 

which had remained static through the 1930s, was more responsive to events affëcting the 

dominant society than to influences originating ffom within the subject group. 

Within this wntext, the contradictory duality that had marked the peacetime -Public 

Indian' faced some significant challenges in the early stages o f  the Second World War. The nature 

of the pressures on the 'Public Indian' and the way in which the discourse responded suggest some 

intriguing questions. Most obviously, did the war force alterations in the way Canadians 

constructed the 'Indian?? I f  so, what adaptations were evident and what were the mechanisms of 

change? Did a new image emerge? If so, what traits and characteristics endowed this new 'Public 

Indian' image? Did this new 'Indian' supercede the old dichotomy, or were al1 the images able to 

CO-exist despite their inherent contradictions? The answers to these questions wiIl not only chri@ 

the nature of the relationship behiveen the Second World War and the 'Public Indian', but will also 

aid in validating the foundations of discourse theory in this study. 

The outbreak of  hostilities brought !&le change in the ways in which the ' Indian' was 

represented in the public media or even in the frequency of stories on Aboriginal su bjects. ' Only 

gradually did connections between the war and the 'Indian' begin to be made in the papers, and 

these were constructed within the existing wnceptual framework of the 'Public Indian'. By 

'Of the papen surveyed, the Vancouver Sun, Winnipeg Fr= Press, Halifax Chronicle, 
Brantford Expositor, Saskatoon Star Phoenix, Kamlows Sentinel, Cardston News and Prince 
Albert Dailv Herald a11 carried a relatively large number of  'Indian' stories, with sorne showing a 
siight increase. Only the Toronto Globe and Mail significantly reduced its normally large number 
of Aboriginal hurnan interest stories. 
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January 1940, the 'Indian' was declining in salience in the face of more important war news. but 

there was little change in its fiame of reference. These early links between the -Public Indian' and 

the war reveal a tension resulting fiom the poor fit of Aboriginal support for the war effort within 

the existing dualistic images- However, a number of stories hinted that this pressure was forcing 

changes in the way Canadians constnicted the 'Indian'. and provided a glimpse at an emerging new 

icon. 

Overwhelmingly through the early phase of the conflict, the 'Public Indian' appeared in the 

media in al1 the guises that had been evident prior to the war. Crime stories in particular formed a 

significant propoflion of  the attention paid to the First Nations in al1 the p a p a .  This attention was 

due, in part, to several sensational murders which al1 oçcurred through the perid under review.' 

The rnost widely reported and brutal of the cases was that of Nelson Sammy, a Cree of 
the White Bear Reserve in Saskatchewan. who was eventually executed for the murder of his wife, 
her parents and a RC MP constable in August 1 939. "Indian Accused Of Murdering Four Persons" 
Prince Albert Dailv Heraid (28 September 1939): p.8. The crime was also reported in the 
Winnipeg Free Press "White Bar Reserve Indian Goes On Trial For Murders," (28 September 
1 939): p. 3, "Commits lndian On Murder Charge." HaIifax Chronicle (29 September 1939): p. 3, 
and "Charge lndian In Four Deaths," Toronto Globe and Mail ( 28 September 1 939): p. 22. 
Sammy was hanged on the rnoming of 5 July 1 940 in Regina for the killing of the RCMP constable 
(he received a life sentence for the three Aboriginal people he killed), "lndian Pays With Life For 
Murder," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (5 July 1940): p. 2. Another case was that of a BIood man 
named Round Nose, or in some stoties 'Big Nose', who was charged with the murder of his wife in 
September 1939. The Calnarv Herald noted the incident (23 September 1939): p. 4 and the trial 
-'Charge Indian Murdered Wife," (12 October 1939): p.1, but the Cardston News carried extensive 
coverage of the death and the subsequent mal: " B l d  Indian Held At Lethbridge Jail a s  Wife Near 
Death At Local Hospital," Cardston News (2 1 September 1939): p. 1, "Blood lndian Faces 
Murder Charge," Cardston News ( 1 2 October 1 939): p. 3, "Round Nose Confinai For Trial," 
Cardston News (1 9 October 1939): p. 1. 0th- stories included, "Charge Indian With Break," 
Halifax Chronicle (2 January 1940): p. 3, "Indians Jailed on Liquor Counts," Saskatoon Star- 
Phoenix (6 October 1 939): p. 1 7, "Jail Indian, Drunk in Car," Calnarv Herald ( 16 October 1939): 
p. 10. So casual and seif-eviâent was the comection between the 'Indian' and alcohol in Alberta 
that the list of persons who were legally deprived of access to liquor in the province for 
d r u n k e ~ e s s  was called the 'Indian List", as one article stated, "Your ancestors may have corne 
over on the Mayflower, you may have hair as fuie as comsilk and eyes as blue as forget-me-nots, 
but to the government you may still be an Indian," see "The Indian List: Alberta Roll of 
Interdictions Tragic Record of Drinkers," C a l m  Herald (2 Septernber 1939): p. 24. 



In ail of these stories the offender was invariabty identified in the headline as an 'Indian'. Such 

coverage merely denotesi another violent act by an 'Indian'. which, when combined with other 

stories about drunkeriness, which maintained the negative aspects of contemporary stereotypes. 

Interestingly, the Cardston News, afier reporthg on a number of such cases. felt it necessary to 

print a debatable disclaimer that "headlines in newspapers giving the race along with the narne of 

the individual is more descriptive than di~tinctive."~ 

In addition to crime stories were a number of stories that applauded the government's 

relations with, and benevolent treatment of, the indigenous population? S o m  came in the form of 

reports about ' Indian' c r a h ,  art and f&ivals, which were always glowing in tone. Usually, 

however, these pieces credited the work of  the Indian AfEairs Branch and of the Indian schooling 

systern for the quality and success o f  Aboriginal work and events.' However. the best coverage for 

the Indian Affairs Branch concerned the improvernents in Aboriginal health and the fact that the 

population was again g r ~ w i n g . ~  Canadians needed little other assurance that theu government 

The Cardston News (19 October 1939): p. 2. This disclaimer was a t  the end of a short 
editorial that assured Cardstonians that, despite the recent spate of crime stories involving people 
fiom the nearby Bloud Reserve, the B l d  'Indians' were really a peace loving and law abiding 
people. The editors went fiirther noting ''the wonderfùl progress in adopting the ways and manners 
of living of their neighbours." 

"Six Sarcees Had Income o f  $2,SOO in '38," Calgaw Herald (30 January 1940): p. 10. 

''Ctever Display By B.C. Indians," Vancouver Sun (1 7 September 1939): p. 18, 
--Museum Show Stresses Beauty of Indian Art," The Globe and Mail (1 1 lanuary 1940): p. 5. All 
to ofien, large segments of each story were taken up in listing the important Indian Affairs Branch 
off?cials in attendance, even if the festivals and events were organised by Aboriginal individuals or 
cornmittees, for instance see, "Indian Fair To  Start Tuesday," Brantford E x m i t o r  (5 October 
1939): p. 6. 

"The Vanishing American Isn't Vanishing" Halifax Chrmicle ( 5  lanuary 1940): p. 4. 
"indians Not Vanishing," Brantford E x m i t o r  (5 September 1939). The greater publicity given to 
the growth of the Aboriginal population still seems not to have hl ly  penetrated the myth of the 
decline and inevitable extinction of the 'Indian' race, see for instance "Injun Summer," Winni~eq 
Free Press Magazine Section (14 October 1939): p. 1. The poem describes an old-timer telling a 

(continued ...) 



was doing al1 it could for the 'Indian'. 

Above al1 else, the ' Indian' was still primarily represented as the colourfùl and exotic 

'other' in Canadian public discourse during the eariy phase of the conflict, Such articles ran the 

gamut of contradictory and ambivalent images and stereotypes that made up the 'Public Indian'.' 

The colourfùl character of 'Indian' subjects extended beyond the factual hurnan interest story to  

Iyrica l and historica 1 pieces where journalists flexed their rhetorical and irnaginat ive muscle. Few 

writers wrote more florid prose on the subject than P. H. Godsell, who published occasional art icles 

in the Free Press' Weekly Magazine Section. ln one essay about lndian Day on 30 September. he 

informed his readers that, "today, redmen of etstwhile warring tribes join in fiaterna1 celebration to  

smoke the friendly calumet and engage in ancient sports that were old when the paleface first 

stepped on the rock-bound shores of the New World.'* Godsell's miting, though sympathetic and 

informeci. was couched in the heroic and historical language that would seize the imagination of  

6(...continued) 
young boy about the 'Indian Surnmer' and the 'Injuns' o f  days gone by. He assures the boy that 
although there were once "heaps of lnjuns around here - thousands - millions, 1 reckon," there was 
no reason to be fiightened a s  there "hain't none around here now, Ieastways no live ones. They 
been gone this many a year. They al1 went away and die4 so they ain't no more lefi." Flattering 
coverage was also given to increasing IAB efforts on the treatment of tuberculosis among the First 
Nations, "High Death Rate: Federal Authorities Fight Tuberculosis Arnong Indians," Winni~eq 
Free Press (9 September 1939): p. 5. This article glossed over the death rates, which stood at 6 14 
per 1 00 000 population as against 54.7 among the general population and lauded the "noticeable 
progress" that IAB oficials claimed to  be making in combatting the disease. 

' One article made light of kgends arnong the Cree of northern Manitoba regarding an 
aquatic moose, which the papers dubbed "[A] Moose Of  The Ogopogo Class" and a 
"su bmeroose." "Here's Moose of the Ogopogo C lass," Saskatoon S tar-P hoenix (8 September 
f 939): p. 6. Ogopogo was the name of a f m o u s  mythical creature that Aboriginal people claim 
inhabited Lake Okanagan in British Columbia. The story had wide repercussions through the 
practice of printing articles fiom other papers, and reached the Halifax Chronicle, via the Montreal 
Gazette, by the end of September, "Amphibious," Halifax Chronicle (30 Septernber 1939): p. 4. 

P. H. GociseIl, "Today is Indian Day," Winni~ea  Free Press Magazine Section (30 
September 1939); p. 6. Indian Day was an  event celebrated by a number of  Aboriginal groups, 
and came to form the foundation for the contemporary National Aboriginal Day, which is 
s ponsored and supported by the federal government. 



Canadians. Thus, in the same article where he argued fot educating Canadian children about the 

'Indian' and lauded the contriïbutions o f  the First Nations to Canadian histoty and Society and their 

contemporary atternpts to organise themselves politically, he s@e of "dusky democrats," "tawny 

tribesmen" and "be-feathered sachems in al1 theu barbaric glory." Canada's children can be 

forgiven if they were unclear as to the message Godsell was presenting. Much less ambiguous was 

an u tterly derogatory editorial in the Vancouver Sun. Entitled "Three Squaws." it d e s c r i i  a 

number of folk and indigenous signs that foreçasted a severe winter for that year. However, the 

editor was unimpressed by the 'Indian' daims. 

1 know the Indian who invents al1 the hard winters - my oid fiiend Andy Neci, of the 
Three Horse Mountain Reservation. Why, Andy has been in the business of 
predict ing snow three squaws deep for the last 20 years. It always d e s  al l the other 
Indians get in plenty of fuewd and then Andy can conveniently steal it at  night- He 
has heated his cabin on these beaver stories and three squaw winters a s  long as 
anyone can re~nember.~ 

Not oniy was the principal character in this tale a manipufative and siy thief, the 0th- 'Indians' 

appear stupid and gullible: accepting the predictions, setting up a large stock of  w d  and not 

noticing its theft year after year. AI1 in all, the editorial presented a decidediy unflattering image of 

the 'Public Indian'. The war originally had little impact on these traditional representations, which 

survived in al1 theu traditional and contradictory guises: historical and noble or  contemporary and 

depraved. 

Throughout the early phase of the Second World War, links began ta be made between the 

current conflict and the 'Public lndian' in a number of différent ways. Infiequent and initially 

tentative, these stories tended to appear in the language and irnagery that had marked 'Indian' 

stories before the war. Thus, the 'Indian' appears as noble savage and social critic or  as quaint 

9 "Three Squaws," Vancouver Sun ( 10 October 1939): p. 4. 
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and colourful. Even stories that taked about the enlistment o f  Abonginal men in the armed forces 

or about First Nations support of  the war effort tended to  emphasise the 'Public Indians' colourfûl 

nature or historical context. However, in a number of these cases, a tension was evident in the 

language of the stories rising hm the ill-fit of  such positive, contempmary events within the 

existing 'Public Indian' fhmewcwk. Unable to fully accommodate the square peg within the round 

hole, the glimmerings of an 'Indian-at-war' image can be seen: a new cuitural icon, both positive 

and conternporary. 

A prime example of the colourfùl 'Inâian' in the context of the war was the attention 

generated by the comments of one Alberta chief about the loyalty of the First Nations and his 

predict ions for the coming war. Chief Walking Eagle assureci Canadians that young Aboriginal 

men would enlist because "every Indian in Canada will fight for King George."" His only fear 

was that they would n d  be a b  le to get into the fight before the war ended because "Chamberlain is 

mad at Hitler now, and he'll soon fm him. Before they talked too much, but now the English heap 

angry and they'll sure get busy. Pr* soon Chamberlain blow Hitler to hot place." The quaint 

pigeon-English and claims of loyalty to the King fiarkened back to the historical 'Indians' of stories 

and film, who always spoke in a broken and unusual idiom and signed solemn treaties with the 

British crown. In this story, the 'Indian' was delivering messages that Canadians wanted to hear. 

Indeed, when the story was picked up by the Halifax Chronicle fiom the Stratford Beacon-Herald 

in October, it was edited down to  its most colourful essentials: the claims that "every indian would 

fight for the King"; and the prediction, which the C hronicle terme. a "delightfûl forecas," that 

' O  "Hitler Fated For Hot Place Now British Angry," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (1 5 
Septernber 1939): p. 8. 
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Chamberlain wouM send Hitler to hell." The sincerity and seriousness of Chief Walking Eagle 

was lost in this pared dom and çondescending presentation of his statements. Yet the p l e a d  tone 

and wide distribution of this story demonstrated the genuine appreciation Canadians felt towards 

this display of loyalty by an 'Indian,' The war defmitely did not sirnpli@ the ambiguities that 

bedecked the 'Public Indian'. 

Another Canadian Press story that received extensive attention similarty portrayai the 

Indian' in a traditional tight: in this case backwards, but still quaint and childlike. Residents of the 

Nelson House Resewe in northem Manitoba, who came to The Pas for supplies, mly discovered 

that war had broken out on September 1 4. "Groups of lndians clustered around the traders radio 

... would not at fust even believe the broadcast stating Great Brhin was at war with Gennany."" 

The image of 'uncivilized' and 'primitive' people huddled around one of the wonders of modern 

technology, the radio, and their disbelief at what it had to say were striking representations of the 

-Indians' backwardnas. It was the lack of belief on the part of the Nelson House people that the 

Calgary Herald emphasised in its headline, "Indians Did Not Believe War On." The Halifax 

C hronicle chose to highlight a different aspect of the story in its headline, "Indians Dixover 

Conflict's Effect."13 This headline refmed to the 'Indians' dismay upon learning about the 

imposition of 'war taxes7 and a fear that they would not receive as much support fiom the 

government. Both papers accentuateci aspects of the story that represented the First Nations fiom 

Nelson House in an unflattering light, and one which fit within the existing image of the 'Public 

Indian'. 

Nonethetess. both papers carried the story with a closing sentence in which the 'Indian', 

'' --An Indian Chief," Halifax Chronicle (1 I October 1939): p. 4. 

" "Indians Did Not Believe War On," Calaarv Herald ( 15 September 1939): p. 1 1. 

l 3  "Indian's Discover Conflict's Effléct," Halifax Chronicle (15 Septernber 1939): p. 2. 



using some 'primitive' wisdom, played the role of social commentator. The s t q  c l d  quoting 

-'one native* who said, "You white people have been taking of war for four years and it has never 

corne." In saying this the 'Indian' is not saying something new, but in a sense parroting for the 

readers the 'comrnon sense' spdren between Canadians themselves. Many Canadians had been 

snimed that afier years of t a h g  about war, it had suddenly becorne a reality only a generation 

afier the end of the 'War To End AI1 Wars'. 

The use of the 'Indian' as a tool for this kind of social comment and criticism appeared 

more strongly in a peculiar editorial in the Vancouver Sun in October 1939." The central 

character was Andy N d  who had appeared in the "Three Squaws" editoria1 mentioned previously. 

Andy, who was guiding a ffiend of the editor on a duck hunt, asked the man how many people had 

been killed in the war. The fellow replied perhaps a hundred thousand. To this Andy, in 

traditional ' Indian' parlance, said "Huh." The s t o y  went on: 

After an hour he asked again how many people had been killed. My fiiend said he 
thought about a hundred thousand. "Huh," Andy said- M e r  a while he added: "If 
you was to pile al1 them dead people up, they'd reach higher than that tree." My 
fi-iend said they would reach much higher than the tree, up to the top of the mountain 
yonder. Andy looked at the mountain for a long tirne and said "Huh" again. They 
got on their liorses anâ rode towards camp. Ten miles along the trail, Andy stopped 
and, turning in his saddle, said: "That's too dam' rnany dead people." 

Ambivalence permeates this odd parable. Here was the noble savage, though perhaps more dim- 

witted than noble, pointing out the folly of western civilisation with his simplistic and primitive 

wisdom. Andy 's conclusion was far fiom surpris ing and reflected prevailing sentiments about the 

horrors of war and the fùtility and waste of so many lost rives. However, it was significant that an 

'Indian' was the vehicle for this restating of the obvious; the idyllic and pristine nature fiom which 

the 'Indian' as noble savage had sprung had long been used in this fashion as a stick to beat the 

'' "Andy Ned," Vancouver Sun (26 October 1939): p. 4. 
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societies of Europe and their colonial offspring. Had any other icon but the 'Public Indian' been 

used to make the sarne truistic point, it would mt have had the same resonance and significance for 

the readers. And yet the editor defined the lead character in negative and age-old stereotypes, such 

a s  the gninted replies and the glacially slow mental process. 

Whereas using the noble savage or presenting the 'Public Indian' as colourfiil could be 

accomplis hed within the confuies o f  the exist ing dualistic discourse, accounts of young A boriginal 

men enlisting or  stories about various First Nations making patriotic gestutes in support of the Red 

Cross and the war presented some difficulties. In this context, the historical and vanishing noble 

savage was of  Iittle use in making sense of Aboriginal voluntarism and loyalty in the present 

conflict. Nor could the contemporary but negative, drunken criminal image of the 'Indian' explain 

the loya tty and enthusiasm of the First Nations' support of the national war effort. Occasionally 

such references would be included without editorializing, as in the Cardston News on 14 

September 1939, in a story about local volunteers due to leave for A m y  service.I5 The fact that 

the first volunteer accepted locally was one of two B l d  'Indians' fiom the nearby reserve was 

mentioned in passing. However, other papas  took more notice of these incidents. 

The Saskatoon Star-Phoenix printed a large and dramatic story of Aboriginal enlistment in 

the Saskatchewan Light Infantry under the major headline on its third page, "Eighteen Mistawasis 

Indians Join lnfantry."'6 The story was positive and appreciative in tone commenting on the 

L'good-looking group" of volunteers. However, the initial thrust of  the story was the historical 

context of the Mistawasis band and of its Chief. loe Dreaver, who brought the recmits in to 

'' "First Local Volunteers For Army Service Leave Here For Training," Cardston News 
( 14 September 1939): p. 1. 

l6 "Eighteen Mistawasis lndians Join Infantry," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (14 October 
1939): p. 3. The story also tan in a slightly abbreviated fashion, minus the prominent headlines, in 
the Prince Albert Daily Herald, "Indians Offkr Their Services," ( 1 4 October 1 939): p. 8. 



Saskatoon." The secondary headline read "Spirit of Chief who signed No.6 Treaty Lives On" and 

referred to Mistawasis, the pt-gtaridfather of Chief Dreaver, saying: 

Chief Mistawasis. one of the Indian leaders who signed Treaty No.6 at Carleton in 
1876, tests peacefiilly today in the Indians' happy hunting ground. As a young man 
a b i t .  enemy of the whites, Chief Mistawasis lived to be a fnend of the British, and 
today he  cari sleep undisturbed, serene in the knowledge that his descendants not only 
adhere to the terms of the treaty which he signed with the Great White Queen but his 
sons and gmndsom, living on the big reserve narned after him, north of Leask, are 
still true Indians, true to their bargain and tme to their beliefs. 

Exactly what was believed to be a 'tme Indian' was clarified fkther into the article where the 

attitudes of the 'Indian' recruits was described: evidently %ey did not look upon joining the a m y  

as anything unusual, the love of fighting still k i n g  strong in their veins." This simple phrase 

conjured up the image of the 'Indian' as a natural and bloodthirsty warrior, one of the most 

cornpelling and long-standing of the historical manifestations of the 'Public Indian'. It also 

reflected the still common beiief that a war-like nature, or other economic, political, social or 

cultural characteristics 'ran in the blood,' and were irnrn~table.'~ Despite the immediacy of the 

events described in the s t q ,  the journalist could not help but use the colourfiil terminology, 

irnagery and historical emphasis that had long characterised tales of the 'Public Indian'. However. 

this conceptual framework could not explain the whole story and the latter stages of the article 

l7 Two photos were included with the story, one of the eigfiteen recruits, the other of Chief 
Dreaver in fù l i  regalia, complete with eagle-feather head dress and heavily beaded buckskin 
clothing. 

The prevalence of scientific 'racism', eugenics and belief in the fixed nature of 'racial' 
categories and attributes in Canada during the fmt  half of the twentieth century is evident in: 
James W. St. G. Walker, "Ra%" Rinhts and the Law in the Supreme Court of Canada: Historical 
Case Studies (Waterloo: Osgood Society and Wilfnd Laurier Press, 1 997), Angus McLaren, 
Own Master Race: Eugenics in Canada, 1885- 1945 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1 WO), 
and Howard Palmer, Patterns of Preiudice: A Historv of Nativism in Alberta (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1982), W. Peter Ward, White Canada Forever: Poputar Attitudes and 
Public Policies Towards Orientais in British Columbia (2" ai, Montreal and Kingston: McGilf- 
Queen's University Press, IWO), and Kay J. Anderson, Vanwuver's Chinatown: Raciai Discourse 
in Canada. 1 875- 1 980 (Montreal and Kingston: McG ill-Queen's University Press, 1 99 1 ). 



reveal an unabashedly positive and more respectfit1 tone than was fwnd prior to the war. 

In explainhg the keen spirit of the Mistawasis Crees. both ùie high ratio of enlistment by 

the band and Chief Dreaver received flattering portrayals. The s t w  went on fiom its historical 

opening to say that Mistawasis would fuid few "braves in his wigwams," as almost every able- 

bodied man of military age on the rrserve had alreaây enl i~ted. '~  Chief Dreaver believed: 

I f  people of al1 nationalities in Canada ralliai to the colours as willingly as  the 
Indians, the people who lost thek country to the British, and who, by nature and 
instinct should be the last to offer their services, this Nation would be an example to 
the world. 

The joumalist clearly endotsed Dreaver's views. To him it meant that the "Indians evidently 

appreciate their country and the Union Jack." Rarely did the media at the time report the words 

and opinions of Aboriginal people unless they were colourfiil. However. Chief Dreaver was quoted 

at length, without any colloquial 'Indian' grunts or pigeon English, and his opinions were given 

respectfùl and positive consideration. In part, this novel treatrnent was probably due to the fact 

that his comments stnick a cord with the patriotic sentiments of English-Canadians. The point was 

made that he had served in the 3d Canadian Engineers during the Great War, and that he was both 

a leader of his people and a business man. None of these role. fit the 'Public Indian', but Dreaver 

was a man of the tima despite his Aboriginal heritage, and both he and the actions of his band 

were inspiring. Their story, in the wntext of the war's early phase, requued sornething more than 

the traditional images of the 'Public Indian', and pushed the boundaries of  the old dichotomy in 

new directions. 

Another Aboriginal dernonstration of support for the war effort drew media interest in 

January 1940. The Nelson House band that had ma& the news across the country in September 

l9 According to the stay, if al1 of the eighteen passed their medical exam (1 1 had already 
passed) then there would be 20 men enlisted out of a reserve population of about 225. 
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1 939 was again the centre of attention but this time in a very difkrent article.20 Following a 

council among the band members, descri'bed in the papers as a "war council," the chief and a 

councillor made the 200 mile trip in winter to The Pas where they met with the Indian i gent-^' 

They told the Agent not to be "concemeci about the problems of  the Red Men," and that their band 

would make do without relief payments and govenunerit supplies so that the resources could be 

used for the war." The Cree leaders went on to  say that a Red Cross drive was under way on the 

reserve collecting "bundles of  weasel skins, moçcasins, and sometirnes a little coin," In Winnipeg, 

the editors of the Free Press deemed the incident of  such importance that they made space on their 

busy editorial page for some commentary, rather than burying it in the minor news stories. The 

editorial emphasised that "it is a far out Reserve this of Nelson House and only the winds and the 

rnoccasin telegraph tell the news of the world in flames," and that the 'Indians' had not corne by 

air, but by "dog and carriole." The imagery was romantic and historical, complementing the 

positive nature of the story. 

Had the story quit here, i t  would have been Iittle diffetent fiom o h r  s t c~ ie s  confined 

within the lirnits of  the 'Public Indian'. But it went on to cast the Nelson House band in a positive 

and contemporary hmework. The Free Press argued that "this [was a] tale of war effort, than 

which no proud city or  settled county district can claim fmer." Suddenly the 'Indian', who 

Canadians had always believd ought to act more like themselves, was providing the example for 

the nation to follow. The editorial cl& with a curious comment that refmed to an incident that 

received wide press coverage in Canada: the British press resporise to the first Canadian 

See footnote #12, "Indians Did Not Believe ...," Calaaw Herald. 

'' "Cree lndians Given Thanks of  Canada," Brantfbrd Expositor (27 Sanuary 1940): p. 7. 

" "Honor Where Due," W i ~ i ~ i e p :  Free Press ( 1 8 January 1 940): p. 1 1. 



contingent's amival in the United Kingdom, when they dubbed them the "Maginot Mohicans"." 

While this Iiterary license demonstrated that Canadians had no monopoly on fancihl and farcical 

ideas about Aboriginal people and their place in Canada, to the editors it had another meaning. 

They felt certain that "Canadians who know their history, realize that the suggestion is not without 

honor for them. The Red Man has written proud pages in Canada's story, and to these the Nelson 

House band has added a paragaph-"" Once again, ambiguity in the message is evident, despite 

the fact that the editorial is undoubtedly complimenting the Nelson House Cree. In having to 

'know their history.' the editors refmed to the positive historical image of the 'Indian'. However. 

the recent actions of the Nelson House people were not articulated as simply important for the 

contemporary national situation, instead their significance came in adding a "paragaph" to the 

"proud pages" that the 'Indian' had already contributed to Canada's past. The event was sparked 

by the war situation, but it had salience and meaning because the Nelson House Cree's selfless, 

noble and patriotic gesture seemed to encapsulate al1 that had been great about the historical 

'Indian' in the popular imagination. 

Thus, the early phase of the war did not significantiy alter the peacetime 'Public Indian' 

23 On 6 January 1940, the Canadian Press r e l d  a story fiom Canada House in London, 
based on selected clippings fiom British papers' treatment of the arriva1 of the fust soldiers from 
Canada. The story was amusing and belittling of the naivety and ignorance of the British 
joumalists who paid particuIar attention to the Aboriginal and black soldiers. One of the terms 
coined by the Glasgow Eveninp; News that was singled out for particular derision was "Maginot 
Mohicans." See "Maginot Mohicans," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (6 January 1940): p. 2, Prince 
Albert Dai ly Herald (6 January 1 940): p, 5, "British Press Welçomes Canada's ' Redskins'," 
Vancouver Sun (6 January 1940): p. 7, "Canucks Chuckle at Press Reports," Halifax Chronicle 
(6 January 1940): p. 1-2, "Indian Soldiers Get British Eye," Globe and Mail (6 January 1940): p. 
1 ,  "Without Their Tomahawks," Brantford Exmitor ( 10 Januay 1 940): p. 4. Most carriecl the 
Canadian Press story verbatim, but the Exmitor printed an editorial that went far beyond the 
bemused tone of the original piece. It was more darkly sarcastic and caustic in its assessment of 
the British press. 

ZJ "Honor Where Due," Winni~ea Free Press. 
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discourse. The traditional dichotomy of  the positive historical and negative contempotary image 

cont inued to form the m e  of media representations of Aboriginal people. Even stories that Iinked 

the ongoing conflict to the Fust Nations did nd automatically have to discard this conceptual 

framework. Nonethelas, situations brought about as a result o f  the war, specifically Aboriginal 

en1 istment and support of the war effort, did present ideas and emotions that were difficult to 

assimilate within the existing discourse. Repeatedly, these stories were cast into a historical 

context because that was the only manner in which positive stories about the 'Indian' made sense. 

The two stories about First Nations support for the war effort revealed indications of a new 

.Indian' icon, not yet fully articutated, that could explain Aboriginal people in a way that was both 

centred in the present as well as positive and sympathetic. 

The bloated sense of secunty prevalent in Canada through the fvst eight months of  the war 

deflated like the air let out of a balloon, begiming in May 1 940. The German Anny had already 

crushed Denrnark and Nomay, forcing the Allies into an embarrassing evacuation Rom the latter 

country. However, the worst was yet to  corne as Hitler launched the invasion of the Low Countries 

and France, on 10 May. Within six weeks, the bulk of the British Expeditionary Force along with 

some French troops, were forced to flee the continent a t  Dunkirk and the French government s u d  

for peace. The speed with which this occurred astonished the world, including Canadians. Only 

Britain and the Commonwealth remained to stand against the Axis, and complete defeat was no 

longer unimaginable. The results in Canada were ciramatic, with massive expansions in the armed 

forces and concomitant acceleration of the transition to a war economy. Total war had arrived. 

On the home front, press coverage of 'Indian' stories remained relatively high in most 

Canadian papers throughout the suinmer, but peaked during and after the French capitulation on 
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22 June. This is rernarkable considering the extent and dire nature of the news fiorn around the 

world that was competing for space with stories about the 'Indian'. Also noticeable was an 

increasing tendency to link the 'Public Indian' to the war in a number of ways. These stories were 

al1 marked by a single defining characteristic: each applauded and attested to Aboriginal support 

for the war effort. Almost every paper consuhed carried at least one such piece reassuring 

Canadians that 'Indians' believed in the national crusade and were doing their bit for the cause. 

The sumrner of 1 940 brought about the proliferation of the positive and conternporary 'Indian-at- 

war' image, ensconcing it alonpi& the other images of the 'Public Indian' in the Canadian 

imagination. 

By Sune 1940, the propagandists' most positive spin on the events taking place in France 

could not disguise a disaster in the ofTing. Newspapers began to publish more editorials and stories 

designed to encourage Canadians not to despair and to rally around the flag. Stories connecting 

Aboriginal people to the war formed a p a t e r  proportion of those about 'Indians' than heretofore 

in most places in the country. In the W i ~ i r > e n  Free Press and the Brantford Exmitor, such 

stories becarne the nom, largely displacing other 'Indian' storia through the sumrner. At the other 

extreme, the Vancouver Sun and Kamlm~s Sentinel maintained theu always-minimal coverage of 

Aboriginal issues to the trivial and the traditional. Nonetheless, the overall impression was of a 

country taking a renewed interest in its indigenous population in light of changed circurnstances. 

One subject of initial conceni to Canadians was the loyalty of the First Nations. Could the 

'Indian' be tmsted? Inflated reports of the activities of Nazi agents, subversives and saboteurs 

poured out of Europe in the wake of the German conquests. Some reports even claimed that the 

defeated had not been bested by military might, but by the insidiais work of fifth columnists 

undermining their morale and fighting ability. An overwrought press and RCMP told Canadians 

that even their own country had beeri infiltrated by pdentially thousands of these "dangerous 



agents in the guise of Gennan immigrants, refùgees, Gerrnan Canadian citizens, even discontented 

Eskimos or Indians, and who knew what el~e. ' '~ The result was a highly charged environment 

where every segment of Canada's polyglot society was suspect, hcluding 'discontented Indians'. 

The alarm was first raised by concems in the United States that "foreign-fostered groups and 

domestic anti-Sernitic organisations were trying to stir up dissention [sic] arnong the Indians by 

stressing grievances against the gover~unent."~~ The story also carrieci Canadian reaction to the 

news, which arnounted to Indian Affairs oficials assuring joumalists that "there is no reason to 

beiieve that any Indians in Canada have Nazi inclinations." However, the loyalty issue did not 

simply disappear with this casual officia1 dismissal. 

A more articulate and substantiated appraisal of Aboriginal loyalty appeared a month later 

in the Calgary Herald, which -ed a full colurnn editorial under the simple title, -'Indians Are 

Loyal."" The editor went so far as to daim that there was "no more loyal elernent in Canada's 

mixed population than the Indians." The editor referred to historiai alliances arnong the Six 

Nations and to the mystic loyalty to the British crown among 'Indians' in remote regions. 

2s Robert H. Keyserlingk, ''Sreaking the Nazi Pact: Canadian Govemment Attitudes 
Towards German Canadians. 1939-1945,'' in On Guard For Thee: War. Ethnicitv, and the 
Canadian State, 1 939- 1 945. eds. Norman Hilmer et a/. (Ottawa: Canadian Cornmittee For the 
History of the Second WorId War, 1988): 53-69, p. 60. 

'" "Nazis Seeking To Rouse Indians," Wimipea Free Press (5 June 1940) p. 3. The story 
was also carried in "Reports of 'Fifth Column' Operation Among U.S. Indians," Brantford 
Expositor (5 June 1940), p. 12, and in a diffërent format in "Hitler Includes American Indian," 
Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (7 June 1940), p. 7. Thefe was in fact a concerted if ill-infmed and 
poorly executed Gerrnan propaganda carnpaign aimed at Native Arnericans during the late 1930s 
and into 1940. Arnerican-bas4 pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic groups a h  worked diligently to woo 
Natives to their cause, fiom the mid- 1930s onward, with slightly more success. Such efforts had 
Iargely fizzled out by the fall of 1940 under concerted pressure fiom the Indian Affairs Bureau and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. See Kenneth William Townsend, At the crossroads: Native 
Americans and World Wur II (Dissertation, University of North Carolina, 1 99 1 ), chapter 3. 
There is no evidence that a similar attempt was ever made in Cana&. 

" Yndians Are Loyal," Calnary Herald (4 July 1940), p. 4. 



However, the most convincing demonstration was the fact that Aboriginal men had served in the 

Great War: "over four thousand" according to Dr. H. McGi11, Director of the lndian Affairs 

Branch and "it is expezted that the Indian contingent this tirne will be at least as large." This was 

lent greater significance b u s e  the point was made that "al1 Indian participation in the war must 

be voluntary," as it had been in the last ~ a r . ~ *  The symbofic nature of voluntary rnilitary service 

and sacrifice under lie this starkly positive, y& contemporary manifestation of the *Public Indian'. 

The ditorial concluded with glowing praise for an award-winning essay by a local 

Aboriginal student about the current war, the Nazi menace and Britain's fight "for liberty and fixe 

institutions . . . [and] maintaining the force of  decency against barbaric people~."'~ The student's 

essay ended on a fervent and patriotic note: "So in the meantirne let us pray, pray, pray. and at the 

last may God save the King." This seerns to have encapsulated the feeling of the moment for the 

Herald editors, who gushed, "few white children in the Dominion could improve on this statement 

of a young Indian inhabitant of the Blood Reserve in Southern Alberta." Conspicuously, there was 

no ment ion of the ' Indian' child's name; the significance of the message in the youth's essay came 

not fiom who he or she was, but fiom what 'racial' group he or she represerited. Nonetheless, it 

was hi& praise that only a few 'white7 children in the Dominion could improve upon the Blood 

child's affirmation of loyalty. Calgarians could take comfort fiom the positive news that the 

'Indian' was emphatically on side. Given such passionate comment and glowing editorialisation, 

28 This assumption tumed out to be unfounded. Not only were Aboriginal men liable to 
conscription for non-combatant duties during the Great War, they would be conscripted for home 
defence for most of the Second World War, Even combatant service overseas was deemed 
applicable for the majority of the First Nations in late 1944. Only about one sixth of the Indian 
population was exempted due to explicit verbal treaty promises that had been made during the 
negotiation of Treaties 3,6,  8 and 1 1, between 1876 and 192 1. These treaty areas covered much 
of the Prairies, as well as north-western Ontario, north-eastem British Columbia and parts of the 
Territories. 

'9 "Indians Are Loyal," Cal- Herald- 



who could doubt that the 'Public Indian' was loyal. 

More than the assurances of lndian AfEairs personnel or self-styied specialists, it was 

news of the actions and sacrifices of Aboriginal people themselves that laid to rest English- 

Canadian anxieties about their loyahy." On the same day that r w s  of France's imminent collapse 

broke in the papers, the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix carried a prominent story under the headline, 

"lndians Dispky Loyalty in Gift Of Treaty M~ney."~' It refmed to a number of bands f b m  the 

Battleford Agency that had refiised to accept their treaty payments for that year or request 

governrnent assistance, so that the money might go to aid their "Glorious King and Queen" in the 

war. Even more impressive, the First Nations of northern Saskatchewan found what other rnoney 

they could to offkr in support of the war effort. In Iight of such gestures, questioning the loyalty of 

the First Nations must have appeared almost absurd, and the concenis s m n  to have been allayed- 

Where the papers had been both feeding and assuaging the feus of Canadians in the initial 

s hock of the fa1 1 of France, the news began increasingly to reflect the need for shoring-up civilian 

morale, preparing them for the sacrifices ahead and encouraging support for a total war effort. In 

30 Concern over Aboriginal loyalty had not ent irely disappeared. The Brantford Expositot 
carried an article in July quoting a well-known "lndianologist" who was supremely confident in his 
certainty that "Canada's basic minority" was %nmune to Nazi-inspired unrest-" Any such 
attempt, the expert assureû Canadians could only be based on utter ignorance of Aboriginal people 
and was "doomed to complete failure" because m a t  'Indians' regarded Nazi Germany with 
*'disgust and loathing."'Indians Immune To Nazi lnspired Unrest," The Brantford Exmsitor (1 2 
July 1940): p. 7. 

"Indian Generous to War Causes," Saturdav Nipht (1 0 August 1940), p. 17. The piece 
opened claiming, "Assurediy to be counted among the most patriotic of Canada's citizens are 
Saskatchewan lndians who have given generously of their money, and in one case have donated an 
ambulance, to help the Empire war cause." 

" "Indians Display Loyalty in Gif€ Of Treaty Money," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix ( 1  7 June 
1940): p. 4. An abbreviated version of the story appeared also in the Wimi~ea Free Press, "Indian 
Aid: Give Treaty Money To Help Win War," (1 7 June 1940): p. 10, and a few weeks later in the 
Halifax C hronicle, "Three C heers For The Crees," (3 July 1 !MO), p. 8. The Chronicle piece was 
taken from the Windsor Star. 



this changing wntext, the "Public Indian" discourse also went through a transition. The positive, 

present-day ' Indian' filled several new roles to meet the differing needs of English-Canada as it 

adjusted to total war. The tone of media stories no longer suggested a need to molli@ Canadians' 

worry about 'Indian' loyalty. Instead, the interest in the ' Indian' focussed on the positive 

demonstrations of  Aboriginal patriotism and sacrifice. These reports proved beneficial in 

encouraging reassuring and even shaming Canadians into greater exertions for the war effort- 

The humanitarian spirit and compassion of the 'Indian' received notice in stories about 

their generous support of the Red Cross. Even the Vancouver Sun, which seemed to scrupulously 

avoid printing material with the new positive 'Indian' image o r  stories linking Aboriginal peopie to 

the war, printed a heart warming story about the marvellous work done by Aboriginal children for 

the Red Intaestingly, while the majority of the story concemed the other projects and 

achievernents of the Chilliwack Red Cross Branch, the headline spoke only about the case of the 

'-Indian chi~dren."~ The story noteû that the pupils of the Coqualeetza Residential Schwl, 

ranging fiom seven to eighteen years of age, had "expressed a wish to do war work sorne time ago, 

and said that they could knit and sew." Here is another element of the new positive, conternporary 

' Indian': a sense of agency." Where the negative conternporary image of the 'Indian' so oflen 

appeared as  passive, in this the journalist was caretùl to say that the children had been the 

'3 "indian Children Assist Red Cross," Vancouver Sun (6 July 1940)' p. 16. 

3-1 This was also the case in a similar article in Winnipeg "Aid From Indians: Residents of 
Manitoba Do Bit In Filling Red Cross Cofférs," W i n n i m  Fr= Press (7 August 1940)' p. 3. 

35 This was not uniformly the case. The paper in Saskatoon assured its readers that the 
Fishing Lake Band made the decision to donate $1000 to the government for war costs entirely of  
their own initiative. but went on to claimed that Wle articles published in the Star-Phoenix 
concerning the recent donations fiom other Indian bands in the Province were more or  less 
responsible for the decision of this particular band". Leaving aside the professional conceit and a 
bloated impression of the influence of their work, the Star-Phoenix equivocated in its impression of 
the agency and initiative of the 'Indian'. 



inst igators, 

In the context of the war and this ongoing re-assessrnent of Aboriginal peoples in the 

public forum, even activities that would have been viewed as traditional and colourfiil 'Indian' 

activities prior to the war t d  on a more nuanced meanhg and gained respectfùl consideration- 

An excellent example of this was the C a l w  Herald ave rage  of a Sun Dance in late June 1 940." 

The paper ran two major stories about the event, both by the same journalist. The first opened 

with the colourful phrasing so long typical of 'Indian' tales, "Indian drums throbbed along the 

banks of the Bow in the heart of the legendary Sun Dance ~al ley."~ '  The second began with a 

long evocative introduction: 

"heh- h-h, heh-h-h, heh, hei, ho, hei-h-h." It is night on the prairie and fiom the dimly 
lit Sun Lodge in the middle of the Indian camp cornes the plaintive wail of the Sun 
Dance Song, ckar and high above the steady k a t  of the drums. Outside in the big 
circle of the main camp, fins gleam dully, throwing fancifùl shadows on the bushes 
and the trees. Here and there a hobbled pony crops a t  the short grass. The camp is 
silent except for the continuhg singing and drum beating in the Sun Lodge. The 
interior of the Iodge presents a weird and colorfiil sigfit. In the main circle to the lefi 
a group of old men sit and grunt approval as the younger braves pound theu tom- 
toms and chant the Sun dance ~ong .~ '  

Had the tenor and emphasis of the articles not changed dramatiçally, they could have been 

dismissed as another example of the 'Public Indian' as colourtiil and exotic. 

However, the first story went on to give a detailed and sympathetic explanation of  the Sun 

Dance and its spiritual meaning for the Stony people, mixed with their patriotic concerns: 

I t  was not the barbaric Sun Dance of the early '70s where lndian braves were forced 
to dance until the buckskin thongs a f f i  to the muscles of  their chests were tom 

"Stonies at  Ceremonial Sun Dance Pray For Victory For Britain," Calgary Herald 
June 1 940), p. 1-2. The Herald actually ran two stories about the Sun Dance that day: "Torn- 
Toms of  Stonies Beat Time For Tribesmen's Sun Dance Ritual," Calgary Herald (20 June 1940), 
p. 1,s. 

37 "Stonies at Ceremonial Sun Dance ...," Cal- Herald. 

38 "Tom-Toms of Stonies ...," Cal- Heraki. 



loose fiom their fastenings, but a colourfül ritual which culrninated with the Indians, 
young and 014 joining in a prayer for victocy fot their King across the water and the 
armies under his ~ o m m a n d . ~ ~  

In great detail, the joumalist describe. the decision to hold the ceremony, as well as the 

complicated process of  setting up and holding the Sun Dance. He recognised the fiision of 

Christian beliefs and traditional spiritualisrn, i n f m i n g  the reader that, far fiom k i n g  an un- 

Christian or  'heathen' ritual, "the Indians, through the medium of the dance, are merely praying to 

Almighty God for help and guidance in the age-old native fashion, rather than through the medium 

of the Christian church-" The second article went on the describe the prayers in support of the war 

and Britain. noting the Stony people's hope that they would not be called upon to kill, as well their 

willingness to do whatever was needed to fiirther aid in the successtiil prosecution of the war. It is 

dificult to imagine, even with its traditional imagery, svch a balanceci and insightfül representation 

of an Aboriginal event in years prior to the war and the flowering of a positive contemporary 

'Public Indian'. 

Even more noteworthy than Abonginal compassion and spirituality, demonstrations of 

their enthusiasm for the war effort were fiequent and the press appeared eager to print them 

whether it involved cases of  enlistment or  other topics.'"' A &es of stories kept the ' Indian' in the 

public eye throughout the climax of the summer in Saskatchewan, beginning with the northern 

Bands' decision to refuse their government relief and contribute theu treaty money to the 

govemment, reporteci on t 7 lune. Two days Iater, the Star-Phoenix printed another dramatic 

announcement. declaring that '%he Indians of  the Mistawasis Reserve are patriotic to say the least," 

39 "Stonies at Ceremoriial Sun Dance ...," Cal- Herald. 

'O "Men of  Tough Northeni Breed with Grey and Simçoe Foresters a t  Camp Borden," 
Globe and Mail ( 1 July 1 940)' p. 5. This was a brief photo essay, but the largest picture was of 
"Private Jack Kahbejee, Chippewa Indian fiom Southampton district, [who] laughs broadly as he 
starts to fil1 his palliasse with straw." 



because they ma& a donation of $2 080 for the purchase of an ambulance for work ~verseas.~'  

This was followed on 2 July by a story about a Métis declaration of support, on 5 July by a story 

about Chief Dreaver's cal1 for an aH-Indian batîalion and on 25 July by another stoy about the 

donation of % 1 000 by the Fishing M e  Band." In al1 these cases, the actions of the First Nations 

were interpreted as patriotisrn of a highly developed sort, and a great example for Canadians to 

follow. In this sense, the example of the 'tndian-at-war' image helped to encourage Canadians to 

do their utmost for the war effort by providing a bench mark of what could be done. But the 

stories also created an exaggerated sense of the zeal behind Aboriginal actions, and ascribed 

meaning and motives that perhaps reflected Canadian desires more than the real attitudes of the 

First Nations themselves. This is not to say that Aboriginal peuple did not believe in the fight 

against Hitler, or that they did not demonstrate genuine patriotism in supporting the national 

crusade. Clearly, they supported the war and most did what they could to help, but their reasons 

for cioins so were more complex than the dominant society's discourse a~knowledged."~ 

" "lndians Donate $2.080 To Purchase Ambulance," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (19 
Septernber 1940), p. 1 1. A similar story about several Alberta Cree comunit i ts  who gave an 
ambulance to the Royal Canadian Anny Medical Corps ran on the fiont page in Brantford a w& 
later, "Cree Indians Give R.C.A.M.C. Ambulance," Brantford Exmitor  (25 June 1 940), p. 1 . 

'2 "Metis Pledge Theu Support," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (2 July 1940), p. 3, "All-Indian 
Battalion Suggested," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (5 July 1940), p. 4. "Indian Band Donates $1,000 
to War Effort," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (25 July 1940), p. 4. Chief Dreaver's cal1 for an 'All- 
Indian' unit was carried as well in the Prince Albert Daily Herald and in the Winni~en Free Press: 
"lndians May Form Battalion," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (5  July 1 940), p. 3, "All-Indian 
Battalion," Winni~ep; Free Press (5 July 1940), p. 7. 

'' Patriotism and a desire to end the tyranny of Hitler's Nazi regime certainly spurred 
many First Nations men to enlist and many Aboriginal communities to contribute in any way 
possible to the war effort. However, there were 0 t h  reasons for their actions. The reasons for 
young Aboriginal men enlisting were as numerous as they were for any other young man in 
Canada: for some it was patriotisrn; for &ers the of a steady pay check and three square 
meals a day; some wished to escape an unhappy home life or a bad marriage; others craved the 
adventure of travelling overseas; but as often as not, young men enlisted because their buddies did 
and it was the thing to do. Add to this the desire, in those First Nations which still had warrior 

(continued ...) 



The examples of the 'Indian' aiding the nation not only ençouraged Canadians on to 

pater  sacrifices, but, due to the underiying perception of the 'Indians' inferiority, also served to 

push thern. This dual purpose can be seen in stories about the gestures made in support of the war 

effort For instance, Aboriginal poverty was emphasised in stories about the refiisal of govemment 

assistance by northern Saskatchewan First Nations, and their subsequent contri'butions to the war 

effortsw One story made careftl note that SI O 1 had unne fiom the Thunderchild Reserve alone, 

despite the fact that the "Thunderchild band has known every vicissitude of recent drought years." 

S imilarly, the Halifax Chronicle noted that these Aboriginal peo~les were "never in the tKst of 

c ircumstances financia~ly.*~~ The emphasis on the difficult straits of the 'Indians' is noteworthy 

because it amplifiai the depth of the sacrifice they were making and set the bar that much higtier 

for the rest of the population to try to meet. This served to quiet the arguments of those Canadians 

who were unwilling to do their bit because they had just ernerged fiom the hard times of the 

Depression. But more importantly, it shamed those supposedly superior 'white' Canadians who 

had not done as much as had the 'lowly Indian'. In a sense, this was the 'noble savage' reborn in a 

very different and modern guise, while retaining its age-old role as an instrument of social 

criticism. Even in setting the 'Indian' on a pedestal, Cana& constnicted an ambiguous image. 

WhiIe the ppreceding analysis might suggest that the positive, conternporary 'Indian-at-war' 

image completely displaced other representations of Aboriginal people in the public discourse 

during the sumrner of 1 940, such was not in fact the case. The traditional dichotomy also thrived 

J3(...continued) 
societies and who valued the warrior, for young Aboriginal men to attain theif rights of manhood 
following in the steps of fathers and unçles who fought during the Great War, and of ancestors 
fùrther back who had fought other Aboriginal nations and the advancing Europeans in previous 
centuries. 

'" "Indians Display Loyalty .. .," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix. 

" "Three Cheers For The Cree," Halifax Chronicle. 
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through June, July and A u p s t  of 1 940, though in varying degrees depending on the paper. For 

instance, in the Vancouver Sun these older images continued to dominate ston'es about the 'Indian'. 

whereas the Prince Albert Dailv Herald and The Globe and Mail maintained a more even balance.* 

On the other end of the spectrum, the W i m i m  Free Press, Brantford E x m i t o r  and Saskatoon 

Star Phoenix circulated the 'Indian-at-war' image to the exclusion of any other. Yet even in these 

papers, representations of the 'Public Indian' remaïneci as complex and contradictory a s  ever, with 

gratuitously headlined crime stories r u ~ i n g  alongside the colourfùl and quaint, and the historical 

with the contemp~rary.~' The continuity in the imagery and rhetoric of these stories is remarkable 

in the wake of the changes brought about by the war's hrst year. 

Nonetheless, in some of the stories about subjects apart fiom the war, a sympathetic and 

less fancifiil tone can be detected, A prime example was a stocy about Aboriginal celebrations 

'6 "Worshipped by Indians," Vancouver Sun (7 iune 1940), p. 10, "Kamloops Gale Kills 
Indian." Vancouver Sun (1 3 July 1 WO), p. 16, "Artistry of B.C. Indians Feature of Exhibition," 
Vancouver Sun (29 August 1 WO), p. 13. Traditional images abounded still in the following 
articles: "Canada Has Wealth of Foiklore and Handicraft," Prince Albert Daily Herald ( 1 June 
1940), p. 4, "Indian Charged With Murder," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (2 1 June 1940), p. 3. 
-'Indian Pays With His Life For Murder," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (5 July 1940), p. 2, "Two 
Indians Drown In Nelson River Rapids," Prince Albert Daily HeraId (7 August 1940), p. 5, 
-'Indian Remains Calm As Murder Count Read," Globe and Mail (22 June 1940), p. 7, "Survived 
Al1 Progeny, Big Wind Dies at 1 0 1 ," Globe and Mail (1 3 Juiy 1 WO), p, 5, "Kilted Indians Arrive, 
Dumfound Scot Writers," Globe and Mail (3 August 1940), p. 3. 

'' "Rubbing Alcohol Given T o  Indians," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (1 3 June 1940), p. 17, 
"Indian to Hang Friday in Regina," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (4 July 1940), p. 4, "Tribal Tradition 
Believed Factor In Indian Slaying," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (14 June 1940)- p. 3, "Indian Sun 
Dance Gets Good Results." Saskatoon Star-Phoenix ( 1 7 July 1 940), p. 1 1, "Speaking Birchbark," 
Winnirm Free Press (8 June 1940), Magazine Section p. 5, 8, "Playing Indian, Canucks Whoop 
It Up," Winnipeg Free Press (9 August 1940), p. 12, "Indian Held For Killing," Brantford 
Exmsitor (2 1 June I940), p. 10, "Tablet For Six Nations Indians To Go In Brock's Monument to 
Cornmernorate Valor in War of  1 8 12," Brantford Expositor ( 1 7 July 1 WO), p. 6, "Aged Mohawk 
Chief Led Celebration," Brantford Exmitor (22 Jufy 1940), p. 6, "Colorfiil Figures in Ranks of 
D. and H.R.," Brantford Exmi to r  (2 August 1 WO), p. 6. 



following their receipt of annual treaty money?' Mer receiving theü yearly payment from 

govenunent oficials, the Aboriginal families spent the &y buying supplies fiom the host of 

vendors and enjoying some entertainmentS. In the p s t  such an event, if it received any attention at 

all, might have provided an opportunity fix rnany of the negative 'Indian' stereotypes to emerge. 

The story mi& have spdcen angrily of the indolence of a people dependant on goverment 

handouts, or demeaningly of the 'Indian's' profligate and impulsive spending, or suggested 

innuendo of illicit liquor and the quintessential 'drunken Indian'. Instead, the author noted how 

tiny was the treaty money allotted to each person, the meagre and cautious purchases made and the 

fact that the Aboriginal families made the money last al1 &y. In a similar vein, the Herald's 

coverage of the Calgary Stampede in July 1940 gave extensive treatment to Aboriginal 

competitions, parades and e v e n t ~ . ~ ~  Always, the 'Indian' appeared as a respecthl and full 

participant in the larger Stampede, and stories that might have reduced the First Nations to the 

colourful and exotic hurnan interest piece rehined fiom doing so. However, these were still the 

exception to the majority of 'Indian' stories, which continued to be constnicted within the 

parameters of the traditional dualistic image. 

The surnmer of 1940, with al1 its trials and strains, drew Aboriginal people to the attention 

of Canadians in a fashion that forced a re-evaluation of long standing notions about the 'Indian'. 

The public discourse could not explain the First Nations' contributions to the war effort using the 

'* "Indians Celeôrate Their Treaty Dey," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (22 June 1940). p. 8. 

49 "Fifieen Stony Tepees For Fair Indian Camp," Calaaw Herald (2 July 1940), p. 10, 
"Indians S e e k  Prize Last Won 28 years Ago," C a l w  Herald (8 July 1 !MO), p. 9, "Braves, 
Squaws Thrill Crowds At Street Show," Calaarv Herald (9 July 1940), p. 9, "Chiefs, Braves 
Play Ball," C a l ~ a w  Herald (1 0 July 1 !MO), p. 2, "Sarcees In Finery Thrill City Visitors," Calgary 
Herald (1 0 July 1 !MO), p. 10, "Indians Display Best Wigwam Cornpetition," Calmrv Herald (1 5 
J u ly 1 !MO), p. 1 0. The coverage of ' Indian' material also appeared in a number of other S tarnpede 
articles during the week, and in numerous pictorials. 
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images available; a new image of the 'Indian', therefote, developed to fiIl the need. This new icon, 

the 'Indian-at-war,' differed in that it was a sympathetic and flattering figure that existed in the 

present. Infused with an enviable spifit of sacrifice, unswerving loyalty, fervent patriotism and a 

dynamic initiative, this 'super-Indian' was nearly as distorted an image as other popular 

conceptualisations of the First Nations. But despite the utter dissimilarity between it and the 

existing versions of the 'Public Indian' - indeed the ouiri@ conflict between these various images - 

al1 three continued to ctxxist in seeming hannony in the public forum. While the 'Indian-at-war' 

took its place alongside the contemporary 'drunken criminal' and the histotical, vanishing, 'noble 

savage', it did not displace them. 

Heartened by the spectacular British victories over the Italians in North Afiica fiom 

December through to Febniary, Canadians regained some of their equilibrium and threw 

themselves into assembling the armed forces and material needed for the coming year. However, 

the worst was yet to corne and Allied fortunes reached tiieir nadir. Yet Canadians were not so 

shocked by the contuiuing reverses as they had been by the defeat of France the year before. 

Nonetheless, levels of gloom and concern persisted. The media, either censored or self-censored, 

amplified the minor victories and played down the losses and setbacks, doing what they coufd to 

foster civilian morale. Evm having the Soviet Union and the United States join the cause by year's 

end could not fùlly dispel the apprehension. Germany rernained at the height of its power and 

December provided a long litany of w b t  Japan was capable of accomplishing in the Pacific. 

Canadians held no illusions about the job ahead, but they hoped that they had weathered the worst 

of the Axis Storm. 

In the face of such important international events, stories about the 'Indian', regardles of 
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which incarnation, might have been expected to recede into the backgr~und.'~ While there was a 

noticeable drop fiom the crescendo of interest during the summer of 1940, the 'Indian' appeared in 

the media at least as frequently as in peace time in most  publication^.^' Based on the on-going, 

relatively high profile of the 'Indiant in the public forum, it is worth exploring whether or not the 

discourse changed further in 1 94 1. 

The stories Iinking the 'Public Indian' with the war continued to form a significant 

proportion of the representat ions of Aboriginal people in most publications. It rernained dominant 

in the Expositor, the Free Press and the Star-Phoenix. Stories largely focussed on Aboriginal 

enlistment and on Aboriginal soldiers, such as a photo essay about Six Nations Indians in the 

Du fferin and Haldimand Rifles." The photos were fiom the visit of two chiefs to the Six Nations 

'O For 194 1.1 examined e v q  issue of the weekly publications and January , April27 to 
June 6. June 22 to July 30, and December in the dailies. These tirne periods covered the British 
winter victories in the Desert, as well as the G m a n  conquest of Greece and Crete, Erwin 
Rommel's entry into the Afiican theatre, Gennany's invasion of the Soviet Union and the Japanese 
offensives of December. notably Pearl Harbor and the invasion of Hong Kong (because it was the 
first t ime Canadians ground forces fought in pitc hed battle). 

*' Of course, there were wide variations among the papers consuited, most noticeably in 
the virtual disappearance of the 'Indian' fiom the Halifax Chronicle. Only three articles involving 
'Indian' su  bject matter or imagery appeared in the time periods searcheci, less than half the number 
that appeared in Septernber 1939 alone. "P.E.I. Soldier Killed Overseas," Halifax Chronicle (4 
January 194 1 ), p- 3. "Barn Owned by lndian Burned," Halifax Chronicle (30 April 194 1 ), p. 3, 
"lndian Yells Are Put To G d  Use," Halifax Chronicle (19 July 194 1 ), p. 2. The Globe and 
Mail and Prince Albert Dailv Herald also significantly decreased their coverage of 'Indian' stories. - 
Hoivever, only slight declines were evident in the Brantford Expositor, the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix 
and the Winni~eer Free Press and no decline at al1 in the Calmrv Herald. Cardston News and 
Vancouver Sun. Remarkably, the Kamloops Sentinel, which had previously given only minimal 
attention to the 'Indian', significantly increased its coverage in 1941, printing 27 stories about 
'Indians' as opposed to the 2 they had printed in 1940. 

52 "Six Nations Indians With the Dufférin and Haldimand Rifles," Brantford Exmitor  (4 
January 194 1 ), p. 2. Other stories about enlistment or Aboriginal soldiers include: "lndian Soldier 
Writes School From England," &&rnioo~s Sentinel (27 November 194 1 ), p. 1 1, "Six Reçruits 
From Cardston," Cardston News (3 June 1 94 1 ), "Indian Soldier Reported 1 II," Cal- Herald, 
( 1 6 December 194 1 ), p. 10, "Crees Enlist When Chief Calls," Cal- Herald (26 June 194 I), p. 
3, "Seven Sons Serving" Prince Albert Daiiv Herald (5 December 1941), p. 3, "Indians Put On 

(continued.. .) 
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soldiers serving with the unit at Niagara-on-the-Lake. Their traditional dress and feathered 

bonnets figured prominentfy in al1 the pictures alongside the griming faces of the young men. But 

the tone was up-beat and ch&l, inçluding one picture with the caption, "Lesson In Scalping - 

Chief Blueyes shows how the process might work on one Adolf Hitler." The other principal 

manifestation of the 'Indian-at-war' was in stories about donations by Aboriginal bands to the Red 

Cross or to patriotic fun& for the tùrtherance of the war effort.53 In Cardston, the residents of the 

B l d  reserve contributed about ten percent of the district amount." A gratefül gathering of local 

dignitaries held a banquet in honour of the Blood's $200 contribution from their band fünds, which 

was presented in a "colourfiil and almost dramatic manner," by Chief Shot Ebth Sides. The 

speeches of the many Aboriginal and civic leaders at the event were fiilly recorded in the lengthy 

S2(. . xontinued) 
Uniform." Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (28 May 194 1 ), p. 3, "Proud of Warrior, Now at Hong 
Kong," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (1 7 December 194 l), "Men of All Races Flock to Join Canada's 
Army." Winnipeg Free Press (22 May 194 l), p. 3, "29 Enlisted From The Pas District," 
W i m i ~  Free Press (30 June 1941), p. 6, "No Eskimos in Canadian Service," Brantford 
Exwsitor (20 January 194 l), p. 3, "Indians Serve In War Units," Brantford Expositor (3 1 
January 194 l), p. 3, "Col. Martin To Command At Nanaimo," Brantford Expositor (20 May 
194 1 ), p. 14, "Saskatchewan Has Platoon Of Full-Blded Indians," Globe and Mail (4 July 
1 94 1 ), p. 1 3, "Eskimo Women Would Enlist," Globe and Mail (5 Decernber 194 1 ), "lndian 
Women Go On ' War Path'," Globe and Mail (1 8 December 194 1 ), p. 7. 

'' "Natives Value Civilization, Aid War Fund," Globe and Mail (8 July 194 1 ), p. 3. 
"lndian Trappers Buy Certificates," Brantford Expositor (28 January 194 1 ), p. 14, "Indians 
Contribute To Red Cross From Treaty Money," Prince Albert Daily Herald (2 1 July 194 1 ), p. 4, 
"Indians Have Corne Here Annually For 60 Years," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (26 July 1 94 1 ), p. 3, 
6, "London Fund Aided By Cree Indians," Winnipeg Free Press (2 June 194 l), p. 4, "Red Cross 
Fund Aided By Indian Reserve, W i m i m  Free Press (5 June 1941 ), p. 7, "Stonies Aid Red 
Cross," C a i w  Herald, (23 May 194 l), p. 10, "Indian Girls Help Park Spitfue Fund," Calgary 
Herald (30 May 1 94 1 ). p. 1 8, "Stony lndians Dig Down Deep," Cal- Herald (2 July 1 94 1 ), p. 
15, "Peigan Aid Red Cross," Cal- Herald (3 1 July 1941), p. 5, "Sun Dance Helps Red 
Cross," Cardston News (22 July 194 1 ), p. 1, "Indians Win Prizes," Kamlms Sentinel (5 June 
194 I ), p. 7, "Acient Legends of Thompson lndians Are Drarnatked," Kamloops Sentinel ( 1 5 May 
194 1 ), p. 1 1, "Indian Women First To Buy War Bond," Vancouver Sun (3 1 May 194 1 ), p. 37. 

"Blood Indians Generous To War Service Fund," Cardston News (29 April 194 1 ), p. 1, 
2. 



story run by the local w-, which made repeated note of  the fact that the B l d  nation was bath 

to seIl its land and thus had rather "meagre triial îùnds." There is no mistaking the sincere 

appreciation in the speeches of  the Cardston Canadian War Services Cornmittee rnembers, nor the 

genuine feeling of disparate elements pulling together as a community for a common cause. This 

story was not remarking on the ment b u s e  an exotic 'other' pedonned something unusual and 

bizarre, but because a prominent segment of the regional population had made a patriotic and 

heart-felt gesture. 

While tales of Aboriginal generosity and patriotism must have pleased Canadians, that in 

and of itself does not explain the high salience that the information contïnued to hold in the public 

forum through 194 1. An eùitorial in the W i m i m  Free Press provides a hint as to the meaning of 

the 'Indian-at-war' and why it remained a steady presence in the public discourse.'' The piece 

addressed reports that 'Indians' were not k i n g  accepted as recruits, declarhg them untrue, "as an 

inspection of alrnost any battalion now training in the country would show." Evidently. oficials in 

Ottawa had declared that there were no official impediments to Aboriginal enl i~trnent .~ Reassured 

that the ailegations were not officia1 policy, the editor nevertheless had no trouble conceiving of  

Iiow such an incident might m u r :  

Every now and then some stupid local official undertalces to lay down some rules for 

'' -Racial Prejudice," Winn im Free Press (1  6 July 194 1 ), p. 13. The paper had 
previousiy reported the wmments of the Indian Agent fiom Birtle, Manitoba that Aboriginal men 
were being refiised the opportunity to enlist. "Agent Says Indians Unsuccessfùlly Tried to Enlisf" 
Winnipeg Free Press (8 July 194 l), p. 4. 

56 The reality was that policies aflecting the eligibility of Aboriginal men for enlistment 
were not uniform across the country. At this time, the District Recniiting Oficer for Manitoba 
(Military District IO), Major M. Garton was encouraging his subordinates to inhibit Aboriginal 
reçmits. See, also R. Scott Sheffield, "...in the same rnanner as other people": Govmrnent Policy 
and the Military Service o f  Canada's First Nations People, 1939- 1945 (M.A. thesis, University of 
Victoria, 1999, and Michael D. Stevenson, "The Mobilisation of Native Canadians Dunng the 
Second World War," Journal of the Canadian Historical Association ( 1 996): 205-226. 



himself on the subject of who should or should not be admittecl to our armed fwces, 
and sooner or later such persons develop a form of racialism as objectionable in its 
way as the racialism of the Nazis themselves ... This thq. do without knowing, or 
without understanding, that racial prejudice, be it against Indians, Jews or Scotsmen, 
is one of the evils in the world that this war is k i n g  fought to eradicate. Perhaps we 
have corne now to a time when such statements about the loyal lndians o f  Canada can 
be stopped once and for all. 

In this sense, the 'Indian-at-war' was an allegory for why Canada was fighting against the Axis, of 

what made Canada different and morally superior to fascist Germany, and of the type of country 

Canadians hoped to build once peace returned. Thus, undermining the ability of Aboriginal men to 

enlist stnick at the very significance of the 'Indian-at-war' image, as well a s  the syrnbolic nature of 

military service in a democracy. 

Given the profound nature of  the 'Indian-at-war', it seems remarkable that there were still 

numerous examples of the 'Public Indian' in its traditional guises. Contemporary stories about the 

Aboriginal war effort continued to reflect the historia1 noble savage in some cases. The 

quintessential example of such appeared under the dramatic headline, "Red Men Dig Up the 

Hatchet."" More clearly than in any dher article, this 'colourfûl' piece, in stating the Iitany of 

Aboriginal contributions to the war effort, woked the image of the great 'Indian' warrior: 

Now the red men are on the war-path once again. But Fennimore Cooper would rub 
his eyes if he could see the khaki-clad warriors of the Mingo, Mohawk, Seneca and 
Shawnee tribes advancing in single-file through the hedgecovered byways of the 
Engl ish countryside. Still more WOU Id he wonder to see sons of buffabhunting Crees 
and Blackfeet mounted on snorring motorcycles instead of galloping pintos . . . armed 
with Bren guns in place of tomahawks and bows and arrows . . . and wearing the tin 
hat and tunic of the modern soldier in place of the war paint and dancing eagle 
feathers of former &YS. 

While the 'nobte savage' remained, the negative, contemporary image of the 'Indian' appeared to 

'' "Red Men Dig Up the Hatchet," W i m i w  Free Press (24 May 194 1 ), Magazine Section 
p. 5. 



wane during 1 94 1, though Ï t  did not disappear ~ompletely.~ While most nwpapers cont inued to 

identi@ Aboriginal people in headlines of crime stories, the tone tended toward that of a balanced 

hard news story, rather than the wiourfùl and gory details coupled with imuendo about alcohol 

that so often marked these reports previo~sly.'~ Perhaps it was no longer proper or seemly to 

discuss the First Nations in this fashion in the public domain, or perhaps people finally recognised 

the contradictions inherent in the images Canadians constructed of the 'Indian'. 

The 'Indian-at-war' had made it possible for the present-day 'Indian' to be both a positive 

and respectable figure. Thou@ still Iimiteâ, this image increasingly spilleû over fiom stories about 

Aboriginal support for the war effort into other subjects during 194 1 .60 The C a l w  Herald 

printed an unusual 'Indian' story in Juty, about a man proud of the acwmplishments of his 

dau&term6' She had organisecl a patriotic pageant of her sçhcxd mates that had performed at both 

her school and in Banff and launched the girl into the pubtic eye. The sarne story might have 

appeared about any father and daughter, it just so happenecl that the man in this story was Chief 

Walking Eagle and his daughter was Annie Beaver of the Stony First Nation. The story went on to 

mention the history of the Stony people, the Morley Resideritial School which Annie attende4 and 

Walking Eagle's other children. The tone was respectfiil and the ' Indian' characters were neither 

The Calgary Herald, Cardston News, Saskatoon Star Phoenix, Prince Albert Dailv 
Herald, W inn im Free Press, Brantford Expositor and Halifax Chronicle al1 demonstrateci this 
decline in negative or demeaning portrayals of Aboriginal people dunng 194 1. 

59 An exarnple of this more balancd treaünent can be seen in: "Saw lndian Wit Woman," 
Saskatoon S tar-Phoenix (1 7 December 194 1 ). 

"An lndian Legend," Kamloops Sentinel (24 April 1 94 1 ), p. 1 2, "Peaceful Indian 
Village Conceals Secret Woe," Cal- Herald (9 July 1 94 1 ), p. 10, "Adâress By C hief Mike 
Mountain Horse." Cardston News (4 February 1 94 1 ), "Remove lnjured Indian To Reserve 
Hospital," Cardston News (22 July 194 1), "Indian Women Sees Family Die of Hunger," 
W innim Free Press (30 January 194 1 ), p. 4, "The Final Frontier." Prince Albert Daily Herald 
( 14 January 194 1 ), p. 2. 

61 "Chief Proud Of Daughter," Calearv Herald (22 July 194 1 ), p. 16. 



demeaned. nor reduced to king colourful, nor even relegated to a histotical çontext as was 

typically the case with positive Aboriginal figures in the public discourse. What is stunning was 

that Chief Walking Eagle was the same man that appeared in the pras in September 1939 for his 

comments about the British king "heap an@' and Chamberlain "blow[ingJ Hitler to the hot 

place.'*' A greater juxtaposition of the changes in the 'Public Indian' is hard to imagine. This shifi 

also suggests that the sharp duality in the 'Public Indian'. evident prior to the war, was beginning 

to break dom under the pressures of the war and the new 'Indian' icon. It also could be taken as 

indicative of Canadian society 's willingness to  include Aboriginal people in their conceptualisation 

of Canada, rather than as an extemal and alien 'other'. 

An article in the Halifax C h i c l e  speaks more directly to this transition.63 The headline 

read "P. E.I. Soldier Killed Overseas," and discussed Pte. Daniel Peters, a veteran of the Great 

War. whose name was included on the latest casualty reports fiom the Canadian (active) &y. 

The information on the man was sketchy. All that was known was that he was "of Lennox Island 

Indian reservation in Malpeque Bay, P.E.I.," and had been residing on the mainland where he was 

believed to have enlisted. In addition, it was reported that the previous winter he had married a 

lefi any children behind. What is striking about this report is that it does not centre around his 

Aboriginal heritage. Normally such a story would cany a headline that made prominent note of the 

fact that the man was an 'Indiari'. Indeed, this would have been precisely the information that 

would have made the item newsworthy. However, in this case, the Chronicle merely reportai the 

news of an Island soldier who had been killed along with what information was availabk. about 

'' See page 1 1, also "Hitler Fated For Hot Place ...," Prince Albert Daiiv Herald, and "An 
Indian Chief," Halifax Chronicle, p. 4. 

63 ''P.E.I. Soldier Killed Overseas," Halifax Chronicle. 
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Daniel Peters the man. rather than Daniel Peters the 'Indian'. W - h u t  makùig too much of one 

article, this story offers a glimpse at the dominant public discourse constructing the 'Indian' in an 

inclusive. rather than exclusive, manner. Whether it was a hallmark of things to come remained to 

be seen. 

The answer to the initial question guiding this chapter, "did the war force alterations to the 

way Canadians constructd the  'Indian'?" is clearly, yes. The dualistic peacetime images of 

A boriginal people found in the public discourse were simpiy not desi@ to accommodate and 

make comprehensible the 'Indian' response to the war. The result was an expansion of the 

parameters of the public discourse to inciude a positive, present-day image. The begimings of this 

new -Indian-at-war' icon were evident almost immediately after war was declared, but did not gain 

widespread currency and usage until the summer of 1940. The ascendancy of the 'Indian-at-war' 

image through 1941 created a distinctly different 'Public Indian' than that with which Canadians 

had enterd the war. 

More important than the advent of a new 'Public Indian' image were the reasons for its 

emergence and the mechanisms that fostered or fwcd  change in the discourse. On the surface, this 

examination seems to go against the premise of the theory that discourse is more receptive to 

external influences affect ing the dominant society than to information emanating fiom within the 

subject group. Yet clearly, the reporting of statements made by Aboriginal people and their 

demonstrations of loyalty and support for the war effort had an effect on the way Canadians 

perceived and spoke of them. Such activities were far outside the collective assumptions and 

stereotypes that composed the 'Public Indian,' and in this sense, the First Nations were able to 

force the dominant society to take note of them and acknowfedge their loyalty and patriotism. The 

static nature of the 'tndian' during the 1930s certainly gave no indication that Canadians could be 
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so receptive to influences, actions and attitudes of Aboriginal people themselves. To a certain 

degree therefore, part of the mechanism ahering the 'Public Indian' discourse was the very fact that 

the First Nations believed in the fight against Hitler and were willing to lend their support to the 

national war effort, 

On their own. however, Aboriginal actions probably could not have forced the creation of 

a new image because Canadians had always had the luxury to think about and discuss the 'Indian' 

as they wished. The First Nations perforrned the patriotic deeds, but the dominant society assigned 

the deeds meaning and significance for their own purposes. The fact that these stories could not be 

easily articulated within the existing intellectual-cultural t'ramework need not have been a problem. 

as they could have ken  ignored. These stories proliferated because editors and journalists deemed 

them interest ing, entertaining, informative andor duca t  ional. That they were not ignored 

demonstrates that the actions of the First Nations mattered to Canadians, that they hl filled some 

emotional or intellectual need within the dominant society. The dramatic changes in the 

international situation played havoc with the emotions and morale of the population through the 

first twenty-eight months of the war. A definite correlation appeared between events affeting the 

dominant society and the transformations of the 'Public Indian'. This was the primary elernent of 

the mechanism driving change in the discourse. The actions of Aboriginal people were circulated 

and publicised because Canadians wanted. even needed, to know and because they provided some 

comfort in anxious times. 

The attention the media lavished on the First Nations and the creation of  the 'lndian-at- 

war' served the ernotional needs of Canadians in four principal ways, First, Canadians appreciated 

information that the 'Indian' supported the war effort because it meant that they were not alone in 
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the fight.@ When thrust into the fiont rank as Britain's major ally afier France's defeat, it was 

natural for English-Canadians to take a look betiuid to ensure that they were not alone. Second, the 

'Indian' gained a prominence during the summer of  1940 because of  the paranoia about fiflh 

columnists that swept through Canada foilowhg the shock of the German victories through the 

spring and summer. News of the demonstrations of loyalty made by Aboriginal groups in various 

parts of the country quickly allayed any such anxieties. The third man- in which the 'Indian-at- 

war' served the needs of the dominant society during the fvst years of the war was in helping 

Canadians to feel better a h t  themselves, their society and their government- Canadians viewed 

Aboriginal people's enthusiastic support for the war effort as a product of  the benevoient 

administration provided by their government over the years. As such, it helped to expiate some of 

the collective guilt for the Eurdanadian  displacement and domination of the First Nations that 

seemed to permeate the 'Public Indian' discourse, and to validate and confirm that Canada was a 

kind and just society. The 'lndian-at-waf symboliseci al1 that was dift'erent between 'us' and the 

Nazi regirne. and provided an icon for the nation's moral crusade. 

Finally, the 'Indian' served as a usefbl incentive in the efforts to foster national morale and 

encourage full participation in a total war effort. This role for the 'Indian-at-war' was increasingly 

evident as 1 940 turned into 194 1. In this capacïty, the 'Public Indian' proved remarkably flexible, 

providing both an example to inspire and encourage, as well as a whip to sharne and push. The 

d istorted 'su per-Indian ' that the 'Indian-at-war' became provided an ideal of patrïotism and self- 

sacrifice for the rest of Canada to ûy and match. However, beneath the surface of the positive 

characteristics of the 'Indian-at-war' were the negative sterwtypes that pressured Canadians to 

" English-Canadians were not just concerned about the F i m  Nations in the regard, news 
that French-Canadians were not shirking, that the various ethnic minorities were betiind the war 
effort and that other nations and peoples around the world stood with them also mattered greatly. 
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quai the efforts of Aboriginal people or be humiliated at k i n g  bested by the 'lowly Indian'. This 

utility should not be overlodced as a reason for the proliferation and salience of 'lndian' stories 

even when the world s e d  to be falling apart around them. Thus, the activities of the Fkst 

Nations not oniy ma& Canadians feel good about themselves; it also becarne part of the forces 

which galvanised and prepared the country for the long and difficult road ahead. 



CHAPTER 3 
THE ' ADMNSTRATWE INDIAN' AS SOLDIER AND CONSCMPT, 

1939-45 

Along with the First Nations and the rest of the government bureaucracy, the lndian 

Affairs Branch went to war in Septernber 1939. Like everyone else, the IAB was unprepared for 

the new strains and dernands that the war would place on its jurisdiction, on its infrastructure and 

on its image of the 'Indian'. The most serious challenge to the Branch's image of their charges 

proved to be the voluntary enlisbrient or conscription of thousands of Aboriginal men. The resuit 

was an overlapping of jurisdictions between the IAB, Nationai Defence and Nat ional War 

Services, as well as the Department of Justice and the RCMP. Out of this rnorass a confusing 

policies ernerged, were reversed and then reinstated. The IAB's network of field personnel was il1 

equipped for transmitting rapidly changing policy to the country's indigenous population who 

remained uninformed or misinformed about regdations that had signifiant bearing on their day-to- 

day lives. ' 

The attitudes of CAB administrators relating to A boriginal military service and 

conscription provide an excellent vantage-point fiom which to glean the perceptions of the 

'Administrative Indian' and the relationship b e t w e e ~  the IAB and its charges. Similady, the idea 

of what the 'Indian' is, as well as some fùture ideal of what the 'lndian' mi& become through 

their experiences in the Amy, ernerged strongly. Perhaps more importantly, it would & 

' These events have been outlined in R. Scott S hefield, ". . . in the same manner as other 
people ": Government Policy and the Military Service of Canada 's First Nations People. 1 93 9- 
1945 (M.A. thesis, University of Victoria, 1995). Also usefùl Michael D. Stevenson, "The 
Mobilisation of Native Canadians During the Second World War," Journal of the Canadian 
Historical Association ( 1 996): 205-226. Som additional information on policy rnatters can be 
obtained Janice Summerby, Native Soldiers Foreigp Battlefields (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and 
Services Canada, 1 993) and Fred Gaffen, Forgotten Soldiers (Penticton, B.C.: Theytus f3ooks 
Ltd., 1985)- 



meaningless to snidy the impact of the Second World War on oficial images o f  the 'Indian', 

without understanding something so symbolicaliy significant as Aboriginal military service. 

American historïography is agreed on the point that the Native American m o r d  of enlistment and 

participation in the U.S. war effort became one of the central catalysts for refonn after both World 

Wars.' Given the importance in the U.S. exmence, the First Nations' record deserves 

examination in the Canadian context. 

As with the image of  the 'Indian', military service in Canadian society was rich in meaning 

and syrnbolisrn. As Jonathan Vance has ab& demonstrated in Death So Noble, the icon-laden 

rnemory of the soldiers and theu sacrifice during the First World War deeply affected Canadians 

during the inter-war years3 Serving one's country in wartime was both the highest honour and the 

most profound duty for a young man. It demonstrated his willuigness to assume the most 

dernanding and dangerous obligations of citizenship, and created a debt o f  gratitude owed by the 

society he had fought to protect. Volunîary enlistment was preferable to compelling a person to 

fight: it rnarked the pinnacle of one's democratic right to ch- and was more valued because it 

was k l y  given. Nonetheless, Canada has demonstrated a willingnas to suspend some of the 

fieedorns associateû with democracy when a threat to the whole was perceived to be suficiently 

serious. When the survival of the state was deemed at risk, the ptivilege of defending the country 

became a duty that might legitimately be demanded of everyone. However, evm if conscripted. the 

' Alison Bernstein, American Indians and World War II: Toward a New Era in Indian 
Affairs  orm man, Okia.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), Tom Holm, "Fighting a White 

Man's War: The Extent and Legacy of American Indian Participation in World War II," 
Journal of Ethnic Studies, vol. 9, no. 2 (198 1): 69-8 1, Jeré Franco, Patriotisrn on Triai: Native 
-4mericans in Worid War II (Dissertation. University of Arizona, 1 WO), Kenneth William 
Townsend, Ar the Crossroads: Native Anterieans and Worid War U (Dissertation. University of 
North Carolina, 199 1 ). 

' Jonathan F. Vance, h i t h  So Noble: Memorv. Meaning and the F h  World War 
(Vancouver, UBC Press, 1997). 
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soldier was owed something by the state and society for his sacrifices, althwgh the recompense 

rnight be less thari that provided to those who volunteered. These multiple layers of  rneaning and 

shades of significance would have imporrant implications for the First Nations during and a h  the 

Second World War. 

The Indian Affairs Branch was the traditional voice for Aboriginal issues in Ottawa, and 

at least in theory, the agency responsible for protecting their interests and administering 

government policies pertaining to them. At tirna, the Branch was intirnately involved in making 

policy with the military and mobilisation authorities vis-à-vis the FÜst Nations. However, for the 

rnajority of the conflict, the senior IAB oficials voluntarily abdicated any role in how military 

service and conscription would apply to the 'Indian'. Norietheless, a significant correspondence 

exists between the field staff and Ottawa since the IAB infiastructure was put at the service of the 

rnobilisat ion bureaucracy to facilitate the registration, call-up and medical examination of  potential 

Aboriginal enlistees and the prosecution of those who resisted. In addition, the IAB communicated 

repeatedly with the RC MP and the Departments of National War Services, National Defmce and 

Justice. The language of these communiqués is rwealing, as are the policy decisions, actions and 

lack of action by the [AB during the war. Taken as a whole, they speak volumes about the rigidity 

and strength of the official image of the ' Indian'. 

This chapter will focus on the interaction between the 'Administrative Indian' and the 

policies affêcting mifitary service by First Nations men and women. The official image of the 

%dian', drawing both on the [AB'S mission and its negative stereotypes of  its charges, meant that 

the Branch developed a peculiar view of Aboriginal military service, distinctly different fiom that 

evident in the public forum. Despite profound pressures and challenges to their conceptualisation 

of the 'Administrative Indian' by the symbolic rneaning of Aboriginal military service and 

conscription, the official discourse maintained its traditional cohesion. As with each chapter in this 
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dissertation, the exploration is guided by a number of intriguing questions. How did the oficial 

d iscourse explain military service by ' Indians'? What significance and meaning did conscription of 

Aboriginal men have in the minds of administrators? How might the negative and hostile 

'Administrative Indian' image elucidate iAB policy and actions during the war? And finally, did 

Aboriginal military service a her the overall image of the ' Indian' in IAB circles, or was an 'Indian 

soidier' constnicted that was separate and distinct fiom a continuing and littfe changed 

-Administrative Indian'? 

Before exploring the oficial view of the ' Indian' in military service, it is necessary to 

briefly describe the developrnent of recruitment and conscription policy, as well as the IAB's role 

in this process, during the Second World War. Volunmy enlistment by the First Nations was 

governed by the recruimient dictates of each of the three m e d  forces, with little input fiom Indian 

Affairs. As a result of a 'racial' ban in Royal Canadian Navy policy, only people who were -Of 

Pure European Descent and of the White Race" were accepted until the 'colour Iine' was revoked 

in 1943.' The Royal Canadian Air Force had its own 'colour line', but specifically decided to 

accept "North American Indians" from the beginning of the conflict.* Nonetheless, the es pecially 

stringent health and educational standards of the RCAF were hurdles that very few Aboriginal men 

or wornen were able to get pas& especially given the abysrnal state of health care and education 

' Maclachkn to Camsell, 18 March 1941 @hi% 1 l2.3H 1 -009 / D293). In fact, severai 
AboriginaI men did manage to enlist prior to 1943, but theù numbers were very srnall as a 
proportion of overall enlistment. 

Hollies to OIC, RCAF Recruiting Centre, Montreal (National Archives of Cam& 
(NAC), Remrd Group 24 (RG 24), vol. 3307, no. H.Q. 282-1 -2 v. 2). The motivation for this 
decision is uncertain. the merno cited contains no explanation for the decision and no mention of it 
was found elsewhere. 



provided by the government p n ~ r  to the ~ a r . ~  The only avenue lefi to the First Nations was the 

h y ,  which accepted several thousand into its ranks, many of whom served with distinction.' 

The Indian Affairs administration was more involved, at least initially, in apptying the 

Nat ional Resources Mobilisation Act (NRMA) to the Aboriginal popu lation. Despite some initial 

confùsions as to whether Aboriginal people would be registered with the rest of the country, the 

Department of National War Services conferred with McGill in September 1940 and agreed that 

-Indians' too should be registered. This p r m s  was largely accomplished over the next year, as 

many First Nations groups living in remote regions could not be located until treaty tirne the 

following sumrner. However, once resterd Aboriginal people became liable to thirtydays 

compulsory rnilitary training. The IAB found out only when the call-up notices were received on 

many reserves across the country and immediately sought clarification of the legal issues raid. '  

The Branch legal counsel assured McGiII that there was nothing written in the NRMA that might 

preclude conscripting  ind di an^'.^ Convinced that conscription of Aboriginals for home defence 

was legal, and happy to disclaim any juridiction or responsibility on the matter, the senior oficials 

of Indian Affairs ieft the formulation of conscription policy to the mobilisation authorities for most 

Jean Barman, Y v o m  Hébert and Don McCaskill, lndian Education in Canada, Volume 
1 : The Legacy (Vancouver: University or" British Columbia Press, 1 986), p. 1 8. The authors detail 
the low average level of education aquired during the interwar years (the @od when those who 
would attempt to enlist were being educated); only one in four Aboriginal children attained greater 
than Grade 3. As for the health concerns, any of the annual reports of the Department of Indian 
Affairs / lndian Affairs Branch during the 1930s reveals the widespread nature of serious 
communicable diseases. Tuberculosis and Trachorna were those most likely to have caused 
rejection of would-be Aboriginal recruits to the RCAF or the Amy. 

Nor does this tell the whole story, as well over half of Aboriginal recruits were rejected 
due to health or education restrictions, or as a result of 'racist' recruiters and policies-For more 
information on this see, R. Scott Sheffield, '"Of Pure European Descent and of the White Race': 
Recruitrnent Policy and Aboriginal Canadians, 1 939- 1 945," Canadian Military Histow, vol. 5, no. 
I (Spring 1 996): 8- 1 5, and also Sheffield, "... in the same munner as other people. " 

Director to Cory, 24 September 1940 (NAC, RG 10. vol. 6768, tile #452-20, pt. 4). 
9 Cory to McGill, 26 September 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4). 
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of the duration of the war. 

First Nat ions leaders and communities protested vigorously, but to no avail, as the Branch 

refùsed to do anything about Aboriginal eligibility. The Branch remained deaf to Abriguial  

concerns even when NRMA conscripts training Md was lengthened to four montis. foliowed by 

mandatory enlistment in the militia for the remainder of the conflict. Nor did this idifference 

change when 'home d e f e n d  was redefrned to allow service in Newfoundland, the Carribean and 

the US,  including the potentialiy hazardous amphibious assault on the Aleutian Island o f  Kiska. 

In t he  interim, the mobilisation authorities in National War Services, the National Selective Service 

and the Department of Labour determineû the fate of Aboriginal wnscripts. Michael Stevenson 

has demonstrated that this bureaucracy failed to establish consistent and coherent policy towards 

'Indian' conscripts. 'O 

The IAB might have brought some clarity, but it was not until the conscription crisis of 

November 1944 that i t  again entered the policy-making arena. Once conscripts could be sent 

overseas into combat, the legality for First Nations men was called directly into question. During 

the negotiations of several treaties with western and northern indigenous groups in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, verbal promises had been given that "[the Queen] would 

not ask her Indian children to  fight for her unless they wished."" T. A. Crerar, at  the urging of his 

IAB oficials, requested that the Cabinet War Conunittee agree to provide a Iimited exemption for 

10 Stevenson, "The Mobilisation of Native Canadians . . . ." 
' ' Alexander Morris. The Treaties of  Canada with the Indians of Manitoba. the North 

West Territories and Kee-wa-tin (Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1880), p. 2 18,234. See also 
Memorandum for T.R.L. Mclnnes, by R. Grenier, 13 June 194 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 8594, file 
# 1/1- 1 1, pt. 1 ). For a more involved discussion of these limited exemptions, the treaty promises 
and the legal issues r a i 4  see R. Scott Sheffield and Hamar Foster, "Figfiting the King's War: 
Harris Smallfence, Verbal Treaty Promises and the Conscription of  Indian Men, 1 944," University 
of British Columbia Law Review, vol. 33, no. 1 (1999): 53-74. 
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the minority of First Nations covered by the treaty promises. Those who fell within the region 

concmed amounted to approximately one sixth of the Status Indian population, AI1 others were 

still available to be shipped overseas; in practice, however, few, if any, were included in the 16 000 

conscripts sent to Europe in the winter of 1944-45. 

Generally, Indian Affairs personnel were keen to encourage the enlistment of  the 'Indians' 

in their charge- This eagerness sprang in large part fiom the unusual meaning that Aboriginal 

military service came to have in the language of the department. Where the Canadian public 

beheld 'Indians' fighting for their King and country, and dernonstrating trernendous patriotism, 

administrators saw a usefiil tool for fiirthering the assimilation of the First Nations. What is 

striking in the IAB correspondence is the virtual absence of the symbolism and significance of 

Aboriginals fighting the Axis that became so prevalent in the 'Public Indian' discourse. For the 

vast majority of IAB personnel, military service was merely a pragmatic means to the ultimate end 

of el irninating the ' Indian problem' fiom Canada. While Aboriginal rnilitary service was generally 

viewed a s  'good' for the ' Indian', oficials were not so certain about the benefits and value for the 

national war effort. This ambivalence arose fiom the negative and combat ive image of the ' Indian' 

with which administrators had entered the war. Some o f  the contradictory policies pursued by the 

Branch during the war begin to make sense in this light- 

The intemal correspondence of  the IAB rarely dernonstrateci an appreciation for the 

syrn bolic nature of erilistment by Aboriginal men throughout the Saond  World War; instead, it 

was overwhelmingly centred on the pragmatic utility o f  arrny service. For most oficials there were 

two meanings to the utilitarian idea of the 'Indian' servïng in the armed forces: one, a long terrn 

view toward eventual assimilation to be discussed below; and two, meeting the short tenn needs of 

Aboriginal people who were unemployed or underemployed. As I. Ostrander, Indian Agent in 
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Battleford. Saskatchewan, noted in September 1941, he had %een advising the Indians to enlist, 

where possible, as a means of providing a living for their families for the coming winter, if for no 

other reason ..."-'2 It was not clear whether he considered that the Aboriginal men who did enlist 

would be soldiers for longer than just the next winter, but such advice was not unusual in the 

actions of the [AB. Similar reasoning was behind the original decision to include the Aboriginal 

population in the national registration in August 1940 at the 1 s t  minute, after it became clear 

Status Indians would lose their jobs if they did not hold a registration card. It evidently did not 

occur to the Branch that Aboriginal men would become eligÏÏle for conscription by so doing. 

Generally speaking, the notoriously under-fûnded and pecuniary department was pleased to have 

the 'Administrative Indian' off the relief roles; d e d ,  this was the most inunediate and practical 

va lue of Aboriginal enlistment to Branch personnel. 

Perhaps more significantly, the eniistment and military service of Aboriginal men was 

viewed as highiy beneficial to the IAB's mission of civilising and assimilating the stubborn and 

backward 'Administrative Indian'. It is not hard to see why Indian AfTairs would view military 

training and service as well suited to the task of altering the 'Indian's' values and cultural norms. 

For centuries one of the purposes of basic training in annies the world over was to take raw 

recruits and break down their sense of individuality and their civilian cultural values and replace 

tfiem with a new identity and a new set of social n o m .  Such a systern was not in fact much 

different from the residential schools set up in many parts of Canada, but the army could be more 

force& l and wielded greater moral a u h r i t y  in demanding cornpliance. l 3  In addition, individual 

" J. Ostranda to the Secretary, I 1 September 194 1 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 6764, file #452-6, 
Pt. 2). 

l 3  In both, a highly regimented &y, combuied with hard labour, strict discipline, group 
pun ishment for individual infractions and corporal punishments were designed both to destroy the 

(continued ...) 
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Aboriginal men would be immersed in a massive organisation that was predominantly An& 

Saxon in orientation without the cultural support of their fellows. Under those circumstances they 

would face significant pressure to confom in order to attain the respect of their cornrades in arms. 

Certainly, administrators hoped that experience in the military would teach young 

Aboriginal men proper Anglo-saxon values. or at least be ' g d  for them'. The Agent in Parry 

Sound sarastically dismissed the opposition to compulsory military training of  the First Nations in 

the area, who wanted him, in his words, "to stretch out a long arm and hait al1 the functions of 

go~ernrnent."'~ He was disinclined to interfere in any event because he expected "that they will 

benefit by it [milia,ry training] both physically and mentally." In a similar vein, the Agent on 

Christian Island, Ontario, was asked to make a recornrnendation as to whether a young Aboriginal 

man should receive a çompassionate exemption fiom military training. He reasoned that the boy's 

father was an unsavoury influence. and "taking al1 this into consideration and the fact that Solernon 

is receiving training in the army which should make him a more valuable citizen when he returns 

afier the war, 1 cannot recommend his exemption from military service." Perhaps most 

"( ... continued) 
cultural traits previously existing and inculcate a new set in their place. Western military 
establishments wished to turn individuals into grouporiented machine parts amenable to discipline 
and subservient to authority, a task achieved consistently and effectively. Canada's residential 
schools on the other hand took Aboriginal children, who came fiom more collectively based 
cultures, and attempted to turn them into individuals with notably less success, though ofien with 
destructive consequences for the people involved. 1 was fust stnick by the paralfels while reading 
the first-hand accounts of  Aboriginal children who had experienced residential schools in Celia 
Haig-Brown's, Resistance and Renewal: Survivina the lndian Residential Schml (Vancouver: 
Tillacum Library, 198%). J.R. Miller's book, Shinawuak's Vision: A Histow of  Native Residential 
Schools (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), b a d  on extensive archival and oral 
research, is the best survey of the residential expirience in Canada to date. His monograph 
provides ample examples of this pattern, the dominant society beliefs upon which it was b a s a  and 
some painfùl examples of  its impact on First Nations children. 

'" Samuel Devlin to The Secretary, 2 ûctober 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file # 452- 
20, pt. 4). 
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importantly, given the notorious irresponsibility and other negative traits attributed to the 

'Administrative Indian', officiais hoped that Aboriginal men and women serving in the armed 

forces would leam responsibility and discipline. Indeed, the lnspector of Indian Agencies, Quebec, 

was of the opinion that "compulsory military training is the best thkg that could ever happen, to 

eive the young indians [sic] some knowledge of di~cipline."'~ Underlying this hope was the deep 
L 

seated faith in the eventual attainment of assimilation. 

The Indian Affairs Branch, believing military training and service to be 'good' for the 

'Indian'. ofien atternpted to aid the mobilisation authorities and expedite the recruitment of 

Aboriginal men and women throughout the Second World War. In this manner the field agents of 

the Branch fûlfilled a number of important oficial and unofTicial roles. lrnmediately afier the 

outbreak of hostilities, T.R.L- MacInnes, the Secretary of the Indian Affairs Branch, issued a 

circular letter to al1 Agents and Inspectors cautioning üiem against initiating any enlistment 

proceedings among the ' Indians', but it would "be in order for you to give any information or 

assistance that may be desired to the proper a~thorities."'~ Once the NRMA came into effect in 

the summer of 1940 the Director volunteered the services of his personnel to the Department of 

National War Services; this offer was accepted and the Indian Agents were sworn in as Registrars 

for tlieir charges. However, the IAB stopped short of having its personnel act as oficial 

recruitment officers for the Department of Defence, as they feared this "would be inappropriate, 

and i n d d  might place them Pndian Agents] and the Department too, in a somewhat invidious 

l5 J. Thibauh to the Secretary, 2 1 April 1942 (NAC RG 10, vol. 6768, file # 452-20, pt. 
4)- 

l6 Circular Lena fiom T.R.L. M a c l - ,  13 Septanber 1939 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6764, 
file # 452-6, pt. 2). 
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p s i t  ion."" Nonetheless, the role of WB personnel was crucial and the senior ofkials  exhorted 

the field staff to do their utmost to aid recruiting." Most of the field agent. did not need the 

encouragement however, as they were keen to get theu 'Indians' into military uniforms. 

In contrast to the exuberance about the benefa of military training and service for the 

-Administrative Indian' was a contradictocy doubt that the ' Indian' was capable of contributing to 

the national war effort as a soldier, sailor or airman, Such skepticism grew out of the IimÎted 

expectations and generally negative opinion that IAB personnel had developed of their wards. One 

Agent fiom Alert Bay, B. C., was "inclined to feel that the Indians m l d  best serve their country 

by k i n g  exempted fiom active military service and kept home in the fishing indu~try."'~ Nor was 

this an isolated example. The [AB concurred with the Department ofNational War Services and 

the RCMP when they deçided that it was a waste of tirne trying to conscript Abcriginal men fiom 

remote OGcial doubt a h  manifested itself on the question of organising 'all-Indian' 

military units, a notion raised several times during the contlict and partly ernpIoyed during îhe 

Great ~ a r . "  In response to one such request in 1942, Dr. H. McGill, Dirator of the Indian 

Affairs Branch. replied that the consensus among his ofEcials was that, "fiom the standpoint of the 

lndian hirnself and the effmtiveness of his service in the Armed Forces. we are not at al1 sure that 

l 7  T.R.L. MacInnes to M. Chnstianson. Esq., 2 July 1941 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6764, file # 
452-6. pt- 2). 

l8 Director - Cucular Letter, 3 1 July 1943 (NAC, RG 10 vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4). 

l9 M.S. Todd to the Secretary, 2 April 1942 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 
4). 

" See Sheffield, "...in the sarne manna as 0th- people," c hapter 3 and 4. 

" For instance, sez James W. St. G .  Waiker, "Race and Recruitment during World War I: 
Enlistment of Visible Minorities in the Canadian Expeditionary Force," Canadian Historical 
Review, LXX, no. 1, 1989: 1-26, and Stephen A. Bell, "The 1 O p  "Timber Wolf' Battalion at 
Hill 70," Canadian Militarv Histow, vol, 5, m. 1 (Spring 1996): 73-78. 
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an Indian battalion would be of much value."22 This comment expresses afl the ambiguities and 

contradictions of the IAB view of Abonginal military service. Clearly Mffiill and his staff were 

not confident that an 'all-Indian' combat unit would perform weIl, and might hamper the 

"effectiveness of his service in the A d  Forces." However, the statement can also be read as 

concern that putting Aboriginal soldiers together would negate the assimilative potential o f  military 

service, not allowing the 'Indian' to get the 'fÙII value' fiom the war. 

In part, this doubt about the value of Aboriginal military service might have been 

syrnptornatic of a growing loss of confidence that assimilation of  the 'Indian' was ever going to be 

achieved. In this light, combat duties were less likely to be of use to the ' indian' on a reserve afier 

the war than more applicable skills developed by continuing in agricultural or fishing pursuits on 

the home fiont. By March 1944, the Kwawkewlth Agency on the British Columbia Coast had 

recorded 106 deferrals for essential service in the fishery, with six men serving in Canada and only 

one ~verseas.~ Another option was raised by Victor Webb, Indian Agent on the Peigan Agency of  

southeni Alberta, who suggested he would like "to see a battalion of Indians r a i d  for non- 

combatant duties, that is as a labour battalion for road building etc, as such with white men 

officers they could do a lot of  good work, and the training etc would be beneficial to them."2"e 

implications are that whereas combat duties might prepare the ' Indian' for assimilation, labour 

" Director to Col. C.R. Hill. 19 August 1942 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6764, file # 452-6, pt. 
2) .  

" Report of Kwawkewhh Agency, March 1944 (NAC, RG 10. vol. 6769, file #452-20-3). 
The First Nations of this Agency were especially involved in the fishing industry afier the removal 
of the Japanese fiom the Pacific Coast. Fully 70% of the fishing fleet and 80% of the cannery 
workforce was composed of Aboriginal men and women respectively. The number of deferrals was 
aiso due to the intransigence of the National Selective Service authorities who were not keen to 
accept Aboriginal conscripts by this stage of the war, see Michael Stevenson, "The Mobilisation of  
Native Canadians ...." 

'' Victor Webb to the Secretary, 22 0ctober 1940 @ZAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, 
Pt. 4). 
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ski1 ls like road construction would be m e  useful in a continued life on the reserve. This cynicisrn 

and loss of faith in the IAB's mission dœs not seem to have been widespread, but helps explain the 

contradictory stance of some Indian Affairs personnel on the issue during the war- 

The conscription of Aboriginal men raised a number of problems for the Indian Mairs 

Branch during the Second World War, particularly the sustained and widespread protest by First 

Nations fiom al1 parts of the country. Even more than voluntary military service, the conscription 

of an individual was linked closely to his membership in the society requiring his service. In order 

for the defence of the state to be viewed as a duty dernanding compulsory m u r e s .  those calle. 

had to belong and to have a stake in the society and the state. Voluntary enlistment and miliîary 

service in general were seen as a positive for the 'Indian', but compelling thern to fight raised new 

questions about their constitutional status. Could Aboriginal men, wards of the state and legal 

minors, be enlisted forcibly? Did tbey have the same obligation to defend the state as did those 

with ful l  citizenship? Finally, if they could be consçripted, was this only for service in Canada, or 

could they be sent overseas despite their indigenous rmts? The Indian Affairs Branch wrestled 

with these dificult questions for much of the war, retreating behind a wall of jurisdictional and 

legal confusion. In the end, they decided that Aboriginal men were liable, but it was not out of any 

sense of egalitarianism. 

Status Indians were considered wards of the state under the lndian Act (1 927) and legal 

minors. They possessed none of the rights of citizenship, most conspicuously the fianchise, but 

were still considered British subjects. This status left thern in something of a constitutional 'no 

man's land' in relation to conscription, because as British subjsts they were legally in the same 

position as otfier Canadian citizens. 



The senior oficials of the Branch quickly sought legal claritication when the issue of 

conscription first raised its head in September 1940. Rather than request clarification on the 

principks of the issue, McGill phrased his question to the Branch solicitor in a more narrowly 

Iegal ist ic vein - he wondered ÿvhether you consider this thirtyday training by 1 ndians WOU Id 

constitute mititary service." fS McGill's conceni was for the applicability of the p r d e n t  

esta blished in the First World War of giving Aboriginals an exemption fiom compu lsory combative 

service. The fact that the Branch sought an answer to such a narrow legal point is noteworthy. 

Only a direct lega1 imperative would force the lndian M a i n  Branch to involve itself in pressing an 

exemption for the First Nations, something it could probably have attained at  any point had senior 

oficials so desired. Instead, they determined that there were no legal impediments to theu 

encouraging conscription of the 'Indian', an indication of their keen desire to see Aboriginal men in 

uniforrn. 

The Branch legat council clarified the issue with the Department of Justice and National 

War Services in Septernber 1 940- The Deputy Minister of the latter, Major-General LaFlèche, 

seems to have made the initial decision that as British subjects the First Nations should be liable to 

conscription along with everyone else. lndian Affairs Branch quickly bowed to his authority on 

this matter.26 This was confmed and raonfvmed by the ûeparbnent of Justice and the courts 

during rnuch of the war's d~ration.~'  Buttressed by the daim to jurisdictional authority by NWS 

" Memorandum from Dirator to Mr. Cory, 24 Septanber 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol 6768, 
file # 452-20, pt. 4). 

' 6  W. Cory to the Director, 26 September 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file # 452-26. 
Pt. 2). 

" The [AB and NWS repeatedly referred the question to the D e p m e n t  of Justice in 
1 940, 1 94 1, 1942 and twice in 1944, and the courts had their say in Le Roi vs. Harris Smairfence, 
a test case in Montreal during 1943. See Le Roi vs. H m i s  Smaff$ence, Court of the King's Bench 
in Montreal, Quebec, 2 1 June 1943 [urneporteci], see also (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 6769, file # 452-20- 

(continued.. .) 



and legitimised by the rulings of the Department of Justice, Branch oficials declared thernselves 

irrelevant on the issue of Aboriginal conscription. In this way, Indian AflFairs protected itself fiom 

the dificult moral and philosophical issues r a i d  by 'Indian' conscription, despite the repeated, 

forcehl and often etquent appeals and accusations received fiom First Nations comrnunities and 

leaders in al1 parts of the counby2" 

Although there were variations among Aboriginal groups. in genera1 the First Nations 

questioned their liability to conscription on four grounds: first, in the case of the Six Nations, that 

the Canadian government had no authority to conscript thern as they were still allies of the British 

crown, not British subjects; secondly, that in the First World War they had been granted an 

exemption fiom conscription; thirdly, that it was morally wrong to compel wards, bereft of 

citizenship, to  protect theu guardian; and fuially, that in several of the treaties signed with the First 

Nations. verbal assurances had been given that this would not be done. The Branch declared the 

Six Nations' daims of allied status ridiculous, quickly examined and verified the inapplicability of 

the 19 18 exemption as Iegal precedent and largely ignored the First Nations' status as wards. 

content in the knowledge that before the law al1 that mattered was that they were British subje~ts .~~  

The senior oficials in Ottawa refiised or were unable to respond to the Aboriginal arguments on 

the moral grounds. Instead, they loudly and repeatedly disclaimed any role or responsibility in the 

"(-..contUiued) 
10. pt. 2). 

'' See Sheffield, u...in the same m n e r  as orherpeople," chapters 3 and 4 contain a great 
deal about Aboriginal protests and resistence to registration and conscription, see also Stevenson, 
"Mobilising Native Canadians ...." 

" Director to Deputy Minister, 7 February 194 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file M52-26, 
pt. 2), mentions the Branch's coriçenis regarding this question on the issue of how the  Six Nations 
would record their nationality in the National registration forrn. The dismissal of the 191 8 
precedent of exempt ing Aboriginal people fiom conscript ion was already rnentioned, see Cory to 
the Director, 26 September 1940. 



policy. 

The average Indian Agent or Ottawa bureaucrat cared M e  about the constitutional 

niceties of Aboriginal status, which played little part in their reasoning on the question of whether 

'Indians' could be ma& to servesm For imtance, Samuel Devlin, Indian Agent in Parry Sound, 

argued "that there should be no reasori why their young men, many of whom have at the moment 

nothing else to do, should not be willing to put in thirty days of military training to fit them for the 

defence of Canada which should be just as much their obligation as it is of their white bretl~en."~' 

Devlin provideû no justification behind why the 'Indian' should bear the same obligation as his 

'*white brethren", something cornmon in the Branch correspondence. In effect, oficials believed 

that the 'Administrative Indian' ought to be conscripted. If there was any question for the IAB it 

was no& 'why should they be Iiabfe to conscription,' but 'why shouldn't they be?' And '%the 

conclusion reached was that no good reason existed for the special exemption of Indians." the 

burden of proof lay with the 'Indian' and virtually a11 their arguments were either ignored or legally 

cir~umvented.~' 

Only the matter of the verbal promises of exemption fiom compulsory military service that 

were extended at some treaty negotiations held sufficient legai or moral claim on the Branch to 

impel them to act. However, this did not occur until conscripts were to be sent overseas into 

combat in November 1 944. Prior to ht, administrators were legally certain that the 'Indian' 

could be forced to serve inside Canada. Only in Deçember of 1944 did the IAB administrators feel 

compelled to seek an exemption fiom conscription for some Status Indians, but even here they 

'O Frank Edwards to the Secretary, 26 Septernber 1940 (NAC, RG 10. vol. 6768. tile # 
452-26, pt. 4). 

'' Devlin to the Sec-, 2 October 1940. 

" Sheffield, "in the same manner us otherpeopie ...", p. 98, quoting fiom Director to 
Randle, 5 November 1940. 



requested the minimum requireû by law. Only those Aboriginal men covered by Treaties 3, 6, 8 

and 1 1, where records existed of explicit promises k i n g  made by the crown's treaty negotiators, 

were included. This distinction provided exemptions t o  only about one-sixth of the Status Indian 

population of 125 686.33 

Curiously, at no stage of this debate did the idea h t  the First Nations indigenous roots 

freed them from the obligation to defend Britain make an appearance. Among many British- 

Canadians there was a wide spread and strong emotional tie to the motherland, and a sense of 

obligation to aid in the defence of the E m p ~ e . ~  Many AngicKanadians assumed that others must 

feel, or a t  least ought to feel, the same way. From this supposition sprang the arguments used to 

encourage French-Canada to support the war effort for France if not for Britain. It mattered little 

that the francophone population felt little or no wnnection to its old imperial parent, nor any desire 

to Save it fiom Fascist aggression. There were similar assumpt ions made about Canadians whose 

heritage was from occupied Europe, ofien legitimately. However, the anomaly of  forcing a people 

who had no emotional or historical connections with the OId World to fight and die in its defmce 

never seems to have r a i d  any eyebrows in the Indian Affairs Branch during the war. 

'' The Status lndian population of the four treaty areas was 22 450 according to a 
departmental census in 1939, when the total Status Indian population had been 1 18 378. By 1944 
the total Status Indian population had risen to 125 686. See, Canada. Parliament, Srn ia l  Joint 
Cornmittee of the Senate and the House of Comrnons apminted to examine and consider the Indian 
A c t  Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence (No. 1, 28 and 30 May 1946)' p. 8. - 

" Saying this in no way should suggest that English-Canadians entered the war against the 
Axis for simple reasons of sentiment, although that factor undoubtedly played an important part. 
Jack Granatstein argues that English-Canadians rushed to defend the colours out of a colonial 
sense of duty and the emotional tie to the mother land, in his book, Canada's War: The Politics of 
the Mackenzie King Gover~ment, 1939- 1945 (2ed., Toronto: University of  Toronto Press, IWO). 
This devalues the philosophical and moral principles that many Canadians believed were at stake, 
and for which they believed Canada should fight. For a convincing counter to Granatstein, see 
Terry Copp, "Ontario, 1939: The Decision for War," Ontario Histoy LXXXVI, 3 (September 
i 994): 269-78. 
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From the beginnings of the c o d i c t  the Indian Affairs Branch sçrupuiously wished to avoid 

any policies o r  actions vis-à-vis military service and the NRMA that would set theu Aboriginal 

charges apart fiom the population at  large, Only days after the Parliament declared war, MacInnes 

issued the Branch's first circular to its field personnel on the matter of Aboriginal service in the 

armed  force^.^' He ordered the Indian Agents not to initiate the enlisbnent of Aboriginal men 

because "in this regard, [they] are ftee agents and not differentiated fiom other members of  the 

cornrnunity." Such concerns with equality before the law rnay appear out of character given the 

prevailing negative image of  the 'Administrative Indian', but a secret letter to the provincial 

Inspectors and the Indian Commissioner in B.C. reveded the rationale behind the policy.M The 

senior offlcials in Ottawa wanted to have theu opinion regarding a new policy proposed by the 

National Selective Service, which would in effect ignore the failure to report by Aboriginal men if 

they lived on remote reserves. What was intended was not an amendment to the NRMA 

regu iations to speçially exempt ' Indians'. "as such action obviously might establ ish an 

embarrassing preuxient," but a working arrangement. " Thus, official attempts to avoid 

differentiating 'Indians' fiom the rest of the population did not spring fiom a deep conunitment to 

egalitarianism. Administrators feared that doing so might provide the First Nations with a 

precedent that they could later use to impede the assimilation mission of the IAB. 

jS Circular letter fiom Maclnnes. 13 September 1939. 
36 Secretary to Inspectors of Indian Agencies and the Indian Commissioner of B.C. - 

Strictly Confidential, 17 April 1942 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file # 452-20, pt. 4). Ttie letter 
concerned problerns k i n g  encountered in getting Aboriginal men loçated in remote areas to 
respond to their cal1 for medical exam and mil itary training- l f the RCMP was sent to apprehend 
these individuals the expense was ofien great and even if the 'Indian' was located, the chance  of  
his passing the medical exam were not great. 

" ibid. SO worried with the appearance of equality was the Branch, that the Seçretary 
closed this circular with an extra admonishment to maintain secrecy and avoid leaicage of such 
in format ion. Were word to get out it would have had similar cmsquences of establishing an 
unwanted precedent o f  special treatment for the 'Indian'. 



The uony of this obsession with rnaking the 'Administrative Indian' just like everyone else 

was that it required a whole range of special legal, legislative and bureaucratie measures which 

either existed already or were set up during the warSY Thse distinctions had the effect of  utterly 

setting the 'Administrative Indian' apart from Canadians on the question of conscription- An 

example was the working arrangement set up between the Inâian Commissiorter of  British 

Columbia, D.M. MacKay and the Divisional Regktrar. CG. Pennock in lanuary 1942, which later 

became standard procedure for the rest of  the country. By this aççorâ, the mobilisation authorities 

would notim the Indian Agent concerned before sending a cal1 for a medical exam to any 

Aboriginal man.39 The Agent would thai i n f m  the Registrar if thae were geographical o r  

medical reasons why the man s h l d  not be sought fw conscription. In addition, the Registrar 

would avoid calling up coastal First Nations who would likely claim deferment for essential work 

in the fishery. In cases where an ' Indian' wished to gain deferment fiom military training or  

service, the application would be forwarded through the Indian Agent. The Agent atîached his own 

recomrnendation on the suitability of the claim, which generally deterrnined the success of the 

request. MacKay infonned the Secretary of this arrangement when he received the confidential 

circular in April 1942, arguing: 

1 t would. of  course, be out o f  the question to defer any pafiicular calls on the Indian 
population fiom the provisions ofthe National Resources Mobilisation Act as the Act 
stands, nor, is it considered desirable to  ammend [sic] the Regdations to exempt our 
Indians. The working agreement made here does n d  interfere in any way with the 
purposes o f  the Act, but was designed to insure that, action compelling lndians to 
report for service would only be taken in the case of those medically fit and otherwise 

jg This was nded  by J o h n  Tobias in his land-mark article, "Protection, Civilization, 
Assimilation: An Outline History of Canada's Indian Policy," Canadian Journal of Anthropolw,  
vol. 6, no. 2 (1976). 

j9 D.M. MacKay to  C.G. Pennock, 16 Januaiy 1942 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452- 
20, pt. 4). 



in a position to obey the law.lo 

MacKay felt no need to justify his attitude towards an exemption fiom military service for the 

Aboriginal population. The problems of the embarrassing precedent such a decision would create 

were so obvious to both the Secr- and himeIf that "of course" it would be out of the question. 

So instead, the Branch instituted this bureaucratically cumbersome systern to avoid creating even 

the perception that they were differentiating the 'Administrative Indian' fiom anyone else. 

This reluctance to allow the creation of a kgal preçedent, or even the perception of special 

treatrnent on conscription, remained paramount in the min& of IAB administrators for the duration 

of the conflict. Even in 1945, with the war winding down, appearances had to be maintained as 

much as possible. The Acting Director, A. Hoey, informed al1 personnel about the decision to 

provide a limited exemption from overseas service to those Status Indians çovered by Treaties 3, 6, 

8 and 1 1 in F e b r u q .  He recognised that those First Nations n d  covered by the ru ling would be 

outraged, but rationalised the niling by saying: 

1 t has bem decided . . . that mly in the case of treaty lndians a forement ioned [covered 
under the four treaties] would the govenunent be justified in differentiating betweetl 
Indians and other of His Majesty's subjects in the matter of military service, and then 
oniy in fiilfilment of a verbal cornmitment made by Commissioners representing the 
Crown at the time the trestties were negotiatedl' 

The Acting Director closed the cucular letter with the stock phrase that 'Indians' were "subject to 

the NRMA Regdations in the same manner as other people." However, despite the tmshrill 

claims of IAB oficials, the 'Administrative Indian' was far flom in the same position as other 

people, const itut iona l l y, legally, administrat ively, and cerîainly not conceptual ly. 

D.M. McKay to the Secretary, 24 April 1942 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 
4). 

'' A. Hoey - Circular to al1 Indian Agents, Inspectors of lnâian Agencies and the lndian 
Commisioner of British Columbia 12 Febniary 1945 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6769, file #452-20, pt. 
4 1. 



While the [AB was usually keen to see its 'Indians' enlisted or  conscripted, the feeling was 

not always shared among Canada's First Nations. Aboriginal leaders and cornrnunities across the 

country usually supported and encouraged the voluntary enlistment of their young men and women, 

as well as supporting the war effort through other avenues such as buying war bonds and donating 

to the Red Cross. However, most First Nations people were also strongly opposed to the 

application of conscription to their people. The prolific and consistent protest, cornbinecl with 

resistance by many First Nations men, caused the IAB dificulties throughout the conflict. The 

wvay in which IAB personnel articulated and responded to this resistance demonstrated the 

centrality of maintaining authority and control in their day-to-day interaction. It also made clear 

how withered the IAB's sense of mission was by the war years; there was little left but their power 

and they fought to maintain at least that. Underlying these themes, the IAB's response to 

Aboriginal resistance suggested an image of  the 'Administrative Indian' Iittle changed fiom that 

evident prior to the conflict. 

The records of the Indian AfTairs Branch are filled with letters and petitions received fiom 

Aboriginal leaders and band councils f'iom across the country, al1 expressing their anger and 

distress at k i n g  subject to conscription." Ekyond issuing protests, however, active and passive 

" Many of these protests arrïved a t  the IAB via the Indian Agents' reports, for example: 
Brisebois to Indian AflFairs Branch, 5 October 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4), 
T.W. Webb to the Secretary, 22 October 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4), 
A.G. Smith to the Secretary, 30 Oçtober 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4), 
Blackfoot Council Meeting - Minutes, 30 May 194 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file M52-20, pt. 
4), W.P.B. Pugh to the Secretary, 1 October 194 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4), 
Ranhle to Indian Affairs, 15 March 1943 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6769, file #452-20, pt. 6), Blackfoot 
Council Meeting - Minutes, 21 Febmary 1945 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6769, file #452-20, pt. 6). 
However. fnistrated by the lack of action on the part of Indian Affairs, many Aboriginal protests 
were sent to the Prime Minister, the Minister of  Defence and even the British I-iigh Comrnisioner, 
Shot Both Sides, Frank Red Crow, Percey Creighton, Fred T. Feathers and Cross Child to Minister 
of Defence, 3 September 1942 (NAC RG 10, vol. 6769, file #452-20, pt. 5),  "Jas S. Hill" 
Oshweken to W.L.M. King, 21 Septernber 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file #452-26, pt. 2), 

(continued ...) 



resistance beçame conunonplace on many reserves. Aboriginal men and women refused to register 

under the NRMA in many communities, but civil disobedience was prevalent even in other 

communities that did register. Most commonly, ywng men refiised to report for medical 

examinations or for rnilitary training, ofien with the encouragement and aid of their community and 

eiders. Some living close to the border slipped over into the United States to avoid conscription, 

which worked until that country enacted its own draft legislation. Others in northem and more 

remote reserves simply vanished into their hunting territories and were rarely found- In the most 

extrerne incident at Caughnawaga, a large disturbance erupted when the RCMP seized three draft 

dodgers fiom a restaurant on the reserve in 1943 .'3 The police, their tires flattened, were forced to 

retreat under a hail of stones, fiom a large and angry crowd. One oficer, who was separated fiom 

his colleagues, shot three of his assailants before making good his escape- While violence was 

rare. Aboriginal determination to de@ the goverment's effort at conscription was a constant thorn 

in the side of the Indian Affairs Branch. 

Once rernoved fiom the policy making process on Aboriginal rnilitary service and 

conscription in 1940, the IAB mly rarely re-entered that arena until late in the war. They did so 

only when they felt tfieir authority over their charges threatened. One such incident occurred in 

1 942 when the question of whether the mobilisation authorities should pursue Aboriginals from 

remote reserves who failed to report, particularly given the hi& cost and dificulties involved and 

the number of hem who subsequently failed the medical. The Department of National War 

Services and the RCMP shply wanted to ignore such cases, but asked the IAB prior to instituting 

"'(.. .continueci) 
Anderson to Malcolm MacDonald, High Cornmissioner for the United Kingdom, 22 February 194 1 
(NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file #452-26, pt. 2). 

43 Brisebois to McGiII, 2 Decernber 1943 (NAC, RG 10. vol. 6768, file # 452-20, pt. 4)- 
the Agent attributed the outbreak in part to the tensions created by the conscription issue. 



the policy. This decision precipitated a confidential circular fiom Ottawa to the senior field 

personnel to canvas their opinion on the utility and ramifications of such an approach." The 

replies are revealing. C. Schmidt, the Inspector of Indian Agencies for Alberta, thought that 

ignoring delinquents was a good idea, because if the authorities could not appreherid the fiigitiva 

"it will start gossip in the variais neighbourhoods, wtien insinuations will no doubt be made that 

the Indians 'are getting away with This sentiment was something that [AB officiais were 

loath to let fester, fearing such a loss of respect could infect their own dominance and authority. 

The inspecter for Manitoba, A.G Hamihon. expressed precisely this point in a letter to the 

Personally, 1 think it would be better not to cal1 the Indians unless the cal1 is followed 
up. 1 tind a growhg feeling "ttiat they (the Indians) are not obliged to obey the 
Government, nor the A m y ,  and so, why should they even notice uistructions issued 
by the Indian Agent or Inspector." . . .Allowing the Indians merely to disregard their 
notices is not good - they assume it to be theu right and the notices are treated more 
of less as a joke. There is an underlying feeling of defiance which is becomhg more 
and more evident; and is alteady showing its effect in our general administration of 
reserve rnatter~.''~ 

Defiance and insubordination was a slippery siope to chaos and irrelevance that had to be avoided 

at al1 costs. 

Indian Agents, Inspectors and senior bureaucrats explained the resistance of Aboriginal 

comrnunities to conscription so as to diminish and disarm its legitimacy, falling back on the 

stereotypes of the ' Adrninistrat ive Indian' for support. O h  intransigence was ascrïbed to 

ignorance on the part of the 'Indians'. To sorne extent this was a legitimate issue which became a 

* Secretary to Inspectors of Indian Agencies and the Indian Commissioner of B.C. - 
Strictly Confidential, 17 April 1942. 

" C. Schmidt to the Secretary. 26 May 1942 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 
4 )- 

-16 A.G. Hamilton to the Secretary? 1 O November 1942 @AC, RG 1 O, VI. 6769, file #452- 
20, pt. 5). 
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serious problem as the iAB infiasnucture was ill-suited to quickIy and accurately disseminate 

information to a widely scattered population." However, frequently IAB simply belittled theu 

charges, such as the Agent in BVtle, Manitoba, who forwarded the protest of the Rolling River 

Band council over conscription, relegating theu opposition to the fact that "neither the Chief or 

Councillor were at school, and they do not redise the meanhg of the war to the ~ndians.*~ 

However, not al1 were convùlced that a lack of information was the problem. McG il1 told the 

Agent at St. Regis, Quebec, that he was of the opinion "that Indians in organisai districts 

frequently ignore the regulations, not because of ignorance, but because of theu stubborn refùsal to 

admit that the laws of the country apply to t l ~ e r n . ' ~ ~  Either way, the legitimacy of Aboriginal 

concerns was undermined within the govement. 

Most cornrnonly, however, [AB personnel blamed First Nation intransigence on the 

influence of agitators and trouble makers, a scapegoat that had long been u d  to explain 

dificultie~.'~ The 'Administrative Indian' was a notoriously sheep-like character, easily misled by 

nefarious individuals, and the IAB assumed that agitators were behind a good deal of the 

'' Director - Circular to al1 Indian Agents, Inspectors and the lndian Comrnissioner of 
B.C., 3 1 July 1943 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4). This letter was circulated in 
response to cornplaints fiom N WS and NSS that they were still experiencing great difficulties in 
applying the NRMA regulations to the Aboriginal population. McGill urged al1 his personnel to 
overcome the resistence, which he ascribed in part to ignorance and misunderstanding. 

'* Smith to the Secretary, 30 October 1940. 

" Director to T.L Bonnah, 5 April 1944 CNAC, RG 1 0, vol. 6769, file #452-20- 1 0, pt. I ). 
50 Much of the opposition to conscription among Aboriginal groups up and down the 

Pacific coast was attributed to the activities of the "Native Brotherhd" though it is not clear 
whether the Agents were referring to the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia or the North 
American lndian Brotherhood, led by Andy Paull. W. Christie to the Secretary, I 1 October 194 1 
(NAC, RG 10, vol. 6768, file #452-20, pt. 4), and F. Earl Anfield - Report for Decembet 1943, 
Bel la Coda Agency (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6769, file #452-20-3), Chief Executive Assistant to S. H. 
MacLaren, 3 1 July 1943 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6769, file M52-20, pt. 6). Robin Brownlie 
demonstrated the tendency to blame agitators in IAB correspondence during the interwar years in 
her article, "Man on the Spot: John Daly, Indian Agent in Pany Sound, 1922- 1939," Journal of the 
Canadian Historical Associatiq vol. 5, (1 994): 63-86. 
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diffîculties encountered in conscripting the First Nations. However, the problem was not just with 

Aboriginal trouble rnakers. The lndian C m i s s i o n e r  of B.C. was of the opinion that the 

ignorance of the 'Indian' had "undoubtedly pennitted certain white subversive elements of foreign 

extraction to capitalize on the subject a d  create a considerable doubt in h i r  mind~."~' Under no 

circumstances could the LAB understanding of the 'Indian' accept that the Aboriginal opposition 

might be based on logical concerns and a considered decision to resist govemmer~t actions they 

believed iIlegal and immoral. Accepting such a premise would have involved a profound change in 

the concept of the 'Administrative Indian', particulas ly in their perceived intellechial and CU ltural 

inferiority. In effëct it would have called into question the very purpose of the Branch. 

The IAB developed several methods to m b a t  and suppress the First Nations' resistance 

to conscription. As discussed previously, the Branch deprived the Aboriginal population of its 

traditional voice in govenunent by withdrawing fiom policy formulation on conscription and 

abdicating one of the central tenets of Canadian Indian policy - protection. Secondly, the Branch 

constantly ordered its Agents to explain the policies and theu importance to their charges in the 

hope that opposition could be overcome through persuasion In the Okanagan, the Indian Agent 

spent over five months repeatedly trying to convince one elder, "an old agitator", to register, but to 

no avail." In the last letter on the subject, the Agent indicated his intention "to give this man 

another opportunity to register and if he still refüses to do sa, to advise the authorities to take 

D.M. MacKay to the Secretary, 13 November 1941 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 1 1 288. file 
# 1 39-44). 

" Alfred Barber - Agent's Report for the Month of October, I November 1940 @AC, 
RG 10. vol. 6770, file ü452-26, pt. S), Alt'red Barber - Report for the Month of November, 30 
November 1940 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file #452-26, pt- 2), Alfied Barber to the Secretary, 2 1 
Marc h 1 94 1 (N AC, RG 1 0, vol. 6770, file #452-26, pt. 2). Barber was more patient than most 
Indian Agents in this regard. Few would have waited so long or triai so often to persuade the 
individual before informing the authorities and initiating legal action. 



action. as a nurnber of Indians have stated that Tirnoyakin is "beatuig the  la^''.''^ The threat of 

prosecution was the third stage in the IAB escalating pressure on resistant '~ndians' .~ A circular 

of 1 943 encouraging al1 Agents to overcome the resistance of their 'Indians' is illustrative of the 

The question of compulsay military service by Indians, of course, is not under the 
jurisdict ion of this Branch and, therefore, the lndian Agents have no officia1 status in 
connection with it. It is nevertheless, a matter in which the Indian Agent can use his 
good ofices with advantage as the fiiend and natural advisor of the Indians. The 
subject is one which should beapprmched with tact, discretion, and patience. Where, 
through ignorance or subversive influence, lndians show a disposition to avoid or 
evade the cd-up, a mere curt waming that they must obey or be punished rnay result 
only in more obstinate resistence and ill-will on k i r  part. It is felt that in many 
cases, better results might be obtained by careful explanation to them of their duties 
and appeal to their pride, self-respect and loyalty- If reasoriable persuasion fails, 
however, then, of course, the law must !ake its course, and this fact should be clearly 
explained to the Indians, where necessary.'' 

Strong doses of condescending patemaiism were served up with each stage of this process- Despite 

their best efforts, howwer, rnany Aboriginal men cmthued to resist until prosecuteâ and forced to 

register, report for medical exam or for military service. 

The registration of the Six Nations population demonstrated al1 elements of the IAB's 

penchant for jealously guarding its authority, and the degree of anger generated when that control 

was flouted. Many within the Six Nations, such as the Heredimy Chiefs and other organisations, 

believed that their ancestors had never surrendered their independent statu and were not British 

subjects covered by the laws of the Dominion of Canada, but allies of the British crown. The 

Canadian Governrnent had always declared this position ridiculous, but the issue had persisted for 

I3 ~ a r b e r  to the Secretary, 2 1 March 194 1. 

Y Usually the Agent would by to isolate the principle 'agitators' and persuade them first in 
the hopes of difising the opposition within a community. Failing that these individuals were then 
made an example of, and prosecutai. 

" Director, Circular to al1 Indian Agents, lnspectors and the lndian Cornmissioner of B.C.. 
3 1 July 1943. 



generations." When the LAB rheduled the registration of the Six Nations Reserve at Brantford 

for 25 September 1 940, Arthur Anderson, Secretary of the Hereditary C hiefs, posted a public 

notice claiming that al1 'Indians' need not register." Significant portions of the community were 

aiready predisposed against tegistering, but the fact that Anderson so b m l y  signed the public 

notice and the subsequent failure to register the whole population caused quite a stir in officia1 

circles. DJ.  Allen the Superintendent. Reserves and Trusts. was livid and notifiai the Director of 

the incident imrnediately, argu ing that: 

this incident at the Six Nations Reserve at Brantford presents an opportunity of 
dedaring the whole Long House Group, the Mohawk Workers' Organisation, and al1 
organizations hahouring the th- that they are not British subjects illegal 
organizations, and definitely and finally putting them out of  business. This in the 
judgement of the writer should be followed by a seinire of all their books and records 
on al1 reserves, and particularly in the case at Brantford the arrest of Anderson and 
possibly ail members of the hereditary council on charges to be prefmed under The 
Defence of Canada Regu l a t i o n ~ . ~ ~  

Coder heads prevailed in this case, and the draconian reaction put forward by Allen was not 

pursued. but the severity of his response to a relatively minor incident dernonstrates how seriously 

IAB personnel tmk their authority. 

'6 In 1922-3. the Six Nations gained a hearing of their grievances at the League of Nations, 
where they succeeded in gaining the support fiom the govenunents of Ireland, Persia, Panama, 
Estonia and the Netherlands. Only harsh diplomatic words and pressure fiom Canada and Great 
Britain forced the foreign countries to back down and squelched the Six Nations' efforts. 
Nonetheles, the Cartadian govemment was seriously embarrassed by the episode, and it rnight help 
explain the degree of hostility that the iAB demonstrateci in their dealings with the Six Nations on 
the registration conflict. For more information on the incident see Robert Veatch. Canada and the 
Leanue of Nat ions (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979, and also Olive Patricia 
Dickason, Canada's First Nations: A Histow of Foundina P m l e s  from Earliest Times (Toronto: 
McC lelland and Stewart, 1 W2), p. 355-358. 

'' D.J. Allen to the Director, 25 September 1940 (NAC, RG 10. vol. 6770, file #452-26. 
pt. 2).  

" ibid. Allen reference to "al1 reserves" and all groups that held this "fancifûl theory" as 
he calls it, k ing  suppressed at once. Similar diffjculties to those experienced at Brantford were 
experienced by the IAB as a result of the activities of afiliated groups on otha Iroquois r-es - - 

such as St. Regis, Caughnawaga, Tyendinaga and o h .  



The issue did not go away, as a longer term conflict developed over how the Six Nations 

WOU Id fiIl in Question #7 on the Registration f m .  This question pertained to natioriality. Many 

within the Six Nations community refùsed to sign as British subjects and insisted on registering 

only if they could note theu separate Aboriginal nationality, to which the IAB was strongly 

opposeci- In a memorandum to his superion in February 194 1, the Director said: 

1 am now apprehensive, however, chat if the Six Nations Indians are perrnitted to 
register other than as British subjects they will treat that fact as a mognition - and 
concession to - their allied status claim by the Government of Canada. On that basis 
they would try to re-open the whole question and I rnay add that they are particularly 
apt and pertuiacious in making use of any precedent or foothold which might 
strengthen their argument in any waySJ9 

The standoff posed a dificult dilemma for the Branch. If they followed their usual procedure to its 

Iogical conclusion, the authorities would be prosecuting and incarcerating large portions of the Six 

Nat ions population, The Associate Deputy Minister of NWS, TC. Davis, assured McGill that the 

Ontario Government did not have adequate "gaol facilities to deal with the ensuing p r ~ b l e r n . ' ~  

However, if they sirnply tried to ignore the problem, they would nin the risk of losing face and 

could have found thernselves losing control of the largest group of Aboriginal people in the 

country. 

Neither option appealed, so instead, in collusion with NWS, they decided to try subterfuge. 

They would let the 'indians' answer Question #7 with "Canadian-bom member of the Six Nations 

Indians," because "this description cannot mean anything else but a British subject.'*' Regardless 

of what the Six Nations might put down under nationality, the IAB decided that their status would 

not be altered. but by allowing the 'Indians' to think so, the crisis could be overcome. Although 

s9 Director to the Deputy Minister, 7 February 1941. 

TC. Davis to McGill, 2 May 194 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file #452-26, pt. 2). 

6' C. W. Jackson to Dr. McGill, 14 Feôniary 194 1 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file M52- 
26, pt. 2), T.C. Davis to C.W. Jackson, 12 February 1941 (NAC, RG 10, file #452-26, pt. 2). 
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the Branch recognised that "a concession to the indians in this matter may cause trouble" d o m  the 

road the alternatives were sufficiently unpalatable that they had little choice but to hand the 

pertinacious' Six Nations an 'embarrassinp' ~recedent.6~ However, the IAB's gambit did not 

prove successful, as later correspondence d m s t r a t e d  îhat dificulties cuntinued, and that an 

estimated 1 O00 people were ail1 refusing to register in March 1 943.63 

The issue of Aboriginal milÏtary service and conscription dernonstrated that both the 

attitudes of the lndian Affairs Branch and the image of theu charges ernployed by its personnel 

were less amenable to change than was the public view of the 'Indian'. At a time when the 

Canadian people were re-evaluating k i r  ideas about Aboriginal people. the official image of 

Aboriginal people appears to  have remained virtually identical fiom 1 939 to 1 945. The 

bureaucrats and field staff of the Indian m i r s  B m h  were able to  accommodate the recruitment, 

resistance and, l a s  comfortably, the conscription of their charges within the fiamework of their 

existing discourse. Military service and conscription did not develop the sam symbolic resonance 

among IAB personnel, who, unlike the Canadian public, felt no need to construct a new icon to 

explain the new issues raised by the Aboriginal enlistment- 

Through the lens of this discourse, driven by the raison d'être of the IAB and cast in terrns 

of its negative assessrnent of the %dian', the meaning of Aboriginal military service was 

transformed into a means to an end and little more. The A m y  was to be an assimilation machine, 

which oficials hoped, would create g d  'white' citizens where only an ' Indian' had existed. 

However. a tension existed throughout the war between what the IAB wished the 'Indian' to 

61 Jackson to McGilL 14 February 1941. 

Dr. McGill to T. C. Davis, 6 May 1941 (NAC, RG 10, file #452-26, pt. 2), RCMP 
Division File No. 40 T 172 / 73,30 March 1943 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 6770, file #452-26, pt. 2). 
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k o m e  and what they believed the 'Administrative Indian' to be. The negative and pejorative 

stereotypes, prejudices and assumptiom that the iAB had buih over the years to help explain theü 

failure to assimilate the First Nations r a i d  doubts in theu minds about whether 'Indians' in 

military service was actually beneficial to the national war effort. It is this conflict that explains 

the contradictions evident in IAB policies towards Aboriginal enlistrnent that at once encouraged it, 

while also aiding Aboriginals to legally defer their service obligations. In part, this ambivalence 

reflected an underlying loss of purpose and a declining faith that the mission of assimilation could 

be attained. 

The problems of conscription were not so easily accommodated and explained by the 

existing image of the 'Administrative Indian'. Conscription involved different philosophical and 

moral questions that were Iacking in the debates over voluntary enlistment. For the Branch, these 

often proved uncornfortable and awkward, putting pressure on the boundaries and imagery of the 

oficial discourse of the ' Indian'. To have addressed them directly and accepted the positions of 

protesting First Nations communities would have necessitated a profound re-evaluation of their 

conceptualisations of their charges: something the ME3 could not do since it might undermine that 

which they most needed to continue their work - an unquestioned belief in their own cultural, moral 

and intellectual superiority. Instead, administratom confinecl their role to a narrow legal vein and 

declareci themselves fiee fiom responsibility and juridiction. In this approach, and in the IAB's 

unwiltingness to differentiate Aboriginal people fiom Canadians in general, there was an air of 

alrnost obsessive and reflexive denial. Incapable of meeting the accusations of the First Nations on 

the philosophical and moral high ground, the Branch covered its eyes and talked loudly over the 

objections. 

However. the I N 3  acted to defend against any challenges to its authority over its charges 

during the war; in many ways that was al1 that they had lefi given the waning sense of purpose. 
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Even the custodial administration performed by the lndian Affairs Branch was deerned to be based 

on an unquestioned obedience by the 'Administrative Indian'. Thus, defiance of the NRMA 

regdations demonstrated in rnany Aboriginal communities across Canada was routinely met with 

hostile and vigorous emotions and reactions by the officiais involved. And any policies of the 

mobilisation authorities that fostered or allowed such flagrant insubordination caused the IAB to 

enter the policy making arena in order to s a f w a r d  its authority. In doing so. the personnel of the 

Branch needed to explain the resistence of  the First Nations and deprive it of legitimacy. For this 

purpose, the existing 'Administrative Indian' proved an ideal fiamework. it ha4 in part. been 

developed to explain the historical Aboriginal resistance to the policies and goals of the Indian Act 

and the governrnent d-t charged with their implementation. As a result, they cast 

Aboriginal resistance as  the p rduc t  of  ignorance, uninteIligence, obstinance and the work of 

agitators and subversives. All these traditional tmls  of  the oficial discourse of the ' Indian', were 

meant to disarm, trivialise and de-legitimise discontent among the First Nations. Able to 

accommodate the Aboriginal recruitment and resistance within its existing discourse, and having 

shielded itseIf on the more difficult issue of conscription through legal and jurisdictional 

machinations, the IAB had no need to alter the 'Administrative Indian'. 



CHAPTER 4 
W I N G  THE WAR O N Y  TO LOSE THE PEACE? 

RECONSTRUCTCNG THE 'PUBLIC INDIAN', 1943- 1945 

With the dawn of 1943, the fortunes of war had begun to nirn against the Axis. The 

Soviet winter counter-offerisive led to the defeat of the Germans at Stalingrad, the Arnericans 

forced the Japanese out of the Solomon Islands after the naval victories at the Coral Sea and 

Midway, and by spring the Allies had defeated the German and I talian forces in North Afiica. 

Although no one saw final victory on the horizon, the possibility of imminent defeat had at last 

been banished. This confidence that the war would eventually be won grew steadily through 1943 

and into 1944, as Allied amies, navies and air focces seized the initiative and drove Axis forces 

before them in every theater. With the immediate task of winning the war seerningly well in han4 

the world at long last began to tum its attention to the tùture and the shape of the pst-war world. 

These developments were rnirrored in Canada, which was booming by 1943. Wartime 

production was increasing exponentially and peaked in 1944, tir Il employment had been reached, 

and most of the population I d e d  with pride at the nation's war effort and the accomplishments of 

its military personnel. All across the country people, the media and g o v m e n t s  began to plan for 

the great 'new order' they hoped to build out of the ashes of the present conflict. Driving the 

agenda was a deep anxiety that Canada, having won the war, might lose the peace. In large part 

this was a legacy of the Great War experience and the lingering sense of dissatisfaction with its 

afiermath. For a cautionary tale, Canadians had only to look back at the social unrest of 19 19- 

1920, the inadequate provisions made for the veterans who had sacrificd so much, the crushing 

world-wide depression of the 1930s, and the rise of totalitarian, fascist and wmmunist regimes in 

various parts of the globe. 

This chapter explotes the impact of the changing world and national situation on the public 
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discussions of the FiÙst Nations fiom 1943 to the end of the war in Europe in early May 1945.' Of 

concem is whether the corifidence in victory and the anxiety for the fiinire, so prevalent in Canada 

during the latter years of the war, lefi their mark on the 'Public Indian' discourse? What kind of 

country did Canadians hope to build in the pst-war years? Was there a place fm Aboriginal 

people in the 'new order'? If so, why and on what basis? 

In late September 1943, the National Liberaf Federation held a convention of the party 

faithhl. Their delegates expressad their concem that the governrnent ministers, "in directing al1 

theu energies to the war, have failed to meet a real interest on the part of the pubtic in pst-war 

 poli^^."^ Until this tîme the cabinet had beai bath to address reconstruction for fear, "that the 

fighting morale of the nation might be affefted adverseîy by over-much talk of pst-war planning."3 

The stodgy Tories had already jumped on the social security band wagon at their national party 

convent ion in December 1 942, but those attending the L iberal convention needed l ittle reminder of 

the importance of the issue for Canadians: they had seen the s t u ~ i n g  rise in the fortunes of  the Co- 

operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). In the two months prior to the Liberat convention, 

the  CC F had won two federal by-elections, becorne the ofIlcial opposition of Ontario with 34 seats, 

and received the support of 29 percent of decided voters in one of the early public opinion potls 

which placed thern ahead of both the Liberals and Conservatives in popularity? While its social- 

'This discussion is based on an intensive examination of the daily newspapers in the 
months of October 1943, September 1944 and April-May 1945, as well as every issue of the 
weeklies fiom 1943 to May 1945. 

Grant Dexter, "Liberals and the C.C.F. Challenge," Winnipea Free P r a s  (8 October 
1943), p. I I .  

ibid. 

J.L. Grônatstein, Canada's War: The Policies of the Mackenzie King Governrnent, 1939- 
1 945 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1979, p. 264-265. - 



dernocratic message had nut won the party widespread support or electoral success during the 

Depression or the war's early years, by 1943 it had begun to resonate with voters hungry for a 

clear vision of social seçurity and the pst-war era. Ll'beral delegates saw "no reason why the 

governrnent should give the C.C.F. a clear field on pst-war policy."' The convention passed 

resolutions promising a substantial and gerierous bene* package for retuming veterans and 

calling for "the Liberai party to occupy the broad field of  social policy, including family 

allowances, higher and contributory old age pensions, health insurance, housing, rural 

electrification, etc.* 

Editorials and letters to eûitors in 1943 suggest that public interest in reconstruction and 

the pst-war petiod was gaining centre stage on the national agenda, and not al1 Canadians were 

confident that goverment's promises would a m n t  to much. As one veteran queried in a 

prominent letter feanired in several major papers: 

[ have been wonderhg what other men discharged fiom the army, particularly those 
who were overseas, think of the prospects for a new order in Canada. From many 
discussions in camps they will have formed ideas, visions, expectations, of  what the 
new Canada should ôe like. Does wtiat they now see promise fiilfilment of those 
hopes? Do they see the dawning light of the new 

The writer noted with scepticism the plans drawn up by the authorities, claiming "promises just as 

glowing were made for the future duthg the last war, with results we know al1 to wetl. . ." Those 

soldiers who had been fighting and those who had played their part on the home fiont were 

-'entitled to some guarantees of the new order. After al1 they have endured, are they going to l a v e  

the tùture to chance and the politicians again?" While such cynicism was not uniformly present, it 

' Grant Dexter. "Liberals and the C.C.F. Challenge," Wimiwn Free Press. 

ibid. 

G. Cairns. "What of New Order? Soldiers Want to Know," Globe and Mail (7 October 
1943), p. 6. Also appeared as "War Veterans and the New Order," Calgary Herald (9 October 
1 943), p. 4, and curiously under the name of A. RicideIl in the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (9 October 
1943), p. 10. 



was indicative of how strongly Canadians, particularly veterans, felt about these issues. 

Reconstruction and social security mattered, a point driven home unquivoçafly in the closing 

sentence of this letter, "next to wuining the war, there is nothing of more urgent importance than 

that we, on the home fiont, shall have taken some definite steps toward winning the peace before 

the boys return." 

In fairness to the Ll'beral government, preparations for the eventual peace had begun 

alrnost as soon as the hostilities commenced. Indeed, the first such measure was passed through 

cabinet on 8 Deçember 1939, an order-in-council creating a cabinet cornmittee to study problems 

of dernobili~ation.~ In 1 943, the Advisory Comrnittee on Reconstruction submitted its report titled 

"Report on Social Security for Canada," commonty called the Marsh Report afier the Research 

Director of the Comrnittee, b d  Marsh. Though conboversial and initially down-played by the 

King government, this rernarka ble document, with its provisions for family allowance and health 

insurance, would provide the blueprint for Canada's social security system9 By 1943, an 

extraordinary and cornplex system of m i t t e e s  and sub-committees had been erected to explore, 

examine and make policy on every imaginable aspect of the problerns assoçiated with 

reconstruction and the development of social se~urity.'~ Nonetheless, the public forum was clearly 

dominated by these concerns afier 1943. The Throne Speech in January 1944 included almost no 

s Peter Neary, "Introduction," in Peter Neary and J. L. Granatstein, eds., The Veterans 
Charter and Post-World War II Canada, (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 1998), p. 6.  

9 Peter S. Madmis, "Planning Prosperity: Canadians M a t e  Postwar Reconstruction," in 
Uncertain Horizons: Canadians and Theu World in 1945, Greg Donaghy, ed. (Canadian 
Cornmittee for the History of the Second World War, 1997: 23 1 -259), p. 24 1. This report was 
Canada's answer to the famous Beveridge Report produced in Britain just pnor to the Marsh 
Report. 

'O Reference Papers, Wartime Information Board, Post-War Planning in Cana& - No. 1, 
3 0 July 1 943, (National Archiva of Canada (NAC), Record Group (RG) 38, vol. 2 1 1, file # 
6468). 
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mention of the war per se. Instead, the speech focussed on the govemment's reconstruction agenda 

which was composai of three main components: the rehabilitation and reestablishment of reâumed 

veterans; the smooth shifi to a peace thne economy; and the construction of a social security s a f q  

net." While this extended discussion of domestic political and social çoncans about 

reconstruction and the 'new order' may seem tangential to Aboriginal people and issues, it fonned 

an essential context in which the 'indian' discourse f d  a distinct thread. 

Equally important were Canadians' visions of what the 'new order' ought to look like, of 

what kind of country they believed Canada should becorne. Undoubtedly, there were as many 

versions of the fùture as there were Canadians, and not al1 would have agreed on many key points, 

but most agreed that something needed to be dorie. In a poli taken on 1 October 1 943, 7 1 % 

preferred pst-war reforms rather than a retum to the way things were before the war.I2 Tt is not 

even certain that a ciear sense of what the 'new otdet' should consist of had bem fiilly articulated 

by this stage of the war. Judging fiom opinion polls, editorials and news stories of the period, there 

were several major elements that seemed to appear popular and wi&ly held. Esmtially, 

Canadians wanted a country protected fiom the excesses of war and depression that had wracked 

the society for much of the previous generation. As one commentatm put it in a speech before the 

Cardston Rotary Club, what Canadians wanteû was "fieedom - economically, religiously, and 

physicaliy, and the latter fieedom especially fiom war . . . [and] any government that will eliminate 

want and unernployment, is the one that we would ordinafily, and in wisdom, supp~rt."'~ In 

' ' J.L. Granatstein and D e s m d  Morton, A Nation For~ed in Fire: Canadians and the 
Second World War 1939- 1945, (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1989), p. 1 68. 

l 2  Public Opinion Ouarterh, vol 7, no. 4 (1943), p. 748. Interestingly, this tigure was 
much higher in Canada than was the case in either the United States or Great Britain where the 
corresponding figures were 32% and 57% respectively. 

l 3  "Rotarian K.L. Lee Addresses Club On The Subject of Post War Reconstruction," 
Cardston News (4 March 1943), p. 1. 
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addition, tolefance of difference, be it 'racial', linguistic or religious was touteâ as desirable. 

George Drew, Premier of Ontario, argued at a banquet in Guelph on 14 Oçtober 1943, that 'one of 

the outstanding lessons of this war "is the danger of any new order based upon appeals to 

prejudi~e.""~ A third noticeable trend was an increasing number of Canadians willing to accept 

an active and leading role for goverrunent in the economic and social l ife of the country. l 5  These 

three eiements of the 'new order' were not the sum total, but they did form the commonly accepteâ 

core of the concept. 

So how did the 'Public Indian' fare in this climate? The short answer is that the 'Indian' 

had lost a good deal of its relatively high profile across the country so evident in 1940-4 1. The 

pervasive anviety of that period had been banished by the Allied military successes of 1942 and 

1943, and the 'Indian-at-war' was no longer required to bolster shaky morale, though it could and 

did still draw admiration. The 'Indian-at-war' continued to appear, but it was no longer weighed 

d o w  with the moral raponsibility of k i n g  a twl  for social criticism. l6 Instead, the ' Indian' 

retumed to its traditional place in human interest stories: heart-warming, positive and sometimes 

colourfùl, though now without the bemused and farcical tone that had characterisecl the 'Public 

'' "Dangers of Prejudice Pointeâ Out by Drew," Globe and Mail (1 5 October 1943)' p. 15. 

" Certainly this ernerges strongly fiom the speech by K.L. Lee to the Cardston Rotary 
Club, as he suggests that government controls on prices and wages ought to continue in peacetirne. 
"Rotarian . . ." Cardston News. This becornes even more evident in opinion polls the following 
year. In one poll in October, 49% of Canadians thought that the federal goverrunent should take 
the lead in promoting pst-war employment, a fùrther 16% favored provincial and municipal 
governments taking the lead, and only 23% believed indus- and business should fil1 that role. 
Public Opinion Quarterlv, vol. 9, no. 4 ( 1944-45), p. 60 1. 

l6 "Alberîa Indian wins in Army Sports in Italy," Cal- Herald (26 October 1943)' p. 
15. There was no atternpt to make this story colourfiil or quaint, it merely noted with pride that, 
Pte. Gordon Yellowfly, an 'Alberta Indian' fiom Gleichen, Alberta, had excelled in cornpetitive 
sports in the A m y  as he had while at home before going overseas. Yellowfly had captured thud 
place in the Calgaty Herald Road Race a year previously, just before king shipped overseas. The 
article also noted that the soldier had seen active service in Afnca, Sicily and Italy with the 
"famous 8" Army." For another example of this type of story, see: "Three Cree Indians Join 
Active Army," Winnipeg Free Press (5 October 1943), p. 4. 



Indian' of the pre-war era. l7 In the wake of the wartime exmence, Canadians' public discussions 

of Aboriginal people reflected more respect and sympathy even in the hurnan interest story. 

This change was no where better demonstrated than in a major story and photo collection 

in The Globe and Mail, a paper that had been more inclined than most to  portray the 'Indian' in a 

comical and trivialising fashion." The article opened claùning: 

Cape Croker's Chippewa Indians have gone to war. Without fanfare or trumpets or 
even a mitd sort of waraanCe. practicaily every able-Wied Indian man - and nine 
of the women - are in the uniform of one of the armed forces. And those that are 
staying M i n d  are doing their bit toward making theù little world a better place in 
which to live. 

In this case, it was not just the Chief who encourageci his band to donate money or buy bonds, nor 

just the Aboriginal individuals that enlisted that eanied the positive accolades of the 'Indian-at-war' 

image, but the whole comrnunity. The story did not end with the usual details of high enlistments, 

in this case over 10% of the popdation, or of the band contributions to local Victory Bond drives, 

but went on to give a detailed description of the activities o f  the women and children who remaineci 

on the  reserve. O f  note is the fact that they were credited with traits and activities not cornmonly 

associated with the 'Public Indian' before the war. The author mentioned cases of 'Indian' women 

repairing their homes, planting ga rdas ,  taking over the lake trout fishecy on Georgian Bay left 

vacant by the men serving in the armed forces, and exercising care and caution in their spending. 

The moral of the story was best surnmed up by Chief Thomas Jones: 

We appreciate the seriousness and horror of the war," Chief Jones said. "We want 
to get it over as soon a s  possible, and anything we can d o  will be done. But one thing 

" "Brant Descendant Shows Stamina in Campaign in Italy," Brantford Exmi tor  (9 
October 1943), p. 1. This more colourfûl article highlighted 'heredity' in the exceptional service 
perfonned, by Pte. William Brant, great-grandson of fa& Chief Joseph Brant, as a rumer in the 
rugged hil1s of Italy. 

Jack Hambleton, "Their Braves Gone to War, Cape Crdrer's Indian Women and 
Children Carry On," photo collection, Globe and Mail (23 October 1943), p. 15, and "Bruce 
Peninsula Reserve Does Bit To  Put Every Victory L m  Over Top," Globe and Mail (23 October 
1943)' p. 1 5 .  



is certain - Cape Croker's women and children will have better homes, Mer 
economic conditions, and betîer health because of their own efforts when their men 
do corne back- 

Canadians, given a choicez had typically exercised the luxury of thinking of the First Nations in the 

lest painful way possible. By 1 943, this respectable, intelligent and thoroughly modern 'Indian- 

at-war' was by far the rnost appealing of 'Indian' images available in the 'Public Indian' discourse, 

and rernained dominant. 

The major 'Indian' story in October of that year concerned a large delegation of Aboriginal 

leaders who held a conference in Ottawa and attempted to air their grievances with governmentaf 

oficials. Aboriginal polit ical organisation was sparked by issues of conscription and taxation 

resulting fiom the war, but the grievances articulated bespoke a longstanding concern with their 

relationship to  anad da.'^ The next several years would see a proliferation of new organi~ations.'~ 

This particular convention gained significant national attention as the Canadian Press wire service 

tumed to the subject with a series of stories between 20-23 October.'' Many English language 

l 9  This is evident in a nurnber of workç on prominent Aboriginal leaders and organisation 
in this era including: Palterson, E.P., Andrew P d  and Canadian Indian Resurgence (PhD. 
Dissertation, University of Washington, l962), Paul Tennant, Aborininal Pwples and Politics: The 
Indian Land Question in British Columbia 1 849- 1989 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Press. 1990), Jean Goodwill and Norma Sluman, John Tmtoosis (Winnipeg: Pemmican 
Publications, ! 984, originally published 1 982), Alan Morley, Roar of the Breakers: A Bimphv 
of Peter Kelly (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1967). 

The October 1943 convention was not the meeting of a particular Aboriginal 
organisation, but the coming together of prominent leaders from many parts of the country. These 
events would become more regular and reflet the increasing level of organisation among the First 
Nations. A number of assuciations appeared to present Aboriginal views and grievances to the 
government and publicise theif case in the press, inchding what would become the North Arnerican 
Indian Brotherhood. led by Andrew Pauli, the only body with a daim to national representation of 
the  First Nations. 

'' "Indians Ask Exemptions," Prince Albert Dailv Herald (23 October 1943), p. 8, 
"Indians Ask Tax Exemptions," Vancouver Sun (2 1 October 1 943), p. 1 1, " Indians Ask Tax, 
Amy Exemptions," Vancouver Sun (22 Oçtober 1943), p. 25, "Indian Petition Was Presented," 
Brantford Expositor (23 October 1943), p. 4, "Indians Press Gov't To Grant Exemptions," 
Calnarv Herald (23 October 1943), p. 7, "Indian Deputation Preparing Written Argument in 

(continued ...) 



dailies carried these stm-es of the anference on at least one &y, while both the Vancouver Sun 

and Globe and Mail ran their own independent analysis of the events." An 'Indian' delegation of 

between 40 and 55, in Ottawa for the conference, spent several days trying to gain an audience 

with the Prime Minister or sorne responsible minister ui order to press their claims for exemption 

Fiom the provisions of cornpulsory service and income tax. Reporters noted that the 

representatives were kept waiting for two &ys as the lndian Affairs Branch refiised to see them 

b u s e  the delegates were "unauthotised" and admin is trators were uncertain whether they had "a 

bona fide right to speak for their people.'** In the end the petitions were prsented to various 

offkials, and the Aboriginal leaders retumed home having generated national exposure for their 

CORCefnS. 

What stands out in al1 the wvetage was the utter lack of any recrimination directed at the 

First Nations for their desire to be exempt fiom cornpulsory service and inwme tax. At an earlier 

stage of the war, such a stand might have drawn a backlash fiom highly pam-otic Canadian 

journalists as cowardly and potentially underminhg the war effort, but nothing of the sort 

"( ... continuai) 
Museum," Globe and Mail (2 1 October 1 943), p. 1 3, "Indians Ask For Amy, Tax Exemptions," 
Giobe and Mail (22 October 1943), p. 7. 

22 "Indians Plead for Exemption fiom Income Tax, Army Service," Globe and Mail (21 
October 1943), p. 4, "Indians Present Petition," Globe and Mait (23 October 1943), p. 2, 
Tanadian Hero Drops in On Parliament Hill," Vancouver Sun (25 Oçtober I943), p. 13. The 
latter Globe article was a dramatic photo of a number of 'Indian' chiefs in "full regalia" standing 
on the steps of the Parliament buildings, where they were received by M.J. Caldwell, the leader of 
the CCF. Evidently, the CCF, which had other concems prior to the war, ha4  as did many 
Canadians, begun to develop an empathetic position on the 'plight of the Indian'. Indeed in the 
post-war, the CCF (later National Democratic Party) would becorne an out-spoken champion for 
Aboriginal issues. However, this did not rnean that the party's vision, when translated into policy 
did not include its own btand of well-meaning but patronking paternalism, as James Pitsula 
demonstrated in his article "The Saskatchewan CCF Govemment and Treaty Indians, 1944- 
1 964," Canadian Historical Review, vol. 75, no. 1 (March 1994): 2 1-52. 

13 "lndians Ask Tax Exempt ions," Vancouver Sun (2 1 October 1 943), p. 1 1 "Indians As k 
for Army, Tax Exemptions," Globe and Mail (22 October 1943), p. 7. 
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appeared. The issues were presented in a detached fashion, with little attention to the pageantry of 

'1 ndians ' in tradit ional costume. Aboriginal fievances appeared reasonable, and their assertions 

of hll support for the war effort were accepteci without corn~nentary.'~ Lack of media reproach 

suggests that with the war going well, and the highly documented efforts of the 'Indian-at-war', it 

was possible for Canadians to accept the legitimacy of First Nations protests. 

In 1 94 1, the çonternporary and positive characteristics had spilled over fiom 'Indian-at- 

war' stories into sensitive treatment of other Aboriginal su bjects not linked to the war. This trend 

was obvious by 1943. Such stories appeared in two distinct types. The first exarnined 'Indian' 

issues or events in a complementary and approving manner such as that exhibited in a story in the 

Saskatoon s t a r -~hoen ix .~  The reporter spoke of the agricultural success that the ' Indians' of the 

Battteford Agency had met with in that year, despite overçoming the hardship of a late planting. 

The reason for theu success was simple fact that 'the Indians had worked hard this year." This 

article was based on information fiom the Indian Agent, J.P. Ostrander, who may have had his own 

reasons for emphasiung the positive results obtained by his charges. Nonetheless, the manner in 

which the material was reported was straight forward, and did not ascribe the achievernents of the 

various reserves to anything 0th- than the initiative and efforts of their inhabitants. Prior to the 

war, such a story would likely have included a sermon on how this result was the crowning feat of 

lndian Affairs ~ e v o l e n c e  and wise management. No such slant was visible. The 'Indian-at-war' 

had made it possible to recognise Aboriginal accomplishrnents for their own sake. 

The other manifestation of this sympathetic construction of Aboriginal people was much 

more inclined to portray the 'Indian' as the victim. In a Vancouver Sun article about the 

Aboriginal delegation in Ottawa seking govenunent exemptions fiom conscription and income tax 

- 

24 "Indians Ask Exemptions," Prince AIbert Daily Herald. 

" "[ndians Have Fine Harveçt," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (23 October 1943), p. 13. 
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the f a u s  was on a hero of the First World ~ a r . ' ~  Francis Pegahmagabow, Chief of the Parry 

Island Ojibwa, with "service medals of the last war and the milÏta~y medal with two bars," was 

among the 'Indian' repcaentatives. He had been credited with killing 378 Germans as a sniper in 

the Canadian Expeditimary Force in France dwing the First World War. Having noted his 

extraordinary record, and that of  his band in the previous c d i c t ,  the s t q  closed with a stunning 

reveiation: "Friday he dropped in on the Canadian Legion and bought the f m  poppy of this year's 

campaign. Then the w o n  discovered that it was his last 50 cents." That such an obviously 

capable man with strong claims on the society's generosity, as both a war hero and a legal ward of 

the state, couId be braight so low reveald something profoundly wrmg with the country. h g h  

he was undoubtedly trying to make a poignant comment, it is not clear whether the journalist 

recognised what a devastating indictment this story was of Canada's handling of its First World 

War veterans, and more particularly of its treatrnent of the First Nations. Certainly rnany readers 

may have interpreted the story in such a way. However, the journalist did not go beyond the veiled 

criticism to dari& precisety what this anecdote symbolised. 

Other writers, k m  to avoid blaming the victim, were more will ing than heretofore to 

speciw failings in the system and in Canadian Society that prevented a solution to the 'Indian 

problern' . At a ceremony making Conservative M.P. John MacNicol an honorary Chief of the 

Deleware First Nation at Moraviantown, the newly-named 'Chief Wassaingua' advoçated the 

"appointment of a Royal Commission to find why the ducat  ion of Canadian Indians has not been 

stres~ed."~~ The politician went on to claim that "the lndian population has not been given the 

opportunity to which it is entitled . .. Indians should be tachers and doctors." This story provided 
-- - - 

' 6  "Canadian Hero Drops in ...," Vancouver Sun (25 October 1943). p. 13. 

' 7  "MacNiwl Made Indian C hiet" Globe and Mail ( 12 October 1943), p. 2 1. 
1 n terest ingty, John MacNicol (Davenport) was becoming a keen critic o f  Canadian Indian policy, 
and woufd be appointed to the Special Joint Parliarnentary Cornmittee to examine the Indian Act in 
1946. 
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one of the early measures of criticism levelled at Canadian Indian policy in what would become a 

torrent during the debates about reconstruction. Public censure of the country's Indian 

administration was not unheard of, but, previously, such commentators had been lone voices crying 

in the wilderness. In amther article reporting a post-war plan of action developed by Major D.M. 

MacKay, the Indian Commissioner for British Columbia, to solve the 'Indian problem', the blame 

was thrown wider." The writer of the story nded in an asi& h the text of MacKay's propsed 

program that "at present there is an unfortunate lack of interest in the Indians of B.C. and their 

care is the responsibility of the Canadian people." While both of these articles reveal critiques of 

the 'systern' rather than of the 'victims', neither goes very far beyond vague recognition that the 

primary fault for the continuing existence of the 'Indian problem' should no longer be blamed on 

A boriginal people themselves. These stories mark the beginnings of Canadians' willingness to 

examine thernselves and the Indian administration to which they had acquiesced for so many years. 

The sixteen months between January 1944 and May 1945 witnessed the dramatic march of 

Allied amies to victory in Europe. In Canada, the focus of the national crusade had always been 

on defeating Nazi Gerrnany, and in terms of their own faces, what mattered was the fighting in 

I taly and, a fier 6 June 1 944, in Northwest Europe. Behiveen late July, with the American breakout 

fiom the Normandy bridgehead, and early September, as the First Canadian Arrny drove south to 

close the Falaise Pocket, the AIIies shattered the beieaguered German Amy in France. By 

Septern ber, al l Al lied forces were racing eastwards, liberat ing France and Belgium before reac hing 

the Net herlands. When Operation Market-Garden, the Allied airbome gamble to get across the 

'' "Outlines Program fot B.C. Indians," Kamloops Sentinel (8 December 1943), p. 13. 
MacKay had always been one of the more progressive and sympathetic of the senior oficials in the 
lndian Affairs Branch. 
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Rhine River that auturnn. g r 4  to a close having failed to gain the las1 bridge at  Arnhem, the 

euphoria of the previous w& died. More hard fighting lay ahead, particularly for the Canadian 

forces in the flooded polder country of  Belgium and Holland. However, the overwhelming strength 

of AI lied arms could not be withheld for long, and the papers of April and early May 1945 were 

filled with the exploits on the fiont and anticipation of the joys to corne on V-E Day. 

On the home fiont, the excitement about the victories oveneas was tempered by the 

increasing concern with the pst-war period. In August 1944,6 1% of the country's population 

believed that the end of hostilities would be followed by a period of significant unemployment, and 

only one in four Canadians believed that such a period could be avoidedB The @th of concern 

was evident in the willingness of a rnajority of the population to accept a 30-hour work week in 

order to spread the work around to more people." Ho-, the first concrete steps had been taken 

in the realrns of social security, with the introduction of Unemployment Insurance in 1940, and the 

institution of Family Allowances just prior to the federal election in 1 945. Other prominent 

elements of the social security net promised by the Liberals, most notably contributory old-age 

pensions and national health insurance, were put on hold by jurisdictional battles with the 

provinces. Within this envirorunent of unease, public debate about the 'plight of the Redman' 

accelerated and diversified. 

During this 1 s t  sixteen months of the war the 'Indian' again made a raurgence in the 

media in most parts of the country. In the British Columbia and Saskatchewan papers canvassed, 

the Cardston News, and the Globe and Mail, the ' Indian' returned to, or exceeded, the relatively 

high salience of the surnmer of 1 940. However, it rernained virtually absent fiom the Halifax 

Chronicle and much diminished in the Winnipen Free Press. Throughout the period under 

29 Public O~inion Quarterly, vol 9, no. 3 (1945), p. 375. 

'O Public Opinion Quarterlv, vol 8, no. 4 (1 944-45), p. 601. 



consideration, the 'Indian-at-war' image 

remained prominent in the dixourse, but 

only in the Cardston News was it still 

the dominant public representation o f  the 

'Indian'. The historical and colourtùl 

'noble savage' remained -ce, but 

demeaning stereotypes of  contemporary 

Aboriginal people still occasionally 

reared their ugly head- The Prince 

Albert Dailv Herald carricd a trite 

American cartoon that portrayed the 

' Indian' character as both foolish and 

lacking understanding o f  'civilisation' 
Fwip 4.1 Prince Albert Daily Herald (30 September 
1944), p. 9. 

(see Figure 4.1 ). In an article for Saturdav Ni& magazine about the custom of British Columbia 

'Indians' crossing the border into Washington State for seasonal occupations, a journalist noted 

that: 

even though the indian, a s  a rule, acts on the principle that  wages should be spent 
quickly, he likes to get as much mmey as possible in a given time. He  is not 
unionized, but he long ago found that a sit-down strike is a more potent factor than 
economic arguments in a struggle for higher pay. An4 after a dispute is settled, 
contractual obtigations mean little to hirnS3' 

Whiie such 'racist' sterwtypes had almost vanished fiom the public discourse during the war 

years, they had long been deeply entrenched elements of the 'Public Indian' and were never far 

beneath the surface. 

3' P. W. Luce, ^Ranchers Resent Indians Crossing Boundary Line," Saturdav Ni& ( 12 
June 1944), p. 40. 
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In spite of the continuing existence of such divergent images of  the 'Indian' in Canada, 

what marked the latter stages of the war was the rise of a clear and articulate cal1 for r e f m  in 

Canadian Indian policy and administration. The fvst such cal1 appeared in the s p ~ g ,  but more 

and more sùnilar articles were published afier the Normandy invasion, reaching a crescendo 

through the faIl of 1944 and into the spring of 1945. The trend was perhaps nowhere more evident 

than in the Kamloovs Sentinel. This weekly paper had traditionailly been disinclined to print 

'Indian' stories, and those that had appeared usually adhered to the contemporary dninken criminal 

image of the 'Indian'. However, for unknown reasons, the papa rewaled a complete about face in 

its representation of Aboriginal people during 1944 and eariy 1945- The 'Indian-at-war' appeated 

repeatedly in a highly positive light.3' Beyond this change, a number of stories were published 

about provincial measures in favour of lndian policy reform, the good work of the Kamloops 

Residential School and its pupils' diligence, and efforts of Aboriginal agicultural l ab~ure r s .~~  In 

addition, several public lectures on Aboriginal peoples, cultures and crafts, as well as Canadian 

Indian policy received extensive coverage." Finaliy, one issue provided an in-depth praentation of 

3' "Canada's Indians Nobiy Upholding Traditions," Kamlooas Sentinel (12 April 1944), 
p. 6, "50 Kamloops Indians Wearing Unifonn," K a m l m ~ s  Sentinel ( 12 April 1944), p. 6, "Many 
Indians in Canada's Forces; Brave Fighters," Kamloo~s Sentinel ( 1  2 April 1944), p. 6, "Indian 
Chief s Son Killed in Action, France," Kamloops Sentinel (1  9 July 194), p. 1, "Dies of Wounds," 
Kamloops Sentinel (1 7 January 1 945)' p. 1, "Two Indians k o m e  Casualties," Kamloo~s 
Sentinel (21 March 1945), p. 4. 

33"~egislature Urges Dominion to Better Conditions for Indians," Karnloo~s Sentinel (22 
March 1944), p. 12, "Greater Emphasis Being Placed at Indian School on Technical Training; 
Boys Learn Farming, Mechanics; Girls, Home Arts," Kamloops Sentinel ( 12 April 1944), p. 1 -2, 
" 1 000 Indians Visit Children at Schooi; Enjoy Concert," Kamloo~s Sentinel ( 12 Aptil 1944), p. 
1-2, "500 At Indian School Concert," Kamloom Sentinel (28 February 1945), p. 6, "1000 Indians 
Visit Children at School, Attend Concert," Kamloovs Sentinel (4 April 1945)' p. 5, "More than 
250 Indians Busy on Hop Harvest," Kamloops Sentinel (20 September 1944), p. 1 2, "lndian Land 
near Lytton Put Under Irrigation," Kamloops Sentinel (4 April 1949, p. 1 1. 

Y b ' P i ~ t ~ r e s  anâ Stories on Work of Indians," Kamloo~s Sentinel (8 March 1944), p. 1, 
"Indian Agent Exposes White Man's False Ideas About Natives," Kamloops Sentinel (2 1 June 
1944), p. 1,3, "Bracken Club Gains üetter Understanding Of Indian Problem" Kamlms  Sentinel 
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the provincial debate over the 'Indian' land question in British Columbia, complete with the 

Vancouver Sun story that sparkeû the controversy and the editorial opinion of the Vernon News 

and Pent icton Herald and its own staff.3s It is hard to imagine a more complete transformation in 

the ways in which a newspaper constnicted the 'Indian' than that dernonstrated by the Sentinel. 

Viewed as a whole, the paper's 'Indian' stories of this period suggest a coricerted attempt to 

educate and influence the readership about the need for r e f m  in Indian policy, and the worthiness 

of Aboriginal people for such consideration. Whether or not this was a conscious editorial policy, 

the papa was not alone in its growing attention to the need for refonn. though it perhaps pushed 

the agenda fùrther than any other. 

At the foundation of the desire to change the cucumstances of Aboriginal people, and the 

nature of their relationship to the state, lay the unavoidable reality of Aboriginal military service. 

The Saskatoon Star-Phoenix notai that "some 3000 Canadian Indians were serving in the armed 

forces, a fact that has injected the problern of Indian policy directly into the field of pst-war 

plans."M lndeed, the inequity and bitter üony of accepting and even compelling the military service 

of those denied the hnchise  and the rights of  fùll citizenship was not lost on Canadians. A brief 

submitted to the Conunittee on Reconstruction and Re-establishment advocating a new deal for the 

First Nations stated simply: "people who can be conscripted and compelled to pay incorne tax 

%(. . .continued) 
(4 Aprii 1949, p. 1. This last story drew a passionate letter to the editor in response fiom an 
individual who warned that the information provided to the Bracken Club by H.E. Taylor, the 
Kamloops Indian Agent, was not to be fi~lly msted, particularly with regard to  the intelligence of 
the 'Indians' and his lack of understanding of 'Indian sociology', C.G. Wallace, "For the Indians," 
Kamloops Sentinel (1 1 April 1949,  p. 1 1. 

35 "A Reproach to All of Us," K a m l o o ~ s  Sentinel (4 April 1945), p. 2. This page also 
contained the response to the Vancouver Sun by the highly sympathetic President of the Okanagan 
Society for the Revival of Indian Arts and Crafk, Albert Miliar, "Champions Native Indians," 
Kamloops Sentinel (4 April 1949, p. 2. 

36 "The Canadian Indian," Saskatoon Star-Phaenk (25 September 1944), p. 9. 



surely can be citi~ens.''~' Nor was this anomaly reçognised in reference to Aboriginal people atone. 

An editorial in the Kamloor>s Sentinel referred to a petition circufated by the lnddlanadian 

community of British Columbia, which claimed that extending the franchise to them would, among 

other things, "remove the inconsistency of receiving East Indians into the Canadian Army to shed 

their b l d  for Canada, whik denying them the symbol of citi~enship."~ Both Japanese and 

Chinese-Canadians eagerly attempted to enlist in the armed forçes for precisely this reason. and 

met significant resistance fiom B.C. political authorities who urged the miliîary to refùse their 

enlismient because they feared that " rn i lhy  service was the 'thin edge of the wedge' leading to 

enfranchi~ement."~~ By 1 944-45, the war service by Aboriginal men and women had clearly pried 

open the min& of Canadians, and ma& it uncornfortable to ignore the status quo any longer. 

For the first tirne, intellechial el& entered the fiay, driving the public discourse in new 

directions. An article appearing in the Canadian Forum in July 1944 marked the begiming of this 

trend." The author asked the question, "what are the responsibilities of a demoçratic society 

towards Canada's Indian population of 1 1 8,000 hurnan beings?" He went on to explore the nature 

of the 'lndian problem' in soci~psychological terms: 

Human beings are better adjusted in a predicta b te, thoraighly comprehended cultural 
environment than in one that is new and foreign and which has been forced upon them 
. . . Where the old culture produced balanced human beings living harrnoniously 
within a pattern of well-understood relationships, the new conditions produce 
confusion, disorganization and strong anxiety that ofien shows i-lf in a complete 

37 Miriam Chapin, "New Deal in Order for lndians of Canada," Saturdav Ni& (23 
September 1944)' p. 10. 

38 "East Indians and the Vote." Kamlm~s  Sentinel (29 March 1944), p. 2. 

39 Patricia E. Roy, "The Soldiers Canada Didn't Want: Her C hinese and Japanese 
Citizens," Canadian Historical Review vol. 59, no. 3 (1978): 341-358, p. 343. See also M a j o i e  
Won& The Dragon and the Maple Leaf: Chinese Canadians and Worfd War iI (Toronto: Pirie 
PubIishing, 1994). 

'O John J. Honigmann, "Canada's Human Resources," Canadian Forum (July 1944), p. 84. 
For other articles in this same vein see, Kathleen Coburn, "The Red Man's Burdm," Canadian 
Forum (Octobet. 1944), p. 153-55, and Chapin, "New Deal in Order ...," Saturdav Ni&. 



inabiiity to do anything - what psychologists cal1 regtession or flight, 

Such an argument carried a great deal of weighf backed as it was by al1 the increasing legitimacy 

and influence of 'science'. By the end of the Second World War. the 'scientific' study of human 

beings and their social relationships was gaïning influence, with the disciplines of çociology, 

anthropology, psychiatry and psychology farving prominent places *in national life." 

Seemingly, two decades afier a similar mvement in the United States. an educated and liberal, or 

social democratic, Canadian elite at last expressed an interest in the First Nations and Indian policy 

refom. 

However, budding concem for the 'plight of the redrnan' should not be dismissed as merely 

a narrowly based movement of inteliectuals and academics. There were indications that the 

foundations of support for rehabilitating the 'Indian' in the post-war period were much broader. 

For instance, in March 1944, the British Columbia legislature unanimously passed an unusual 

motion proposed by the CCF rnembers fiom North Vancouver and Similkameen. The motion 

stated that, "under the Atlantic Charter no minority section of Canadians should be debarred fiom 

the enjoyment of the rights and privileges of hll citizenship," and therefore the federal govemment 

ought to do more to help the First Nations prepare "to participate in al1 the rights and privileges of 

Canadian ci t i~enship. '~~ 

Saturdav Ni& fiirther emphasised the widespread nature of Canadian support outside the 

'' For material on this subject, see Mona Gleason, "Psychology and the Construction of 
the 'Normal' Family in Postwar Canada, 1945-60," Canadian Historical Review, (vol. 78, no. 3 
(September 1 997): 442-77, Teny Copp and Bill McAndrew, Battle Exhaustion: Soldiers and 
Pwchiatrists in the Canadian Amy. 1 939- 1 945 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
1990). The growth of the Social Sciences and specifïcally Sociology in stature during the inter- 
war years is examined in Marlene Shore, The Science of Social Redem~tion: McGill. the Chicago 
School and the Oriains of Social Research in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Prtss, 
1 987), and by Hamy H Hiller, Societv and C hanae: S.D. Clark and the Development of Canadian 
Sociolonv (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982). 
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intellectual elite. In one of a pair of articles, a submission put before the Cornmittee on 

Reconstruction and Re-establishrnent by the Okanagan Society for the Revival of Indian Arts and 

C r a b  from Oliver, British Columbia, was detailed.43 To the author, 

it seem[ed] odd that the most intelligent and understanding suggestion for the 
modernisation of Canada's policy towards the Indians of the Dominion should come 
kom a little community in British Columbia . . . none of those signing the bief is, so 
far as we know, well-known outside their own province; none is an official. They are 
simply good citizens, exercising their ight to be heatd, and feeling, as Quaker elders 
used to Say, a 'concerd about an important matter. 

This brief was founded on the "desire to see a Cana& made up of many racial origins, and we 

want no theories of holding aboriginal inhabitants down to the quaintness of the past, isolating 

them in picturesqueness for the tourkt trade." This fmt  article prompted a letter to the editor fiom 

an individual in Prince Edward 1s land that appeared two weeks later. The writer stated h t  the 

*-condition of the Indians . . . [was] receiving consideration here also," noting a report presented to 

the Diocesan Church Society of P.E-1. the previous spring that had called on the govemment to do 

something to raise the "low estate" of 'Indians' in that province." Thus. there were suggestions 

that many Canadians were moved by the challenge chat the 'plight of the Red man' presented to 

their views of what their country ought to I d  like. 

Inherent in these calls for changes to Canada's Indian policy was a painiùl self- 

examination of the social and systernic causes of the 'Indian problem'. The crux of the 'Indian 

problem ' , as it ernerged in the public discussions of 1 944-45, was that, "in Canada, the Red Indian, 

the noble red man of the romantic novel of Canadian history and the Hollywood screen has been 

bound by a policy of perpehial wardship and denied the status of citizenship and the ordinary 

43 Chapin, "New Deal in Order ...," Satur&v Ni&. In a letter submitted to the Kamloops 
Sentinel in April 1945, the presiderit of this organization claùned to have received "nearly three 
hundred lettets" since the distriiution of its brief to the Cornmittee for Reconstruction and Re- 
esta b Iishment, "Champions Native Indians," Kamloom Sentinel. 

" "Indians, West and East," Saturdav Niaht, (1 1 November 1 944). p. 2. 



opportunity of economic advancement."" In essence, the ' Indian' had not beeri integrated into the 

physical, constitutional and ewnomic mainstream of Canadian society- For most Canadians this 

meant that assimilation had not oçcurred. Failure was universally blamed on two factors, as 

articulated by the president of the Okanagan Society for the Revival of indian Arts and Crafts: 

The truly sad picture these Indians present today is a direct reflection of our unjust 
administration. They are wards of the governmeiit in the fullest sense of the word, 
and we, the citizens are responsi'ble for the actions of Our government. What the 
Indian is today we have ma& him through neglect . . . [and] in criticking the Indians, 
we are but criticising our~elves.~ 

F irst and foremost, Canadian Indian policy and its administration bore the bmnt of the blame, for 

fail ing to "formulate and introduce a moâern policy - m u s e ]  Indians have changed a lot since 

1868 when the last regdations were made.'*' According to one report on the Northwest 

Territories, "centuries of tutelage have robbed the lndian of his independent spirit and self- 

reliance.'"<' It also acknowledged that this condition was "a heavy indictment against us in our 

treatrnent of a once proud people . . . and we have meant so well." Not al1 commentators were so 

sel f-aware. In contrast, the Penticton Herald clahed that al1 that was necessary was '20 bring a 

sleepwalking department into awareness at the present h o ~ r . ' ~ ~  However, this simplistic solution 

failed to recognise what most other cornmentators were quick to concede, that in a dernocratic 

j 5  "The Canadian Indian," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix. 

46 "Champions Native Indians," Karnloo~s Sentinel. 

" Chapin, "New Deal in Order ...," Saturdav NMt. Arguments in a similar vein were 
expressed in "Legislature Urges Dominion ...," Kamloo~s Sentinel, Kathieen Coburn, "The Red 
Man's Burden," Canadian Forum, T.E. McNutt, "Indians, West and East," Saturdav Ni& (1 1 
November 1944)' p. 2, "The Canadian Indian," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, "A Reproach to All of 
Us," Kamloops Sentine!, "Champions Native Indians," KamIoopS Sentinel. 

'' 'Where Rivers Run No*" Winnim Free Press (1 9 April 1949, p. 13. The report 
quoted in this story was by Dr. Andrew Moore "for the Canadian Social Science Research 
Council." yet another indication of the growhg interest of academics in the sucial conditions of the 
First Nations at the close of the Second Wotld War. 
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society the 'Indian problem' could not be blamed sole@ on "the deplorable negleçt o f  the Indians 

by the responsible dominion government a~ thor i t i es -"~~ 

The second major întpedirnent to improving the lives of  Aboriginal people and welcoming 

them into national life was a more general ignorance, apathy and even 'racism' among the 

population. One article argued that "to modemize Canada's Indian policy, a thorough 

transformation of public opinion will be required . . . so long has the public neglected the Indian 

and so fuced has become the idea that he is an infior p e r s ~ n . ~ '  A writer in the Canadian Forum 

went hrther, making direct reference to the current conflict and decrying the existence o f  %at 

complacent racial superiority that we dislike so much in other people that we're willing to fight a 

war with them about it."" These were strong words, and a remmicable about face fiom the pre- 

war discoiirse that had found no fault with either the Indian administration or the attitudes of the 

dominant society. 

Such a transformation in the public discourse also led to a brther evolution of the 'Public 

Indian'. What becarne most noticeable was that, as a rule, the public discussion o f  the 'Indian' 

increasingly began to emphasize the problems and poverty that were the n o m  for many Aboriginal 

people. For instance, when stafing shortages at  Indian hospitals across the country reached an 

acute stage in early Septernber 1944, the media took note. The Globe and Mail picked up a 

Canadian Press article about Indian Affairs announcements that wartime dernands were making it 

impossible to maintain several raerve hospitals in the westS3 The story w a d  that the Morley 

Reserve hospital had already bem shut down in Alberta, and two others were in imminent danger 

-- 

50 ibid. This was quoted fiom the Vernon News. 

" "The Canadian Indian," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix. 

52 Kathleen Coburn, "The Red Man's Burden," Canadian Forum, p. 153. 

53 ''Must Close Indian Hospitals Unless More Nurses Found," Globe and Mail (2 
Septernber 1944), p. 13. 
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of ciosure due to the exhaustion of  their staffs. The article pointed out that thjs would l a v e  almost 

1500 Stoneys and Peigans and over 4000 Crees at Norway House, Manitoba, without any medical 

care, The Free Press also tan a story abart the dire situation a t  Norway House, and it pulled no 

punchs, quoting the words of Dr. Percy Mme, superintendent of lndian medical services for the 

IAB, who warned that "unless the pli@ of these hospitals is relieved it will mean s u f f h g  and 

death for many o f  our lndians."" 

Nor was the media Ioath to report when sufferuig and death did occur. This point was 

highligtited in a sad story of six Aboriginal children who died as a resuft of  acute dysentery in 

northern British Columbia. The event drew drarnatic headlhes like, "Death Visits lndian Camp."" 

Significant attention was also generated by two reports of inadequate healthcare k i n g  provided to  

Aboriginal people in the northern areas of the country. One such story, appearing in the Cal- 

Herald under the headlùie. "Natives of Far North Prey to T~bercuiosis ."~ It reported a study 

produced under the auspices of  the Canadian Social Science Research Council which found that 

the death toll ffom tuberculosis in the Northwest Territories was 4 1 5 -7 per 100 000, "al1 races," 

Arnong the generaI Canadian population the mortalïty rate was 52 per 100 000. A more 

sensationalised story reported that "inadequate medical care is given to several thousand Indians 

around James Bay district, where there is wide spread ~uffer ing."~~ The claims were made by a 

" "Indian Hospitals Of Manitoba Face Desperate N d  For Help," Winni~ea Free Press 
(7 September 1 944), p. 1. 

'* ''Death Visits Indian Camp," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix (5  April 1 949, p. 1 3, "Dysentary 
Kills Six lndian Children," Globe and Mail (5 April 1945), p. 1, "Flying Doctor Helps Indians in 
Epidemic," Vancouver Sun (5 April 1945), p. 1. The last story by the Vancouver Sun typically 
de-emphasized the suffering of  the Aboriginal family involved in favour o f  a sensationalist 
description of the anernpts to bring medical aid to the victims by flyïng in an American doctor, 
even thougfi he failed to save any of those afflicted with the malady. 

'' "Natives o f  Far North Prey to Tuberculosis," Calgary Herald (12 April 1945), p. 4. 

57 "Quation Medical Care Given to Indians in North," Globe and Mail ( 1 7 April 1949,  
p. 4. A brief Canadian Press version of this story was also -ed in the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix. 
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Magistrate and C h a h  of the Cochrane District Red Cross Society, who asserted that thousands 

were "enduring untold suffering and death because of a lack of adequate care and medical attention 

. . . they are at  the mercy of a civil service so far removed fiom their daily Iives as to be b o n d  

reach."" The story wr ied  brief official reply to these graphic dechrations which denied that the 

situation was as grim as d e s c n i  but a b  such Iurid and shockuig details, the govemrnental 

viewpoint came across as flat and unconvincing. Canadians can hardly have heard such horror 

stories without k ing  moved, 

In the writings advocating reforrn, the indictments were as blunt and even more pointed. 

The Okanagan brief to the Cornmittee for Reconstruction clairned: 

lndians whose crops failed get only $4 a month for gr-es, when they are too sick 
and old to work slow starvation. Those needing clothing are fitted out with discardecl 
military garments. Per capita income in 1943 was $ IO5 a year, and out of that the 
men of Caughnawaga employed as steel-workers lift the average, so that most Indians 
get far le~s . '~  

Even before the pressures of war began to drive up salaries, the average Canadian blue-collar 

worker was earning ahmit a thousand dollars each year. This juxtaposition drove home the 

disparity between the standard of living on rnany reserves and the Canadian mainstream. Nor was 

this focus on the hardships confionting AborigÏnal p p l e  c o n f d  to such articles alone. 

Even in other 'indian' stories the emphasis on the 'plight' of the 'Indian' continued to be a 

theme. In a classic 'Indian-at-wu' stoty published in Saturday Night, the author went beyond the 

colourfûl contributions of the Blackfoot to the war effort, including digging up the buffalo bones 

frorn "Piskuns." ancient buffabjumps, to mention repeatedly the dificult circumstances of reserve 

57(. . .cont inued) 
"Says Indians In Bad Way," (1 7 April 1945), p. 2. 
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life.60 In the article. Frederic Niven c~mmented on the two and a half million dollar community 

fun4  estabtished by the sale of m e  lands and railway rights-of-way, which was twted as a 

wise mesure because the accruhg interest aided ïoward an existence fiee fiom the extreme 

poverty and hardship that rnay be seen on many other reserves." The author's old &end Many 

Guns could reçall "the days when the Blackfeet still hunted the buffalo - the àays before they 

became so poor that they had to mare gophers." The story, though a colourfùl and positive tribute 

to the efforts of the Blackfoot people to 'do their bit' by meshing their past with the present need, 

really highlighted the poverty and plight of these Aboriginal people. In this way, the new image of 

the 'Public Indian' came to inspire pity. 

Remarkably, throughout these stories Canadians consistent ly emphasised that the b lame 

for the often wretched living conditions on reserves did not lay with the 'Indian'. Even though 

some did acknowledge "backwardness and shortcornings" in the 'Indians' character, "his lack of 

interest in work, and fondnas for holidays and drink, his bad inferiority cornplex," these failings 

were assigned to systemic factors that bad retarded the ' Indians' ability to adjust to the social and 

econom ic circumstances of conternporary CanadaP' The culpability for the creation of the 

situation and for the continued failure to solve the 'Indian problern' was ascribed to an initiative- 

killing system of administration, and an indifferent and men 'racist' society. Aboriginal 

communities were construed as "unfoitunate and helpless" before this srnothering cornbinati~n.~~ 

The dynamism and agency that had been a hall mark of the 'Indian-at-war' was stripped away, and 

Frederic Niven "Canada's Indians Are Helping With T m  of Old Buffalo Bones," 
Saturdav Ni& ( 1 0 June 1944), p. 37. 

Albert Millar, "Champions Native Indians," Kamloo~s Sentinel, Kathleen Coburn, "The 
Red Man's Burd-" Canadian Forum, p. 153. This was also clearly expressed by the soci* 
psychological analysis of J d u i  Honigmam mentioned above, "Canada's Human Resources," 
Canadian Forum, "Bracken Club Gains Better Undentadhg ...," Kamloops Sentinel. 

62 Albert Millar, "Champions Native Indians," Karnl-s Sentinel. 



in its place appeared a figure, both pitiable and tragically powerless. The 'Indian' appeared 

predominantly in the guise of a victim in the public discourse as the war drew to a close in Europe. 

While there was relative agreement about the causes of the 'Indian problem'. there was 

les consensus in the public discourse about where the 'Indian' should fit in post-war Canada, and 

what ought to be done to get thern there. The war proved central to the construction of a concept 

for a friture place for Aboriginal people in Canada. To a large extent this connection was defined 

in relation to the aims and prkiples for which Canada was at waq the diffïcult realities of reserve 

life fell far short of the lofty rhetoric of what the country was fighting for and against. Most 

historians have dom-played the legitimacy and relevance of principle in understanding English- 

Canada at war during this p&od, arguing that, in the words of Jack Granatstein: 

Canada went to war in Septernber 1939 prirnarïiy for the same reason as in 19 14: 
because Britain went to war. Not for democracy, though that was crucial. Not to 
stop Hitler, though that mattered- Not to save Poland, though that was the ostensible 
reason. Canada went to war only because Neville Chamberlain felt unable to break 
the pledges he ma& to Poland in March 1 9 3 9 . ~ ~  

This simplistic dismissal does English-Canadians of the late 1930s and early 1940s a dis~ervice.~ 

63 J.L. Granatstein and Desmond Morton, A Nation Forned in Fire: Candians and the 
Second World War 1939- 1945 (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1989), p. 1 1. See also J.L. 
Granastein, Canada's War: The Politics of the Mackenzie King Government, 1 939- 1 945 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990)- C.P. Stacey argued a similar case in, Cana& and 
the Age of Conflict: Vol. 2: 1 92 1 - 1948 The Mackenzie King Era (Toronto: university of Toronto 
Press, 198 1 ), p. 264-69, as did Robert Bothwell and Norman Hillrner, eds., The In -Ween  Tirne: 
Canadian External Policv in the 1930s (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1975), and John Thompson and 
Alan Seager in, Canada. 1922-1939: Decades of Discord (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. 
1985). 

6 j  Recently these cornfortable assumptions have been challenged by Terry Copp, arguing 
that in O n t h o  a clear crystallisation of support for Canada's en- into the war was evident afier 
the German invasion of Czechoslovakia in March 1939. In Copp's terms: "the consensus was 
based upon a belief that Hitler presented a threat to world peace and to the fiindamental values of 
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that fiindamental issues were at stake." See, Terry Copp, "Ontario 1 939: The Decision for War," 
Norman HiIlmer, et al. eds., A Cwnûv of Limitations: Canada and the World in 1939 (Canadian 
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This dissertation will assume that the grand s a t e m a t s  of pruiciple for which the country was 

fighting, which appeared regularly in edîtorial, articles and news pieces about Aboriginal people, 

really mattered to  Canadians. While such hi&-rninded idealism might normally sound somewhat 

rernoved from evecyday matters and even trite, the immediacy of total war lent these claims a 

relevance and sincerity h t  was palpable. 

I f  the country was fighting 'racism' and totalitarian state oppression in the worId. then it 

had better insure such conditions did not exist in its own back yard; and if Canadians were fighting 

for dernocracy, fieeûom, equality, and the Atlantic Charter then these principles should be 

embodied by the conduct in their own country. These sentiments was express4 in the House of 

Commons in July 1 944, when one mernber rose and stated that, "we are not fighting to-day merely 

to defeat Gennany and Japan; we are fighting in defence of definite p ~ c i p l e s .  We are fighting for 

a peace base. on justice, and justice must be granted to minorities as well as majoritie~.'*~ When 

Canadians discussed the place of the 'Indian' in pst-war Canada, in most cases, they believed that 

it had to fit within the principles for which the war had been fought. As one çommentator stated, 

%owhere more than in relation to the lndian do Lewis and Scott's words, 'Democracy means 

fieedom for all, not just for m e , '  apply.* To do otherwise diminished the sacrifice of those who 

served, devalued the national war crusade and potentially undermined the vaunted 'New Order' 

they hoped to erect. 

The philosophical foundations of support for lndian p l  icy reform were broadly accepted 

xont inued) 
Cornmittee for the History of the Second World War, 19%): 109- 19. 
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in Canada, and most were in a p x m m t  with a number of short-term actions designeai to relieve the 

immediate hardships of Aboriginal -les - to end the 'plight of the Redman'. Most urgent, 

particularly in light of the attention given to the pom heah of Aboriginal people in the media, was 

an improved system of medical care for the First  nation^.^' No objections were voiced to this, and 

most people recognised that it was "chie@ a rnatter of rnoney," of injecting the resources 

necessary to expand existing facilities and perhaps even "providing additional hospitals specially 

for in di an^.^ A second component of the short-term solutions proposed was to provide more and 

better housing on reserves. The British Columbia legislature e n v i s i d  a systern whereby, "tfre 

Indians, on leaving schooi, should be encouraged by financial assistance and advice to build 

modem In part, this system was linked to the health benefits of  hygienic living 

conditions, but undenieah the alû-uism perhaps Canadians preferred not to see Aboriginal homes 

"in the category of slums," one of the most tangible and visible signs of the 'Indians' ~l ight .~ '  As 

weli. a need for the immediate economic bettement of the First Nations was seen, with an 

em phasis on equal treatment for Aboriginal veterans in the government reha bilitation program and 

"Indian relief and old age pensions on the same basis as white."" Finally, the govertunent had to 

conserve fur resources and protect game preserves fiom white trappers so that the 'Indian' trapper 

could continue to make a livingsn However, these were viewed as only stop-gap mesures, not 

67 b'Legislature Urges Dominion ...," K a m l m ~ s  Sentine!, Chapin, "New Deal in Order ...," 
Saturday N i g h ~  Kathleen Coburn, "The Red Man's Burden," Canadian Forum, p. 1 54, "Indians, 
West and East," Saturdav Ni&& (1 1 Novernber 1944), p. 2. 

ibid., ULegi~lature Urges Dominion . . .," Karnloo~s Sent inel. 
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" Chapin, &New Deal in Order ...," Saturdav Ni&, Kathleen Coburn, "The Red Man's 
Burden," Canadian Forum, p. 154. 

72 "Survey of lndian Problems Asked," Globe and Mail (14 Apn'l 1949, p. 4. This story 
reported on the decision of the United Church Board of Home Missions to request a Royal 
Commission to study the relations between Aboriginal people and the Dominion. 



long-term solutions to the 'Indian p r o b h ' .  

What was realty needed was a cornpiete overhaul of the Indian administration system in 

Canada, and, some argued, of the entire philosophical underpinnings on which the existing system 

had been based. One author believed: 

there ought in the fint place to be an investigation and appraisal of out Indian policy 
by a group of experts in various f~ lds,  sociologists, economists. anthropologists, 
educationists, and others, working with lndians and men in the field. It should receive 
the CO-operation but not the direction of the Department of Mines and Resourçes 
which, ironicalty enough, now administers Indian a f f a i r ~ . ~ ~  

Such a cal1 was Iikely to be met with acceQtance by a public that had witnessed the benefns of an 

intervent ionist government working on 'sçienti fic ' ecoriomic and social engineering policies 

generated by the academic experts that had been drawn into many govenunerrt deparûnents over 

the previous two daades. As yet, the a b  anti-intellectual lndian Affairs Branch had 

demonstrated no comparable willingness to consult academe. However, the experts of the ivory 

tower were gaining greater est= within the public domain, and their active participation in the 

day-to-day running of the country was not on& legjtimate, but increasingly expected- To most 

Canadians, revamping the Indian Act meant developing better means to achieve what had been 

intended with the original Act: "up to now Canadian Indian policy has dme lit& beyond save the 

Indian fiom extinction, It has done M e  to open up the way for his assimilation into Canadian 

s~ciety."'~ However, a fundament;il divide appeared in the public debate over where the 'Indian' 

ought to fit in Canada. This division led to disagreement over the appropriate future directions to 

take the country's Indian policy. 

A new thread within the public discussion expressed a wil i inpss to accept a different end 

goal, the continuing existence of the 'Indian' as an 'Indian', and their integration into the body 

" Kathleen Cobum, 'The Red Man's Burâen," Canadian Forum, p. 154. 

74 "The Canadian Indian." Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, Chapin, "New Deal in Order ...," 
Saturdav Ni&. 



polit ic as CU tturaliy-distinct wllectivities. This agenda was largely motivated by the influence of 

cultural relativism in the social sciences, and the ide& and policies of the Indian New Deal in the 

United States. To a large degree, intellectual elites pressed this course, arguing that "the lndian 

can be truly fiee only when he has defured his fieedom in a culturd fiame of reference for which he 

solution to Canada's 'Indian problem' were not uniformly academic in origin, as the Okanagan 

society for the Revival of Indian Arts and Crafis also articulated a similar phil~sophy.'~ In this 

realrn of thought, any new lndian Act had to assure "cultural entity and in-" preferably 

after a study of  the Indian Rmganization Act (1 937) of the United States, the legislative wmer 

piece of the American Indian New Deal." The willingness to not only allow, but to encourage 

A boriginal communities to maintain their cultural ident ity, went against centuries of Indian policy, 

practice and popular belief in Cana&. 

The result was some differençe of opinion on specific policies for the fùture 'progress' of 

Aboriginal people. For instance, most commentators articulated a comrnon end goal of fùlt 

citizenship, complete with the hnchise  for the First Nations. The advocates of  a New Deal 

envisioned immediate "full citizenship," or at least "an ducational program for Indian men, 

women, and children, directed towards wmplete and responsible citizenship for tt~em."'~ But this 

status was expected to be granted without demanding that Aboriginal people renounce their 

'Indian' identity. Assimilationists, on the other hanci, expectd citizenship to occur when the 

'Indians' became "doctors, nurses and teachers," and "fill[ed] their places in labour, and the 

- 
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 profession^."^ In other words, Ml citizaiship would be achieval when Aboriginal people were 

absorbed into the mainstrearn and ceased lodung and behaving like 'Indians'. 

Education was another critical point for the two camps, though it did not completely divide 

them as identical policies couid be defended fiom both perspectives. The educational system for 

Aboriginal people was the one factor universally considered problematic, if not ^a national 

disgrace," and in nad of  change." More, betterqualified, teachers were needed to staff more 

schools teaching a more useful and relevant curriculum. The British Columbia legislature motion 

urged Ottawa to expand, 

their [the FÎrst Nations] existing facilit ies and opportunities for higher educat ion, 
including vocational training, to the native lndian population of this dominion: that 
guidance oficers be appointed and provided for the purpose of assisting and 
encouraging Indians to take advantage of a11 available educational facilities. . .'' 

The underlying assumption was that if 'Indians' had really been encouraged and educated 

' proper l y' they would have chosen to becorne assimilated. The confidence that assimilation could 

be achieved "in a generation or SO" had always proven rernarkably resilient in Canada, seeming to 

wax each time a new sweIling of interest in the 'Indian' and Indian policy occurred. The new-deal 

reformers could envision a similar emphasis on vocational training that would have some bearing 

on reserve life: 

they have been deprived of their old tribal education and . . .nothhg comparable as 
a means of fitting them for the life they have to live has been provided . . . If someone 
would just teach his lads carpentry and boatmaking now, or machine mechanics, that 
wou Id be something. And if reading and arithmet ic were pointed in these directions - 
well. they would have a point.= 

79 "Legislature Urges Dominion ...," K a m l m s  Sentinel, "Indians, West and East," 
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Still others argued that 'Indian' chiIdren s h M  be integrated into the public school system, either 

because it was believed they could hold theif own, or because it would facilitate a~similation.~~ 

Whether Canadians wished the 'Indians' to excel in their own right, or in order to 'raise' thern up 

to a IeveI where they might be absorbed into the rnainstream of society, education was the essential 

vehicle. 

A final point appeiued in the public discussions of the future of the 'Indian': should their 

existence on segregated reserves of land continue? Reserves generated rnixed ernotions fiom 

Canadians, who even disagreed as to the quality of the land. One story argue. that "the 

reservations do not, indeed, support the lndian population . . . Reservation areas are generally Qoor 

land. without mineral or other resources," while an* complained that, "this land, more ofien 

than not, is in the choicest locations." The issue was perhaps nowhere more hotly contested than 

in British Columbia. 

The Kamloops Sentinel carried a fascinating pair of storia revealing the debate on this 

question in April 1945. The fust reprinted an editorial from the Vancouver Sun, and the responses 

From the Penticton Herald and the Vernon News, and the second was the passionate reaction of 

Albert Millar, the president of the Okanagan Society for the Revival of lndian Arts and C r a f k ~ . ~ ~  

The Vancouver Sun editorial that precipitated the debate. entitled "Blocking Progress in the 

Okanagan," opened saying that "the most sitriking fact observed by the visitor to the expanding 

landscape of Canada's greatest fiuit area is that so much of the best land is wasted in Indian 

re~erves."~ These reserves were deemed "both archaic and objectionable in operation" and while 

83 C G .  Wallace. "For the Indians," Kamloo~s Sentinel. 

a "The Canadian Indian," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, "A Reproach to All of Us," 
Kamloops Sent inel. 

ibid., Albert Millar, "Champions Native Indians," Kamloo~s Sent inel. 

86 ''A Reproach to All of Us," Kamlows Sentinel. 
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they had been an appropriate provision for the Aboriginal population of the valley, "six or eight 

decades ago, [they] remain today to interfere with progress and orderly developrnent." The 

editorial did not go beyond damning the reserve systern and the 'Indians' who were seen as not 

making any use of the land, to suggest what ought to be done, but the implications were that the 

land should be taken away fiom the 'Indians' so that it could be 'properly' utilized to "provide 

food for thousands of people." The Penticton Herald hlly agteed, insisting that the reserves 

-'offerai a barrier [to the path of progress] that must go, and there need be no inquitable treatment 

of the Indians in the p r o ~ e s s . ' ~  Exactly how such a little miracle of administration was to be 

achieved the Herald neglected to chri@. 

The Vernon News, on the other hand, t d  the &IJ to task, not so much for their 

assessrnent of the backwardness of the reserve system, but fof their blaming the 'Indian' for the 

shortcomings in cuhivation of Okanagan reserve lands. Instead, they laid the blame squarely at the 

door of the lndian -airs Branch, and its "lack of education and supervision of the lndians in the 

Okanagaq" and chided "a powerfiil medium" like the Vancouver Sun for neglecting these glaring 

deficien~ies.~ Millar praised the Vernon News editorial which in his words, "evoked [interest and 

pleasure] in those of us who regard the lndians as hurnan beings having the same rights as other 

human beings and in those of us who really believe we should practice what we preach, viz. the 

demairat ic way of life.'49 He wmt fürther, castigating the for its "un fair and almost 

prejudiced criticism of the Okanagan Indians," and providing a long litany of reasons why the 

circumstances on Okanagan reserves were the fault of Canadian society and the federal 

governrnent. His organisation was a f m  follower of the principles in the American Indian New 

87 ibid. 

ibid 
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Deal, and in its brief to the Cornmittee for Reconstruction and Re-establishment had argued that 

the First Nations ought to be granted "fùll c i t i i h i p  wilhout loss of  land.'* J o b  Collier. the 

father of the Indian Reorganisation Act and Comrnissioner of the Arnerkan Bureau o f  Indian 

Affairs fkom 1 933 until 1 945, judged that, "ecoiwwnic rehabilitation of the Indians, principally on 

the land" was one of  the Indian New Deal's three main objectiveses9' However, the opinions of  the 

Vancouver Sun and the Okanagan Society for the Revival of Indian Arts and Cra* were No 

extrema between which existed an ambivalent grey area where the mainstream o f  the public 

discourse milled about on the Indian land question. 

Of crucial significance in the public discourse about the fiiture of  the 'Indian' in Canada 

was the fact that in almost every case this was a debate involving English-Canadians taking to 

other English-Canadians, about what ought to be done. Only a single article in Canadian Forum 

made mention of the concems as expressed by the author's Aboriginal a q ~ a i n t a n c e s . ~ ~  Though 

they wished to help them, in most cases it simply did not occur to the authors, journalists and 

editors to consult the First Nations. Everr those with the k t  of intentions fell into this practice as 

did Albert Millar's, Okanagan Society, which urged the govenunent for a new lndian Act 

"assu ring cultural e n t e  and independence, to be extended to al1 with one-quarter lndian blood.'*' 

Quite apart fiom the slippery slope of hereditary hctions,  they were detennining who would be an 

'Indian' and who would not, based upon criteria of their choosing. Eithet Canadians assumed that 

they knew what was best for the 'Indian', o r  in some cases that they knew what the 'Indian' 

- 

Chapin, W e w  Deal in Order ,..," Saturâav Niaht. 

9' Quoted fiom Brian W. Dippie, The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U S  
lndian Policv (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, l982), p. 307. The other two 
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"civiI and cultural fieedom and opportunity for the Indians." 
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wanted. One article closed stating, "that the ywng and intelligent Indian objets that he is k i n g  

forced to rernain in an old and obsolete mode of living.* Though there was some Iimited support 

for, or fatalistic acceptance of, assimilation among Aboriginal people, this exercise in wishfùl 

thinking was little more than the projection ont0 the ' Indian' of Canadians' desires for assimilation. 

The 'Indian problem' was no longer just the 'Indians', but even as they assurned responsibility and 

proprietorship, Canadians also assumed the onus to fm the 'problem' . In a sense this was fitting 

because it was the dominant society that had constructed the existence of the First Nations in theu 

midst as a 'problem'. However, though well-meaning and altniistic, their presumptuousness was 

also both patronising to Aboriginal people, and lacd  with paternalism. In effect, what this 

discourse dernonstrated was a society preparing once more to take up, in eaniest, the white man's 

burden. 

Whereas during the war's early years, when Canadians had closely reexamined k i r  

notions of Aboriginal people in light of their support for the national crusade, in the latter years of 

the war the dominant society revealed an willingness to turn the scrutiny inward. This readiness to 

look within developed out of the nation's desue to create a 'new order', a better Canada in the 

wake of the Great Depression and the Second World War. Most people believed that changes were 

needed, and that it was not enough to return to the pre-war status quo- In envisioning the 'new 

order', Canadians were fo rcd  to think hard about the kind of country they desired, and to dari@ 

the principles upon which it should be based. Such debate was the more viscetal and sincere 

because these were the same principles for which the country was fighting a total war, and for 

which its sons and daughters were dying. 

Within such a context. Canadians turne. their gaze upon the 'Indian', the conditions in 

'U "The Canadian Indian," Saskatoon Star-Phoenix. 
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which Aboriginal people lived, and the nature of the çounûy's treatrnent of them. What they saw 

failed to measure up to the passionate rhetoric of the war, and certainiy did not fa with ideals of the 

-new order'. The structures and measures of the govenunent's lndian administration came under 

attack but most recognised that the problems went deeper than bureaucracy or even under-fiinding. 

Canadian soçiety also had to bear its share of the blame for the continuing marginalisation of the 

F irst Nations, for its 'racism', indifference and unwillingness to accept the 'Indian' as a Ml 

rnernber in its midst. The collective guilt always latent in the 'Public Indian' discourse was finally 

acknowledged and even embraced in these discussions. It was a remarkable change fiom the 

discourse of the 1930s which had served to suppress, divert and &hse Canada's culpability for 

the 'plight of the Redrnan'. 

A new image of the 'Public Indian' developed dunng this period, arising largely fiom the 

discussion about the 'plight of the Redman', the shortcomings of Canada's tndian policy and where 

the 'Indian' ought to fa in the fûture. This new image, the 'Indian victim', resembled al1 its 

predecessors in some way, but the combination of characteristics was unique. in line with the 

-noble savage' it was cast in a tragic light, and exhibited the same stoicism in suffering adversity; 

however, it was neither vanishing nor banished to the distant past. Like the 'dninken criminal', the 

'Indian victim' also existed in deplorable d i t i o n s  of poverty, social dysfûnction, substance 

abuse and il1 health, but the victim no longer bore the blame. In common with the 'Indian-at-war', 

the new 'Indian' was both conternporary and sympathetic, but it was berefi of the dynamism and 

sense of agency that had animated the former. What Canada's discourse revealed were positive, 

yet tragic, present-day figures, who, through no fault of theù own, lived in wretched conditions 

they were powerless to change. Such a construction fostered pity and anger in Canadians and lefi 

the sensation that they, having suddeniy accepted responsibility, were wallowing in their collective 

sense of sharne. For those advocating reform, the 'Indian victim' was the p ~ c i p l e  rhetorical 
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weapon for mobilising national attention and generatïng public pressure for change. 

The 'Indian victim' and the reforrners appear to have been successfùl in generating a 

consensus that something needed to be done. There even a p p e a d  to be unanimity about specific 

short term policies to correct irnrnediate and urgent health and economic concerns. However, long 

range issues and policies turneû on the essence of what Canadians wished the ' Indian' to becorne. 

and where they wished them to fit in society. Even if they ageed on the means. there was a split 

over the ends. The majority believed honestly that assimilation was the best and only solution, 

both for the dominant society and the happiness, health and prosperity of the 'Indian'. A vocal 

minority, influenced by the Arnerican Indian New Deal in the United States, which was uonically 

in its  death throes, advocated allowing and encouraging the 'Indian' to remain as culturally distinct 

and independent entities withh the national multi-cuftural milieu. At its essence. this divide in the 

public discourse reflected the age-old conflict h e e n  the principles of individualism and 

coilectivism: between the belief that true democracy rested in the individual, and the belief that 

democratic States ought to recognise the rights of people to develop k i r  own sense of collective 

ident ity. 

The last signiflcant commonality in the public discussions surrounding the 'Indian' during 

the later years of the Second World War was that the debate oçcurred among Canadians, arguing 

about what they believed the problem to be, and the kind of solutions they needed to pursue to 

correct it. Very IittIe attention was paid to what Aboriginal people desired, or the reforms they 

believed necessary. This omission clearly demonstrates that while the content of the 'Public 

Indian' discourse had evolved significantly since the ! WOs, the power relations upon which it was 

founded had not. The dominant society still could define its ideas about the Fust Nations as it saw 

fit, to meet its own needs. Underpiming this power disparity was English-Canada's continuhg 

confidence in its cultural and social superiority over their 'Indian'- The white man's burden was 
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dusted off and reinstated by Canadians as they once again renewed their wmmitment to raising the 

'Indian' up to the point h e  he disappeared within the body politic. Symptomatic of this revival 

was the very process of conçeptualising the issue under the cornplex nibric of the 'Indian problem', 

a s  if it belonged to the First Nations. At its base, h g h ,  the 'Indian problem' was not the 

'Indians' problem, though it certainly had far-reaching çonsequences in their daily lives, it was the 

dominant society's qua*. Canada's problem with Aboriginal people was that they continued 

to exist as '[ndians', and as such they remained a constant reminder to the country of their 

displacernent and subjugation- Only with their disappearance as a distinct people would the 

dominant society be able to  shed its guilt. The war and the desire to win the peace had therefore 

had a deep impact on the 'Public Indian' discourse in Canada, but it had not fundamentally altered 

the nature of the relationship between the dominant society and its original inhabitants 



CHAPTER 5 
THE 'ADMiNISTRATIVE iNDiAN0 AT THE THRESHOLD OF PEACE. 

JANUARY-MARCH 1946 

Following the defeat of Japan in August 1945, Canadians could ftnally put into practice 

the rhetoric and th- of reconstruction and begin building their better Canada. Partly this meant 

participating in a meaningfùl way in the international community, either by taking a active role in 

the formation of the United Nations or helpïng to rebuild the shattered economies of Europe. 

Canadians generously accepted the continuation of stringent rationing, though not without some 

grumbling, so that the starving Dutch population could eat and familia in Great Britain might have 

a spot of meat for their table and some coal to heat their home. At home, the rnachinery of war, 

particularly wage and price controls, was still in place, while that of reconstruction was in fiil 

swing even before the end of hostilities. Almost a million militacy personnel were king 

demobil ised as quickly as shipping could be faind to bring back those who were overseas, and the 

bureaucratie rnachinery would allow: 395 013 returned in 1945, and a fùrther 381 03 1 in 1946.' 

Two essential elernents of a social safety net were in place, Family Allowances and Unemployment 

Insurance. The generous benefits of the Veterans Charter awaited retuming service men and 

women to help smooth the difflcult transition ahead. In this complex, dynarnic and hopeful 

environment, Canadians sought a return to an idealised 'normal' life fiee from war, depression and 

insecurity. 

The transition to peace was an even less certain time for First Nations families and 

communities. riddled with mixai motions. On the one hand, the renim of Aboriginal veterans was 

' Peter Neary, "Introduction," 
Peter Neary and J.L. Granatstein, eds. 
1998: 3-1 4), p. 1 O. 
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a matter for great joy and celebration. Also significant were the inroads made by Aboriginal meri 

and women into jobs that th? had never occupied prior to the conflict, the increased interaction 

with the society in which they lived, and the technical, l inguistic and leadership skills that many 

brought back to their communities. On the other hand, the unprecedented employment 

opportunities opened up to First Nations people by the war were bound to dry up in peacetirne, as 

war industries closed down and veterans retumed to their old jobs. Fortunately. the Family 

Allowance program went a long way towards assuring a basic standard of living and easing the 

sudden &op in incorne. But perhaps most importantly for the future of the First Nations 

population, the war had created the conditions for a reforrn of the Iegislation and administration 

that ruled so many aspects of theu lives: a growth in public interest in their plight, as well as a 

remarkabfe proliferation of political organisations on reserves across the country. 

In the halls of the Indian M a i n  Branch, peace brought the prospects of relieving the 

chronic shortages of personnel in the field staff and the educational institutions lefi over fiom the 

labour crunch of total war. Two important personnel changes in senior posts u s M  in a new era 

in the Branch. Dr. H. McGill, the Director since replacing D.C. Scott, retired and R.A. Hoey, the 

Superintendent of Education and Training since 1933, assumed his position in an acting capacity in 

early 1945. Also significant was a cabinet shuffle that brought in the vibrant J-A. Glen to replace 

the long serving and indifferent T.A. Crerar, who retired to the Senate in April 1945.' The 

combinat ion of these new appointments helped to rejuvenate a demoralised corporate structure, 

T.A. Crerar's voluminous personnel p a p  held at Queen's University contain l e s  than 
a handfid of minor references to Indians or the lndian Affairs Branch, providing an emphatic 
demonstration of how linle involved the Minister was in IAB matters or their charges during his 
nine years as Superintendent General of Indian AfEairs. J.A. GIen was, like so many oficials in 
the Indian Affairs Branch, a Scotsman. He was elected as a Liberal M.P. fot Marquette, Manitoba 
in 1926, and served consistentiy in the House frorn 1935 through to his taking on the portfolio of 
Mines and Resources on 18 April 1945. He had previously served as the Speaker of the House of 
Commons. 
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which was revealed as sadly banknipt o f  vision during the meetings of the House of Commons 

Cornmittee on Reconstruction and Re-establishrnent in the spring of  1944.) However, it would 

take more than a new Minister and Director to tmly change the course of Canada's Indian policy, it 

would require parliarnentary involvement and public pressure. 

This chapter will explore the 'Administrative Indian' on the cusp of war and peace. On 1 4 

December 1945, the new Minister o f  Mines and Resources, J. Allison Glen, informed the House of 

Commons that he would begin an investigation into refom of the Indian Act and administration, 

once an appropriate mechanism had been determined. Severat weeks later, he wrote a circular 

letter to al1 Indian Agents and Inspeçtors in an attempt to "establish a personnel and intimate 

relationship," during his tenure.' In it, Glen outlined some of the plans for Indian M a k  in the 

post-war era, and solicited the confidential advice of his field staff on several problerns he viewed 

a s  impediments to the "care and advancement of the Indian popufation in this country."' He was 

John F. Les1 ie, Assimifation, lntegration or Termination? The Development of 
Canadian Indian Policy, 1913-63 (PhD. Dissertation, Carleton University, 1 999)- p. 88, 95. This 
Cornmittee was the principal government M y  studying reconstruction, and became interested in 
the issue of Indian administration in response to petitions forwarded to Ottawa by both Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal organisations and individuals, as well as several well publicised visits to the 
capital by First Nations delegates ûying to raise awareness of  their grievances. Btanch oficials 
were called before the Cornmittee in May 1944 to present the Branch's plans for the ps t -war  
improvement of reserve conditions. 

Drafi of Glen Circular letter, 7 January 1 946 (National Archives of Canada (NAC), 
Record Group 10 (RG 1 O), vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). 

' ibid. This was not the f m  tirne that the tield personnel had been asked for their advise, 
though it was the first time this had corne directly fiom the Minister. In November 1938, Dr. H. 
McGill had sent out a circular to al1 lndian Agents requesting their views on potential revisions to 
the lndian Act, Director of  lndian -airs - Circular Letter to Indian Agents, 22 Novernber 1938 
(NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 68 10, file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 0). He received fewer replies than did Glen, mostly 
fiom the western provinces. Interestingly, almost every one of  the Agents that replied to this 
circular also replied to the Minister's letter in 1946, suggesting that these gentlemen were more 
incline. to thoughtfiil introspection and reflection on their work and the 'Indian probiem' than was 
the n o m  among field personnel. AI1 responses contained in NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 10, file # 470-2- 
3, pt. 10. 
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concerned in particular with how best to overcome a perceiveci lack of trust in the government 

among Aboriginal people, and ways to encourage the "gospel of self-help" among the First 

Nations. Over the next several months, 39 of the çounby's 94 Indian Agents, or forty percent, and 

the Provincial Inspecter of Indian Agencies for Saskatchewan replied to the Minister's letter.6 

Most were pfeased by the Minister's gesture and used the opportunity to provide considered 

responses to the questions asked, writing on average two legal-size pages of single-spaced text.' 

This body of correspondence, then, provides a unique opportunity to examine the 'Administrative 

Indian' at war's end, as the iAi3 collected itself for a policy and Iegislative reassessment, and a 

renewai of purpose. 

This part icular body of documents has reçently received a detailed analysis by soçiologist 

Victor Satzewich in an article titled, "Indian Agents and the "Indian Problern" in Canada in 1946: 

Reconsidering the Theory of Coercive ~ u t e l a g e . ~  His purpose was to test and challenge the 

theoty of coercive tutelage applied to lndian Agents by anthropologist, Noel Dyck, in his thought 

provoking book What is the Indian 'Problem': Tutelane and Resistance in Canadian Indian 

" This file is mentioned by John Leslie as well as by Victor Satzewich, "Indian Agents and 
the "Indian Problern* in Canada in 1946: Reconsidering the Theory of Coercive Tutelage," 
Canadian Journal of Native Studies vol. XVII, no. 2 ( 1997): 227-257, p. 232. Satzewich sets the 
number of responses at 3 8, whereas Leslie states only 3 5 Agents provided responses, Leslie, 
Assimilalion, Integrution or Termination, p. 1 OS. Presurnably Leslie was counting only those 
letters fiom Agents that included substantive answers to the Minister's requests. In addition to the 
38 responses in the Glen correspondence file, 1 found another response fiom T-L. Bomah, Indian 
Agent at St. Regis, near Cornwall, Ontario. This letter was written in May 1946, and began by 
saying, "some time ago, comrnents were asked for with a view to any changes that might be 
beneficial insofar as a revision of the Indian Act is concerned." Bonnah is almost certainly 
referring to the Minister's letter fiom January, but because he wrote so Iate, and fiamed his 
response in the context of Indian Act revision it was mis-filad in a file containing correspondence 
about revision of the Act (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-3, p. 1 1 ). 

' Satzewich, "lndian Ag- and the 'Indian Problern' ...," p. 233. See also the contents 
of Record Group 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1, which contains Glen7s letter and al1 the 
responses received fiom the field personnel. 

Satzewich, "Indian Agents and the "Indian Problern" ...." 
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~drninistration.~ ûyck defines coerçive tutelage as "a fom of arbitrary restraint ot guardianship 

exercised by one party over another," and argues that Indian Agents, whatever their beliefs when 

they took up their position, became the agents of, and eventually corrformed with. a racist and 

oppressive institutional nom and c~l ture . '~  It is the latter point on which Satzewich focuses. The 

theoret ical dispute and conclusions of Dyck and Satzewich will be exarnined more systernatically at 

the end of this chapter, in light of my own analysis of the Glen correspondence and the insights 

suggesteâ by the preceding chapters. 

The questions asked by Glen cut to the core the indian Agent's conception of the 'Indian 

problem' and its solutions. For this reason, they provide an ideal enûy into the oflicial discourse at 

the end of the war, and before the legislative and administrative upheavals of the subsequent five 

years. However, this body of documents is not methodologically unproblematic. The Agents were 

replying to their superior in a highly hierarchical bureaucratie structure with autocratie tendencies. 

This undoubtedly encouraged them to underplay the difficulties in their own jurisdictions. A 

n u m k  of them used the opportunity to sing their own praises, appeal for higher wages, and, in 

one case. to shamelessly press for an improved posting. In addition, it is not obvious why sixty 

percent of the Agents refkained from replying, nor is it cl- how they rnight have answered the 

questions of the minister had they done so. Nonetheless, as stateû above, most of the field staff 

that did provide Glen with advice appear to have taken the request seriously and spoken candidly, 

providing a wide range of explanations and suggestions for the fiiture. 

Freezing the oficial discourse in the early months of 1946 allows the researcher to explore 

a number of questions relevant to this study. How did the field staff of the IAB construct the 

Noel Dyck What is the Indian 'Problern': Tutelaae and Raistance in Canadian Indian 
Administration (St. John's: Institute of Social and Economic Research, 199 1 ). 

'O ibid., p.3, 77. 
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' Indian' in early 1 946? How, if at all, did the pst-war 'Administrative Indian' diffa ftom the pre- 

war version? Where did Indian Agents and Inspectors fwesee the place of the 'Indian' in Canada's 

f'ture? Did the swellhg public interest and dissatisfaction with the country's Indian 

administration and the quality of life on teserves have any influence? Had the IAB's fetish with 

control diminished, or did the 'Ildian' still require a fm hand? The m e r s  to these questions 

allow for the construction of a distinct impression of the 'Administrative Indian' in the first year of 

the pst-war perid. 

The Honourable J. Allison Glen's letter was clearly designed to do more than metely 

introduce the new minister to his employas or aquaint them with the government's pst-war 

program for "the advancement of the Indian population-"' ' G lem went out of his way to praise the 

Agents and Inspectors and thank thern for "the services rendered the department - services rendered 

by many of you faithfùlly and conscientiously over a long period of years." He flattered them, 

asserting that the success of the post-war program wouid, 

depend to a very large extent upon the ability a d  the eficiency of our field oficers. 
There is a sense in which it can be said that you occupy the fiont line trenches and are 
subject to criticisms and annoyanca that many of us less inthately associated with 
life on the reserves escape. 

More importantly, he  pledged that in the fùture the direction fiom Ottawa would be better and 

more understanding of conditions on the raerves. He concluded by assuring his staff of his 

interest and wiflingness to help and solicited their views on several policy issues. The impression 

created by Glen's letter was that of a general rallying his beleaguered and dernoralised troops, a 

notion only emphasised by his military allusion to Indian Agents occupying the fiont-line 

' ' Draft of Glen C ucular letter, 7 january 1 946. 
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t ren~hes . '~  Judging from the genuine pleasure and surprise expresseû by most of  the Agents that 

replied, his efforts were much needed to reverse the intense alienation fett by field personnel across 

the country. 

Significantly, the Minister informed them that the Branch would no longer actively oppose 

Aboriginal political organisation. This reversed decades of law, policy and practice under Scott 

and McG ill. G len perceivecl Aboriginal activism and polit ical organisation. which had accelerated 

noticeably during the war years, as a sign that the 'Indians' were "becornïng steadily more 

conscious of their responsibility for conditions on their reserves ... [and] evidence of  the interest of 

Indians in their own advancemmt."13 From his perspective, "it is unthinkable to me in an age of  

organized effort and collective action that the Indian would seek to remedy his ills by individual 

action." However, this acceptance was not unconditional or  unequivocal. GIen believed that this 

activism "should be guided by Our oficers as far as it is possible to guide it into sane and 

constructive channels." More importantly, "Indians should be encouraged to  exercise the greatest 

possible care in the selection and election of theû officers . . . [and] also to exercise moderation in 

their daims for public support." Assuming these two things occuned, Glen foresaw a constructive 

role for Abriginal organisations within Canadian Indian administration. 

The Minister specifically sought advice on three rnatters that were of paramount 

importance to him. First, "the establishment of  a greater measure of confidence on the part of the 

'* The language of conflict and amies  was a not uncornmon element in IAB discourse, as 
first noted in Chapter 1. The fact that this comment struck a chord with several of  the Agents who 
mentioned it specificaily in theu responses suggests that the BranchTs relationship with the 'Indian' 
was still conceived of a s  a long, on-going, 'war' to civilise and assimilate their charges. Glen was 
then in a very real sense preparing his 'soldiers' to renew the fight with fiesh conviction and élan in 
the wake of the Second World War. 

l3  Drafl of Glen Circular letter, 7 lanuary 1946. 



Indians in the department and in the gaxi  intentions of its oficials."" In particu tar, he hoped that 

the IAB would take the 'Indiano into its confidence to a greater extent than previously, and even 

employ Abonginal people in its operations in the near fùture. Second, he wished 30 see a sincere 

attempt made to encourage the gospel of self-help amongst Indians." Glen hoped that the 

inst ituting of advisory boards on reserves to care for, and organise activities in, reserve buildings 

and specifically cornmunity halls would aid in this direction, assuming these endeavours had 

"proper supervision." Finalty, the Minister woridered wtrether there might be great benefit in 

taking advantage of more provincial services, such as educational courses in health, sanitation and 

agricultural activities or the restoçkig o f  fish in lakes and the conservation of fùr and game 

animals. He then closed by acknowledging that, 

while the results at times appear disappointing, nevertheless we can proceed - 
extracting a measure of satisfaction frorn the çorrsciousness that we are assisting a 
group of people to adapt themselves to modern conditions and in so doing, encourage 
them to assume a greater share of the rights, dut ia  and responsibilities . . . In this 
task, the thought of failure should have no place in our minds. 

The optimism combinai with the sympathy and deference with which Glen treated the field 

personnel in this letter, aside h m  marking a profound change fiom the aloof and autocratic 

Crerar, appears to have won the confidence of many of the Agents and Inspectors. 

One of the hallmarks of the ofTicial 'Indian' discourse prior to the war had been its 

cohesion. Some representations of the 'Indian' did not fit with the dominant administrative 

discourse. but these arose fiom the idiosyncrasies of a few members within a large corporate entity 

with no agreement amongst the dissenting views, During the war, this cohesion held together to a 

large degree, despite the pressures of Aboriginal enlistment and conscription. A perusal of the 
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Glen correspondence reveals that, although old stereotypes of the 'Administrative Indian' were still 

prevalent, the disciplined adhesion to the norms of Branch culture, so striking before and even 

during the war, had loosened. This emerged most clearly in the Indian Agents' answers to Glen's 

concern about the ' Indians' lack of confidence in the iAB and theu perceived lack of ambit ion. 

Many still articulated negative characteristics and demeaning stereotypes that enabled them to 

'blame the victim' for the failures of the assimilation project. However. to a degree unseen before 

in the oficial discour- rnany also accepted that the hostility of Aboriginal people might be 

justifiai by legislative and administrative inadequacies and past mors, as well as the degree to 

which Canadian society marginalised them. 

In explaining the Iack of trust in the IAB among the First Nations, the Agents commonly 

blamed character or 'racial' flaws of the 'Administrative Indian': al1 of which had long been core 

elernents of the oficial discourse. In line witfi the 'common sense' knowledge about 'racial' traits 

of the era  sevaal Agents assumed the mistrust was "inbred", "inherent and "handed down fiom 

generation to generati~n."'~ One Agent veiled the same sentiments in the more modem 

accoutrements of social psychology, claiming that "the Indian problern is basically psychological 

and the rernoval by uplifi of a racial inferiority complex must be paramount in any approach to 

lndian rehabilitati~n."'~ Other Agents simply wrote the suspicion of 'their Indians' off to their 

l 5  Norman Paterson to The Honourable Minister of Mines and Resources, 4 February 
1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. I ), H.E. Taylor to J. Allison Glen, I Febniary 
1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. I ) ,  R. Howe to the Honourable J. Allison Glen, 
4 Febniary 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). 

" F. Earl Anfield to the Mr Glen, 30 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2- 
8. pt. 1 ). Nor was Anfield the only Agent to request the aid of psychology in the effort to further 
the cause as A.G. Smith in Birtle, Manitoba, also asked whether a psychologist could give them 
some advise, A.G. Smith to The Hon. J. Allison Glen, 23 January 1946 @AC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, 
file # 470-2-8. pt. 1). 



"backward nature or the fact that they were " m e  or les the primitive types."" As the Agent 

fkom Charlottetown explained, the 'Indian' had "to rise above the stage of illiteracy and 

ignorance," before there was any chance of 'advancing'." The social danuinian assumption of the 

Aboriginal people's intellectual and eugenic inferiority still formed an important elment of the 

oficial discourse in 1946. 

The First Nations' wariness of govenunent was a h  blamed on the traditional scapegoats 

of the IAB: the 'white' agitators and Aboriginal troublernakers who stoked the fires of suspicion in 

the impressionable min& of the gullible 'Administrative Indian'. Indian Agents had traditionally 

underrnined Aboriginal resistance to their efforts by branding the leaders as malcontents or self- 

interesteci rabble-tousers in their correspondence with Ottawa, and the responses to GIen reflected 

this behavi~ur.'~ The Agent fiom the Caradoc Agency in Muncey, Ontario, acknowledged that 

there is ... a spirit of suspicion and distrust. This condition to a largeextent exnanates 
fiom minority groups whose only policy is and always has been to oppose local 
administration, destroy and oppose govenunent assistance and council, and generally, 
unduly, criticise their Indian Coun~ils.*~ 

Unfortunately, fiom the Agents' perspective, the only 'Indians' willing to take an active role on the 

reserve "have, in most cases, very little to recommend thern 0th- than the ability to talc fast."" 

However, the difficulty with troublemakers among their charges was less of a concern in 1946, 

" ibid, H. Lariviere to The H m .  J. Allison Glen, 19 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10. vol. 
68 1 1. file 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). 

'' J.E. Daly to MT Glm, 19 February 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. I ). 

'9 J.L. Bryant to the Honourable J. Allison Glen, 26 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). Bryant generalised this to al1 teserves, making the obvious point that, 
-'of course on al1 reserves there is always the odd Indian who is inclined to oppose anything one 
tries to do." See also T.L. Bonnah to the Indian Affairs Branch, 14 May 1946- 

" Geo. W. Down to Mr Glen, 18 January 1946 (NAC, RG 1 O, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8. 
Pt. 1). 

* '  J.P.B. Ostrander to the Honourable J.A. Glen. 4 February 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). 



than was the Agents' mistration with meddlesome outsiders and the "readiness of so many Indians 

to give crdence to the statements of ill-informed and irresponsible whites, who confùse the Indian 

with a hodge-podge of radical ideas and malicious information."" One Manitoba Agent felt that it 

was easier to deal with the outlying reserves than those "near a white settlement [where] the 

Indians are ofien more dissatisfizd owing to persons outside the reserve agitating h t  the Indians in 

the reserve are not getting the help they s h o ~ l d . " ~  The Agent in Pany Sound, Ontario, was clearly 

angsr when he claimed that the obvious suspicion of  the Aboriginal population, whose "mincis 

[were] clogged with very hazy notions as to the rights which they are entitled to enjoy under 

various treaties," was "not at  al1 helped by inesporisible white people, many of  whom should know 

better but apparently do not know any more than the tndian himselfjust what his standing is with 

regard to the Dominion Government and the other citizens of Canada."2J Such willùigness to be 

led astray by unwise council rnarkd the 'Administrative Indian' as impressionable and childlike, 

confirming that they still required the benevolent guidance of the IAB. 

Gien's concern about ways to encourage the "gospel of self-help" among Aboriginai 

people tapped into one of  the eternat comp taints o f  IAB personnel about their charges: they had no 

sense of responsibility and less ambition." One Agent stated the 'cornmon sense' knowledge that 

"an Indian lives for today and hopes for tomorrow," as "a problern which has been upper most on 

Taylor to Glen, I February 1946, Omander to Glen, 4 February 1946, Howe to Glen, 
4 February 1946, N.J. M c L d  to Honourable J. Alvin [sic] Glen, 20 January 1946 (NAC, RG 
1 0, vol. 68 I 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ), lndian Agent, Peigan Agency, to Mt. Glen, 3 February 1946 
(NAC, RG 10, vol. 68  1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). 

'3 E. McPherson to Mr Glen, 30 lanuary 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, 
Pt. 1 ). 

" Samuel Devlin to the Honourable J. Allison Glen, 22 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1 ,  file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). 

25 S.H. Simpson to the Honourable J.A. Glen, 19 Januav  1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 681 1. 
file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). Simpson claimed that'IndiansY not only were lacking in responsibilities, but 
"in so many cases refuses to açcepî," them even if offered. 



al1 reserve~."~~ However, worse ttian irresponsibility was the laziness and indifference that the field 

staff found blocking their endeavours: "if they just had a little ambition we would have no 

problems on their behalf at all."" Many Agents 'knew' that "the Indians generally speaking are a 

shiftless lot (with sorne exceptions) & wont [sic] help thernselves if they can get help e lse~here ."~~ 

The Agent in Griswold, Manitoba, was certain that "if they are not in need of f d  they prefer to 

-sit and Sun themsel~es' ."~~ Another fieid oficer thought the problem was due to 'Indians' belief in 

their divine right as  the initial occupants of the continent: 

It seerns to be the general opinion of an inçreasingly large number of Indians at 
present to endeavour to get something for nothing or at kast at he expense of the 
other fellow, so long as they are not called upon to foot the bill. They seem to 
consider they are entitled to this as a Divine Right, having been the original 
inhabitants of this Country, which they c l a h  was taken from them by forceM 

The level of frustration is evident in the tone and derision of the language in these letters, as is the 

less than flattering impression many IAB personnel still had of their charges- Whatever the 

changes that the war and the coming of peace had brought to their relationship with the 'Indian', it 

Importantly, however, the field personnel did more than just blame the 'Indian' for their 

mistrust and perceived lack of ambition; they also tumed their critical gaze inward on their own 

administration and outward to the Society they serveci. The fmt thing that came under attack was 

the distant rnanner and indiffèrent direction that came fiom Ottawa, both in the relations with the 

Indian Agent, Peigan Agency, to Glen, 3 February 1946. 

" Smith to Glen. 23 January 1946. 

" Robert Larnothe to the Honourable J. Allison Cilen, 21 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, 
vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). 

l9 W. Young to the Hon. I.A. Glen, 6 Febmary 1946. 

30 A.D. M m e  to the Honourable J .  Allison Glen. 28 January 1946 @AC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). This concept of certain rights and privileges as the First Nations of 
the country is referred to  as Aboriginal right., and has become a part of the cornmon parlance in 
late twentieth century l e p l  and constitutional debates. 



field staff and more signifcantly the Aboriginal population of the country." The Agent in Bella 

Coota, British Columbia, summed up the essence of the issue, arguing that %e attitude of the 

Governent towards the Indian has been in large measure, a reflection of the position occupied in 

lndian custom by the Chief; supreme, benign and largely ~napproachabk."~~ Many of the 

responses stated, or inferred, that one of the main reasons for the 'Indians' suspicion was that "in 

the past there was a tendency to keep the Indians uninformed in regard to the workings of the 

~epar tment ."~~ Another Agent criticised "the superimposing of a strictly cold legalistic 

implacabte attitude on al1 Reserve matters," making the point that "a col4 aloof administration, 

however efficient, will not win the support of these peuple."Y Most of these critiques of the 

imperious and distant attitude of the Ottawa bureaucracy were measured and restrained. However, 

one Indian Agent fiom Saskatchewan apparently took advantage of the confidentiality promised by 

the Minister to offet this biting indictment: 

there was a time when 1 was under the impression that the OfXciats at Ottawa felt 
that the Indians were a problem that we would always have on our han& and there 
was not very much that couid be done a h t  it other than seeing that the old and 
destitute were given suscient food and clothing for a bare existence, and the sick 
were provided with some medical and hospital care suficient to more or less satisw 
the general 

Such a scathing condemation sent to the senior bureaucrats in Ottawa would probably have gotten 

32 Anfield to Glen, 30 January 1946. 

j3 J. Waite to the Honourable J. Allison Glen, 29 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1,  
file # 470-2-8, pt. l), A.D. Moore to Mr Glen, 28 January 1946, Stuart Spence to the Ministers 
Office, 28 January 1946 @AC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ), R.G. Lazenby to the 
Honourable J. Allison Glen, Esq., 2 1 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 
1). Taylor to GIen, 1 February 1946, I.M. Barre to the Honourable Mr. Glen, 23 January 1946, 
Howe to Gten, 4 Febniary 1946, J. Gillet to the Honourable Minister, 26 February 1946 (NAC, 
RG 1 0, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt- 1 ), Bryant to G len, 26 January 1946. 

F.J.C. Ball to the Homurable i. Allison Glen, M.P., 30 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, 
vol. 68 t 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). 

" Bryant to Glen, 26 January 1946. 



this individual fireû, but it demonstrates that the Minister's letter had won the field staffs 

confidence and elicited some very canciid responses. 

Beyotid the general tenor of L4.B administration, the Indian Agents also felt the First 

Nations' anger and distrust of the governrnent and lack of 'advancement' was a product of a 

substandard education system and the inadequate provision of health and welfare services.' The 

Indian Agent fiom Punnichy, Saskatchewan, surmised that "if we had better schools, with 

cornpetent teachers and up to date teaching methods including manual training, etc, the Indians 

would feel the Department is taking a real interest in them, and consequently we wmld gain their 

confidence.'"' The sentiments were similar with regards to the other services provided by the IAB, 

particularly for health are .  On the Sioux Lcmkout Agency in Northwestem Ontario, the Agent 

informed the Minister that, 

many of our Indians feel that the Government has not provided adequate Medical 
services . . . if remedial measures wuld be provided in this field alone, it would go a 
long way toward eliminating the feeling of distrust. In fact at present 1 believe this 
to be the cmx of the whole situation insofar as the establishment of fnendly relations 
and confidence is ~oncenied.~ 

Just down the road at Kenora, Ontario, the Indian Agent assured the Minister that there was much 

room for a greater measure of help for the sick, aged and destitute, "such as a more b a l a n d  and 

increased rnonthly relief ration, and more and better clothing. This extra help, 1 believe, would 

" Daly to Glen, 19 Febmary 1946, J.E. Gendmn to the Honourable J. Allison Glen, 29 
January 1986 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ), McLeod to Glen, 20 January I946, 
J. G. Burke to The Honourable J Allison Glen, 23 March 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 
470-2-8, pt. 1 ), Howe to Glen, 4 Febmary 1946. 

" R.S. Davis to J. Allison Glen Esq-, 4 Feôruary 1946 @AC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 
370-2-8, pt. 1 ). 

38 Gifford Swariman to the Hon. LA. Gl-4 Febniuy 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1,  file 
# 470-2-8, pt. 1). 
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break down a g d  deal of the hard feelings towards the Department's p o l i ~ y . " ~ ~  These conçerns 

would not have corne as surprise to the Minister, particularty given the widespread public 

discussion of these specific points. 

Another cornmon point of conceni highlighted by the field personnel was p s t  mistakes in 

administration and policy, which had alienated the 'Indians' and soured relations with the Branch. 

First and forernost among these were p s t  injustices, but especially the breaking of promises made 

to Aboriginal people and communities. In most cases, this meant promises made during treaty 

negotiations. One Saskatchewan Agent proposed supptying a copy of the relevant treaty to each 

Agent or a list of treaty rights because "the number of lndians wtio cornplain that the Government 

has not wried out its treaty promises with them is surprisingly large.* At Chapleau, Ontario, the 

Agent had found that "during this last five years that the greatest handicap in my dealings with the 

Indians has been the lack of confidence they feel due to ~romises k i n g  made without due 

consideration and which were uttimately found to be irnpracti~able.~' Although he hastened to 

add that this dated back ten to twenty-fie years and did not apply to the present administration. 

The potential dificulties led some field staff to take rather extreme measures to protect themselves 

from this contingency, such as the Agent fiom the Fisher River Agency in Manitoba, who made it 

one of his personal niles to 

never make a definite promise to any Indian about anything whatever. 1 learned the 

39 Paterson to the Minister, 4 February 1946. 

'O Simpson to Glen, 19 January 1946. The issue of treaty promises, especially verbal 
ones not wrinen into the text of the treaty, and the disparity between the offtcial record of the 
negotiations and the First Nations oral record of the spirit of the agreements has generated a large 
body of case law, as well as a growing historiography. For instance see the important book by the 
Treaty 7 Eiders and Tribal Council, The True Spirit and Original Intent of Treatv 7 (Montreal & 
Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996). 

'' F. Matters to the Hm. Mr. J. A. Glen, 15 January 1946 @AC, RG 1 O, vol. 68 1 1. file # 
470-2-8, pt. 1 ). 



foliy of  doing this very early in my experience. If one makes a 'promise' to an Indian, 
and then fot some quite unforseen reason is unable to fûlfil it, then no amount of 
explanation, however logical it may be, will satis@ him, You 'promised' and did nct 
keep your promise, so lose the confidence of  that particu lar Indian, and he tells others 
about it.42 

This remark is a good example of a consistent pattern in the Glen correspondence. Even when 

expressing an understanding and sympathetic idea about IAB policy or their own dealings with the 

'Administrative Indian'. tiequently Indian Agents entwine it with unflattering inferences - in this 

case that 'Indians' would not acçept logical explanations- 

Beyond broken promises, a number of the responses to Glen's letter expresse. 

dissatisfact ion with the IAB's lack of consideration for the viewpoints and culture of Aboriginal 

people as well as demeaning administrative practices. The Agent in Kamloops. British Columbia, 

partially blamed the distrust of the 'Indian' on the "failure of many of  us , in the Department, to 

understand the Indian's viewpoint and mentality."" His sentiments were echoed by the Agent at 

Moose Factory, Ontario, who approved of hiring "educated and well trained" Aboriginal people in 

responsible field positions so that "we caild more readily corne to a better understanding of basic 

needs and mental processes of their own people.w A remarkable letter fiom lndian Agent F. J.C. 

Ball, in Vancouver, who had held his post since 19 19 and was due to retire, was also critical of  

Branch behaviour. He castigated senior oficials who had recent ly been "treating the Indians as if 

they are ernployees of the Department.'JS He also criticised the earlier decision to number al1 

'Indians' for eficiency which had hurt k i r  pride, arguing that ' ive are not here to be efficient 

office peuple only." In recognising that IAB policies and administration were demeaning and ill- 

J2 Lazenby to Glen, 2 1 January 1946. 

43 Taylor to Glen, 1 F&ruary 1946. 

Dr. T.J. Orford to the Hon. J Allison Glen. 1 February 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, 
file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). 

JS Ball to GIen, 30 January 1946. 



using the very people they were designed to help, these field personnel accepted Aboriginal people 

at a more human level than had previously beem voiced in the official discourse. 

Looking b e y 4  theu own activities, two field oficers found part of the cause of the 

'Indian problem' in general societal attitudes and prejudice towarâs the FÛst Nations. The lack of 

confidence in the 'Indians' was attributed by one Agent to "tfre quite natufal reaction of the Indian 

to this exploitation through p s t  years, and the arrogant superiority shown towards hirn by so many 

Whites.'* In Port Arthur, Ontario, the oficial blamed the 'Indians' reaction to being 

discriminated against by provincial laws and regulat ions in commercial fishing, foresûy and 

mining: "the Indians cannot understand why the white man should be given much p a t e r  privileges 

than he . . . In many casa, the lndian has been treated unfairly, and it is very di f i u  lt to keep him 

fiom being suspicious of, and distrusting, the white man.*7 There was little the Agents could do 

about such problems, except hope that the level of 'racism' and indifference in Canadian society 

would diminish in the future. 

Most of the field staffs explanations, thus far, had blamed the 'Indians' shortcomings, 

sociee and, to a considerable degree, their own organisations' policies and activities. However, a 

small minority of the responses also r a i d  systemic issues that challenged the underlying raison 

d'être of the IAB and the essence of its program. For instance, two Ontario lndian Agents 

expressed doubts about isolatkg Aboriginal people on reserves. The oscial fiom Desoronto, said 

I do consider that too much segregation on Reserves urda the provisions of the 
lndian Act, as now constituted, too much inter-marriage, lack of contact with other 
citizens of the country, to be harmfùl rather than beneficial to Indians and is retarding 
their advance to obtain qualifications that will eventually fit thern for enfianchisement 

* Taylor to Glen, 1 February 1946. 

J7 Burke to Glen, 23 March 1946. 
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to accept full Canadian c i t i i h i p - a  

J.A. Marleau, fiom Sturgem Falls, believed that ' tndian' students should go to school with their 

'white' counterparts, as "these children get much more out of mixing with whites than t k y  do 

segregated on the r e ~ e r v e . ~ ~  Success with shnping the 'Indian' child was a matter of extreme 

importance. Most Agents would have agreed with Marteau that "for the average tndian of fi@ 

years of age or more the case is hopeless. but the younger generation, through mixing with whites 

at school, work, sports, also reading and listening to the radio, are much more amenable to 

advancement." Originally, the reserve had been ùitended as a prdective measure, so that the 

'Indian' could be tutored in   civil^' behaviwr. safe fiom the manipulation and exploitation by 

unscrupulous 'whites' . However, these letters mark sorne of the first indications that Branch 

personnel were considering a policy of termination, such as that followed in the United States afier 

1953, and fmally pro+ for Canadian policy in the 1969 White Paper on Indian an air^.^'' 

Others believed that their wards' problems sprang fiom a lack of consideration for their 

cu lhires and ways of doing thuigs, or in the words of the Indian Agent from Portage la Prairie, 

Manitoba, "pride of race and tradition has never been instillai in the Indian."" Another individual 

went further, expressing his belief that the Branch should reconsider 

[the] ignoring of Indian customs and traditions . . . The Indians, as al1 native races, 
have certain ways of doing things which appear h a p h a r d  to us, especially in 
dealings among themselves regarding property, land, etc., but it is surprising how 
well their unbusinesslike [sic] methods work, where strictly legal h o d s  cause 

'* Moore to G l q  28 January 1946. 

' 9  J. A. Marleau to the Homurable J. Allison Glen, 26 lanuary 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1. file # 470-2-8, pt. 1). 

'O They were not the only such, s e  Moore to Glen, 28 January 1946, to be discussed 
below, who advocated a clear and strong cal1 for termination in his letter. 

'' Waite to Glen, 29 January 1946. 



contirsion, resentment and ~nrest.'~ 

Such suggestions flew in the face of the &le purpose of the Indian AfTairs Branch and much of 

Canadian Indian policy, which had sought to stamp out the First Nations' culture and "haphazud" 

ways and to replace them with an idealised version of Eurdanad îan  values and practices. 

Finally, a number of responses suggested that the govenunent had created the very 

dependency they hoped to correct: as one Agent politely stated, "the Indians have been relieved of 

many responsibilities, which perhaps has not been a kindness to him.n53 The IAB had gradually 

assumed greater and greater çontrol over the  &y-today lives of the First Nations: their business 

practices, theu spending habits, their political lives, theu social activities, their movements and 

even their morality. In so doing, some field personnel argued that the Branch had b m e  too 

invasive and autocratic in exercising its power, stifling the 'Indians' scope for independent action 

and thought. One west coast Agent argued that, "too much has k m  done for the Indian; not 

enough with h i ~ n . " ~ ~  This was a repudiation of the coercive elements of the directed civilisation 

program. However, as will be seen later, this did not mean that they were prepared to Iimit their 

supervision and control of Aboriginal activities; indeed most wished to reaffum or even expand 

their capacities. In the context of governrnent-fostered dependancy, the field staff praised the 

initiatives promised by the Minister and suggested some of their own that might help to foster the 

'gospel of self-help'. 

The diverse nature of many of the explanations for the 'Administrative Indians' suspicion 

'' Presurnably Bal1 is referring in part to the anti-Potlatch laws enacted by the government 
on the West Coast of British Columbia fiom 1885. and perhaps also the regdations against the Sun 
and Thirst dances and 0 t h  ceremonial events among the Plains peoples. See Bal1 to Gien, 30 
January 1946. 

53 Simpson to Glen, 1 9 January 1 946. 

Y Anfield to Glea, 30 January 1946. Undedine ernphasis in original. 
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of government and hck of ambition might create a misleadhg impression that the official discourse 

had suddenly fiagmented. However, this was not necessarily the case. The large majority of 

letters from Indian Agents and Inspectm articulated an image of theu charges conforming fauly 

closeiy to the 'Administrative Indian' of the pre-war and war years. Moreover, al1 but a few of the 

expianations critical of the Branch and past policy were precursors to technocratie solutions that 

sought to irnprove upon the way in which they did thei jobs. Only a tiny fiaction r a i d  the 

spectre that sornething might be wrong with the very nature of Canada's Indian policy or the IAB's 

purpose. Arguably, this variety of responses indicated a loss of the discipline that had marked the 

officia1 diswurse previously. Like the 'Public Indian', which was riddled with ambiguities and 

inconsistencies, the cohesive 'Administrative Indian' now exhibited its own quirks and 

contradictions. It seems likely that this change appeared in part in response to the changes in the 

senior personnel. The confiderice that many field personnel expressed in the new Director, R.A. 

Hoey, and particularly the open and frank nature of the Ministerzs circular letter created an 

environment of candair. Whether this degree of dissent had existed previously is not clear, but if it 

had it was largely muzzled by the strongly central id and rigidly hieratchical structure of the 

bureaucracy, as  well as the culture of conformity within the organisation. 

The nature of the Glen's requests provoked responses that reveal the field personnel's 

vision for the fùture direction of Canadian Indian policy. The majority of letters agreed that ''the 

Indian is capable of great and lasting improvement," but beyond this basic affimation of their 

mission the field staff differed over the prospects of success and the goals attainable. 55 For a 



quarter of respondents, the war had made an appreciable impact on their warâs' progtas.% Some 

rernained wedded to the conviction that assimilation could and should happen. Others would only 

venture that 'advancement', ' improvement ' or 'progress' might be achieved through better bnding 

and administrative reform. Overall. t h e  was a notable slackening of the missionary zeal that had 

previously rnotivated the IAB in their quest to assimilate the 'Administrative Indian'. 

Only a few Agents actually stated what they perceived the final goal of k i r  mission ought 

to be, and al1 that did were essentially in agreement. The goal was articulated as hl1 citizenship by 

some and assimilation by others, but was predicated on fostering self-reliance and eliminating the 

'Indians' dependence on the governmentts7 The Agent fiom Charlottetown conveyed the basic 

message mixed with paternalism, claiming that "the Indian in order to survive must become a self- 

supporting reliable Canadian citizen."s8 The wording used by a Saskatchewan Agent was alrnost 

identical, arguing that the Branch needed to assist Wiese people to become decent self-supporting 

cit i ~ e n s . " ~ ~  The use of the words "reliable" and "decent" is noteworthy because their presence 

implied the lack of these qualities in the contemporary 'Indian', betraying the degree of continuity 

in the officia1 discourse despite its new variability. Other Agents constructe- the end goal as 

assimilation, as "the absorption of [a] minority group into the body politic.*'@ A.D. M m e  from 

56 Bryant to Glen, 26 lanuary 1946, Howe to Glen, 4 February 1946, Wm. Christie to the 
Hon. J. Allison Glen, 5 February 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ), Swartman 
to Glen, 23 January 1946, Lazenby to Glen, 2 1 lanuary 1946, Waite to Glen, 29 January 1946, 
A.D. Moore to Mr. Glen, 28 January 1946, GE.  Hurle to Mr. Glen, 24 January 1946 (NAC, RG 
1 0, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-8, pt. 1 ). Only J. G. Burke from Port Arthur, Ontario, mentioned a 
negative impact fiorn the war. Apparently on his Agency the agricultural activity had suffered 
because so many of the Aboriginal people had joined in war activities, Burke to Glen, 23 March 
1946. 

57 McPherson to Glen, 30 January 1930. 

s8 Daly to Gien* 19 February 1946. 

s9 Bryant to Glen, 26 January 1 946. 

An&ld to Glen, 30 lanuary 1946. 



Desoronto seemed confident about the outume. arguing that: 

considering that the Indian population is 125,000 in a Canadian population of 
approximately 12,000,000, it would not appear too big a task for this country to 
absorb the entire Indian population within the space of four o r  five generations, in the 
same manner as it absorbs European races.6' 

Thus when they addressed the issue, the field personnel remained consistent in their belief that 

assimilation remained the logical goal to end the 'Indian problem' and the best option for al1 

concerned. 

Moore was not alone is his faith that the IAB could achieve its purpose. Two Agents 

assured the Minister that thqr made a practice to %=y to impress upon the indian that the oficials 

are endeavouring to help them conduct their affairs oniy until such time as they are  in a position 

where help is no longer nedeû," and that the temporary nature of the assistance provided did not 

"imply on the part of the goveniment a responsibility for [the 'Indians'] ~ p k e e p . ~ '  Some assumed 

that assimilation was in a sense 'natural' and inevitable. One Agent stated "let us  by and educate 

our Indians and the r m  by proper guidance fiom the Department, will corne by i t ~ e l f . ' ~ ~  It was 

diffïcult for [AB personnel to understand that Aboriginal people might not actually want to 

assimilate, and they felt sure that if the impediments could just be removed the process would 

resurne its logical course. However, these were merely a tiny minority; the majority of responses 

were not quite so sanguine. 

No other letter offered the same degree of certainty about assimilation or  optimism about 

Moore to Glen, 28 January 1946. 

62 W.J.D. Kerley to Hon. 1. Allison Glen, 16 February 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file 
# 470-2-8, pt. l),  Devlin to Glen, 22 January 1946. 

GendfOn to Glen, 29 January 1946. J.E. Daly expressed the hope to the Minister that 
-'we shall al1 do Our utmost to treat the Indian as a rational creature, capable of attaining the status 
of ordinary working people, and in so doing we may rest assured that many of our most dificult 
problems will in tirne disappear." Daly to Glen, 19 February 1 946. 



the readiness of some Abonginal communities to 'graduate' fiom tbek status as wards. than did 

that of A.D. Moore mentioned above. He alone, among al1 the field personnel who respondeû, 

suggested that "in the not t w  distant fùture, al1 Indians will obtain fùll citizenship, and segregating 

Indians on Reserva will be abolished en tir el^.^ From his perspective, "rnany of the Indians, 

including al1 Service men, of our Southern Reserva are, at the ptesent the,  better qualified for full 

Canadian citizenship than are a g d  many of the foreign peoples that enjoy the ptivilege." Moore 

argued that once the improvernents proposed in the Minister' letter were instituted and, 

the Reserves brought on a par@ to adjoining municipalities, possibty within 1 O to 20 
years or so, that a Board of Inquby be Uistituted to investigate and report to the 
Government on the advisibility [sic] of enfhnchising, or giving full Canadian 
cit izenship, to al1 Indians in Ontario south of the 4Sh Paral tel. 

This policy was then to be extended to Wie Indians of the more remde sections of the country . . . 

when their sbte of advancement warrants such action." Moore's opinions diverged sharply fiom 

his colleagues in the field; although they matched quite closely those of the Branch Secretary, 

T.R.L. MacInnes. Speakiig before the Commons Cornmittee on Reconstruction and Re- 

establishment on 18 May 1944, MacInnes created quite a fiiror among Aboriginal people across 

the country, and earned reproach fiom his superiors, for suggesting that 'Indians' in organiseci 

districts ought to be "divorced fiom the reserve system entirely - put on their own.'*' Such 

sentiments were radical by the standard of the IAB in 1946. Most still held strongly to an image of 

the 'Indian' that was too backward, lazy, stubbom and childlike to accept such an acceleration of 

the assimilation machinery. 

Moore to Gien, 28 January 1946. 
65 Canada. House of Commons. Special Cornmittee on Reconstruction and Re- 

establishment (Minutes, 1 8 May 1944)' p. 3 12-3 19. MacInnes was apparently unapologetic as he 
published sirnilar sentiments in an article in the Canadian Journal of Economic and Political 
Science in 1 946, T.R.L. MacInnes, "History of lndian Administration in Canada," Canadian 
Journal of Economic and Political Science, vol. 12, no. 3 (1 946): 387-394. 



More comrnon by far was a t h y  to formulate Iimited and short-term goals. Generally, 

this was in reference to a specific policy that would "furthet the education and welfare of our 

Indian population," "improve his lot", and lead to "advancernent" or "pr~gress".~~ For instance, in 

advocating a policy of increased interaction between Aboriginal and 'white' children in schools, R. 

Howe fiom Vanderhoof, British Columbia, argued that "contact with whites hastens progress and 

greatly improves their mode of living."67 Another ofTicial wrote that "with hard work, suEcient 

help, carefül planning and practical wnsideratiori of our many and peculiar problems that will arise 

from time to tirne, 1 am sure the coming year will see fùrther advancement in the bettement of the 

people with whom we are working.* The majority of field personnel seemed unwilling or unable 

to conceive of a goal beyond the immediate and open-endeû 'improvemerit' of theu charges; 

although most refiained tiom explicitly dedaring that they were sceptical of achieving the CAB'S 

stated aim. 

Two of the Indian Agents, however, indicated theù satisfaction with the current rate of 

' progress' e.xhibited by the 'Indian' population, and wamed that to accelerate the process might 

prove counterpr~ductive.~~ The Agent in Duck Lake7 Saskatchewan, opined: 

We must bear in mind that our Indians are still in a transitory stage in comparison 
with present modern civiliration and it can be said that the Indian has improved his 
living condition and adapted himsel f to our way of life in a shorter space of t h e  than 
in comparison with our ancestors, especially in view of the fact Western Indians have 
only in a short space of time (Approxhtely 150 years) adopted our way of life and 
are finding some dificulty adapting themselves at this time. It is impossible to 

66 Down to Glen, 18 January 1946, Ostrander to Glen , 4  February 1946, Lazenby to 
Glen, 2 1 January 1946, Taylor to Glen, 1 F e b r u q  1946. See also Daly to Glen, 19 February 
1946, and J.M. Barre to the Fionourable Mr. Glen, 23 January 1946. 

67 Howe to the Glen, 4 February 1946. J. A. Marleau pressed for a similar policy for 
exactly the same rasons, believing this would be "a step towards progress." Marleau to Glen, 26 
January 1946. 

68 Bryant to Glen, 26 January 1946. 

69 Lariviere to Glen, 19 lanuary 1946. 



expect, overnight as it were, changes in th& way of Iife and it wwld also prove 
disastrous to the Indian Race were they to change their way of Iife as quickly as a few 
men, especially in this province, believe it can be done . . . .'O 

However, most others did not show such contentment with the status quo. 

Even such muted aspirations as they expressed were not expected to be easily achieved. 

Letter after letter in the Glen correspondence complained that the results of their efforts were "at 

times very discouraging" and acknowledged that the task of 'bettering' the 'indian' would be a 

long one requiring hard work, perseverance and patience." Simply renewing the Fust Nations' 

trust in the Branch, in the words of one Agent, would 'hot be accomplished immediately," as it was 

something that would "have to be 'sown' and 'nurtured' and 'grown' over a period of the."" 

Similarly, increasing the economic well-king on reserves was also expected to be difficult: 

1 have no Illusion [sic] that this raising of the standard of living etc. is going to be 
either easy or of short duration; but feel sure that after two or three generations have 
had the benefit of ducation and irnproveû medical a r e ,  we will then be able to see 
some worth while resuhs for the work that has been expended? 

The Agent frorn the Griswold Agency in Manitoba, sumrned up the cornmon sense of  most field 

M c L d  to Glen, 20 January 1946. McLeod's fmal wmment refets to the C C F .  in 
Saskatchewan, and other 'white' agitators, who were actively encouraging the First Nations of that 
province to organise and take their concems to the Premier, Tornrny Douglas, who would aid them 
in their cause. For more on this subject see, lames Pitsula, "The Saskatchewan CCF Govemment 
and Treaty Indians, 1944- 1964," Canadian Historical Review, vol. 75, no. 1 (March i 994): 2 1 - 
52, and the more recent book by F. Laurie Barron, Waikina in Indian Moccasins: The Native 
Policies of Tommy Dounlas and the CCF (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997). 

'' Simpson to Glm, 19 lanuary 1946. Dr. T.J. Orford also mentioned the difficulty of 
maintaining morale when slow progress was made, Orford to Glen, 1 Feôruary 1946. Norman 
Paterson, Agent in Kenora, and Samuel Devlin, in Pany Sound, both preûicted that their work was 
a "long term proposition," "since it involves a gradua1 change of character." Paterson to the 
Minister, 4 February 1946, Devlin to Glen, 22 January 1946. The following Agents al1 spdre of 
the need for hard work, patience and perseverence, Bryant to Glen, 26 January 1946, Geridron to 
Glen, 29 January 1946, Ball to Glen, 30 January 1946. 

'* Lazenby to Glen, 2 1 January 1946. 

73 Matters to Glen, 1 5 January 1946. 



Our hope undoubtedly lies with the boys and girls. We may by intensive thorough 
training give them a différent outlook on life and a different sense of values, but 1 am 
convinced the change will be slow and will require patience and perseverence. 
Leadership in thought, in work, and in amusement is necessary, but to overcome 
indi fference, indolence, disbvst and natural inbred desires is a real task, and one that 
only years of relentles work will change." 

Few of the IAB personnel that responded to the Minister's letter seemed to envision a place for the 

Indian' in post-war Canada significantiy different fiom that they already occupied. Instead they 

could articulate only incremental improvernents in their condition, and vague 'progres' wÏth no 

end in sight. 

In the G len corresporrdence, field personnel suggested a wi& range of possible solutions to 

their problems. but ruming throughout the responses was a conçern with the power relations 

between themselves and their charges. For instance, the prîmary rationale for expanding the staff 

in the Agencies was to insure that adequate supervision of reserve activities could be maintained. 

The IAB's fvtation with their authority was so inextricably intenvoven into the IAB structure and 

purpose that it coloured almost e v w  solution proposed. 

The wartime constraints on labour had lefi the Branch lacking Agents, Farm Instnictors, 

teachers, medical personnel and other support staff, which, when combinai with the rapidly 

increasing Aboriginal population, lefi the IAB bureaucracy stretched to the limit of its capacities. 

We in the Field m i c e  feel our offices are understaffed and the reserves under our 
supervision are in some instances (due to increasing Indian population) without 
proper supervision and proper attention cannd be given to individual Indian problems 
arising fiom time to time due to ovenvorked field staff with the results that plans and 
organization work arnongst the Indians is not k i n g  followed up in the proper rnanner 

" W. Young to the Hm. I.A. Gfen, 6 Febmary 1946. Education was usually seen as a 
panacea for the 'Indian problem' in this era, regardless of the proponent's agenda. The content and 
aim of that education was a différent matter. 
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to produce r e ~ u h s . ~ ~  

A number of the responsés to Glen's letter advised that the fiiture plans of the Branch ought to 

include significant hiring. However, it was the Agents' justification that was enlightening. 

Whether thq were talking about schools, commercial fishing or agriculture, more help was desired 

because "such work requiring as it does, daily encouragement and constant supervision, can only 

be attempted on widely scattered m e s ,  with adequate help.'"' The assimilation mission 

required the continuous surveillance and direction of al1 reserve activities. The consequences of 

this lack of control through inadquate staffing were serious, as one Agent with thirty-two years 

experience made clear in his letter's closing sentence: "1 know fiom practicd experience what can 

be accomplished by lndians under suitable guidance and 1 have sepn failure through lack of 

supervision and encouragement."" 

The paternalistic theme of supervision and guidance was a constant in the field staffs' 

reaction to three of Glen's suggestions for transferring more responsibilities to theü charges: first, 

allowing the political organisation of the First Nations to proceed; second, instituting reserve 

advisory boards to care for and operate w m u n i t y  buildings; and third, hiring Aboriginal people 

to work in the IAB bureaucracy. All these proposais required IAB personnel to surrender a 

measure of their control over their wards. Only a single Agent openly disagreed with one of Glen's 

ideas; and even he did not dismiss them out of hand, accepting that 'Indians' should be employeû in 

the future. But in his estimation, "the tirne has n d  yet arrived when employment of Indians in 

administration of theu own affairs will meet with the approval of the Indians and wiIl cause 

-- 

" M c L d  to Glen, 20 lanuary 1 946. 

76 Taylor to Glen, 1 February 1946. 

77 G illett to the Minister, 26 February 1946. 



jealousy and incornpetance [sic] in the administration of their afEair~."'~ Aside fiom this bold 

individual, no one spd<e directty against the Minister's proposais, but only a very few were willing 

to support them uneq~ivocally.~~ 

More comrnody, the field personnel acknowledged the benefrts of the three ideas, while 

advising caution and providing caveats. For instance, rnany Agents were willing to accept the 

setting up of advisory councils to run community halls for public functions; indeed many reserves 

already had such structures. As one individual noted, "al1 the villages in this Agency have 

pretentious halls for public use, but in every case lack proper supervision and organizational 

guidance."" Another Indian Agent would agree to this suggestion on the condition that "ihe hall 

should be supervised and it should be given for sociais or meetings only on the condition that it will 

aflerwards be rrubbed and made clean.'*' The response to Aboriginal political organisation was 

similar. The senior field oficer fiom the Fisher River Agency in Manitoba was "of the opinion 

that such organizations, if competentiy guided in the right channels, could accomplish much for the 

general advancernait of the Indian peoples.'** While another respaident agreed that "a good 

organisation can be usefût to the Indians," but wamed that "a badly oficered one couId be an 

embarrassment to the Department.'* In al1 cases, the field personnel expressecl reservations, and 

argued that such policies would only be successfd if they could provide the leadership and 

'' Mc- to Glen. 20 January 1946. 

l9 Only three Agents advocated setîing up advisory boards, Anfield to Glen, 30 January 
1 946. Lazenby to Glen, 2 1 January f 946, Stuart Spence to the Minister's Office, 28 January 1 946. 
And just a single Agent believed that the politicisatim of the F h t  Nations was a "healthy sign," 
without expressing some reservations, Christie to Glen, 5 Febmary 1946, or was wiiling to 
recommend hiring 'Indian' employees without qualification, Howe to Glen, 4 Febmary 1946, 

Gillett to the Minister, 26 February 1946. 

'' W. Young to the Hon. J.A. Glen, 6 February 1946. 

'* Lazenby to Gien, 21 January 1946. 

83 Ball to Glen, 30 lanuary 1946. 
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organisat ional ability that ttiey found Iacking in the 'Administrative Indian'. 

At the kart of the field staffs' hesitancy about allowing these activities, even if supervisai, 

was an apprehension about, and distrust of, the 'type of Indian' that woold be selected to lead these 

endeavours. J.L. Bryant, h Kamsack, Saskatchewan, cainselled against too hastily hirùig 

Aboriginal people to work in the Branch, insisting that the process "should be very graduai," and 

that due m e  be "exercised to get the right men."M The concern was even more acute in the case of 

encouraging their charges to organise. One field oficer argueû that "much are  would have to be 

taken in choice of the right type of men to represent the reserves," because "it has been my 

experience and 1 think that of other Agents that the men most willing to accept such positions are 

not the most suitable for such appointments.4s One Agent adrnitted that the Branch had "in the 

past, looked with suspicion upon Indian organisations, probably because we felt that the key men 

were seif-seekers. who were doing more harm than good.* But having followed a policy of 

opposing and stigmatising Aboriginal leaders and organisations for so long, most Agents were 

clearly uneasy about encouraging such efforts, fearing that "in the wrong hands they could becorne 

a rnena~e."~' 

Somewhat surprisingly, many responses to Glen's letter demonstrated a similar dubious 

reaction to the rather innoçuous measure of advisory boards. The Agent in Birtle, Manitoba, 

claimed that they would only work well, "if we had the right lndians on them, but likely they would 

" Bryant to Glai, 26 January 1946. Another Agent argued that Aboriginal war veterans 
would be ideally suited to receive positions in the [AB bureaucracy. G E .  Hurl to Mr. Glen, 24 
January 1 946. 

'' Macpherson to Glen, 30 J a n u a q  1946. 

Taylor to Glen, 1 Febmary 1 946. 

'' Ball to Glen, 30 lanuary 1 946. 



eiect some agitators to the said boards, and if so we would get nowtiere.- The field officer in 

Portage la Prairie provided his assessrnent and a potential solution to the problem. 

Advisory Boat& are workable. The Indians on the b a r d  would have to be carefùlly 
chosen; and 1 would suggest that the choice be made by the Indian Agent- The 
Indians chosen would also have to have the confidence of the Indians also. If the 
members of the board were chosen by the Indians, the non-progressive Indian. who 
is not afiaid to ask for "hand-outs" would be chosen. However, if the W d  was 
chosen by the agent, the indians would soon fall in line behind a board that had their 
~onf idence .~  

IAB personnel rejected and feared Abonginal leaders that they çould not adequately control, who 

might not agree with the assimilation project, and who could embarras the Branch. What they 

wanted was to erisure that "the better class of Indian." those more amenabte to theV direction, 

attained the positions of leadership in Aboriginal organisations and advisory  board^.^ The answer 

was to increase the power of the Indian Agent to regulate the political and social activities of First 

Nations communities. 

This preacupation with çontrol in the Glen correspondence was evident across a broad 

range of issues bey& those already discussed. On a macro b e l ,  several Agents suggested that 

the [AB ought to seize more complete control of lndian education and health services. One officer 

went so far as to argue "al1 rnatters, heahh, etc., more so in the field should be 100% a matter for 

this ' Branc h '," because provincial administrators did not have the requisite knowledge and 

experience of a in di an^'.^' At a more finite level, field personnel wanted the ability to manage 

g8 Smith to Glen. 23 January 1946. 

89 Waite to Glen, 29 January 1946. 

Ostrander to Glen, 4 Febmary 1946. 

9' Lariviere to Glen, 1 9 January 1946. This policy was also advocated by N.J. McLeod 
who disliked the intetference of Provincial Education Inspectors who he held responsible for giving 
Aboriginal children the same cumculum as "White" children, but which was, in his opinion, 
"definitely beyond the capabilities of Indian children at this tirne." McLeod to Glen, 20 January 
1946. In addition, Dr. T.J. Offôrd, from Morne Factory, Ontario, believed that the use of 

(continue- ...) 
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Aboriginal peoples' mooetary habits and business transactions: in the words of a M a n i t h  

oficial, %me control of theu eamings would be b e n e f i ~ i a l . ~  This was not new: during the war, 

the IAB had managed to get the Department of National Defence to send Aboriginal soldiers' 

Dependents' Gllowance cheques to the respective indian Agents, who could then manage them f i  

their spendthrifi charges. The establishment of Farnily Allowance payments to Aboriginal people 

provided much the sarne opportunity to the field personnel.93 One Agent wished that a full time 

social worker could be employed on each reserve 70 supetvise the expenditure of the manies.'" A 

relocation policy was proposed by the osc ia l  in Prince Edward Island that would concentrate al1 

Aboriginal people in a central location because in their scattered communities, it was "difficult at 

times to exercise control over hem.* A final example was the rationale used by the Agent front 

the Peigan Agency to support bis case for higher wages: "when an Indian Agent has to handle 

Indians who are making fiom 4 to 5 times as much money as the Agent does, it looks very 

9'(...contuiued) 
provincial extension services should be kept to an advisory capacity only, because .'the health and 
welfare of Indians is essentially the responsibility of a DeQartment set up for that purpose and we 
must assume it in entuety." Orford to Gien, 1 February 1946. 

W. Young to the Hon. J.A. Glen, 6 Febmary 1946. Young also believed that the 
restrictions which prohibitd the sale of cattle by 'Indians' should be maintained, because "if close 
supervision and restrictions on the sale of stock were lifted, 1 think the cattle would disappear by 
half within a year." 

93 Ostrander to GIen, 4 February 1946. The Inçpector assured the Minister that "Farrning 
Insû-uctors and other ernployees who are in daity contact with the Indians will use the payment of 
family allowances to advise and encourage the Indian women in the proper preparation of meals 
and the proper use which can be made of children's clothing to get the most out of the 
expenditure." The Farnily Allowances were greeted with some suspicion by rnany Aboriginal 
people who feared that they might undermine th& treaty rights, however by 1946 many had agreed 
to accept the payments which significantly improved the basic standard of living on reserves across 
the country. 

94 Kerley to Glen, 16 February 1946. 

95 Daly to Glen, 19 Febniary 1946. 
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ridiculous for us not to meet them on a level of one business man with another.* The loss of face 

fkorn the disparity in income undennined the autfiority of the Agent amongst his charges; fiom the 

administrators' viewpoint, this was just one step shy of chaos. These responses highlight the 

degree to which the maintenance of authority penneated the official language at war's end. 

Many of these same administrators that were advocating more control be given thernselves, 

or at least that there be restraints on the power king transferred to the 'Indians', were the same 

individuals that had acknowledged that too much responsibility had beem taken fiom thern in the 

past and that encouraging the "gospel of self-help" was their primary goal. Even though the 

diagnoses of the ' Indian problern' çontaïned in the responses to GIen's communiqué recognised 

faults in the way the Indian administration had been çonducted, the field personnel could only 

prescribe more supervision, more control, more tightiy constraining the ' Indians' scope for 

independent thought and action. One Agent went fiirther than any other to argue that, "since the 

Indian is considered a minor, he is incapable of spending money for the betterment and 

advancernent of the band . . . Offkials of the Department should decide what is good and 

wotthwhile if we are to better theu c ~ n d i t i o n . ~  Missed. as it always had been in the officiai 

' Indian Agent, Peigan Agency, to Gien, 3 February 1946. 
97 Marleau to Glen. 26 January 1946. It is ironic that the designation of Iegal minority was 

placed on Aboriginal people because they were not believed capable of rnaking their own decisions, 
whereas this officia t turned that rationale on its head to argue that the Iegal defmit ion determined 
the ' Indians' ability. Oflen 'comrnon sense' about the inferiority of a minority group and the legal 
and legislative structures that formalise the power relationship serve to reinforce each other in a 
vicious circle. This has been ably revealed in lames W. St. G.  Walker's, 'Race'. Riahts and the 
Law in the Suprerne Court of Canada: Historical Case Studies (Waterloo and Toronto: Wilfiid 
Laurier University Press and the Osgoode Society, 1997). It has also formed a prominent place in 
the debates about European and Arnerican 'racism or New World slavery as to which came fust, 
the institution of slavery or the 'racism' that deemed it right. David B. Davis, The Problern of 
Slavew in Western Culture (ïthaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1 966), Winthrop D. Jordan, 
The White Man's Burden: Historical Oriains of Racism in the United States (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1974), Edmund S. Morgan, American Slaven . American Freedom: The 
Ordeal of Colonial Virginia ( New York: W.W. Norton a d  Co., 1975)' Barbara J. Fields, 

(continued ...) 



discourse, was the irony that the sole means to make the First Nations 'like everyone else' was to 

differentiate them legislatively, çonstitutionally, administratively, spatially, and sociatly: in e f f i  

to make them 'Administrative Indians'. 

How. then, does the analysis of the Glen conespondence provided by this chapter compare 

with that produced by Victor Satzewich in his article employing the same body of evidence? To 

fùlly appreciate the diRerences, it is necessary to first glance briefly at the object of his conceni, 

Noet Dyck's book, What is the Indian 'Problem'- Dyck's study is based on an intriguing premise. 

Posed more often than not in rhetorical fashion. the question, "what is the Indian 
'problem," tends not so much to enquue into that which is puzzling or unknown as 
to signal the speaker's intention to put f& one or another favoured 'solution' to the 
'problem.' Discussions of the Indian 'problem' revolve around a deep-rmted belief 
that perceived différences between Indians and other Canadians constitute a 
regrettable situation that needs to be remdied. Paradoxically, then, the phrase %bat 
is the Indian 'problem" is not so much a question as an assertion that a 'problem' 
exists. This belief is so widespread that discussions of the Indian 'problem' rnay 
proceed even without having to state the question explicitly. The assumption that 
there is an lndian 'problem' is s h p i y  taken for grar~ted.~~ 

He extends from this point "to trace the origins of this doctrine and the manner in wtiich it has 

shaped relations ôetween Indian communities, govertunent agencies, and Canadian suciety as a 

whole.'* As the system of coercive tutelage he describes met with resistance fiom its intended 

subject and faifed to achieve its stated aims of 'civilking' and assimilating the 'Indian', the IAB 

reacted by blarning the failure on inadquacies of Aboriginal people and by increasing the amount 

*(... continued) 
"Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United States of America," New Left Review, vol. 18, (1990): 
95- 1 1 8, George L. Mosse, Toward the Final Solution: A Historv of Euromn Racism (New 
York: Howard Fertig, 1978), Eric Williams, Cavitalism and Slaverv wondon: Andre ûeutsch, 
1964, originally published in 1944). 

* Dyck, What is the Mian 'Problm', p. 1. 

* ibid, p. 2. 



of control exerted over their lives. He concludes that the doctrine and practice of coercive tutelage, 

thougb designed to solve the 'Indian problem', Uistead became its prhary cause. The 'Indian 

problem', in Dyck's estirnation. was not some objective thing that belonged to Aboriginal people, 

but rather existed in Euro-Canadian society's prevailïng assumption of  its superiority over First 

Nations societies. The theoretical assumptions that underpin Dyck's arguments and conclusions 

bear some sirnilarities to those found in this dis~ertation. '~ 

Victor Satzewich, though acknowledging that Dyck mi& be right, takes exception to one 

central assumption of coercive tutelage theory. Satzewich set himself the task of empirically 

testing whether Indian Agents were really instruments of çoercive tutelage, using the Glen 

correspondence. He posiîs that if Dyck's theory is right, then the responses generated by Glen's 

1946 letter ought to reflect the two types suggested by coercive tutelage theory: racist, 'blarning the 

victim' explanations of the 'problern', and technocratie suggestions for its solution, rather than a 

recognition that "the problem lay in the more cornplex and mul t i - l ayd  nature of the historically 

constituted social relationships within which Indian people found thernselves eruneshed."lO' 

He examines the causes of, and solutions to, the 'Indian problem' articulated by Indian 

Agents in their responses to Glen's letter and breaks them d o m  statistically. He loosely groups 

the causes into two categories: blaming-thevictim and "relational" explanations. The former are 

self-explanatory, whiIe the latter inch& such matters as inadequate services, administrative 

breakdowns, broken treaty promises and racism in Canadian society. Satzewich fmds slightty 

more "relational" answers than blarning-the-victim, a pattern that does not quite fit with Dyck's 

'O0 In particular. his fd ings  on the Indian M a i n  Branch in Chapter 6, "The Tutor's 
Burden," are in line with rny own analysis of the 'Administrative Indian'. We differ in that 1 am 
studying the English-Canadian constructions of the 'Indian', rather than the 'Indian problem' per 
se, but the latter is implicit in the ways that the dominant society discussed and irnagined 
Aboriginal people and vice versa. 

'O' Satzewich, "Indian Agents and the 'Indian Problem' ...," p. 232. 
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model. When h e  analysed the answers, however, the support for coercive tutelage was stronger, as 

the Agents proposed technocratie solutions to the 'Indian problern' that would either tinker with the 

bureaucratie stmcture or change 'Indians' to rnake them m e  govemable. From his findings, 

Satzewich conclusions provide qualifd support fôr the coercive tutelage model, but with the 

caveat that "the attitudes of Indian Agents towards Indian people, their work, and the branch of the 

federal goverment they worked for, were somewhat more cornplex that what is suggested by 

Dyck."'02 

This is a measured and accurate assessrnerit. The coercive tutelage model, at least as Dyck 

applies it in his bwk, is too rigid a conceptual tool to accommodate the complexities in the 

relationship between the Canadian state and Aboriginal people. Imposed fhm the top down, the 

theory rats on a thin base of evidence with little sensitivity to context. The result is a 

characterisation that changes litîle between the mid-19th century and the present: in the process 

over-emphasising the continuity. In this sense, Satzewich's article is a useh l corrective. 

Nonetheless, his reading of the Glen correspondence is not hlly convincing for two reasons. First, 

in extracting the responses of the lndian Agents fiom the context of their Ietters to provide a 

straight statist ical analysis, Satzewich misses a crucial component of the Agents' discourse: 

specifically, the intense concern with their own authority. Secondly, he measures the 

'progressiveness' of the Agents in 1946 Canada by the yard stick of late 1990s 'enlightened', or in 

his words "correct-thinking," perspectives on Aboriginal issues and Canadian Indian 

administration. For Satzewich, 

one of the things that is tnily striking about some of the assessments and proposals 
that Indian Agents offered was their relative modernity . . . In other words, several of 
the assessments and proposals for change that Indian Agents off& over fi@ years 
ago have now becorne part of the battery of solutions that many of the correct- 



thinking analysts have proposed for the so-called Indian problem. 

H is surprise at the Agents' sophisticated responses amplified the significance of what he called 

"relational" explanations to a degree not warranted by the Glen correspondence. The Glen 

correspondence was a unique body of documents, generated by the peculiar social and cultural 

milieu of  war's end and the advent of  a more open regirne than at any time during the tenure of  

D.C. Scott or Dr. H. Mdiiil. Ironically, had Satzewich chosen a body of documents fiom five, ten 

or twenty years earlier, his conclusions might have more fiilly supported Dyck's argument and 

thwry. 

What then a n  be inferrd h m  the Glen correspondence about the state o f  the officia1 

discourse and the 'Administrative Indian' a t  the transition fiom six years of war to a much 

anticipated peace? As with much else discussed in this dissertation, the answer to that question is 

neither simple nor unambiguous. At war's end, there was some discontinuity, which was 

manifestai in the ernergence of contradiction and a disappearance of the discipline that had 

previously marked the official construction of the 'Indian'. However, the discourse also reveafed a 

degree of  continuity that was rernarkable in cornparison with the transformations in the public 

discourse during the same period. 

The official image of the 'Indian' in 1946 differed fiom that in evidence during the war 

years or the pre-war period in two key ways. First, the field personnel of the IAB demonstrated a 

newfound wi Il ingness to look outside the traditional avenues of the 'Administrative Indian' to 

expiain their failure to achieve the organisation's purpose of  assimilating the First Nations. In so 

doing, a greater appreciation for the intelligence of Aboriginal people was exhibited and, in some 

cases, a more respectfiil assessrnent of theu cultural, social and moral noms and capabilities. 

Conshvcting their charges in this way did not fit within the more pejorative fiamework of  the 
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-Administrative Indian'; however, t h e  were limits to  these shifthg perspectives. None of the 

Agents was entirely consistent in constructing the 'Indian' in this new fashion, usually mking 

demeaning or paternalistic elements in with those that did not fit the oficial constnict. Nor was 

there a suficient degree of  agreement to constitute the formation of a distinct new image of the 

'Administrative Indian'- Thus what resulted was a complex and contradictory collection of 

conceptualisations o f  the 'Indian', not unlike that always esident in the l e s  cdiesive 'Public 

Indian'. 

Second factor that disthguished the pst-war  'Administrative Indian' discourse was the 

clear loss of vigour and optimism for their raison d ëme among IAB personnel. Arguably, one of 

the rasons why more than half the Indian Agents and Inspectots did not answer the Minister's 

circular letter was apathy or cynicism. For the most part, those oficials that replied çontinued to 

accept that assimilation remained the logical goal for Canadian Indian policy, but there was a 

noticeable decline in the certainty about the prospects of success. This defeatism emerged clearly 

in the small number of resporises that bothered to mention a final objective. But W t  was more 

striking was the large number who could a t  most articulate finite and open-ended aspirations to 

achieve some form o f  limited 'progress' or 'improvernent'. Here, surely, is evidence of the descent 

into custdial administration by the Indian AfTaks Branch, berefi of purpose or hope, mentioned by 

other commentators on Canadian Indian administration in the miâdle part of  this ~entury . '~~  

Despite the discontinuities, the pst-war oficial discourse, as revealed by the Glen 

correspondence, remained intact. Somewhat surprisingly, there was v q  little evidence of 

'O3 For instance see John L. Tobias, "Protection, Civilization, Assimilation: An Outline 
History of Canada's Jndian Policy," in As Long as the Sun Shines and the Water Flows: A Reader 
in Canadian-Native Relations, Eds. Ian A.L. Getty and Antoine S Lussier (Vancouver: University 
of British Columbia Press, 1983: 39-55), and Robin Brownlie, "Man on the Spot: John Daly, 
Indian Agent in Parry Sound, 1 922- 1939," Journal o f  the Canadian Histmical Association, vol. 5, 
1994: 63-86. 



influence fiom îhe growing public debate about the 'Indian problern' and pressure for reform in the 

field staffs responses. Several Agents remarked on the phenocnenon, usually positively, because 

the Minister had m e n t i d  it, but some also expressed theu frustrations at public criticisrns of 

their efforts. It was no coincidence that the Branch would make its first atternpts to formulate a 

coherent pro-active and modern public relations policy over the next few years.lM While there 

was some overlap benveen solutions discussed in the public domain and those presented by Indian 

Agents, the field personnel represented their own reflections on the impediments to their work, and 

an intemal desire for technocratie reforrn without any direct referencs to public demands. There 

was none of  the philosophical discussion evident in the public forum; Uistead the Agents appeared 

to greet the advent of reconstruction with the hope that it would mean more funds to ease theû own 

administrative concerns. The iAB rernained somewhat insulated fiom the broader trends and 

pressures of Canadian society, separated by its purpose and intirnate contact with Aboriginal 

Perhaps most importantly, the official discourse was still founded on the continuity of the 

-Administrative Indian' and the paternalisni and power inherent in its construction, All the 

essential elements of the 'Administrative Indian' remained dominant in the language and imagery 

used by [AB personnel to explain the causes of the 'lndian problern' and permeated their proposed 

solutions. In the estimation of  most of the field personnel, at  l e s t  part of the reason the 

assimilation program o f  the Branch had stallexi was due to flaws in the character, intellect, mords 

'w Prior to this the iAB had done little to foster g d  relations with the media or promote 
itself. its actions or the activities of Aboriginal people. Though Branch officiais had always gfadly 
provided information to reporters, and even had some officers present material in radio îalks. 
However, lndian Agents were not encouraged to develop relationships with local press agencies, 
and the departmental cotlection of photographs and motion picture material was to use Hoey's 
phrase, "alrnost non-existant [sic]," Memocandum, Director to the Deputy Minister, 24 April 1947 
(NAC, RG 10, vol, 68 1 5,  file # 482-1-1, pt. 1). 
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and culture of the wards under theü jurisdiction. Moteover, despite their cautious willingness to 

transfer more responsibilities to Aboriginal communities, the field staffs obsession with their own 

authority remained. and, in the minds of some, needed reinforcing It was the ongoing 

pervasiveness of the language of controt and paternalism that formed the most significant 

continuity in the Glen correspondence. While the international and national context of Wu world 

had changed significantly with the end of  total war, the dialectical link between the working image 

of the 'Indian' and the Branch's relationship with Aboriginal people existed much as it had ken- 

Whether the resilience of the 'Administrative Indian' discourse couid survive the review process of 

the subsequent years remained to be seen- 



CHAPTER 6 
INTO THE ARENA: MARSHALLMG THE COMPETNG CNDIAN IMAGES 

IN POST-WAR CANADA. 1945- 1948 

Following the fuial defeat of the Axis powers, Canadians did not pause long to celebrate 

their victory. though there was an undeniable sense of pride and accomplishment in what the 

country had done. There was too much stilI to do if thq. were to win the peace and justiQ the 

sacrifice of the war years. Close to a million young men and women still wore the uniforms of the 

armeci forces, many of whom were still overseas. The country's war industries that had been 

churning out bombers, machine guns and destroyers had to be transformed and retooled quickly to 

produce the goods suitable fw civilian purposes. Hwsing, which was strictly controlled in major 

urban centres during the war, was still in critically short supply, and the labour and materials 

required to correct the problem were thernselves largely unavailable. 0th~ painfül reminders of 

wartime's pinch were still evident in the maintenance of rationing and wage and price ceilings- 

However. the Canadian government was prepared for most of the hurdles ahead, with the massive 

machinery of reconstruction and rehabilitation already coming up to speed. Despite these other 

concerns, the issue of the 'Indian problem' continued to maintain the high profile it held in the late 

stages of the war. The calls for reform, in the House of Cornons and in the media, only increased 

as i 945 tumed into 1946. 

By the spring of 1946, with a goodly portion of Canadian troops already retumed home 

and the most immediately pressing matters of the transition to peace seemingly well in hand, the 

issue of what to do about the 'Indian problem' came to the fore of the national agenda. Parliament 

created a special joint cornmittee of both the Senate and House of C m o n s  to hear evidence and 

make recomrnendations for the revision of the Indian Act in mid-May. Some Aboriginal 



organisations and English-Canadian social and religious groups had called for a fùll Royal 

Commission to investigate the issue, and were upset that a mere Parliamentary committee would 

perform the important task. However, the Special Joint Cornmittee of the Senate and the House of 

Comrnons appointeci to examine and consider the Indian Act (hereafter referred to as the SJC) was 

awarded a broad mandate to hear witnesses and gather evidence. The government motion that 

created the SJC, charged it with examining Indian administration generally, and specifically to 

report on the following: 

1 ) Treaty rights and obligations. 
2) Band membership. 
3) LiabiIity of Indians to pay taxes. 
4) Enfranchisement of  Indians. both voluntary and involuntary. 
5) Etigibility of lndians to vote a t  dominion elections. 
6) The encroachment of white persons on Indian resetves. 
7) The operation of  Indian day and residential schools. 
8) And any other matter or thing pertaining to the social and economic status of 
Indians and their advancement, which, in the opinion o f  such a committee should be 
incorporated in the revised act. ' 

The last point, in particular, gave the committee carte blanche to evaluate the nature and extent of 

the 'Indian problem': a process that would continue through three subsequent sessions of 

Parl iarnent. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, these hearings will be treated as an arena. lnto this 

arena, various groups brought their own images of wfrat the 'Indian' was and articulated what they 

believed the 'Indian' ought to becorne. On the floor of the SIC these images strove for ascendancy, 

to see which would shape the fûture of Canada's relationship with the First Nations and be 

enshrined in legis tation. Chapter 5 revealed the pst-war state of the 'Administrative Indian' which 

the Indian Affairs Branch would present to the SIC, This chapter will examine the two remaining 

images of the 'Indian' and the 'Indian problem' ba t  were brought to the table to contend for the 

' Canada. House of Commons, Debates, 1 3 May 1946: 1446. 
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fùture of Canadian Indian policy. The actual minutes and proceedings of  the SJC will be lef? to 

Chapter 7. 

The two groups that presented theu versions of the 'Indian' before the SJC were the 

Canadian public and First Nations people. Various elements of the 'Public Indian' entered the fiay 

and are reconstituted here fiom two main sources: fust, fiom the dozens of biefs  and resolutions 

fiom labour. municipal, social, youth, religious and veterans groups received by the Indian Affaus 

Branch or printed in the appendices of the Minutes of Evidence and Proceedings; and, second, fiom 

the extensive and continuous newspaper coverage of the SIC activities and hearuigs. Beyond the 

' Public Indian', the SJC provides a unique opportunity to explore Aboriginal peoples' sense of 

themselves. This consultation process was the first time that they had the chance to present their 

views before the dominant society in such a public and meaningfiil fashion. A large number of 

written briefs were submitted to the Cornmittee by Aboriginal bands, tribal councils, chiefs and 

Native rights organisations, revealing both the diversity and the distinctiveness of their ideas about 

Canadian Indian policy and theu identityS2 

The following exploration is guided by a series ofquestions. Did the 'Public Indian' still 

command strong interest and sympathy once the war was over, and its immediacy had receded? 

How did Canadians foresee Aboriginal people fitting into Canada's society and state in the years to 

corne? How wide-spread was the public interest and sympathy in the 'Indians' plight? To what 

extent were Canadians listening to the grievances and aspirations of the First Nations? Did the 

opinions and hopes expressed by First Nations groups have enough in conunon to constitute a 

unified discourse? To what extent did Aboriginal views have to be formulated using the language 

and concepts of the dominant discourse? Were Aboriginal visions of the fùture fundamentally in 

Nearly half of the 4 1 1 su bmissions to the SJC were received from Aboriginal sources. 
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line with, or op- to, those articulated by Canadians? Was there any evidence of a pan-lndian 

consciousness forming through this period? The answers to tfiese questions will provide a 

foundation fiom which to better comprehend the hearings and process of Canada's collective 

reassessment o f  the nation's relationship with its indigenous population. 

The Special Joint Corn i t t e e  was called and sat during a period of unprecedented public 

concern about and involvement in the state of the country's relationship with the First Nations and 

their standard of  living. During the year b e e n  VE Day and J.A. Glen's resolution in the House 

of Commons to establish a parliamentary investigation of the Indian Act, Canadians were 

con fionted regu lady with debate on the issue in the media. In addition, the number of letters, 

briefs, resolutions and recommendations received by the lndian AfEairs Branch suggests that 

Canadians were discussing the 'Indian problern' privately. Nor did the intensity of public s c ~ t i n y  

of the process and the 'problem' dirninish once the government met the dernands for a review of  

Canada's lndian policy and established the SJC. The hearings were attended by Canadian Press 

reporters, as well as rnany o f  the major newspaper chains' staff reporters in the capital. The result 

was detailed coverage of virtually every report presented and delegation that attended in al1 the 

country's major ciailies, with the smaller community papers supplied by wire service reports. In 

this diverse and massive amount of material, the 'Public lndian' emerges clearfy in al1 its various 

forms, but the 'lndian victim' and the 'Indian-at-war' dominate these representations. 

The material for the subsequent analysis is drawn fiom two major sources. First, fiom the 

extensive and continuous coverage of the SJC activities available in the nation's pnnt media. This 

material was partly collectd through the same sampling of papers used in previous chapters, but 

was augrnented by two IAB files of clippings collected fiom across the country by various field 

personnel. These files are large, containing stories and editorials pertaining to 'Indian', IAB or  
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SJC activities, with the wverage of the latter dominant. The clippings were taken fiom p a p a  in 

al1 provinces, most of which are not included in my own sampling, thus serving to broaden the 

spectrum of  data. Gerierally speaking, any bias in seIection o f  the stories f m a r d e d  to Ottawa by 

field personnel should be b a l a n d  by a tendency to send published material that was either 

especially complimentary, or deemed overly critical, of the Btanch and their work Beyond the 

media material, the 'Public Indian' can be gleaned fiom letters and briefs sent by interested 

Canadians to either the Indian Affairs Branch or the C haiman of the S JC. The former are 

avaiiable in IAB correspondence files pertaining to the Cornmittee, and the latter appear in the 

appendices of the Minutes and Proceedings of the SJC itself. The combination of  these sources 

provides a broad and extensive foundatim fiom which to reconstruct the dominant society 's image 

of the 'Indian' and its thoughts on the 'Indian problem' during the country's collective 

reexaminat ion of the matter. 

The most striking feature of the communications received by the SJC and IAB was the 

varied nature of the people and groups interested in the 'Indian problern'. Even prior to the 

establishment of the Committee by the govemment, the IAB was receiving numerous letters fiom 

organisations dernanding a roya1 commission to review the Indian A c t  and to improve the lot of the 

'Indian'. For instance, the Dock and Shipyard Workers Union of Vancouver and District sent a 

tetter to the Prime Minister h l l y  endorsing the "legitirnate dernands" of the Native Brotherhood of 

British Columbia for "a complete revision of the Indian ~ct." '  Further. they believed, "in light of 

the dedarations of the Atlantic Charter that it would now be timely to accord Our Native lndians 

equal status with other citizens of Canada." Similar caHs were received fiom pr-Aboriginal 

groups such the Alberta-based, Committee of Friends of  the Indians. However, the same 

' W.J. Robson to Prime Minister Mackenzie King, 15 October 1945 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1. file ff 470-2-3, pt. 1 1). 



sentiments were expressed by a wide range of organisations: by veterans' organisations in 

Vancouver and Duncan, British Columbia; by the municipal councils in Sudbury and Sault Ste. 

Marie. Ontario; and by civic-minded associations, such as the Canadian Federatiori of Home and 

School or the Social Security Council of canada- By far the most detailed such communiqué 

received was from "a small group of interested representative Canadian citizens." These included 

academics C. W.M. Hart and T.F. Machraith, as well as Brigadier Oliver M. Martin, an 

enfianchised Six Nations Indian and Magistrate in Toronto, and the woman that had founded the 

Vancouver Folk Festivals, Mrs. John F. McCayS5 

Once the Committee was in session, the already heterogeneous nature of these 

correspondents was fiirther accentuated by the addition of the municipal council in Fredericton, 

New Brunswick, and the Board of Trade in Gogarna, OntarioS6 Beyond these examples, letters and 

briefs arrived fiom rel igious groups of numerous denominat ions, political associations of various 

affiliations. veterans' organisations. professional societies. youth groups and social clubs such as 

' Reta G. Rowan to R.A. Hoey, 10 October 1945 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1. file # 470-2-3, 
pt. 1 1 ), W.J.S. Hatter to the Indian Affairs Branch, 6 December 1945 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1 ,  
file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 1 ), C. Wi tlmott Maddison to the Minister, Department of Indian AfFairs, 7 
March 1 946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 1 ), H.P. McKeuwn to R.A. Hoey, 6 
March 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 1 ), Resolution of Sault Ste. Marie City 
Council Passed 25 February 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 1 ), Mrs. K.G. 
Kem to R.A. Hoey, Esq., 23 April 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 I ,  file # 470-3-6, pt. 1 ), M. 
MacCulloch to J.A. Glen, 28 January 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol- 68 1 1, file # 470-2-3, pt- 1 1 ). 

C.W.M. Hart et al to the Rt. Hon. W.L. Mackenzie King, 23 April 1946 WAC, RG 10, 
vol. 68 1 1. file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 1 ), Both Hart, a sociologist, and Mcllwraith, an anthropologist, 
were fiom the University of Toronto, and the latter would be one of two academics to appear 
before the SJC to present expert evidence, the other king Dominion ethnologist, Diamond Jenness. 
Brigadier Oliver Martin reached the highest rank of anyone of Aboriginal ancestry in the Canadian 
military during the Second World War, commanding a Brigade on the Qacific toast. and would 
also appear before the SJC wtiere he greatly impressed the Committee members. Unfortunately 
little could be found on Mrs. McCay. 

(1 llegible) to R.A. Hoey, 3 kember  1946 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 68 1 1, file # 450-3-6, pt. 
1 ), Gogama Board of Trade to the Department of Mines and Resources, 1 April 1946 WAC, RG 
10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 450-3-6, pt. 1). 
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the Calgary Branch of  the Canadian Authors' Asm~ia t ion .~  The sheer diversity of agencies 

dernonstrated that the plight of the 'Indian' resonated with a multiplicity of Canadians. The content 

of these submissions ranged fiom elaborate manifestos to simple statements of support fot the 

SJC's work, fiom resolutions on specific su bjects to more comprehensive schemes for the solution 

of the 'Indian problem'. Nor were al1 such submissions written with the sole intent of supporting a 

new deal for the ' Indian'.' A g d  example was a letter from the Secretary of  the B.C. Beef Cattle 

Growers' Association complaining of the lack of fencing around Indian reserves that allowed non- 

Native's cattle, grazing on surrounding crown land, to accidentally trespass on Reserve land. This 

situation put the Associations' members at risk of prosecution? Taken as  a whole, however, the 

material submitted to the SJC or sent to the [AB suggests that a large number of Canadians were 

actively engaged by the 'Indian problem' in the years unmediately following the Second Wotld 

' Rev. CD. Powers to the Department of Indian AfEairs, 1 1 June 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 I ,  file # 470-3-6, pt. f ), Rev, W.A. Cameron to the Minister of Mines and Resources, 17 May 
1946 CNAC, RG 10, vol. 681 1, file # 470-3-6, pt. l),CIerical Secretary, LeR- Mooers to R.A- 
Hoey, 1 2 November 1 946 (NAC, RG 1 O, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-3-6, pt. 1 ), R. W. Mayhew, M.P. to 
R.A. Hoey, Esq., 13 March 1947 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-3-6, pt- 1 ), Secretary, 
Edmonton Teachers' Local Association to the Hm. J.A. Glen, 15 lune 1946 @AC, RG 10, voi. 
68 1 1, file # 470-3-6, pt. 1 ), Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service League, Resolution 
Submitted, SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No.5, 20 March 1947): 162, Agnes L Rean to the 
Hon. J.A. Glen, K.C., 16 February 1948 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 8583, file#1/1-2-16, pt. 3) Helen E. 
Thyne to the Hon. H. [sic] A. G len, 7 April 1 947 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol, 68 1 1, file # 470-3-6, pt- I ), 
Ramona C. Strong to the Dept. of Indian AfEairs, 6 March 1948 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 8583, file 
#1/1-2-16, pt- 3), SJC, Minuta  and Proceedings (No. 5,20 March 1947): 199. The preceding is a 
representative sample of the types of sources mentioned, but is only a srnall fiaction of the total 
received by the [AB and SJC. 

For example, the Western Canada-Yukon Fish and Game Council, though expressing 
sympathy with the difficult circumsbnces of Aboriginal life was eager to amend the Indian Act to 
insure that 'Indians' abide by provincial and territorial game laws, as "it is incompatible with 
conservation that any section of the community shall be permitted to  kill big game, game birds or  
fis h during the breeding and spawning season," SIC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 4, 1 8 July 
1946): 605. 

J.E. Fry to  the Hon. James A. Glen, 1 January 1948 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 8583, file # 1 / 1 - 
2- 16, pt. 3). 
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War. 

As in the past, the public discussions revealed the usual complex mix of 'lndian* images, 

but the extent of passionate rhetoric being bandied about in relation to the 'Indian problern' tended, 

if anything, to sharpen the distinctions of the various images. This process was clearly seen in the 

case of the two rnost common manifestations, the 'Indian victim' and the 'Indian-at-war'. The 

former had been steadily gaining the ascendancy in the public discourse since the final stages of the 

war, while the latter had briefly disappeared afier VE Day, only to re-emerge again by the spring 

of t 946, The dominance of these two images should not be interpreted as meaning that other 

Canadian constructions of Aboriginal people had disappeared. The crime and alcohol dories still 

appeared regularly in many papers, and the negative contemporary interpretation of the 'lndian' 

was evident, though slight, in briefs received by the SJC. 'O Moreover. the fancihl and trivialid 

-noble savage' made a comeback in the media coverage of the "Ottawa Pow- Wow" where "lndian 

Braves" went on the "warpath", "StaIkCingJ MP's in Their Lair," and aimed "Verbal Tomahawks" 

at the government. ' ' Nonetheless, the essence of the public discourse pertaining to the review of 

the 'Indian problem' was dominated by portrayals which ernphasised either the wartime 

'O "Indian Buys Wine to Oblige RCMP," Vancouver Sun ( 15 May 1 946), p. 6, "lndian 
Stabs Another As Dance Ends." Karnlooos Sentinel (9 January 1946), p. 1, "Border Liquor is 
Attraction to lndians of Saulte [sic] Ste. Marie," Brantford Chronicle ( 1  7 Novernber 1949, p. 1, 
"Indians' View on the Virtues of Firewater," Flin Flon Miner (10 May 1947). In their brief to the 
SJC, the Board of Trade from Cochrane, Ontario, quoted fiom two late-seventeenth French 
documents commenting on the horrors of brandy among the 'Indians', before declaring, "modern 
students of the problem ['Indians' and alcohol] see tittle to correct in such reports. Whatever 
degree of equality in economic, political and social spheres may be attaineû for the Indian 
population, it would seern that they are even less capable than their white neighbours of using 
liquor with discretion," SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 14, 18 July 1946): 643. 

' ' "Ottawa Pow-Wow May Net Brand New Deal for Indians," Prince Albert Dailv Herald 
(28 July 1947)' "Unruffled Ottawa Stops to Stare at lndian Braves," Prince Albert Dailv Herald 
(26 May 1 947), "Indians on Warpath Over Bingo, Jesuits," Globe and Mail (1 4 June 1947), 
"B.C. lndians Stak MP's in TheÏr Lair," Vancouver Sun (27 Juw 1946), "Caughnawaga Verbal 
Tomahawks Aimed at Govemment, Jesuits," Montreal Gazette ( 1 3 June 1 947). 



contributions of the First Nations, or theu plight and powerlessness. 

Of the two7 the 'Indian-at-war' was the more prevalent. Editorïals, news stories and briefs 

addressing the plight of the 'Indian' çorisistently ma& referme to the wartime efforts of the First 

Nations, and atways highlighted Aboriginal veterans. For those commentators advocating changes 

in the country's Indian administration, the rnemory of Aboriginal military service formed a central 

cornponent of their appeal. The British Columbia Indian Art and Wetfare Society, in its 

submission to the SJC, challenged Canadians with the question: 

how many . . . have realized the quite recent shock experienced by young Indian 
soldiers on k i r  return to civilian life, to find themselves relegated to the restricted 
status under which they lived before enlisting to fight overseas shoulder to shoulder 
with fellow Canadians, in the cause of fieedom and equality for al1 nationalities, for 
which many gave their Iives. '' 

The 'Indian-at-war' was not always spdren of in as generalised a way. OAen it became 

personal id in the stories of uwlividual vderans, such as the treatment accorded by the Winnipeg 

Tribune to Manitoba First Nations' efforts to organise thernselves foi. their appearance before the 

S3C in 1947. In two extensive stories run on 4 and 7 December 1946, the paper highlighted the 

experiences of the spokesperson for the Manitoba Indian Association, and the most highly 

decorated Aboriginal soldier of the war, Sergeant Thomas Prince. j3  

Sgt. Tornrny Prince, the Scaotebury Indian, who spread terror through Gennan and 
Italian troops in the reçent war with his savage attacks and deadly sniping, is now 
leading fellow treaty Indians down another warpath. They are fighting for many 
reforms for the Canadian Indian. '' 

I t  was unsurprising that joumalists would key in on a high profite case such a s  Prince's, but this 

pattern that did not require a famous hero- Moreover. references to specific Aboriginal soldiers or 

'" Minuted and Proceedings, (No. 5, 20 March 1947): 1 79. 

l 3  "lndian War Hero Heaâs New Battle," W i m i a  Tribune (4 Decernber 1946), p. 1,5, 
1 3. ''Indians Find Champion in World War Hero," Winnim Tribune (7 Deçember 1946). 

'' "Indian War Hero ...," Winnipeg Tribune. 



general military service were included even when it had little to do with the main thnist of the 

story. For instance, in an article on an Aboriginal çaincil in Duncan, British Columbia the lad 

paragraph of a long story noted in passing that the "records of the meeting were taken down by 

Pte. Elliott, of the Canadian Amy, a member of the Sotnenos band who served with distinction 

overseas, and fought throughout the entire Italian ~ampaign."'~ Little else needed to be said to 

touch Canadians' sense of obligation and appreciatim for the Aboriginal war effort, 

Not to be lefi out in the public discourse, the picture of the powerless 'Indian', living in 

abysrnal conditions, and crushed under the weight of an indifferent society, a parsimonious 

govemment and an oppressive, incompetent administration was frequently conjured up by 

commentators. Few put the case as strongly as did the Vancouver Branch of the Canadian Civil 

Liberties Union, in its bnef to the SJC. 

The Canadian Indians are a backward and a depressed race whose morale is shattered 
and whose self-confidence is lost. Educationally they are either illiterate or little 
better. and aonomically they are incompeîent and dependent. For this condition the 
Indians are not to blame. Whenever and wherever they were first encountered by 
white men no one of these descriptions applid.'6 

The key elements of the 'Indian victim' rernained- The fautt for their condition lay not with 

themselva, but instead lay at the feet of the dominant society and its govemment. Guilt wracked 

many Canadians over this cucumstance, a guilt that undercut what they believed thernselves and 

their society to represent. One letter to the editor that appeared in the Winnipeg Free Press stnick 

a righteous note: 

To have taken the Indian lands is bad enough, then to put the Indians back on 
reservations and segregate them is worse. But to crown it alt; to cal1 ourselves a 
Christian nation and send them m i s ~ i ~ e s  is the height of hypocrisy. Truly we 
need to set our own house in order, if we are tme Chnstians in Canada, and not only 

l 5  'Cowichan Indians Requesî New Deal From Government," Victoria Daily Colonist, 
undated clipping (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file 470-3-7). 

l6 SJC, Minutes and Proçeedings (No. 4 1,9 July 1947): 20 17. 



repent our sins, but rectie them." 

The ' Indian victim' was perhaps the best tool to mobilise public support for Indian policy reform 

because it tapped into the latent collective sense of guih in Canada over the displacement of the 

Significantly, these two images of the 'Public Indian' were fiequently paired together, 

particularly by proponents of Indian policy reform. An editorial that appeared in the Saint John 

Telegraph Journal in Juty 1946 dernonstrates this phenornenon. 

if anything fùrther were needed, the war effoct made by the original Canadians should 
have eamed than a right to a hearing. They served well both in the armed services 
and as part of Canada's labour force. But even without this war service, Indian 
grievances alone should have been sufficient to  arouse public attention . . . They are 
not given the franchise, however, but they are rquired to accept military service and 
pay income tax . . . Those remaining on reservations, "the treaty Indians," complain 
of inadequate medical care, improper f- lack of  haising and violations of their 
fishing and hunting rights. That these cornplaints have foudation in fact may be 
gathered fiom statistics like the following: infant rnortality rate of 400 per thousand 
compared with f ie - two per thousand among the white population; 732 deaths per 
thousand fiom T.B. compared with fi* one [sic] among whites." 

Similarly, the joint submission of the Canadian Welfare Council and the Canadian Association of 

Social Workers to the SJC combined the two images in a succinct rnanner: 

the lndian population, by virtue of its special sbtus, has been precluded fiom benefit 
undw al1 types of  social legislation with the exception of family allowances. The 
Indians have assumed responsibility as citizens both in World War 1 and World War 
II and have made a valuable contribution to national defen~e . '~  

Juxtaposing the 'Indian victim' with the 'Indian-at-war' so sharply was designed to shock readers 

and make plain what Aboriginal sympathisers saw as the essence of the injustice of the 'Indian 

l7 "Deplores Canada's Attitude to Indians," Wimiwa Free Press ( 1  8 May t 946)' p. 18. 

l8 "The Original Canadians," Saint John T e b v h  Journal ( 1  5 July 1946). In fact the 
T.B. death rate was per hundred thousand, but the difference in the rates between Aboriginal 
people and the general Canadian population was s t u ~ ù i g .  

l9 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5,20 March 1947): 155. 
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problem': denying them the rights and privifeges of citizenship, while at the same tirne forcing them 

to accept the rnost onerous duties citizenship entailed in military service and taxation. 

In underpinning the cal1 for reform, both 'Indian' images served a dual role. The ' Indian 

victirn' first served to tap into the collective guift about the historically poor treatment accorded the 

First Nations by forcing Canadians to face the 'racism' and inciifference in their own society and 

administration. Equally as important, it exorierated the 'Indian' for those same conditions, 

allowing them to be classed, in a sense, as 'deservuig pm' ,  worthy of pity and help. The 'Indian- 

at-war' most obviously assoçiated the reform of Canada's Indian policy with the potent ernotion of 

the debt owed to Abonginal people for theu sacrifices for the collective good in wartime. Beyond 

this well established role, the 'Indian-at-war' also served a new purpose. It conveyed a sense of 

promise for the future, of what the 'Indian' was capable of achieving when given the opportunity."' 

Surely, if they çould demonstrate civic virtua through giving to the Red Cross, refiising their 

treaty payrnents and buying Victory Bonds, as well as excel in military service, then they could 

becorne productive, full-fledged citizeris in Canada's 'new order'. Always before, the 'Public 

Indian' had been constnicted as either a historical or a contemporary creature. However, these 

manifestations had said little about the future, either because Canadians believed that the ' Indian' 

was a vanishing 'race' and the 'Indian problem' would die with hem, or because the irnrnediacy of 

the war prohibited much attention for the future. Nevertheless, at the peculiar moment in time 

when the SJC sat in session, Cana& was not only coming to the realisation that the Aboriginal 

population was growing strongly and thus not dying out, but was also prepared to look forward 

'O For instance, see the column by Elmore Philpott, "Native Voices," Vancouver Sun (4 
September 1946). Philpott argued that "In two world wars, and in a thousand walks of peacetime 
life, the lndian people have s h o w  that they have capacities, developed or latent, quite as high as 
those of any other people on earth." 



and corne to grips with the 'Indian problem'. " 

Canadians for the most part M d  similar views about the appropriate solutions to the 

-Indian problem', though not necessarily about the final goal. The principles for which they had 

fought formed the foundatiori for the proposais that the dominant society pruduced. This 

foundation was essential because the status and marginalisation of Aboriginal people were 

arguably the clearest contradictions of the fieedom, equality and democracy that they believed 

Canada ought to embody. These sentiments appeared in an introspective Globe and Mail editorial 

that was picked up and reprinted in Saint John, New Brunswick. Expressing some encouragement 

at the appointment of the SIC, the M e r  was nonetheless appalled that the evidence aiready 

presented. 

describing restraint of fie& and maladministration [sic] in the Indian Affairs 
Branch. [which] is a poor cornmentary upon our appreciation of democracy. The 
people of this country are quick to rally against injustice to their Japanese, Italian or 
German minoritia and to ill-treatrnent of similar goups in other lands. We are 
inclined to deplore the treatment of coloured people in the Southeni United States; we 
are eager to spring to the defence of the Jews in Europe. But we are strangely 
reluctant to gaze inward for men a momentary consideration of our obligation to the 
race to which we owe the rnost.= 

All critics agreed with the need for improvements to health care, education, social security and 

economic opportunity made available for Aboriginal people, but beyond that, "few will deny that 

the tirne has corne for a greater equality of ri&& for Canadian in di an^."^ The Vancouver Branch 

of the Civil Liberties Union went fûrther, setting forth the principle chat "all members of our 

democratic soçiety are entitled to, and should be granted, the sarne rights and liùerties."'" A new 

" '"Vanishing Indian' Myth," Saint John T e l m p h  Journal (date illegible, NAC RG IO, 
vol. 68 1 1, fiIe # 470-3-7). 

'Z "The Case For The Indian," Saint John Telegraph Journal ( 1 8 Ju ly 1 946). 

'3 "A plea for Indians," R a i n a  Leader-Post (4 Febniary 1947). 

24 SIC, Minutes and Profgdings (No. 4 1,9 July 1947): 20 15. 
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tendency to refer to Aboriginal people as the "Original Canadians," as "Canada's First Citkens" 

or  the "original owners of  the country" a11 served to legitimise this desire to extend citizenship to 

the '~ndian'.~' 

Most Canadians seerned ready to accept that the tirne had corne to g a n t  the 'Indian' 

citizenship and equality. Such was the demand of the Co-opemtive Commonwealth Youth 

Movement. the National Council of the Young Women's Christian Association, the Oak Bay 

L ibera 1 Association and the Convent ion of Bapt ist C hurches of Briî ish Colum bia.'6 One veterans' 

grou p phrased its views in a tesolution that called on the govemment "to amend the Indian Act to 

bring al1 North American Indians who have served their country Overseas, outside the sçope and 

provisions of the lndian Act, thereby placing thern in the position of free men."" Many were 

unaware of the complexities involved in making Aboriginal people citizens, or even whether they 

desired such status. Certainly, fmv demoristrated the perception of one writer who recognised that 

to "rernedy such contradiction of mdem concepts of hurnan rights, while yet preserving the 

essence of  guarantees ernbedded in 1 ndian treaties, presents a real challenge to both the 

Parliamentas. cornmittee and the people of Cana&."2s Nor, indeed, was everyone confident that 

granting citizenship would solve the 'Indian problem', because "our Red people are in a sense 

chiidren and need guidance, instruction on how to Iive and work. The giving of votes will be of  

" "The Original Canadians," Saint John Telemaah Journal, Maddison to the Minister, 7 
March 1 946. "Lo, the Poor Indian," Vancouver Sun ( 16 May l946), p. 4. 

'6 "CCYM Asks Indians Get Full Rights," Vancouver Sun (22 April 1946), Rean to Glen, 
16 February 1948, Mayhew to Hoey, 13 March 1947, "Support Indian Status Appeaf Request at  
Baptist Convention," Victoria Dailv Colonist (28 June 1946). 

" Maddison to the Minister. 7 March 1946. 

'* "Status of  Indians Neglected," Editorial ftom unknown periodical (NAC, RG 10, vol. 
68 1 1, file # 470-3-7). 



little benefkVf> Despite this scepticism, the vast majority of public discussion of the 'Indian 

problem' in this period expressed the belief that removing the anomaly of the Aboriginal people's 

ward status should be the first and rnost important step. 

More significant divisions appeared in the public discourse over the question of the fmal 

goal: where the 'Indian' should fa into Canadian society. The rnajority, if they even bothered to 

art iculate die prevailing 'common sense' of the day, assumed that the 'Indian' ought to be 

assimilated into the mainstrearn of Canadian society. In the opinion of  the Canadian Welfare 

Council and the Canadian Association of Social Workers, "the mly defensible goal for a national 

program must be the fbll assimilation of Indians into Canadian life."30 Underlying the certainty in 

assimilation was a faith that the process was somehow inherently natural, that if only the proper 

policies and ducation were provided, the 'Indian' would progress up to the necessary standard of 

civilisation. Hand in hand with this conviction went a remarkable sense of optimism that a final 

solut ion to the 'Indian problem' was obtainable within a generation or two: ''the officially declared 

objective of the Government of Canada should be the equalization of status between Canadians of 

whatever ancestry as will entai1 the disappearance of any specific lndian problem probab ty within a 

generat ion and certainly within half a ~entury."~' The 'Indian problem' was solvable; it simply 

required the removal of administrative and financial barriers so that assimilation could resume its 

inevitable course to the logical destination. 

There was a vocal and articulate min- that continued to advocate a process of 

' 9  Roy F. Fleming, "A Word For the Indians," Saturday Night (27 July 1947). Emphasis 
in original. 

SJC, Minutes of Proçeedhgs and Evidence (No. 5,20 March 1947): 1 55. 

3' - SJC. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence (No. 5, 13 and 2 1 April 1948): 199. This 
was the fust resolution in a seven-point plan submitted by the Graduate Student Christian 
Movement at the University of British Columbia. 



integration rather than assimilation, though in practice the terrninology was l a d y  applied. The 

best example of this view is seen in the brief of the Vancouver Branch of the Canadian Civil 

Liberties Union which argued that there was only one way in which the SJC wuld produce a 

"Magna Carta of the Indians": 

it must propose a policy and program for the Indian Branch that are directed in a very 
positive way toward btinging out in the Indians the qualities of independence, 
initiative, self-respect, responsiôility, self-reliance, an4 in general, the heightened 
morale, to the end that, CU lturally and economically, they shall soon becorne capable 
of sustaining thernselves in Canadian scciety, and of king assimilated to it.32 

The brief acknowledged that 90 many Indians the word 'assimilation' is repugnant because to 

them it implies the loss of theu identity as Indians. As we use it, no such meaning is inten~ld."~~ 

It then went on to say thaf 

in becoming assimilated, the Indians need only to add to the background they already 
possess, the abilities, outlook and knowledge that are necessary if they are to 
participate independently and responsibly in Canadian life. But we are convùiced that 
in the final analysis, the Indians really have no chice. They must becorne assimilated 
(in the sense that we use the word) if they are to survive. History shows what will be 
their own historical fate. Unless, individually, they are able to adapt t h s e l v e s  to the 
society in which they exist, thq. are d o 4  to racial submergerice. 

Some advocates of integration were willing to accept that the 'Indian' could continue to hold the 

benefits and protections of the Indian Act and their treaties as well as be granted al1 the rights of 

citizenship. However, others assumed that the 'indian' would maintain some benign cultural traits 

and communal connections, as  did Highland Scots for instance, but only after surrendering their 

special constitutional status. In this period, wtien Canadians were dedicated to equatity and 

universality, the idea of diffmtiated citizenship was nd a concept likely to meet with widespread 

acceptance. 

" SJC. Minutes and Proçeedings (No. 4 1, 9 Ju ly 1 947):202O. 

33 ibid, p. 2022. 



"Rodeo somewhere?" the black-fa& porter asked as n k  Indians clambered abclard 
an eastbound C.P.R. train Fri&y night. But the Indians were not on their way to a 
rodeo. They took with them no feathered headdresses, buckskin jackets or sham war 
païnt. For the fvst time in 70 years the Indians were on their way to Ottawa - to 
make hi~tory.~ 

Much could be drawn fiom this quotatiori, but it is the final three wwds that are particularly 

noteworthy. Thus far, this study has been about English-Canadians making the ' Indian' and in a 

sense making 'history' largely insulated fiom input by Aboriginal people. For the most part, the 

dominant society had not been especially interested in what the First Nations thought themseives to 

be, or what they aspired to become. English-Canada wielded suficient power in the relationship to 

ignore that which did not f~ their coriceptualisations of the 'Indian' and filfil their own needs. 

However, the peculiar context of the latter 1 WOs, combining a growïng awareness of the neglect 

that had characterised the country's treatment of the First Nations, the mernory of Aboriginal 

contributions to the war effort and the profound desire to win the peace, made iî impossible for 

Canadian society to ignore the 'Indian' any longer. In no small measure this recognition was the 

product of the publicity accorded to an increasingly active and vocal Aboriginal politicai 

movement . 

Aboriginal people. in the war's wake, were themseives unwilling to have their fate dictated. 

There seems to have been some unrest and an kreasing degee of excitement on a number of 

Indian Reserves across the country, spurred on by the promise of reform and improved conditions. 

Nor were IAB personnel happy with what they viewed as agitation and the change in attitude 

among their  charge^.^' The Agent in Walpole Island, Ontario, noted that the *'unrest of the Raerve  

"Indians To Seek Changes in Law," C a l m  Albertan ( 19 April 1947). 

j5 Quarterly Report of the Agent for Perid Ending lune 30h 1946 , Bella Coda Indian 
Agency, B.C., F. Earl Anfielà, Indian Agent (NAC, RG 10, VOL 8583, file # 1/1-2-16, pt. l) ,  T.L. 
Bomah to the Indian Anairs Branch, 28 May 1946 (NAC, RG 10, vol. 68  1 1, file # 470-3-6, pt, 
1 ). Bomah forwarded a petition fiom the Hereditary C hiefs of the Caughnawaga and the St, Regis 

(continued ...) 



at the present time is without a doubt the greatest it has been d u ~ g  the p s t  16 years," while his 

counterpart in Fort Frances, Ontario, complained that "the Indians [sic] manner is changing in 

demanding certain concessions sinçe t ky  have been receiving so much publicity through the 

pressM On one reserve in Ontario, the Agent's quarterly report at the end of 1945 complained 

that: 

there is also a noticeable change in the attitude of the Indians towards Departmental 
Offtcials and the Indians quite of ta  express the opinion that they are dominated by 
rules, regulations and kisions that have not been fair to the indians and made 
without king given any voice to express approval or disapproval, who maintain they 
are king treated more like a conquered minority . . .37 

This Agent also noted the "marked feehg of unrest among the lndians of Tyendinaga Reserve, 

which, in part, can be attribut4 to a participation in the activities of the North American Indian 

Brotherhd and other Indian organizations." These communiqués suggest that IAB personnel 

were still not at ease with the idea of allowing their charges to organise, but more irnportantly they 

reveal how intensely engaged were Aboriginal people in the reform proceedings and preparing for 

their part in thern. 

Central in articulating and publicizing the First Nations' grievances and convictions were 

the numerous political and Aboriginal rights associations that had formed in recent years. During 

the war years, sparked by outrage at king deemed liable to national registration, conscription and 

35(...continued) 
Reserves to Ottawa along with an attached letter stating that "it is regretted that some of our 
Indians should have nothing else to do but entertain themselves in such a m e r . "  

xi Agent's Confidential Report, Walpole Island Agency, James W. Daley, Indian Agent, 1 5 
July 1 946 (NAC, RG 1 0, vol. 8583, file # VI-2- 1 6, pt. I ), Report for the Quarter Ending Dec. 3 1 
1946. J.F. Lockhart, Indian Agent (NAC, RG 10, vol- 8583, file # 1/1-2- 16, pt. 1). Daley was 
particularly concerned with the newly elected Band counçil which was in his estimation radical and 
impossible to deal with "until they cool down." 

37 Agent's Report for the Quarter ending DeCernber 3 1, 1945, A.D. Moore, lndian Agent 
(NAC RG 10, vol. 68 1 1, file # 470-2-3, pt. 1 1). 



unprecedented taxation, they had begun to organise themselves in eamest in many parts of the 

country, in spite of administrative opposition. This process accelerated once the government's 

intention to form the SJC was announced in December 1945 Generally speakïng, these 

organisations reflected the typical pattern of early Aboriginal political  organisation^.^^ They 

tended to spring up in reaction to a perceived threat or crisis, such as conscription, or in response 

to an opportunity like the SJC, and ofien disbanded or lost momentum once the event had passed. 

In addition. these associations tended to be local or regional in character, as  tribal and religious 

factionalism combined with difficutties in communication and lack of financiai resources to inhibit 

more widespread activities, In some cases, the aid and support of non-Aboriginal supporters was 

essential in these fomtions, as it was with the provincial organisations in Alberta and 

Saskatchewan. Finally, the majority were refonnist, rather than revolutionary in intent: they 

sough t to alter the existing administrative, iegislative and constitutional structures and to increase 

38 The surge in formation of Aboriginal political organisations during the 1940s is visible 
in a chart printed in Donald Whiteside, Historical Development of Aboriginal Political 
Associations in Canada: Documentation, Vol. I (Ottawa: Reference Aids - Indexes 1973), p. 38. 
The chart tracked the number of major organisations formed in each decade: seven dunng the 
1920s, a fiirther seven during the 1930s, jumping to twelve during the 1940s. Importantly rnost of 
those formed during the twenties and thirties folded prior to the Second World War. In the wake of 
the pst-war policy refonn activity, several organisations shut down and the number of new 
organisations shrank to 9, before the explosion of First Nations nationatism and politicisation in the 
late 1960s and early 1 970s (33 organisations during the l96Os, and 4 1 between 1970- 1973). 

39 The secondary literature on Abcriginal organisation in this period agrees on this point, 
and has been ably summarised by John Leslie, Assimilation, integrarion or Termimion? The 
Development of Canadian Indian Policy, 1943-1 963 (PhD. Dissertation, Carleton University, 
1 999), p. 83-87. See for example, R.R.H Lueger, A Hists,  of indian Associations in Canada, 
18 70-1 970 (M.A. Thais, Carleton University, 1 977), Donald Whiteside, Efforts to Develo~ 
Aborininal Political Associations in Canada, 1 850- 3 965 (Ottawa, Aboriginal Institute of Canada, 
1974), Paul Tennant, Aborininal Peoples and Politics: The Indian Land Question in Bntish 
Columbia 1849- 1989 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1990), Jean G d w i l l  
and Norma S luman, John Tootoosis (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications, 1984, originally 
published l982), Alan Morley, Roar of the Breakers: A Biomphy of Peter Kelly (Toronto: 
Ryerson Press, 1967), and E.P. Patterson, Andrew Pau// and Canadiun Indian Reswgence (PhD. 
Dissertation, University of Washington, 1962). 



the services and benefa provided them by the g~vernment.~ These organisations and their leaders 

would be critically important in forrnulating the First Nations' views of Canada's Indian policy and 

administration and conveying those views to the dominant soçiety. 

The wave of organising was noticeable during the war, when already existing 

organisations, like the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia and the lndian Association of 

Alberta, accelerated their activities." In addition, a number of new organisations sprang up in 

Saskatchewan, Quebec and Nova S c ~ t i a . ~ ~  Perhaps the most signiticant of the new collectivities to 

ernerge during the war, and the only one with national aspirations, was the North American lndian 

Brotherhd (NAiB), which was formed in 1943. This organisation was led by the flamboyant, 

well educated and very articulate Andrew Pauli, a staunch opponent of anything resembling 

''O As will be seen, the exceptions to this rule were among the 'traditional' elements of the 
various S u  Nations reserves in Ontario and Quebec, such as the Hereditary Chiefs, who viewed 
themselves as allies of the British crown rather than British subjects under the lndian Act. 

'' The Protestantdominated Native Brotherhood of British Columbia (NBBC) was fonned 
in the early 1930s on the north coast of British Columbia, and, though it -ed out political 
activities and agitated for Aboriginal rights, fiinctioned primarily as a union for Aboriginal 
fisherman on the coast. Peter Kelly, a Methodist Minister and rnember of the Haida Nation, was 
the N BBC's principal spokes petson for indian policy reform, making ten trips to Ottawa between 
1936 and 1946 to lobby an petition on behalf of the Brotherhood. Both he  and the organisation 
were moderates and accepting of assimilation as inevitable and perhaps even positive for their 
people. Some of its other leading figures, including, Arthur Adams, Chief William Scow, Guy 
W illiarns and Andrew Paull, had already been political act ivists for decades, and a few would 
achieve very hi& profiles as advoçates for Aboriginal rights over the next several daades. See 
Morley, Roar of the Breakers, p. 1 44- 1 47, and E.P. Patterson, Andrew P d  and Canadian Indian 
Resurgence, chapter VIII. The Indian Association of Alberta formed in 1 939, was reurganised in 
1944, and claimed the support of almost every band in the province. 

''' In Saskatchewan there were three organisations formed during the war: the Association 
of Saskatchewan Indians formed in 1943 under the leadership of Chief Joe Dreaver fiom the 
M istawasis Reserve , the Saskatchewan Branch of the North American Indian Brotherhood was 
formed by John Tootoosis in 1944, and the Protective Association for Indians and their Treaties 
formed in the Qu' Appele area. In Quebec, the most radical of al1 the Aboriginal leaders in this 
period, Jules Sioui, fiom the Lorretteville Reserve, led the Protection Cornmittee of the lndian 
Tribes of Quebec fiom 1943 until 1944, when he becarne active in setting up the North American 
Indian Brotherhood. Finaily, on Cape Breton island the Grand General Indian Council of Cape 
Breton was formed in 1944, and lasted until the emergence of the new Indian Act in 1 95 1 . 



assimilation. Paull had a long track record as an advocate for Aboriginal rights, and also much 

experience at dealing with the media?) Ironically, perhaps, the SIC'S policy of soliciting 

Aboriginal representatives by province served to foster the creation of several more important 

provincial organisations in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British ~olumbia." Whether the 

dominant society was prepared or not, the war and the pst-war reform process had provided 

Aboriginal people with the catalyst to organise, the confidence to assert their right to a new deal, 

and the moral currency to gain a sympathetic hearing. 

In all, the SIC received 150 submissions fiom Aboriginal sources in response to a letter 

soticiting their views cuculated by Norman Lickers, the SJC's legal coun~el .~~ The submissions 

originated fiom Native rights associations, Aboriginal leaders, band counsels and social 

organisations fiom the Pacific Coast to Quebec, and the Mackenzie River valley to the Grand 

River valley. Some were no more elaborate than the pointed and succinct letter fiom James 

Mitchall, Acting Chief of the Siccameen Band in Hanunond BK., who stated: 

1 want to remain an Indian. 
1 do not want to pay taxes. 
1 want to remain on the old lndian Act. 
1 have nothing against any schml. 

43 Paull had been a sports promoter in Vancouver, mnning lacrosse and baseball teams for 
many years, and had maintained a high profile in the local and provincial media, Patterson, A n d m  
Paul and Canadian Indian Resurgence, p. 1 9 1 -92. He would later use his 'colourful character' 
image to furthet his ends as leader of the NAiB. 

These included the Union of Ontario Indians (a Branch of the NAIB) in 1 946-47, the 
Manitoba Indian Brotherhmd in 1946, the Union of Saskatchewan Indians formed in 1946 with the 
help of the provincial C .CF.  party and G.H. Casteldan, federal C .CF. member for Yorkton, 
effectively amalgarnat ing the three previous provincial organisations under one structure, and the 
Confederation of Interior Tribes of B.C. (loosely afiliated with Paull's NAIB) in 1947. 

.'' Norman Lickers, an articulate Brantford bamster and member of the Six Nations, was 
the sole Aboriginal person directly afiliated with the process. He served in his capacity during 
each of the ttiree sessions of Parliament in which the SIC sat, corresponding with Aboriginal 
groups to organise theù attendance during the 1947 hearings. 



1 do not want white people on our raervee16 

Others, such as the Indian Association of Alberta and the Mississauga of the Credit River, 

su  bmitted much longer, more technical and legalistic written briefs that suggested a sophisticated 

plan for the renewal of Canada's Indian administration or that critiqued shortcomings in the 

exist ing act on a section by section bask4' 

Cinfortunately, there is a problern with a significant mi-ty of  these submissions. Letters 

fiorn Band councils and chiefs in widely scattered parts of Canada bore identical wording in some 

of their answers. These were u n i f m l y  fiom predominateiy Roman Catholic Aboriginal 

cornmunities, to whom ' form letters' were apparentiy provided to be signed by the chiefs and 

counciltors and forwarâeû to Ottawa:' It is unceriain how much weight to lend to these 

su  bmissions. The wording does Vary somewhat; h e  semns to have been several forms to each 

answer and each contained some local issues of  concem. But it is not clear whether the variations 

in wording accurately reflect the opinion of the bands. Neverthelas, even if these are disregardeû, 

there is more than enough evidence to reconstruct the distinct and complex sense of self, as 

expressed by AborigÏnal people. 

It was the very complexity and diversity of Aboriginal peoples, cultures and aspirations 

that proved surprising and, at  times, baffling to the dominant society. The contentious issues k i n g  

'' SJC, Minutes and Proceedïngs (No. 5,20 March 1947): 1 64. 
J7 - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 2,2 1 April 1947): 57 1 -653, Minutes and 

Proceeâings (No. 4 1,9 July 1947):2094-95. 

The remarkable similarity of wording in these Inters is immediately evident. John Lal ie  
mentions in a footnote that evidence has been uncovered at the Archives Deschâtelets in the records 
of the Oblate Indian and Eskirno Welfare Commission indicating that this was done, see Leslie, 
Assimilalion, Integrution or Temination?, p. 162, note # 1 16. The Catholic hierarchy was 
particularly concerned with the question of denominational schooling, which al1 these letters 
strongly supported. According to Leslie, they distrusted the Protestant-dominated Indian Affairs 
Branch and SJC, and the IAB, in mm, viewed with cynicism these "inspired briefs". 



addressed by the SJC reveaied strong opinions and deq, divisions among, as weil as within, First 

Nations cornmunities. Pertiaps most controversial and divisive were the issues of  liquor 

regdations and education. Access to alcohol was al1 the more evocative in light of the experiences 

of Aboriginal veterans, who had enjoyed the same privileges as their non-Aboriginal colleagues in 

the military during the war, but who risked arrest upon their return. Many briefs expressed a 

desire to see the special regulations regarding Indians removed fiom the Act, and asked that '2he 

Indians be granted the privileges and be governed by the same laws and regulations a s  the 

r hi tes.''*^ However, the emotions and sordid history that cloaked the ' liquor question' drew strong 

opposition fiom other bands, such as  those on the Duck Lake Agency in Saskatchewan, who: 

view[ed] with alarm attempts made by whites to  induceour people or condone indians 
who are addicted to the consumption o f  intoxicants. Our treaties contained a promise 
that no intoxicants would be pennitted on our reservations and we wish to adhere to 
the regulations.. .% 

The split was even more sharp in the discussions about education, because al1 parties 

recognised its centrality in any program to h p r o v e  the First Nations' living conditions. In 

particu lar, this division can be seen in the debate over whether to have the churches continue their 

prominent role in providing education to the First Nations, o r  to replace the existing program with 

a non-denominational one along the lines of the standard provincial systems5' AIrnost half of  the 

A boriginal briefs were "very much opposed to  the public school systems of ducation k i n g  foisted 

49 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5, 13 April to 2 1 June 1948): 2 15. This was taken 
from a brief submitted by Chiefs and councillors of  the Carrier First Nation fiom north central 
British Columbia. 

'O -9 SJC Minutes and Pmceedings (No. 4 1.9 Juiy 1947): 2075. 

" John Leslie counted twenty-nuie briefs in favour of better-funded religious instruction 
and thirty-three desiring an overtiauled system o f  non-denominational schools, see Leslie, 
Assirnilarion, Infegrorion or Termimion?, p. 162, note # 1 15. 



upon A majority agreed with the brief of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians, who argued 

that, "though parochial schools have contributeci much to the education of the Indians, the time has 

now corne when it is necessary to separate education from religi~n."~' While there was greater 

agreement on many other issues among the First Nations, the range of opinions was wide, and there 

were always exceptions to the rule. 

At times, Aboriginal people articulated their views using language and concepts similar to 

those of the dominant scïciety, since Canadians' hegemonic discourses forme. the linguafianca for 

the debate on lndian policy reform and the ' Indian problem'. Thus, in part, Aboriginal people had 

to couch their cases in terms that the dominant society could understand. A good exarnple was the 

submission of the Big Trout Lake Band, in the Sioux Lodcout Agency, Ontario, which concluded 

"the above would be our idea of helping the Indians help themselves with what they haveswH The 

phrase, "help the Indians to help themselves," was adopted as a slogan by the SJC, and summed up 

much of the dominant saiety's hopes for the refonn profess." However, even though Fint 

Nations' briefs revealed similar terminology, the meaning could and did diffa fiom the dominant 

society. Terms like 'democracy', 'freedom', 'progress', 'citizenship' and 'equality' were broad 

enough to accommodate a multipiicity of meanings. and Aboriginal leaders and spokespersons used 

such language almost as Iiberally as their Canadian çounterparts. The brief of the "Aboriginal 

Natives of the Fraser Valley and Interior Tribes of British Coiumbia" argued that "the time has 

'' SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 25,22 May 1947): 1338. This quotation was drawn 
from the brief of the Veterans' Association of Wikwemikong fiom, Manitoulin Island Ontario. 

53 SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 19'8 May 1947): 979. 

SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 26'23 May 1947): 1426. 

the 1 95 1 Indian Act Consultation Process (Treaties and Historical Research Centre, lnâian and 
Northern Affairs Canada, 1984), p. 17. See also D.F. Brown's speech to the SJC rnembership at 
its opening session in 1948, SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1, 1 9 Februay 1 948): 9. 



corne for the recognition of us Natives as people with equal intelligence and integrity, eiigible to 

exercise equal status of full citizenship privileges."% But, whereas these wUrds for Canadians 

presupposed assimilation and the disappearance of special 'Indian' rights and status, in this brief 

there was no incompatibility between exercising cit izenship privileges and "maintaining al1 our 

traditions, aboriginal rights, interests and hefits." 

Moreover, Aboriginal people also seized upon and turned these same elernents of the 

dominant discourses to theii advantage. First Nations' briefs presented claims in terrns that would 

resonate in English-Canada's collective psyche, in order to win sympathy and support for their 

cause. This is not implying that Aboriginal people were cynical or insincere in the beliefs they 

eirpressed, but certainty they recognised that the environment was ripe for Indian policy reforrn and 

they knew the most effective lines of argument to sway their non-Aboriginal neighbours. Thus, 

protests against having to pay taxes were sometimes fiamed in r e f m c e  to that classic tenet of 

British justice, 'no taxation without representation' ." Or, more comrnonly. First Nations groups 

harnessed their general appeal for a 'new deal' to the emotion of reconstruction througti references 

to their loyalty and the military service during the wars. In their dernand for recognition of their 

status as sovereign allies of the British crown, the Hereditary Chiefs of the Iroquois at the Oka 

Reserve, near Montreal, pulled at the hem strings of Canadians in this m e r .  

56 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 2, 1 1 March 1 947): 52. 

" An example of this use can be found in the brief submitted on behalf of the Millbrmk 
Band near Truro, Nova Scotia by their legal counsel, SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No- 2 1, 13 
August 1946): 854-55. M i l e  traditionally ttiis phrase is associated with efforts to win the right of 
representation, as in the revoit of the Thirteen Colonies, in the case of rnany of Canada's First 
Nations, most of whom did not desire the fianchise, the phrase was tumed around to tead, 'no 
taxation b u s e  we have no representation.' A significant minority did feel that they deserved the 
federal vote because they were paying taxes and performing military service, such as in the brkf 
from the band on Georgina Island, Ontario, SJC. Minutes and Proçeedings (No. 26,23 May 1947): 
1 440. Typically, Aboriginal briefs did not even bother to defend their o p p i t  ion to paying taxes, 
but most that did based theu argument on their rights under treaty. 



Lest we forget now and forever that in Europe and Pacific battlefields the flowers 
bloorn between the crosses, row on row, and in other places, lie many of our Indian 
braves. They went through the stench of hell fue, met the onslaught of ingenious 
instruments o f  modern d i r e ,  the insidiousness of poison gas and other diabolical 
weapons of  death. They lie Ui honoured death that the British flag may never fali, the 
Sun never set on the British Empire, so that Britannia niles the waves and that the 
escutchem o f  the House of Windsor be not ôesecrated . . . Also that some &y their 
laws and rights and wvereignty of  their own people might be honoured and 
respected." 

Conjuring the hauntïng and farniliar cadence of John McCrae's poem, "In Flanden Fields," 

alongside the stark imagery of death and fervent loyalty was a potent combination of imagery not 

easily shrugged off by English-Canadians in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War. 

Despite the heterogeneous nature of  the First Nations and theu views expressed before the 

SJC, a clear sense of themselves as distinct and separate cultural entities emerges. Two briefs even 

went so far as  to request abolishing the term 'Indian' and renaming the legislation the Native 

Canadian Act. " Why should we (Natives) be called Indians- There is no valid reason for c a l h g  

us  (Natives) lndians simply because one white man made a mistake. We (Natives) are not living in 

India we (Natives) are living in Cana~ia."'~ Aboriginal responses to two key issues in the SJC's 

terms of reference set their sense of identity apart frorn the prevailïng 'Public' and 'Administrative 

Indians'. Specifically, it was their views on treaty rights and obligations, and enfianchisement, 

both of which were integral to the fùture of Aboriginal people. that best exemplified the strength of  

conviction and determination of Aboriginal people to maintain t h e i  separate cultural existence. 

For most First Nations wnununities, the treaties agreed to between their ancestors and 

js SJC, Minutes and Prûceedings (No. 33, 12 Sune 1947): 1 796. 

59 This quote is taken fiom the b i e f  of  the United Native Farmers' Organisation of the 
Sto:lo Tribe in Sardis, British Columbia, SIC, Minutes and Proçeedings (No. 2 1, 13 August 
1946): 848. This argument also f m a r d e d  by the "Aboriginal Natives of the Fraser Valley and the 
lnterior Tribes of the Interior of British Columbia," SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 2. 1 1 
March 1947): 57. The sirnilarity in wording suggests that there was some overlap in the 
mem bership of these two organisations. 



representatives of the British crown or Canadian govemment were the bedrock upon which resîed 

their relationship with the society amongst whom they lived. Alrnost without exception, the 

Aboriginal submissions to the SIC expressed a reverent faith in, and ngid adherence to, the terms 

of their treaties; and they expected and demanded that the government treat the agreements with 

equal respect. Numerais groups even argued that they would prefer to be rid of the lndian Act and 

re-establish their association with Cana& on the basis of the treaties alone.* The depth of feeling 

and al1 its ramifications were best expressed in one of the eloquent briefs of the North American 

Indian Brotherhood. In it, Gndrew Paull, President of the organisation, decried the fact that: 

The average layman has a very vague notion of the position and status of the Indian 
in Canada. To him an lndian is very rnuch as any other Canadian subject, except that 
he suffers certain restrictions . ,. This attitude would not matter vety much if it were 
confined to the ordinasr layman. Unfortunately it fiequently extends to persans of 
prominence, persans who have some say in the promulgation of our laws . . . They 
often insist that such legislation should apply to the Indians and completely disregard 
the ancient treaties entered into with the Indians . . . Indeed, at times they find it 
irksorne that any ethnic group or race should live vvithin the confines of Canada and 
not be subject to al1 the laws and obligations of regular citizens.6' 

Paull argued that this attitude, 

fails to take into account the whole history of Canada, the treaties made with the 
Indians and the solemn obligations created thereunder; it fails to îake into account 
that most of this country was cded to the Crown by the fndians in v h e  of such 
treaties and the soIernn obligations to prdect the lndians in their rights and the 
comparatively small areas reserved for them, and them abne. It ignores the 
protective faws created for the Indians by the Imperial Govemment and the spirit and 
notives [sic) that actuated the- perpetuateâ in the British North America Act and the 
lndian Act. It loses sight ofthe fact that this whole beautifid country klonged to the 
Indians and that it was ceded, not as a result of conquest, but as a result of 

An example of this appeareü in the submission of Lake Constance Band in Ontario, 
SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 2 1, 13 August 1946): 862-63. More can be found in the 
briefs from the Six Nations reserves in Oshweken, St. Regis, Caughnawaga and Oka, including 
both those parts of the communities that supporteci the elected council and those that declared their 
allegiance to the Six Nations Confederacy and theu H e r e d i t q  Chiefs. 

'' SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 2 1, 13 August 1946): 829. 



honourab le treat ies between honourab le and independent nat ions.62 

The last point is a crucial one. The relevance of  treaties to  Aboriginal people arose in part because 

these agreements confvmed the legitimate right of the FVst Nations to be separate peoples. The 

validity and respect accorded tkir treaties were synonynrous with theu continuing existence: the 

ongoing and steady whittling away of the rights guaranteed in treaties spelled theu demise, while a 

reafirrnation of  the terms of  the treaties augure.  well. 

En franchisement, though less pewasive than treaties, also struck at the very fiiture of the 

A boriginal identity. Under the existing Indian Act, the IAB had the power to forçefùlly nuIli@ the 

Indian status of  an Aboriginal person or band considered suficiently advanced and to declare thern 

enfianchised. In practice this was not used, but the fear of its potential drew near universal 

condernnation in First Nations' submissions to the SIC. For the dominant society, enfianchisement 

was a good and desirable end, but fot Aboriginal people it signifled only loss. 

Enfianchisemerit to us means that we must surrender everything that we have 
inherited fiom our ancestors. We must leave Our homes and our people. We become 
strangers among strangers. From respectable indians worthy to be granted 
citizenship, once we are  enfkmchiseâ, we become outcasts to Our people, trespassers 
and a cause of discord to the tribe if we seek our own fnends and relatives on the 
rese~ves.~~ 

Most were not opposed to the option being voluntary and some wanted the band to  exercise control 

over the process. But more than anything else, Aboriginal people answered this point in terms like 

those of Chief Michael Jack of the Shulus Reserve in British Columbia, who stated, "1 do  not want 

to be turnd into a white man. I want to  be an Indian till the end of the world.'* 

In order to insure that this would be the case, the overwhelrning majority of First Nations' 

62 ibid, p. 830. 

" This quote was taken fiom the brkf  of the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia, 
S E ,  Minutes and Proceedings (No- 4 l,9 July 1947): 2046. 

@ SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 4 1,9 July 1947): 2039. 



band councils and Native rights organisations wanted a p a t e r  degree of coritrol over their own 

lives and communities. These desires varied widely in scope and rationale. For instance, the bands 

of the Duck Lake Agency in Saskatchewan were undecidecl over whether to accept the vote in 

Dominion elections. 

We are not in agreement in regard to accepting the fianchise or  accepthg the 
responsibilities of vding . . . We do not feel that our people are ready to açcept the 
responsibilities in connection with this important matter and we recommend that the 
right to exercise the h c h i s e  by our band be approved only by a major@ vote of our 
band in C~unci l .~ '  

Quite a few wanted to see control of certain issues transferd to their band councils and leaders. 

suc h as the creation of reserve schml boards to oversee the administration of local s ~ h o o l s - ~  

Similarly, most Aboriginal communities were keen to have some safeguards over band 

Hand in hand with increasing h i r  own authority were the demands to curb the powers of  

Indian Agents and the IAB that Aboriginal people found overbearing, intrusive and arbitrary." 

The band fiom the Lower Kodenay resewe in Crmon, British Columbia, summed up these 

sentiments clear ly : 

we want Our reserve to have a g d  chief and councilmen and to have them rnake 
rulings on the reserve. We want our chief to stand in fiont, not next to the Indian 
Agent. The lndian Agent has too much to  Say; the Indian Agent has too much power 

65 SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No- 4 1,9 July 1947): 2075. 

66 Th is  was a request fiom the Red Bank Band in New Brunswick, SJC, Minutes and 
Proceedings (No. 2 1, 13 August 1946): 882. 

67 The Mississauga of the Credit felt that cases ought to require a majority vote of the 
entire band. SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 4 1, 9 July 1947): 2094. 

Even in this case there was an exception in the fonn of a dissenting brief fiom the Moose 
Woods Band in Saskatchewan, which actually requested that the powers of  their Agent be 
increased. SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No- 5,20 March 1947): 2 1 8. This desire ran directly 
against that of the other bands of Sioux [Dakota] represented in their joint brief, to which the 
Moose Woods brief was attached, who argued for a degree of self-determination, SJC, Minutes 
and Proceedings (No. 5,20 March 1947): 2 1 5. 



over the chief on our reserve. We want the Indian Agent to be set back a step behind 
the ~ h i e f . ~ ~  

Many bands, though not all, felt îhemselves prepareû and fiilly capable of exercising greater 

authority over their own lands and people, and resented what they viewed as the excessive 

domination of  the IAB. 

Not everyone was satisfied with Iimited transition of power. Indeed, quite a few 

su bmissions received by the SJC articulated a more grandiose vision. S m  argued for a more 

coherent and wmprelrensive scheme of self-government. The most extensive plan for tram fers of 

power to  band governments was provided by the Indian Association of Alberta in theu main brief, 

although they did not articulate this in terrns of ' se~f-~ovenunent ' .~~ Nonetheles, their demands 

for limitations on the powers of the Indian Agent and Superhtendent-Gmeral, the retum of theu 

C hiefs and Councillors "to the status they enjoyd as the signing of the Treaties." the right to 

choose their leaders in whatever manner they wished, the fieedom to vote on local reserve questions 

and the fulI control over band membership, expenditure of Band fùnds, leases on reserve lands, 

mineral rights and the granting o f  perrnits to band members for sale of agricultural produce 

amounted to as much." The Union of Ontario Indians wanted to go further and petitioned the 

government -ro consider the advisability of fostering self-administration on Indian reserves by 

abolishing the o f f i e  of Indian Agent and permitting the elective Chiefs and Band in Council direct 

access to the Indian Affairs Branch in al1 rnatters affating the band and its management."72 

The vast rnajority of the First Nations did not se& to overthrow the entire systern of lndian 

administration in Canada: but a few groups or bands were preparad to demand outright sovereignty 

69 - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 2 1, 13 August 1946): 865. 

' O S J C ,  Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 12,21 April 1947): 571-653. 

" SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 12,2 1 April 1947): 576-77, 587, 588-596. 

* SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 4 1.9 luly 1947): 2083. 



and an independent state of ttieir own within the larger Canadian federatim. One such assertion 

was put fonvard in a brief tiom the Nipissïng Reserve, which argued that in order for the 

advancement of the 

social and economic Status of the Indian Nation . . . we mua have our fkdorn by 
k i n g  Govem [sic J by a National Indian Government with his [sic] own Constitution 
Law: this is the only way that the Indian Nation will be sure that their rights and 
privileges will be protected* 

But the most strident cal1 for a separate sovereign status was put forward by the various 

representatives of the Hereditary Chiefs of the Six Nations Confederacy. These factions of the Six 

Nations reserves had always maintained that they never surrenderd k i r  status as independent 

people. and that the Royal Proclamation of I 763 and various treaties confirmed their status as 

allies, rather than subjects of the crown. The brief fiom the Mohawk on the Lake of Two 

Mountain (Oka) Reserve stated the position most succinct ly : 

We hereby resolve not to subject to amendment to the Indian Act. As we are resolved 
to abolish the Indian Act, by virtue of our ancient treaties: that by virtue of our treaty 
rights Indians of the Six Nations are not liable to any federal or provincial laws 
within their territories ... That by virtue of Our treaty rights we demand of the 
Canadian Government the recognition and the respect of our sovereign rights and 
privileges as a Nation." 

The emdite case put forward by the Six Nations nationalists bespoke a powerful sense of self, with 

no dou bt as to their friture place in the country. This robust and independent identity formed the 

most distinctive aspect of the Aboriginal representations of themselves to the SJC. 

The SJC had indeed been handed a dif'fïcult mission in determining the best fùture course 

for Canadian Indian policy: the more so for having to negotiate through the discordant images of 

'3 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 26,23 May 1947): 1439. 
'' Minutes and Procadings (No. 33, 1 2 June 1 947): 1 79695. The wording was 

different, but the nature of the demands similar in the submission fiom the same faction on the St. 
Re& reserve, SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5, 13 April to 2 1 June 1947): 209. 



the 'Indian' preserited to them. What Canadians wanted out of the SJC was the unmediate 

amelioration of the poor living conditions among the First Nations, and a long range pian that 

would make the 'Indian problem' go away. Only in this way could the collective sharne for the 

nation's "Shabby Treatment" of its indigenous population be eased, and their own house be put in 

order.15 In part, this sentiment reflected international shifts in notions of equality. fiedom, 'race' 

and tolerance; these principles were embodied in the Atlantic Charter and soon to be enshrined in 

the United Nations' Universal Dedaration of Hurnan Rights. But, arguably, the main wellspring 

for change was Canadians' homegrown desue to make theu country match the values and 

principles for which they had fought so hard. Yet a case can be made that the dominant society's 

newfound 'generosity' of spirit for the plight of the Füst Nations in the immediate post-war p e r d  

had no quivalent for other groups in Canada. There was nothing comparable expressed in favour 

of Canadians of Chinese, Indian or Afiican ancesby, certainly no warmth of feeling for enerny 

aliens. Mi le  Canadians might have pitied Jews in the wake of the Holocaust, there was no more 

willingness to welcome more to Canada's shore than there had been before the war.16 Canadians 

felt a special sense of obligation for the 'Indian', perhaps because they, unlike immigrant 

minorities. had not chosen to become a part of Canada. This responsibility, for so long neglected, 

75 "Shabby Treatment," Montreal Gazette ( 18 July 1947). This editorial was originally 
producd by the Toronto Star. 

76 This is not say that there was no gain for these groups as a result of their war service. 
The franchise was finally granted in British Columbia to Chinese and Japanese veterans, but in a 
host of other ways they rernained discriminatecl against, see Patricia E. Roy, "The Soldiers 
Canada Didn't Want: Her Chinese and Japanese Citizens," Canadian Historical Review. vol. 59, 
no. 3 ( I 978): 34 1 -358), p. 356-57. On attitudes to Jews see, James W. St. G .  Walker, "Race1* 
Rights and the Law in the Supreme Court of Canada: Historical Case Studies (Waterloo and 
Toronto: W il fiid Laurier University Press and the Osgoode Society, 1 997), especially chapter 4, 
p. 182-245, Irving Abella and Harold Troper, None is Tm Manv: Canada and the Jew of Euromx 
1 933-38 (Toronto: Lester and Orpen h y s ,  1 gaz), and Paula Jean Draper, "Fragrnented 
Loyalties: Canadian Jewry, ttie King Goveniment and the Refugee Dilemma," in Norman Hillmer 
et al, ed. On Guard For Thee: War, Ethnicitv. and the Canadian State, 1 939- 1945 (Ottawa: 
Canadian Cornmittee for the History of the Second World War, 1988): 15 1 - 177. 
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was dragged to the fore by the hi@-profile nature of Aboriginal support for the war effort: as was 

evident in the fiequent association of the ' Indian-at-war' and the 'Indian vict im' in the public 

discussions. For mast Canadians, simply appointing the wmrnittee was not sufficient; this desire 

was made clear by the intense and continuous media scrutiny of the SJC's activities and reports. 

When combined with the burgeming activism and politicisation of the First Nations, the result was 

a super-charged national environmerit for indian policy refonn. 

What can be coristrued about the First Nations' sense of themselves fiom the diverse and 

disparate material they submitted to the SJC? In the fust instance, the sheer range of cultures, 

economic prospects, political aspirations, degtees of organisation and even linguistic aptitude make 

it impossible to reconstnict any defmitive Aboriginal image of themselves. Nevertheles, some 

broad commonalities emerged. These s t d  in sharp contrast to those evident in the dominant 

society's constructs of the 'Indian', even though Aboriginal people had to function, to some extent, 

within the dominant discourse. At the core of the disparity was the question of wheiher the First 

Nations ought to continue to exist as separate and distinct cultural and constitutional collectivities. 

Ovenvhelmingly, First Nations peoples d e c l a d  theü legitirnate right t o  be, and expressed their 

desire to maintain their identity in the future. Though they had different and conflicting ideas on 

many issues, their desüe to maintain their distinctive cultures cut through al1 else. It most certainly 

went against the grain of the assimilation doctrine that forrned the public and offlcial 'common 

sense' in the country. In this way, Aboriginal people brought a distinct and unique perspective to 

the SJC, and aired their grievances in an unprecedented fashion. Aboriginal people had their 

hearing at last; but the question remained, would they be heard? 



CHAPTER 7 
WHITHER THE 'NDIAN'? THE SPEClAL JOINT SENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS 

COMMlTTEE TO RECONSIDER THE iNDIAN ACT, 1946- 1948 

J. Allison Glen, during the amouncement of his motion to create the Special Joint 

Committee justifieci his actions saying that it was: 

in the opinion of the governrnent, highly desirable, one might alrnost say imperative, 
before revision of the Indian Act is undertaken, certainly befote the revised act is 
submitted to the house, that existing legislation, togethet with amenciments that may 
be deemed necessary, be carefûlly studied not only fiom the point of view of the 
govenunent and the taxpayer, but also fiom the point of view of the Indian, and in 
Iight of his present-day needs.' 

In the course of his arguments, the Mhister claimeû that the country had reached a crossroads, 

where the govenunent would either have to, 

( 1 ) purchase at public expense the additional lands and additional hunting and 
trapping rigtits fot an Indian population of 128,000, inçreasing at a rate of 1,500 per 
year; or (2) decide on an educational and welfare program that will fit and equip the 
Indian to enter into compeâition with the white man not on& in hunting and trapping 
but in agriculture and in the industrial fife of the country . . . 1 fa1 that we have here 
the crux of what is usually referred to as the Inâian problem. 1 fmd it dificult to 
convince myself that an extending Indian reserve system, imposing controls and 
wardships and reducing indian responsibiiity to a minimum would be or could be in 
the intetests of these people.2 

So saying, Glen surnmarised much of the general feeling arnorig English-Canadians, and received 

the support of al1 parties in the House for the proposed S p i a l  Joint Committee. 

The twenty-two MPs and twelve Senators that would compose the membership for the next 

three sessions of Parliament met for the first t h e  on the 28" of May 1946, and handed down its 

final report 22 June 1948.~ During the faIl of 1946, while Parliament was in recess, several 

' Canada- House of Commons. Debates, 13 May 1946: 1446. 

ibid. 
These included MPs, Messrs. B. Arsenault, J.H. Blackmore, D.F. Brown, H.E. Brunelle, 

(continued.. .) 
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mernbers of the SJC were reconstituted as a special commission to tour reserves in eastem Quebec 

and the Maritimes to see for themselves conditions there. Not counting the results of the 

commission, the SJC, in the course of its investigations, held 128 meetings, heard 122 witnesses, 

collected 4 1 1 written briefs, and amassed a total of 32 1 1 pages of evidence.' Among the 

witnesses heard were a large number of Aboriginal representatives fiom bands and tribes across 

the country as well as various Native rights organisations. This marked the first occasion when the 

First Nations were asked to give their opinion about Canada's Indian policy and administration. 

The findings and recommdations in the conunittee's final report would form the foundation for a 

new Indian Act, although it would not be enacted until 195 1. 

Previous chapters have dealt with either the 'Public Indian' or the 'Administrative Indian' 

largely in isolation fiom each other, tracking changes within each discourse. The methodology in 

this chapter differs fiom that used thus far. The focus will be on the public sessions of SJC, the 

arena, as embodied in the Minutes of P r d i n g s  and Evidence. Before the appointed rnembers of 

the Committee, these images strove for ascendancy, to see which woufd shape the future of 

Canada's relationship with the First Nations and be enshrined in legislation. The Parliamentarians 

3(. ..continueci) 
W. Bryce, W.G. Case, G.H. Castleden, J.A. Charlton, T. Farquhar, W. Gariepy, J.L. Gibson 
(Comox-Alberni), J.A. Glen, D.S. Harkness, W. Little, J.D. MacNicol, M. McLean, J.E. 
Matthews (Brandon), J.L. Raymond (Wright), T. Reid, C.T. Richard (Gloucester), F.T. Stanfield 
and Hon. G. Stirling. The Senate appointed as its reprmtatives on the SJC: A. Blais, V. Dupuis, 
Iva C. Fallis, C.E. Ferland, R.B. H o m ,  G.B. Jones, J. F. Johnston, J.A. MacDonald (Cardigan), 
D. MacLennan, J. Nicol, N. Mcl. Patterson (who was replace by J-J. Stevenson), and W.H. Taylor. 
Canada. Parliament, S~ecial Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons a~pointed 
to examine and consider the indian Act (hereafter referred to as SJC, Minutes of Proceedings and 
Evidence (No. 1,28 and 30 May 1946): ii. Over the three years of the cornmittee, there were only 
rninor changes in personnel beyond the replacement of Fatterson, which were due to the retirernent 
of MP G. Stirling and the deatb of Senatm Johnston. 

' SJC. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence (No. 5, April June, 1948): 186. The total 
number of pages is taken from John Leslie, Assimiiation, Integrarion or Termination? The 
Development of Canadiun Indian Policy, 1943-1963 (PD.  Dissertation, Carleton University, 
1 999), p. 1 77. 
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who made up the SJC did not emerge fiom a v a i u d k e  vacuum as each MP and Senator brought 

theu own pet issues, pteçoriceptiotis and cuitural baggage to the table. Nonetheless, most took 

their task seriously and as a b d y  they worked diligently to complete theu review in order to 

expedite reforms. The resuh is a remarkably rich and extensive source, that has reçeived 

surprisingly little attention from hiseans- 

tn considering the activities of the Cornittee, and the nature of the cornpetition within that 

forum, a number of questions have guided the investigation. For instance, how were the various 

images, and their proponents treated by the SJC? Was it a level playing field for al1 those who 

came before the Cornmittee? To  what extent were Aboriginal representatives able to shape the 

agenda or discourse of the SJC? To what extent did factors like the memory of the war, or the 

internat ional movement for the protection of hurnan rights manifest thernselves in the debate? Did 

one distinct ' Indian' win out in the end? Or did some new icon emerge, perhaps a hybrid of 

existing images? Why, and what can the result tell us about pst-war English-Canada, their views 

of the 'Indian problem' and the nature of the relationship between the dominant society and the 

First Nations? 

The stage was set for a çontest to determine the future of the 'Indian' in Canada when the 

thirty-four parliamentarians narned to the SJC sat for the first t ime 28 May 1 946. They usually sat 

for two hour sessions, on occasion doing so up to three t ima  a day in order to give witnesses a full 

hearing. They spent the 1946 session of Parliament deciding process and procedures and listening, 

with a few notable exceptions, to briefs fiom officiais of the Indian Affaus Branch and other 

govemment agencies5 With the close of the session, permission was obtained to set up a travelling 

ln the estimation of Ian Johnson. the Cornmittee "spent almost as much time debating 
(continued ...) 



commission made up of numerous rnembers of the SJC to  visit m e s  in the Maritimes and 

eastern Quebec to inquire into d i t  ions there. This fvst hand experience was augmentai by the 

individual members of the Committee visiting those Aboriginal bands living in or near their 

constituencies during the hiatus. During the 1947 session, attention was largely focussed on 

hearing representatives fiom Aboriginal bands and organisations fkom Quebec, Ontario, the 

Prairies and British Columbia. In addition, the SJC finished any remaining IAB briefs, heard fiom 

the various churches and several experts. Few witnesses appeared before the SJC d u h g  the 1948 

sitting of Parliament, the majority of  which was spent in unrecorded meetings reworking the Indian 

Act  and drafting the fuial report which appeared on 22 June. 

The Special Joint Cornmittee was in no way a level playing field for the diverse 

representations of the 'Indian' brought to the contest. Its mernbers already held strong opinions on 

many matters pertaining to the 'Indian problem' and articulated an image of the 'Indian' that 

conformed with the dominant societal assumptions. These appeared early in the SJC7s 

deliberations, while they were still struggling with tfie fonn and procedure of such difficult matters 

as Aboriginal representation before the Committee. The C.C.F. member for Yorkton, 

Saskatchewan, G.H. Castleden, argued that since "the amendment of the Act will establish for 

years to  corne the type of  control which will determine the standards of life training - perhaps the 

very existence - of these subordinated human beings to whom dernocracy is denied . . . ," 'watching 

briefs' for five Aboriginal representatives ought to be p r ~ v i d e d . ~  Aside fiom the very real, and 

'(.. xont inueû) 
fom process and other matters unrelated to Indian concerns as they did examining evidence and 
discussing substantive issues," in Helpina Indians to Help Themselves - A Conunittee to  
Investinate Itself: The 195 1 lndian Act Consultation Process (Ottawa: Treaties and HistoricaI 
Research Centre, 1984)- p. 17. This is a bit uncharitable; the SJC did spend a great deal of time 
on such procedural matters, but that was not uuncommon in Parliamentary cornmittees. 

SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1,28 and 30 May 1946): 29. 
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probably insurmountable, problenis of choosing five Aboriginal leaders who could legitimately 

represent al1 First Nations communhies, cornmittee members also mentioned other concms with 

Castleden's scheme. Thomas Reid (Liberal, New Westminster) claimed to "know enou& about 

Indians to know that they are a very suspicious people."' J.H. Blackmore (Social Credit, 

Lethbridge) believed that "anyone who has sat with a group of Indians al1 through a long &y and 

endeavoured to get them to corne to a unanimity of view on one thing must realue the possible 

dangers."' But more to the point. many SJC members did not want to see a bunch of "Indian 

representatives plus their papooses plus theu squaws," "coming down here and camping in 

Ottawa,'* They would be merely wasting their tirne in Ottawa whm the SJC was not sitting, and 

would be an unnecessary expense for the Committee. Instead. they decided to retain legal counsel, 

preferably someone of Aboriginal descent." This idividual could act as a liaison with Aboriginal 

comunities and delegations, a notion that Reid supported because he felt "there should be 

sorneone to control them."' ' The combinat ion of unflattering and victimised representat ions of the 

-1  ndian' mixed k l y  with those of the 'noble savage' and the 'Indian-at-war' in the opinions of 

committee m m  bers. 

On a more general level, the membership of the committee appear to have overwhelmingly 

supporte. assimilation, at least at the beginning of the process. An interesthg exchange on 1 1 June 

' Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1,2% and 30 May 1946): 44. 

* - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1.28 and 30 May 1946): 52. 

& Minutes a d  Proceedings (No. I,28 and 30 May 1 946): 45,SO. The first comment 
was provided by the co-chainnan, D.F. Brown (Liberal, Essex West), and the second by J. A. 
C harieton (P.C., Brantford-Wentworih). 

'O Though symboiically important as a gesture by the SJC towards Aboriginal participation 
in the process, Norman Lickers, the Six Nations hamster also asked questions of witnesses, helped 
the Committee when it came to reworkuig the Act for its final report and served as the 'Indian' 
opinion for Committee mernbers, when other Aboriginal representatives were not present. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1.28 and 30 May 1946): 40. 



1 946 encapsulated some of the collective 'cornmon sense' about the purpose of Canadian lndian 

policy. J.L. Gibson (Independent, Comox-Alberni), speaking against continuing to segregate 

Aboriginal people on m e s ,  asked rhetorically, "what is the eventual objective of lndian 

administration in Canada? Are we ûying to absab the lndians eventually into Our pop~latim?"'~ 

J.L. Raymond (Liberal, Wright) said that, in his opinion, the "objective is to make good Canadians 

out of thern" to which Gibson, replied  es."'^ The two concepts were uidistinguishable, 

regardless of the order in which they appeared: to becorne usefùl productive citizens, or ' g d  

Canadians', Abonginal people had to be assimilateci, and vice versa. 

Beyond such broad assessments of the biases of the SJC, its mernbers brought diverse 

interests, dedication, experience and ideas to their task. For instance, Reid proved one of the rnost 

active members, but his interventions were marked by his west çoast experience with lapanese- 

Canadians, both before and during the war. He was intently conmed  with b l d  hctions as a 

means of deterrnining identity, because in British Columbia 

our fear was that the mixture with the Japanese blood would lead to deveiopment 
along one line only. The progeny of a white and Japanese marriage were considemi 
oriental. Our fear was that the Japanese would assimilate us and we would not 
assimilate thern, due to the fact the b food Stream was more pure, if 1 should use that 
word, mongolian. l4 

As a result he was constantly asking witnesses "how far out on the blood Iine are we going to go to 

designate a person an lndian."'s Other members carried their own torches: Senator [va Fallis, the 

lone woman on the SJC, todc it upon herseif to champion the cause of Aboriginal women's issues; 

D.S. Harkness (P.C., Calgary East), a rnember of the Veterans' AfTairs Cornmittee, enquired into 

I2 S JC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 4, 1 1 June 1 946): 1 53. 

l 3  ibid. 

" SJC, Minuta and Procedings (No. 29,3 June 1947): 1538. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 9,28 March 1947): 422. 



the treatment accorded to First Nations veterans; C.C.F. M.P.s, W- Bryçe (Brandon) and 

Castleden, brought theu party's ideological support for society's marginalisai and downtrodden; 

and J.D. MacNicol (P.C., Davenport), an horrourary chief of the Delawares, was a committed 

crusader for Indian policy reform who had visited dozens of reserves fiom the Mackenzie Delta to 

0ntario.16 Some of  these particular agendas shaped the deba ta  of the SIC to a marked degree. 

Despite their wide range of personal viewpoints, a significant proportion of the comrnittee 

appears to have been genuinely and even passionately interested in the work of the SIC. ï l e y  took 

pains to avoid even the appearance of irnpropriety or inequity in theu deaiings, and responded 

heatedly when their integrity was challenged. This was perhaps best demonstrated in the treatment 

of Castieden's motion, rnentioned above, and the reaction to press coverage generated afier its 

defeat. Though usuaIly remarkabty fiee of partisan divisions, when Castleden and Bryce pushed 

for a recorded vote on the motion on 9 fuly 1946, it provdted a bitter exchange. MacNicol 

complained that "the impression is going out al1 over the country that Mr. Castelden alone is 

fight ing the battle of the Indians."" But Reid went further: 

You want a recorded vote for the very purpose of putting us on the spot. Let us be 
fiank about it. It is not putt ing me on the spot. I am fighting for the Indians just as 
much as you are. 1 want the Indians before this cornmittee just as much as you or any 
other member does. Let that be clear. Do not let us have any threats of a recorded 
vote. because that is what you are wanting. Those two [Cast leden and Bryce] want 
the impression to go out that they are the champions of the Indians and that the 
comrnittee would not hear the Indians. 
Mr. Castleden: 1 did not think that Î t  had corne down to that level. 1 have just finished 
saying that I am not questionhg anybdy's sincerity. 
Mr. Reid 1 am down to that level now. 
Mr. Catieden: I did not think that jealousies would go that far. 

l6 Senator Fallis spoke about her desire to examine Aboriginal women's issues in SJC, 
Minutes and Proceedings (No.3. 14 March 1947): 72. Reference to MacNicot 's concern for the 
' Indian question' cm be found at, SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 4, 18 March 1 947): 
134. 

l 7  SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 1,9 July 1 946): 490. 



Mr. Reid He does nd need to accuse me of anything. 
The Chairman [Brown]: That is enough of that." 

Though the Chairman, D.F. Brown ( L ~ h l ,  Essex West) calmed the hot heads on this occasion, 

when the story of the defeat o f  the motion came out in the Toronto Star under the headline, "Defeat 

Move to Let Indians Give Opinion," he exhibited the depth of  his c m e m  for the Cornmittee's 

credibility: 

ir is my humble opinion that any member of  this committee or  of any other cornmittee 
of the Senate and House of C o r n o n s  who for political purposes or political reasons 
is trying to pit one class against another or  to create u m t  arnong any class of 
petsons in Canada is not k i n g  horiest with himself, he is not king fair to the Senate 
or  the House of Commons, and he is a traitor to his 

Clearly, the intense public desire to win the peace for the 'Indian' did not entirefy exclude the 

realities of partisan politics. Nevertheless, in the wake of  this donnybrook, party divisions faded to 

insignificance as the mernbers of  the Committee came to recognise a shared sense of cornmitment 

to their work, and more importantly a convergence of views on the principle matters at hand. 

Throughout the tenure of the SJC, oficials of the Indian Affairs Branch were given a 

privileged position and recagnised a s  the voice of authority by most rnembers of the Committee. A 

nurnber of  the senior officiais managed to impress the SJC with their ability, intelligence and 

commitmen~ part icularly R.A. Hoey, the Director o f  the IAB, who attended almost every session. 

This respect augrnented the influence they already wielded through their experience in 

administering to the First Nations. Repeatediy, as the work of the Cornmittee progressed, the 

views of  IAB oficials were sought as a means of 'clarifjhg7 the testimony of Aboriginal delegates 

and other witnesses. On numerous occasions they offwed the last word on contentious questions. 

'' SJC, Minutes and Proceedhgs (No. 1 1-9 July 1946): 49 1. 

l9 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 12, 1 1 July 1947): 5 1 1. 
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A good example of this occurred on the afternoon of 2 May 1947, with representatives of 

British Columbian Abon'gi~l  groups in attendance. After listening to Aboriginal testimony in the 

moming, Reid felt it necessary to "check up on one statement . . . with the department," which he 

bet ieved to be inacc~rate.~~ "You see, if those statements are allowed to stand, it might give a 

wrong impression to the public, 1 am suggesting to the cornmittee it mi@, perhaps, be advisable 

to have Major MacKay [the Indian Commissioner for British Columbia] here later." When in fact, 

MacKay appeared some days later, he was clearly prepared to assume the m a d e  of authority. 

opening his presentation by saying "1 do not propose to take a great deal of t i m  this moming, but 

having listened to some of the representatives fiom British Columbia I feel there are one or two 

things which require l He then presented the ' r d '  facts to members with confidence 

and certitude that he knew what he was talking about. 

Importantly, however, the Branch was not held in awe by the SIC. A number of the 

mem bers were sceptical of the abilities of the lndian Affairs Branch personnet and structure. and 

suspicious of their cornmitment to reformu The ambivalent nature of the Cornmittee's relationship 

with the IAB, as wetl as that of Aboriginal representatives, can be gtimpsed fiom an interest ing 

exchange on 6 June 1 947, during the presentation of the Manitoba delegation. White questioning 

Thomas Prince on the average inçome of inhabitants on the Fairford Reserve, J.E. Matthews 

(Liberal, Brandon) noted some inconsistencies between the veteran's testimony and that of two [AB 

oficials, A.G. Hamilton, the Provincial lnspector of lndian Agencies, and Hugh Conn, Fur 

20 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 7,2 May 1 947): 807. 
" - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 19,8 May 1947): 922. 

" Castleden, MacNicol and J.E- Matthews (Liberal, Brandon) had been members of the 
Cornmittee of Reconstruction and Reestablishment in 1944. when the uninspiring testimony of IAB 
personnel had led that special parliamentary cornmittee to teconunend a thorough review of 
Canadian lndian poiicy and administration. 



From what 1 have heard of the widence given by some of the delegates, 1 prefer to 
accept the statement ofthe inspecter rather than the statement of Mr. Prince. 1 do not 
want to prolong the discussion, but that is my candid impression of the wttole thing. 
There is one thing 1 am sorry not to have cleared up a littfe Mer and that is the 
discrepancy in the remarks made by Mr. Prince with regards to permits for trapping 
and shmting and the facts as given by Mr. Conn. There is stilt a wide gap betwem 
the two. 1 think for the record that gap should be closed so we would know where we 
are." 

Matthews, in his initial comment, referred to the différence between the estimates of the average 

family income on the Fairford Reserve, which Prince estimated at $200 and Hamilton claimed was 

$800. Not al1 mernbers of the cornmittee were prepared to accept the word of an IAB official as 

'tmth'. Bryce reacted by saying that "Mr. Matthews wants to take Mr. Hamilton's word for it that 

the income is $800. 1 cannot give you any figures, Mr. Matthews or anything like that, but I have 

lived among the Indians. Where they earn $800 1 would not know." To this, J.H. Blackmore 

exclaimed, "Or even $200." There was certainly a credibility gap between the oficial line and 

Aboriginal claims. but the [AB'S view of the world was not unquestioned. 

Even at the end of the long process the degree of unease in the relationship was evident. 

This broke out in open antagonism when the SJC was renewed in 1948, and several rnembers 

expressed doubts as to whether the recommendations for administrative changes that had been 

made in their two interim reports had been acted upon by the Indian Affairs Branch. The 

pugnacious wording of a motion put forward by D.S. Harkness (P.C., Calgary East) suggests the 

tone of the Comrnittee: 

this present Joint Comrnittee on the Indian Act forthwith cal1 and examine Messrs. 
H.L. Keenleyside, C.W. Jackson, R.A. Hoqr, and C.H. Bland, to ascertain the extent 

" S JC, Minutes and P r o d i n g s  (No. 3 1,6 June 1947): 1 658. The language used by 
Matthews is striking. He refers in the latter part of the quote to a discrepancy between the 
testimony of Prince and Corui, but whereas the information offered by the Aboriginal 
representative was termed "remarks", the Branch official had given the "facts." 



to which the above or  any other of our previous recommendations wnceming 
administration and personnel in Indian Affairs have been implemented and, if not, 
why and by whom the said recommenâations were mistrated and thwarted." 

The questioning, particularly of Keenlqrside and Hoey, was intensive and at times curt. For 

instance, on the question of whether the Branch had made any conçrete moves to decentralise its 

administration, increase the power of field and regional personnel, and decrease the workload of 

lndian Agents (now called Indian Su perintendents after the Amencan pract ice), Harkness pressed 

Hoey accusing him of "getting around my question," and çomplained aller several minutes of 

debate that "we are still net getting at my essential point."25 In spite of the evidence givm by 

government oficials, Harkness remahai unconvinced. 

The whole point is that 1 have not been satisfied in my own mind, and 1 am not 
sat isfied yet, that the recommendatims we have made in previous years have been 
carried out. As a matter of fact, the evidence fiom Dr. Keenleyside indicated that in 
a considerable nomber ofcases our recommendations have not been implemented; and 
it s m s  to me that the department is not taking the steps it should to c a q  out the 
recommendations of this wmmittee. 1 can see no sense in the world of this cornmittee 
spending months of its time accumulating thousands of pages of evidence on the basis 
of which we make recommendations if the department is going to set asihe those 
recommendations and in their own wisdom say, -Weil, if we like your 
recommendations we will carry them out, but if we do not, we will not pay attention 
to 

Not ail membets were so sceptical, but the tone of the debate clearly indicates that the IAB did net 

have things ail its own way in the forum of the SJC. 

Nevertheless, in some areas the official view of the 'Indian', the 'Indian problem' and its 

solution came to influence the SJC and its deliberations. Some of  the assessments of Abriginal 

'' SJC, Minutes and P r o d i n g s  (No. 1, 19 February 1948): 1 1. H.L. Keenleyside was 
the Deputy Minister of Mines and Resourw who was responsib te for Indian Affairs. C. W. 
Jackson, was a senior ministerial aid, Hoey was of course the Superintendent General o f  lndian 
Affairs, and C.H. Bland was the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission. 

" SJC Minutes and Proceedings (No. 2,2 and 4 March 1948): 59. 
' 6  SJC, Minutes and Procgdings (No. 4,23 March, 6,s  and 9 April 1948): 159. 
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people evident in the 'Administrative Indian', a lack of responsibility and initiative or improvidence 

for instance, generated some agreement tiom cornmittee member~.~' More significantly, the SJC 

seems to have accepted the Branch's prescription of greater supervision and encouragement as the 

principle cure for the 'Indian problem'; accepting the opinion of Hoey, who assetted that "ours is 

about tw*thirds an administrative problem and, perhaps, about one-third a legislative pr~blern ."~  

This had been drilled into the SJC in the testimony of  al1 the major IAB personnel, but especially 

by the provincial inspectors of Indian in en ci es.'^ During his questioning, W.S. Arneil, the 

Inspecter for Ontario, argueù that the answer to "our" dificulties "is supervision. more supervision 

and close supervisioh" and went îùrther: he later claimed "the solution to the Indian problem, if 1 

may refer to it as such, is supervision."" J.H. Blackmore ( S C ,  Lethbridge) replied "1 would be 

inclinai to think that there is much in your suggestion." Nor was he alone on the SIC in accepting 

the importance of supervision, 'encouragement' and 'instruction' in any solution to the 'lndian 

problem'. 

The IAB's views were influential for two reasons. First, because their proposais 

represented the authoritative voice of experience, and, second, because there was overlap in a 

number of crucial aspects between the oflïcial discourse and the 'Public Indian' hmework.  

" In a debate over the lack of good roads built on lndian reserves, W.G. Case (P.C.. Grey 
North) complained "if these people will develop a little initiative, they will build their roads as  our 
grandparents di4" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 3, 14 March 1947): 79. For an example of 
a discussion about the spendthrift nature of the 'Indian' see, SJC, Minutes and Prweedings (No. 
8.24 June 1 946): 378-380. 

" SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 38,24 June 1947): 1942. 

"> For instance see the testirnony of D.M. MacKay, SJC. Minutes and P r o c d i n g s  (No. 4, 
1 1 .i une 1946): 1 24, or the testimony of G.H. Gooderharn in SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 
1 5 ,25  and 28 Aprii 1 947): 747. Gooderharn, however, was more willing to g a n t  powers and 
responsibilities to Aboriginal people and comrnunities than were many of his IAB colleagues, SJC. 
Minutes and Proceedings (No. 15,25 and 28 April 1947): 748-49. 

SJC, Minutes and Procewlings (No. 8 ,24  June 1946): 383. 
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Notions of the irresponsïble or improvident 'Indian' and the 'common sense' goal of assimilation 

resonated with rnembers of the SJC because they already existed in their own image of the 'Indian'. 

But perhaps most interatingly, the Committee was starting to see the F-kst Nations and the 'Indian 

problem' through lenses like those of the iAB; they were suddenly faced with a similar vantage 

point, and wrestling with s h i l a r  obstacles. However, the two perspectives were not precisely 

identical. Even though the Comrnittee supported geater supervision by IAB personnel, they 

consistently argued against t w  much power and arbitrary control residing unchecked in these 

government officia 1s. Nevertheless, al1 things cons idered, the IAB and the 'Administrative Indian' 

were in a favoured position in the f m m  of the SJC relative to  other participants. 

The Committee mernbers were very k m  to hear from First Nations' representatives during 

the course of their d e l i b t i o n s .  Indeed, given the tenor of the public debate on the 'Indian 

probfem7, and the intellectual and cuitural milieu of the irnmediate pst-war years, it was 

unthidcable to conduct a review of the Indian Act except in consultation with Aboriginal people. 

The Comrnittee was determined to avoid any impression that they were not giving the 'Indian' a 

fair hearing, but their attentive efforts to  provide First Nations delegations adequate time went 

beyond maintaining appearances. There was no mistaking their genuine interest and desire to listen 

to Aboriginal grievances. Moreover, it seems clear that Aboriginal views and sense of identity did 

stimulate the debates of the SJC, and helped shape both its discourse and conctusions in important 

ways. Having said this, however, there were noticeable limitations on the degree o f  influence First 

Nations representations were able to exert and the type of issues in which they succeeded in 

winning support. Though the forum was open to the First Nations and their sense of self, the 

preconceptions and agenda of the SJC meant that Aboriginal views and identity were at a 

disadvantage relative to those of  the IAB and other witnesses. 



Whatever their expectations of the 'Indian' before the SJC was instituted, the 

Parliamentarians were impressed by the Aboriginal delegates that thqr interviewed. Many were 

very cloquent, forcefiil speakers. One of the outstanding examples was Matthew Lazare, 

spokesman for the Hereditary Chiefs and the elected Council of the Caughnawaga Mohawk. The 

brief he read demanded the abolition of the Indian Act and sovereignty for the Six Nations 

Confederacy, and drew a hostile response fiom a number of SIC rnembers who branded it an 

"ultimatum". disagreed with its contents and challengeû the ri@ of the delegation to represent the 

~aughnawaga.~'  At the end of the debate, however, the most aggressive of the inquisitors, W.G. 

Case (P.C., Grey North), conceded a gmdging respect to Lazare, saying, "1 should like to 

compliment this gentleman, as a rather able fellow. We have appreciated your evidence, even 

though we do not altogether agree with it. You have done a good job."32 In this instance, the 

Cornmittee were forced to acknowledge cornpetence even though the views expressed flew in the 

face of their own views and image of the 'Indian'. 

However, more ofien the admiration expressed by Comrnittee members reflected theu 

delight at having their own views bolstered. In the case of Brigadier Oliver Martin, this respect 

was not only a product of the man's intelligence and views, but also because he represented the 

ideal 'Indian' for SJC rne~nbers .~~ He had h o m e  enhnchised after returning f?om the Great 

War, left the reserve and 'ma& g d '  in the wider society as a Magistrate in Toronto and as a 

brigade commander during the Second World War. In effect he was the symbolic and shining 

example of what the SJC was trying to accomplish. If nothing else, the ability demonstrated by 

SJC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 33, 12 June 1947): 1706-1 2, 1756-72. 

j2 - SJC. Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 33, 12 lune 1 947): 1 769. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 7,30 July 1946): 7 15 and also (No. 19,6 August 
1946): 744-66. 



such Aboriginal spdcesmen suggested to the S JC that the 'Indian' had the potential for 

'advancement'. For instance, at the end of the sessions with the First Nations representatives fiom 

Saskatchewan, Castleden personally thanked them for theu excellent brief and presentation. "1 say 

that your delegation has impressed the committm with your high purpose, your natural ability, 

your tolerance and sincerity. 1 think if the cornmittee had any doubts we have living proof here that 

the lndians of Canada can make a great contributi~n."~ To this W. Gariepy (Liberai, Trois 

Rivières) added an enthusiastic "hear, hear," and W.G. Case agreed, "It certainly iridicates they 

have made pro gr es^."^^ Arguably one of the most signifiant outcomes of having Aboriginal 

people testie before the SJC was that it c o n f d  in the minds of  its members that the 'Indian' 

had great promise and fostereû opthism about eventually solving the 'Indian problem'. 

As a result of irnpressive written briefs and moving presentations, the First Nations were 

able to force some of their grjevances into centre stage on the agenda of the SJC. Issues that were 

incorporated in the Cornmittee's terms such as the first one, treaty rights and obligations, were 

raised to a higher salience by the passion and anger of Aboriginal testimony. At first the SJC 

mern bers seem to have accepted the ofTicial line on treaties tiom IAB evidence, which portrayed 

them as obsolete rernnants that had been surpasseci by services and administration provided to 

Aboriginal bands far in excess of their The consistency of First Nations' indictments 

SJC, Minutes and Proçeedings (No. 20-9 May 1947): 1056. 
j' ibid 

" The evidence supplied by Hugh COM, General Supervisor of Fur Developments, was 
particularly noteworthy in this respect, as he argued that the treaties had been "almost legislated 
out of existence," SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 16-25 July 1947): 685. Gooderham argued 
that the government was giving more than the treaties requùed, SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 
15, 25 and 28 April 1947): 748. MacKay and Maclnnes similady argued that the lack of treaties 
for Aboriginal people in B.C. made no difference because they were treated the same anyway, 
which fùrther undermined the significance of treaties in the rninds of the SJC membetship, see 
SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 3,6 lune 1946): 86. 
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against the government for abrogating the terms of the treaties, and the obvious ernotional 

significance of the treaties t o  thern could not be ignored by the Cornmittee. Increasingfy, 

consideration was given to  creation of a meçhanism for ainng grievances. M e r  Iistening to 

William Zimmerman fr., the Assistant Commissioner o f  Indian Anairs in the US., discussion 

revolved around e s t a b l i s h g  a claims commission similar to that created under the Amefican 

[ndian New k I ,  In the SJC's interim report at  the end of the 1947 session, the following 

recommendation was made: "a Commission, in the nature o f  a Claims Commission, be set up with 

the least possible delay to  inquire into the terms o f  al1 tndian treatie~.''~~ 

One of the most temarkable indications that the Fifst Nations' sense o f  self made an 

impact on the collective consciousness of SJC came on the issue of the federal franchise. For the 

majority of Aboriginal people, the vote carried with it connotations of  enftanchisement under the 

lndian Acf and al1 the negative baggage associated with that hated section o f  the Act. Though the 

First Nations' briefs and representations to the Conunittee were split as t o  whether Aboriginal 

people would accept the vote if it were awarded, they were nearly unanimous in their determination 

to only accept the vote if their existing rigbts and status were not impinged. For mernbers of the 

Cornmittee, it was unpalatable to  award the federal fianchise, h t  potent q m b o l  of citizenship, 

whi le al lowing Aboriginal people to  retain the benefrts, protections and restrictions o f  lndian 

Status. They wrestled long over the issue of differentiated citizenship, having difficulty 

understanding why the 'Indian' would not want to shed the shackles of theu status for the greatm 

priviieges of fiill c i t h s h i p .  A good example oçcurred dunng the questioning of the Inspecter of 

Indian Agencies for Ontario, W.S. Arneil, when he i n f m e d  the SJC that even on the 'advanced' 

reserves in southem Ontario, the 'Indians' were strongly opposed to  enfianchisement. 

37 SJC. Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 4 1,9 July 1947): 2004. 



M. Reid: .., What do you find is one of the principal reasoris given to you by the 
Indians for not wanting to be enfianchised? 
W. Arneil: They answer my question by asking another one; why should 1 become 
enf'ranc hised? 
m. Gibson: To become a good Canadian citizen, 1 would think. 
W. Reid: 1 would like to know fiom the point of view of the Indian why he is 
reluctant; is it because he would rather be under the state than entirely responsible for 
himself? 
ME Arneil: He does not feel so much that he is under the state. He wishes to be left 
aione. 
.M. Richard: He does not see any advantage to him through it- 
Mr. Arneil: That is it, he sees no advantage tiom it, The number who take 
en franchisement in the province of Ontario is negligible." 

Yet the Committee was determined to g a n t  the vote to 'Indians' because "many lndians have 

fought and died for the fieedom of Canadians," and because they paid most of the taxes applicable 

to fu il c i t i ~ e n s . ~ ~  In the end they finally accepted that for Aboriginal people the franchise was a 

nebulous and finite 'reward' compared to the loss of idmtity. kinship ties and the security of lndian 

status. On 29 A p d  1948, aAer a b i e f  debate over the forrn that the fianchise should take. the SJC 

voted unanimously to support a motion recornmending to the govetnment that the 'indian' be 

granted the Dominion fianchise, %thout reservation and with no strhg~."'~ 

In addition to bending the SJC's mandate to theu own concerns, Aboriginal people 

succeeded in winning support fiom the mernbers on issues not mentioned under the original terms 

of reference. A prime example of this was the First Nations' consistent agitation against the 

oppressive powers and excessive control of the Indian Agent and the Branch. This became one of 

the most significant issues for the Cornmittee, emerging again and again in its cross examination of 

both Aboriginal delegates and Branch representatives. The MPs and Senators pursued the point 

" SIC, Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 8,24 June 1946): 377-78. 

'9 - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (NO. 5, 13 April to 2 1 June 1948): 183. 

'O ibid, 181-184. 



diligently once it was brought to their attention by Andrew Paull in 1946:' However, this point 

reveals something of the limitations on the effectiveness of Aboriginal presentations; their views 

and sense of identity succeeded in gaining SJC support when they coincided with the beliefs of the 

Partiamentarians, or when they stnick a chord. ln this case, the Cornmittee mmbers were rnoved 

by the issue because the lack of avenues of appeal to the arbitrary powers of the Indian Agent and 

the Branch offended their democratic sensibilities. When matters did not mesh with SJC 

proclivities they ignoreâ or shelved tkm,  as in the case of control over band membership which 

concernai Aboriginal people intensely. 

All these elements a n  be seen most cleariy in the way that self-government initiatives 

appeared and were addressed by the SJC. Nothing in the tenns of  reference made mention o f  

tram fming  responsibilities to band wuncils and chiefs; however, First Nations briefs and 

delegates hammered away at this point. Once again it was Paull, on behalf of the North Arnerican 

indian Brotherhod, who first raised the matter: 

the Indians should be given self-government; by that we mean self-government under 
you; we do not mean a rebellion; d o  you understand me clearly on that? We mean 
that there should be an indian cwncil  which would meet, and there would be n o  
Indian agent there when the council mets, and we believe there should be a provincial 
council, and that the provincial council should be responsible to a central board of  
govemors in Ottawa who are not responsible to the govmment in power, but who are 
responsible to the Parliament of Canada.J2 

It would subsequently occupy an increasing proportion of the debate, aithough, interestingly, it was 

the Aboriginal liaison and SJC counsei, Norman Lickers, who most consistently pressed the 

issue.43 Nonetheless. several mmibers were inspired by the concept to a certain extent, and the 

" -9 SJC Minutes and Proceedings (No. 9, 27 June 1946): 426,450. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 9 ,27  June 1946): 427. 

'3 For example, Lickers led the discussion of the issue with the Saskatchewan Delegation 
consisting of John Tmtoosis, P r e s i h t  of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians, Chief John 

(continued,,.) 
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committee as a whole explored the idea of conferring more powers on the local councils. The fvst 

clear indication that they were inclined to do something along these lines came in a discussion with 

Caughnawaga nationatists on 12 lune 1947, when the Chairman, D.F. Brown (Liberal, Essex 

West), assured the witnesses that "1 think we are prepared to recommend in due course that you be 

given a greater degree of self-government.- On other masions committee mernbers pressed iAE3 

oficials about their views. On 25 April 1947, Castleden questioned Gooderham on the matter 

quite closely, with both agreeing that "greater autonomy" for Aboriginal band councils was 'Wie 

only solution to the Indian p r ~ b l e m . ' ~ ~  Even Hoq., under examination by B.C. Conservative MP, 

Grote Stirling (Yale), agreed that in the expenâiture of band ttnds and granting perrnits the control 

should devolve to the band.& 

I t  seems clear fiom such evidence that Aboriginal views wielded significant influence, but 

the SJC accepted self-government on its own tenns, and shaped it for its own ends- Self- 

government appealed to Cornittee members in part because the tight constraints on the power of 

band councils and leaders did no€ sit well in a country that touted fieedom, dernocracy and right to 

sel f-determination. In addition, they believed that the deficiencies they saw in the 'Indian', 

especially lack of responsibility, were the result of "too much paternalisni" and control having been 

taken fiom Aboriginal people in the past." This could be corrected by reversing the proçess in a 

J3(.. xontinued) 
Gambler. C hief Joe Dreaver, and the Reverend Aha b Spence, an Aboriginal tacher. Cornmittee 
rnembers, MacNicol, Case and Blackmore joined the debate, see SJC. Minutes and Proceedings 
(No. 20,9 May 1947): 106 1-65. 

S JC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 33, 1 2 June 1 947): 1 77 1. 

'' S JC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 5 ,25  and 28 April 1 947): 748. 

'6 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 38,24 June 1947): 195 1-52. 

" SJC. Minutes and P r d i n g s  (No. 15,25 and 28 April 1947): 748. Castleden stated, 
''1 think that there is general agreement that there has been too much patemalism." Thomas Reid 
used the same words several days earlier in the surprising comment, "In assimilation there is too 

(continued ...) 
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restricted and incremental fashion. Moreover, the Cornmittee saw its mission as providing a new 

administrative and legislative structure to facilitate the 'advancement' of the 'Indian' to a point 

where they exercised the rights, and açcepted the responsibilities. of citizenship.* Therefore, 

extending lirnited and graduated measures of self-government was an essential tool of instruction to 

that end. In no way did this vision aççommodate the aspirations of Aboriginal comrnunities for 

autonomy and a continuing existence as separate corporate and ethnic entities within the Canadian 

state and society. Overall, the Aboriginal representations to the SJC managed to influence the 

agenda in important, though constrained, ways, and even convey some of their sense of identity. 

But, for the most part, the Committee todr wtiat resonated with theu own beliefs and purpose only, 

and overlooked or resisted that which did not fit. Thus, the Aboriginal sense of self was at a 

distinct disadvantage in the arena, relative to either the 'Administrative Indian' or the 'Public 

Indian' predilect ions of the Cornmittee itself. 

Throughout the thme years of hearings, presentations, and meetings of cornmittees and 

sub-cornmittees, two prominent themes emerged that require specific attention. The fust of the two 

was a buoyant level of hope among SJC members about the prospects of achieving a magna carta 

for the 'Indian'. This perhaps ought not to be surprising as traditionally each new wave of 

Canadians that turne. their attention to the 'Indian problern', whether govmer i t  oficials or not, 

brought renewed faith that its solution was only a generation or two away. The Cornmittee's 

confidence arose fiorn a number of factors, not least the unparalleled status of academic experts 

47 (. xontinued) 
much paternalism," SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 13'22 April 1947): 692. The term, 
'paternalism' seems to have been a bad word for Committee members, symbolising afl that had 
been wrong with Canada's lndian policy and administration in the past. 

SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 19,6 August 1946): 744. 
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and the trust in social engineering characteristic of the period, The second phenornerion that 

permeated almcst every debate during the SIC'S tenure was the crucial question of what the goal of 

Canadian Indian policy should be: assimilation or a sofk integration approach. The majority of 

Cornmittee membets came to the 'lndian problem' and their jobs with strongly assimilat ionist 

sentiments. However, as t k y  leamed more about Aboriginal people, there was some flirtation with 

what would corne to be termed a policy of integration; the 'advancement' of the 'Indian' to qua1 

status as a full citizen, while allowing thern to retain vestiges of theu culture, and even, in some 

cases, their distinct const itutional and treaty rights. Despite the ambiguity between these two 

options evident in the discourse of the SJC, the language of the Parliamentarians and their 

treatment of several key issues suggest that overall they still leaned towards assimilation as the 

appropriate solution to the 'Indian problem'. This combination of hope and assimilation 1 

integration is arguably the defining characteristic of the SJC and would have a profound effect on 

its image of the 'Indian' and its final reçommendations. 

It is not dificuft to imagine the reasons for the SJCgs hope for the fiiture of Canada's 

Aboriginal populations. In this regard the legislative anachronisms, bureaucratie inadquacies, 

meagre funding and abject neglect that had characterised Canadian Indian administration over the 

preceding decades were a boon. Virtually anything the SJC reçomrnended was likely to lead to an 

improvernent in the lives of the country's Aboriginal population. The Indian Act had not seen a 

major revis ion since its inception almost 70 years previously. and su bsequent addit ions and 

amendments had created a labyrinthe statute fiil1 of many defùnct, ambiguous and contradictory 

clauses. The almost desperate lack of personnel and infrastructure in the IAB was also 

imrnediately obvious to the SJC, and something they could correct. As for the matter of money, 

Hoey surnmarised the unique nature of the late 1940s with his comment that ''we have reached a 

stage in public administration - how it will last 1 cannot say - where money means very tittle to us  



. . .49 And the Cornmittee members were certainly attuned to the change in the public mood 

towards the 'Indian'. For instance, J.H. Blackmore, in defence of a motion he put forward in lune 

1947 to increase the forthcoming budget of the Indian Affairs Branch to at least S 15 million, 

argued that the "the psychological tirne" was upon them. 

The lndians now have confidence we are really going to do something for t h ;  the 
Canadian people as  a whole are interested in the problem of the Indians; they have 
become aware that the cuunby has been negligent in the matter of looking after the 
Indians and they are anxious to remedy the shortcomings, Parliament and the country 
are "human rights" cons ci ou^.^^ 

The t ime was ripe for a carefùl and profitable reassessment of the 'Indian'. Indian administration 

and the 'Indian problem'. 

The hopefûl climate in which the SJC went about their businas was reinforced by their 

own reactions to b t h  the First Nations representatives and Branch oficials with whom they came 

into contact. ln the fust instance, they construed the capabilities of Aboriginal delegates and the 

' Indian-at-war' as evidence of their potential for 'advancement' and citizenship. But almost as 

important for SIC manbers, the senior officiais of the Indian Affairs Branch impressed them both 

by their apparent a bility and their dedication. Moreover, they viewed the changes in senior 

management, particularly the rise of Hoey to the Directorship, as having ushered in a new and 

more progressive regime. This was confirmed by the testimony of a number of prominent First 

Nations delegates, who had also noticed the change.5' To the SJC, this suggesîed that, in addition 

49 - SJC. Minutes and Praceedings (No. 38,24 June 1947): 194 1. 

'O SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 32, 10 June 1947): 1673. This figure of fifieen 
million was taken fiom testimony of Hoey in 1 946 ttiat the appropriations for the Branch, in order 
to begin a worthwhile program fot Indian advancement, would need approximately $14 000 000 
per year, see SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1,28 and 30 May 1 946): 2 7. This was 
approximately double the estirnates for the fiscal year 1946-47. 

5 1  For instance, Andrew Paull admitted that there had been a general improvement in 
relations with the Branch since Hoey todr the reins of ofice, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 

(continued ...) 



to the social cultural and econornic environment, the timing was also favourable within the 

Aboriginal population and the bureaucracy that administered them. 

Irnportantly, though, the SIC was more than just fortunate in its timing, it eagerly sought 

an active and forward-thinking plan for the new Indian Act- Central to any such program in the 

irnrnediate pst-war period was the input and direct ion of experts in medicine, the social sciences 

and education. At no time previously had Canadians seen more promise in the ability of the 

government to play an active role in shaping the country's society and econorny, guided by the 

authoritative expertise of a c a d e m i c ~ . ~ ~  This faith was evident in the discussions the SJC had with 

two expert witnesses, Dr, T. MacIlwraith, Chair of Anthropology at  the University of  Toronto, and 

Diamond Jenness, Dominion Ethnologist, Department of Mines and ~ e s o u r c e s ? ~  Most 

significantly, acadernic and medical experts provided assurances of a means to corne to grips with 

an 'Indian problem' that appeared, a t  fus glançe, to be a huge, amorphous monster. 

Perhaps the best exarnple of  the importance of experts to the SJC came in its first session 

of 1 947. The SJC greeted enttiusiastically, and agreed to recornmend government fiinding of, a 

project proposed by nutritionist, Dr. Frederic k Tisdale, and anthropologist, Dr. Gordon Brown. 

They had atready examined the bands of Norway House Agency in Northern Manitoba, and 

intended to study the diet, economy, society and psychology of two other "bush Indianw 

communities over the course of a fùll year. They hoped to discover "what makes him [the bush 

"(...continuai) 
1 8, 5 and 6 May 1947): 892. 

'' See J.L. Granatstein, The Ottawa Men: The Civil Service Mandarins, 1935-57 
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1982) and Doug Owram, The Govenunent G m t i o n :  
Canadian Intellectuals and the State, 1900- 1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 986). 

s3 Minutes and Proceedings (No. 29,3 June 1947): 152 1-56. Mac1lwraithTs 
presentation to the SJC, and the subsequent debate are some of the most interesting pages in the 
entire Minutes and P r d i n g s  of the Cornmittee. 



Indian] tick what motivata hh.- Fundamentally, however, these two men offered a completely 

restructured view of the 'Indian probtem', one les exceptional, wmpartmentalised and thus more 

tangible, Such deficiencies in the 'Indian' as indolence and a sluggish intellect were blamed by Dr. 

Tisdale on the fact that "the majority of Indians we saw, according to our present &y medical 

standards were ~ick-'''~ The root of the proôiem was malnutrition, arising fiorn a diet that drew 

eighty-five percent of its calories fiom white flour. sugar and lard. Therefore, better hnding, a 

more corn~lete diet and nutritional education were part of the solution to the 'Indian problem'. 

Similarly, Brown proposed to h a m s  the knowledge of social anthropologists, 

"animocofogists and fishery experts and agriculturists," because changing a diet "involved the 

whole social structure of a people," and it was essentiai '40 find out what to them rnakes life worth 

living, and what are goals for which they strive; because any change again must be relatai to the 

particular striving which they have."% Here again, the analysis stnick at a finite, identifiable and 

curable aspect of the problem; previous Indian policy had not adequately taken account of the 

peculiar social psychology of the 'Indian'. However, programs, based on a secure foundation of 

'scientific' fact and tailored to match the peculiarities of the 'Indian' offered a brighter future. 

Tisdale argued that 

frorn our studies of the Indian that he  is fundamentally a good Canadian and his 
react ions to his conditions are no different fiom [what] Our react ions WOU Id be if we 
were living under his conditions. If he is given proper surroundings, proper f d  we 
can make him a g d  Canadian, an asset to the nation." 

If the 'Indian' was reacting just like anyone else would under sirnilar circumstances, then they 

cou Id reasona bly be considerd a disadvantaged minority, liale different fiom others in Canadian 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1, 5 and 6 March 1947): 7-25. 

5s SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1, 5 and 6 March 1947): 8. 
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society. Recasting the 'Indian' in this way simplified the 'Indian problem' to a tangible matter of 

providing improved services, something the government could successfblly accomplish, 

However, the questions remained: what exactly these services were supposed to 

accompl ish, and what was the desired goal? SJC rnembers entered the proceedings strongly 

favouring assimilation as the appropriate destination for the govenunerit, the taxpayer and the 

'Indian'. However, the defmition of the tenn was open to some diverse interpretations. At times it 

seemed to imply a social and cultural convergence, a process of acculturation. The heavy 

emphasis placed on education throughout the proceedings was aimed at this type of result- 

Moreover, the most ençairaging aspect of Dr. T.F. MacIlwraith's presentatim to the SJC, for 

some mernbers, was his confurnation of their own beliefs in the inevitability of such assimilation. 

He stated that when he thought of the future: 

rightly or wrongly 1 see no possibility whatsoever of different graips of Indians 
surviving in Canada or indeed of any other srnall groups anywhere else in the world 
surviving indefinitely without rnerging and mixing their traits and other 
characteristics. That cannot be in this atornic age. Sentimentally 1 regret, and 
perhaps otherwise, the fiising of Indian ways of life, but 1 think those ways are 
passing and are bound to  pas^.'^ 

Later in the day, during a debate about the dificulties of societal 'racism' towards Aboriginal 

people, the anthropologist offered the Cornmittee a reassuring explanation of the rmt cause of this 

prejudice and its elimination, claiming, "that we do not have any inherent race prejudice. The race 

prejudice occurs where one group or another lives a different mode of life; but once the members of 

another group are living the same type of  life and have the same attitudes you have no problem at 

alI."59 In essence, if the 'Indian' would just acf talk and think like evayone else the ' Indian 

problem' would vanish. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedingr; (No. 29.3 June 1947): 1538. 

59 SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 29.3 June 1947): 1548. 



At other times, it was used in a way that suggested sirnply equalising the le& 

constitutionaI and economic differences between Aboriginal people and their Canadian neighbours. 

For instance. the Chainnan, D.F. Brown (Liberal, Essex West), in discussion with Brigadier 

Martin. stated that, 

it is the purpose of  this committee to recomend eventually some means whereby 
Indians have rights and obligations equal to those of  al1 0 t . k  Canadians. There 
should be no differerice in my min& or any M y  else's mincl, as to what we are, 
because we are al1 cana di an^.^“ 

The assumption seemed to be that if the legal distinctions were erased then the ' Indian problem' 

would be largely resolved. However, the Cornmittee rnernbers reçognised that the 'problern' they 

were addressing was much more wmplicated than merely constitutional status. Nonetheless, these 

distinctions in rights and duties were symbolically significant, and formed an important elernent of 

the doctrine of assimilation- 

Most commonly the word assimilation refmed to the absorption of the 'Indian race' into 

the larger 'white' population. a matter of  b l d  and biology. Thomas Reid articulated this aspect 

of assimilation most clearly in an exchange on 20 May 1947, when he expressed doubts 

as  to whether the Indian should be confined and kept on his reserve . . . keep him by 
himself and for the next hundred years or so and cal1 him Indian? I am inclinai t o  the 
view that these segregations [sic] cannot bring about a good influence for the country 
as a whole. 1 am inclined to the view that assimilation of the Indians in Canada 
WOU Id be a good thing . . . 
Mr. Matthews: When you speak of assimilation Mr. Reid you do not necessarily 
mean by way of marriage? 
Mi. Reid: 1 am taking [sic] in the braadest sense. 1 cannot see how a person can be 
assimilateci unless he becornes one of us. Uver the years, say in two hundred years 
fiom now, perhaps the diffetence between the Indian and the White would never be 
noticed. I am not an anthropologist but when 1 speak of assimilation 1 speak of one 
race and one people which can only be achieved by marriage and intermarriage.6' 

It seems odd that Reid, who had expressed such fear at the prospect of Japanese-Canadians 

* SJC, Minutes and Profcedings (No. 19'6 August 1946): 744. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedhgs (No. 24,20 May 1947): 1259. 



assimilating 'white' British Columbians, çould argue that it was the most benevolerit and ben@ 

thing that could happen to the First Nations and not see the contradiction. It was this fùndamental 

aspect of  assimilationist sentiment that motivated the SIC against the continuing segregation of the 

'Indian' on reserves and in schmls. In practice, the SJC moveû back and forth fiom one meaning 

of assimilation to another, somtimes combining thern, and not always knowing what interpretation 

was k i n g  used at any one t h .  

This degree of confusion extended to the h a q  distinct ion between assimilation and a 

different approach that would allow Aboriginal people to maintain some vestiges of their 

'indiamess'. This was well demonstrateci by the SJC's rnixed reaction to the IAB's policy of 

centralising al1 Aboriginal people in Nova Scotia on two large reserves at Shubenacadie and 

~skasoni ."~ For instance, in July 1947, when the Cornmittee was questioning Hoey about 

centralisation, CCF MP, William Bryce (Selkirk) was strongfy opposeû to what he viewed as 

driving the ' Indian' away fiom settled areas like a small reserve on the edge of Sydney that had 

been efirninated. 

M. Bryce: We are trying to assimilate the Indian, why not give them a chance there? 
Mr. Hoey We cannot do that. 
Mr. Bryce: That seerns to be what is happening al1 along - you are driving the Indians 
farther back. We should be trying to bring them forward rather than driving them 
back. 
The Chairman: What do you rnean by assimilation? 
Mr- Bryce: Bringing them in among the white people. 

62 Under the centralisation scheme developed by the IAB in the early to mid- 1940s. and 
instituted in the face of signifiant opposition fiom Aboriginal communities across the province, 
dozens of small scattered reserves were sold off. and theu populations encouraged to move to two 
large central reserve. Technially, the residents of  these smaller defûnct reserves were not forced 
to move, but in effect they were deprived of government services unlas they did so. The prirnary 
reason for the plan was administrative, as it had been costly and extremely difficult to adequately 
provide health, education and welfate services to  so widely scaîtered a population. From the 
perspective of the SJC, it was merely encouraging 'Indians' to move back to  the reserve in order to 
gain adequate services, what D.S. Harkness (P.C., Calgary East) called a "backward step," see 
SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 38'24 lune 1947): 1954. 



The Chairrrum: Do you mean have him marry and take his place in our society? 
M. Btyce: Yes, take his part in society . . . 
The Chairman: We must try to  assimilate the Indian, and I think your definition is 
correct; that is, to have them assimilated into our Society we do not want them to lose 
their blood stream by any means, and we want them to  assimilate into our society. 
We cannot assimilate them, as you suggest, by keeping them in the hinterland on 
reserves, we wanî to  bring them out into the open, into the Canadian body politic. 
1Cii. Btyce: Govenunent regulations to-âay are driving them back into the hinterlands. 
n e  Chairman: The reserve should be a training ground for cit izenship. 

Bryce: They have k e n  on the training ground for the 1 s t  eighty y-. Have 
they made a fair job of itF3 

One of the intriguing things about the conunents of Bryce was that he had previously indicated his 

support for a more integrationist approach. M e r  listenùig t o  Professor Macllwraith, Bryce had 

expressed his enjoyment at the presentation and agreement with the Macllwraith's views, especially 

on enfianchisement. 

1 think that we have to show the Indian that we are not trying to take something away 
from him but we are üying to give him something better than before. When al1 is said 
and done, he is only getting $5 a year, and if he wants to hang onto it, let him do  so. 
But we should be able to b l e d  the Indians into the white man's life without rnaking 
them give up everything that they ever had and of which they are proud as a race." 

The diffise understanding of assimilation, in the discourse of the SJC, combined with the 

permeable nature of the border between it and integration, makes it dificult to masu re  precisely 

how far the SJC moved towards accepting integration. 

Despite the ambiguity, there is no doubt that the Cornmittee moved this way to some 

degree, if o d y  to accommodate the opposition of Aboriginal people to assimilation. The easiest 

tenet of assimilation to shed was cultural convergence. The SJC, as a result of listening to the 

63 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 40, 2 July 1 947): 1 990. 

a SJC. Minutes and Pruceedings (No. 29, 3 June 1 947): 1 549. Bryce's reference to five 
dollars per year alluded to the annuai treaîy payment payed out to some First Nations people under 
a number of traties. His glib tone which dismissed the First Nations fervent faith in the 
importance of their treaties as a matter of five dollars, suggests that even a sympathetic individual 
like Bryce thought little of Aboriginal culture, and certainly perceived no threat in not demanding 
its abandonment. 



presentations of A h g i n a l  representatives, the American Indian Main  Bureau official, and the 

acadernic experts during the 1947 session, was willing to concede that it would be appropriate for 

the Abonginal population to maintain its cultural connections for sentimental rasons if they so 

chose. It tmk  longer befoce thqr were willing to surrerider the legal elernent of assimilatiori, yet by 

the end of  their review, even the desire to erase the symbolic distinctions in status between the 

-Indian' and the average Canadian had gone by the board. The SJC recommended awarding 

Aboriginal people the dominion fianchi- without any impingement on Indian status or treaty 

rights. Relative to the assumptions of the members at the outset of the review process, this was 

However, these assumptions were not given up because the SJC had t u d  its back on the 

eventual assimilation o f  the 'Indian'. They could aquiesce to Aboriginal people maintaining a 

cultural identity and even their constitutional uniqueness because, deep down, the members of the 

Special Joint Cornmittee believed that these were temporasl conditions. The SJC could afford to 

reiinquish these two pillars of assimilation because, in their mincis, the crucial biological 

assimilation of the 'Indian' was inevitable. J.H. Blackmore ( S C ,  Lethbridge) expressed this 

assumption rhetorically: "would not the absorption m u r  just automatically and spontaneously ... 

by young people falling in love.. . .'"' I f  the 'Indian problem' was bound to disappear eventually 

then there was no danger in allowing the First Nations to maintain some elernents of their culture. 

What is more, supporting integfationist policies like granting the federal vote, fostering self- 

govemment and ending segregation in 'Indian' schmling, far fiom k i n g  perceived as retrograde 

steps away fiom assimilation, were deemed constructive means to that end.66 

65 SJC, Minutes and P rocd ings  (No. 4, 1 1 June 1946): 153. 

'' For instance, in the debate about awarding the dominion fianchise to 'Indians', D. F. 
Brown. explained that part of  the rationale for doing so was because, "we cannot instil in the 

(continu ed...) 



During the course of the SJC's sittings over more than three years, every existing image of 

the 'Indian' prevalent in the public and official discourses, along with the F-kst Nations' diverse 

sense of identity, were aired in the fonim. Each had an influence in different ways on the nature of 

the proceedings, the attitudes of the Corni t tee  rnembers and the eventual recommendations. 

However, no single image gained a ciear ascendency over the &ers to provide a foundation for the 

SJC's final report and the tùture of Canada's Indian policy. A new image was needed to 

encapsulate the heady mixture of Io@ ideals, h o p  and assimilation that &ove the SJC's agenda 

and findings. It was this new image, the 'potentiai Indian citizen', that would i n f m  and shape the 

revision of the Iiidian Act and the future of Canada's relationship with its indigenous peoples. 

The Cornmittee could not fall back on any of the four images of the 'Public Indian' with 

which they had set out at the begiming of  their mandate. The 'Indian-at-war' dernonstrated that 

Aboriginal people were deserving of better treatment, and had beien used in the past as eviderice of 

the 'Indian's capacity for fiinire irnprovement, but it remainecl too closely tied to the past event to 

be applicable for the future. Similady, the 'Indian-victim' was usefiil to explain the past nature of 

the -Indian's association with Canada, and ideal for motivating sympathy in the present, but it 

could not accommodate the optimism for what lay ahead. Indeed, the 'Indian-victim' was what the 

SJC, and Canadians in general, hoped to banish fiom existence. The negative conternporary 

image, the 'dmnken criminal', was simply too bleak and hopeless a case to be of any help to the 

SJC. Finally the 'noble savage' would always remain, both in its positive and trivial 

manifestations. a prominent element of the public discussions of the 'Indian'. However, neither the 

&(. . xontinued) 
Indians a knowledge of our democratic principles and fonns of government unless we give thern the 
privilege of participating . . .," Minutes and Proceeûings (No. 5, 13 April to 2 1 lune 1948): 
183. 
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SJC nor anyone else realiy believed it was possibie or usehl  for the FÜst Nations to retum to the 

way they were perceived to have b a n  in their days of greatness. Without the core of the 'Public 

Indian' to aid them in determinhg the fm and substance of a new Indian Act, the SJC m e m h  

were forced to look elsewhere. 

This lefi either the coclceptualisation of the 'Indian' in use by the government officiais who 

had the most contact with Aboriginal people, o r  the sense of  identity expressed by the First Nations 

thernselves as likely prospects for a new constnrct on which to build a better lndian policy. The 

legislators did draw fiom the 'Administrative Indian' to some degree, accepting the IAB's view that 

the 'Indian' was not yet ready to  go it al=, and still needed guidance and protection- But the 

Cornmittee, whose dealings with Aboriginal people had been largely çongenial and constructive, 

rejected the antagonism inherent in the official discourse. More particularly, [AB personnel's 

scepticism about the prospects for assimilation simply did not fit with the hopeful tenor of the SJC 

and Canadian society as a &le. Nor çould the  Parliamentarians find an appropriate mode1 in the 

complex representations made before thern by Aboriginal delegations. Certainly their impressive 

performance before the SJC had an influence on the Cornmittee, but their collective desire to 

maintain their comrnunities and culture were fiindamentally incompatible with the assirnilationist 

leanings of the dominant society. Neither of these manifestations provided a suficient way of 

conceptualising the ' Indian' that encapsulated the hope for the fiiture and the bright prospects for 

achieving a gradua1 solution to the 'Indian problern'. 

What emerged by the later stages of the SJC's activities was the 'potential Indian citizen', 

an image of Aboriginal people quite unlike any 0 t h  existing constructs exçept for the 

characteristic ambivalence. This 'Indian' was presumed to have many fine qualities and be 
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mentally the equal to any Ca~~adian.~' On one occasion, D. S. Harkness (P.C., Calgasr East) went 

even fiirther mentioning an elder he had met on the Stony resewe, who he believed proved "that 

many of these Indians are at least the qua1 to the more intelligent of the white people.d In a 

similar vein, Senator R.B- Honier, in complementing Chief Joe Dreaver and the other mernbers of 

the Saskatchewan Aboriginal delegation for theu fine presentation, was only sorry they did not 

recommend enfkchisement, "because 1 can picture some wonderfiil orators coming fiom their 

race.'"9 However. despite accepting the natural abilities of the indigenous population, the SJC 

rnembers could not shake their doubts about the 'Indian's current limitations. Senator Norman 

Patterson best captured this uncertainty in his report about his visit to reserves around Kenora, 

Ontario. He stated confidently that "it will take tirne, but the Indian by sympathetic handling will 

be an increasingly useful citizen," only to argue that in most cases the 'Indian' "is by no means 

capable of handling his own affairs at pre~ent."'~ This seemingly wntradictory assessrnent of the 

*potential Indian citizen' would have an impact on the final recornrnendations of the Cornmittee. 

What really set the new image of the 'Indian' apart fiom past versions was its 

encapsulation of the hopeful aspirations for the fùture with the dominant society's assimilationist 

ethos. Thomas Farquhar (Liberal, Algoma East), always a Ceen and sympathetic participant in the 

SJC, demonstrated this confidence in the 'Indian' in his glowing praise of seven of the reserves in 

his constituency whose occupants made their living by mixed f m i n g ,  held their own faIl fair and 

fiequently bested local 'white' farmers in plowing competitions. He declared that these "Indiam are 

67 For example see the ciebates with the delegates from the Catholic Church, during which 
J.A. Charleton (P.C., Brant- Wentworth) challenged them, saying "Would you not say that, if 
given the sarne opportunity the Indian child is just as capable as the white. ..," SJC, Minuta and 
Proceedings (No. 27,27 May 1947): 1490. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 4, 1 8 March 1947): 1 1 8. 

69 SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 20,9 May 1947): 1056. 

" SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No- 3, 14 March 1947): 88. 



an example of what Indians will do if given proper instruction, some encouragement and a Iittle 

financial assistance."" Mote important@, as C.T. Ri hard (Liberal, GIoucester) argued, the 

-glndians have a far better idea of gmd citizenship than a good many of our people."R This was 

certainly a novel impression of Abonginal people's civic capabilhies, as previously most 

Canadians would have agreed with the thoughts expressed in the presentation of the Anglican 

Church. which still saw three barriers to 'Indiani enfranchisement: 

( 1 ) Inability to comprehend the spiriâ of service which is at the root of democratic 
goverment. 
(2) Lack of a sense of responsibility. 
(3) Tendency towards indigency." 

However, the trend in the discussions in the SJC was best s u d  up in a comment by Father J.O. 

Hourde, the Supetintendent of Indian Welfare and Training for the Oblate Commission, a member 

of the Catholic delegation. He stated, 

the Indian is not a lazy fellow by any means. He will work for his living. He is not 
a dissipated man either. He will behave properly if given a chance, police protection 
and so forth. He is not an immoral man. He is a family man. He likes his wife and 
children. In 0 t h  words, he is what 1 would d l .  at least in prospect, a very good 
Canadian citizen,. ,'" 

This 'potential lndian citizen', then, was more than just worthy of the trappings of citizenship, he 

was a person who wuld be just like evetyone else, given the opportunity. Essentially, the 

'potential lndian citizen' had some current though correctable flaws, was a forward-lodring, 

positive figure, deserving of aid, and readily assimilable. As such it would form the constnict upon 

which the SJC would develop its program for a new Canadian lndian policy. 

'' SIC, Minutes and Proceedings @o. 4, 1 8 March 1947): 125. Emphasis added. 

" - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 1 7.30 July 1946): 7 1 5. 

73 SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 9,28 March 1947): 405. 

SJC, Minutes and Proceedings (No. 27,27 May 1 947): 1 484. 
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The final recommendations of the SIC, submitted to Parliament on 22 June 1948 as their 

Fourth Report, constitute a remarkable, though hardly revolutionq document. Perhaps the most 

remarkable thing abai t  the Cornmittee's final report was the fact that, despite the high profile 

nature of Aboriginal participation in the process, theu views and grievances had a negligible 

impact. It would be uncharitable to suggest that the SJC completely ignored al1 the concerns of 

Aboriginal people. but in most cases where they did acknowledge 'Indian' perspectives, the mostly 

Engkh-Canadian Committee did so for reasons of  their own. Significantly, on a nurnber of  issues 

of great importance to the First Nations the final report was silent. Overall. the final report in no 

way acknowledgeû the First Nations' clear ambition to maintain their distinct collective identities, 

and assimilation permeated the conclusions and suggestions o f  the Special Joint Cornmittee. 

The representations of the First Nations exerted some influence on the Cornmittee's 

collective image of the 'Indian', but when it came to specific issues, their ability to sway the SIC 

was diminished. In three respects, the Parliamentarians clearly agreed with the wishes of  

Aboriginal delegates and briefs. The Committee advised setting up 'advisory cornmittees' to 

provide the First Nations with an avenue of appeal to departmental and Indian Agent decisions. 

They also recommended that aged, blind and infirm 'indians' should receive pensions as did al1 

other Canadians, and respected the universal desire of Aboriginal bands to "prevent persons other 

than Indians fiom trespassing upon or tiequenting Indian Reserves for improper p~rposa ." '~  The 

final report recommended policies requested by rnany Abonginal people: greater self-government 

and the federal vote without prejudice to their treaty and legal rights- However, the Committee had 

its own reasons for pushing these two initiatives. And in any event, the recornmendation that 

"greater and more progressive measures of self-government of Reserve and Band affairs be granted 

'' SIC, Minutes and PrOceedings (No. 5, 13 April to 2 1 June 1948): 188. 



to Band Councils," and the financial assistance "to enable them to undertake, under proper 

supervision, projects for the physical and m i c  Werment  of the Band mernbers," was, in 

keeping with the SJC 's belief in the contemporary weaknesses of  the 'potential Indian citizen', 

rather limited and vague-76 Nor did the SJC self-government plan, which called for "such Reserves 

as  are suficiently advanced be then recommerided for uicorporation within the tenns of the 

Municipal Acts of the province in which îhey are situateci," encompass the aspirations for local 

au tonomy, let a lone sovereignty, expressed in rnany F irst Nations submissions. These masures 

were intended to frt with the dominant society's view of the 'Indian' and his place in soçiety. not 

simpiy as altruistic concessions to Aboriginal peoples. 

This was perhaps nowhere better seen than in the SJC's recommetidation on its fmt term 

of reference, 'treaty rights and obligations'. In light of the extensive First Nations cornplaints 

about infnngement of  treaty rights, the Committee had already suggested in its 1947 interim report. 

that the government ought to set up a Claims Commission to investigate into Abriginal 

grievances. However, the different wording of the similar recoinmedation in the final report 

revealed the underlying motivation." 

Your Committee r8conunends that a Commission in the nature of a Cfairns 
Commission be set up, with the last possible delay, to inqiiire into the terrns of  al1 
lndian treaties in order to discover and determine, definiteiy andfinaily, such rights 
and obligations as are therein involved and, fiirther, to assess and settlefinaiiy and 
in a just and equitable manner al1 ciaims and grievances which have arisen 
there~nder.~' 

The repetitive stress on the need for finality was the telting sign. Aboriginal people maintained a 

'' SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5, 1 3 April to 2 1 June 1 948): 1 87. 
n The wording of the recommendation in the 1947 interim report can be found on page 20 

of this chapter. 

SJC. Minutes and Proçeedings (No. 5, 13 April to 2 1 June 1948): 187. Emphasis 
added. 
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strong wllective memory of the intemt and spirit of the treaties their ancestors had signed with the 

crown representatives, an interpretation that confiicted with the strict legalistic reading of the 

agreements prevalent in the government.f> The SJC seem to have accepted the view of the IAB that 

the treaties had becorne largely obsolete- But they had also witnessed evidence frrst hand of their 

importance to the First Nations, w h ,  in many cases, construed their sense of  identity and the 

foundation of their entire relationship with Canada fiom this vantage point. Alfowing the 'Indians' 

to cling to these 'misconceptions' of theù treaty rights was viewed as an impediment to their 

'advancement' to citizetiship. As such, it was essential that the issue be dealt with conclusively, 

the Aboriginal misapprehensions corrected, and the whole rnatter be closed as quickïy as possible. 

Though this recoinmendation was responding to Aboriginal concms,  its rationale belonged to the 

dominant society. 

On a host of other issues, the SJC virtually ignored the concerns of  the First Nations when 

fomulating its recornmendations. For instance, the Cornmittee decided that Aboriginal people 

should continue to pay al1 taxes except fkom land or income derived on the reserve. But perhaps 

the rnost glaring case was on the question of voluntary and compulsory enfianchisement. The 

sections of the Indian Act that dealt with compulsory enfianchisement were some of the most hated 

and feared by the First Nations, ârawing almost universal and passionate attacks in their written 

briefs and presentations to  the SJC. Yet, the final report contained only a single sentence under 

this heading advising that the revised act should "contain provisions to clarifl the present rules and 

rebw lations regarding enfranchi~emait . '~  Given the potent feelings on the part of Aboriginal 

people, and the fact that the powers to force the enfranchisernent o f  an Indian had not been 

" This conflict beîween the letter and the spirit of the treaties continues at the end of the 
twentieth century in the nation's courts and in the media. 

' SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5, 1 3 April to 2 1 June 1 948): 1 88. 
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impiemented in rnany years, it seems surprising that the Cornmittee did not deal with this issue. 

Similady, the overwhelming majotity of Aboriginal bands and organisations across the 

country had requested the tight to control rnembership for their band or tribe. Under this heading, 

the SJC recommended a new definition of 'Indian' be instituted that was "more in accord with 

present conditions," and that the IAB undertake a revision of current band membership lists." The 

Cornmittee believed that the combination of these with "the amendment of those sections of the Act 

deding with Band membership will obviate rnany problerns." At least part of the motivation for 

ignoring Aboriginal people's desire to have a say in who would, or wwid not, be a part of their 

communities, was economic. The report states that the government "amually votes moneys to 

promote the weifare of the Indians. This rnoney should not be spent for the benefit of persons who 

are not legally members of the lndian Band." Whittling down the number of legal 'Indians' was 

the more important in light of the increased expenditures necessary to extend the  welfare state to 

incfude al1 Aboriginal people. 

The stated purpose of al1 the proposed revisions was ï o  make possible the gradua1 

transition of Indians from wardship to citizenship and to help them advance themselve~."~~ 

Underlying many of the suggestions were democratic and liberal principles that sought to give the 

' ! ndian' qua1 ity and provide opportunities, rather than hand-outs, for A boriginal people to 'make 

gd'. But the thread that tied al1 these policy recommendations together was assimilation. When 

the overall program is examined, in the context of the shifting image of the 'Indian' and the socio- 

cultural milieu of the inunediate pst-war years, the SJC provided Aboriginal people a hearing, but 

they were heard only sekctively. It is this rationale that d e s  sense of the Cornmittee's decision 

to press for a Claims Commission to attain closure on treaty rights and obligations. I t  also helps 

'' SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5, 13 April to 2 1 June 1948): 1 87. 

" - SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. 5, 1 3 April to 2 1 lune 1 948): 1 87. 
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make comprehensible the final report's unwillingness to  meet Aboriginal demands for tax 

exemption. Backing away fiom the status quo would merely have reinfotced the exceptional nature 

of the ' Indian' and removed an instrument for teaching civic responsibility. Assimilation clearly 

emerges behind the SJC's muteness on enfianchisement and band membership. Glossing over such 

a contentious issue a s  cornpulsmy enfltanchisement only rnakes sense if these powers might be 

needed at some future date. This instrument went hand in hand with controi over band 

membership, which was not only m a i n t a i d  in government hands, but strengthened. Inherent in 

making the 'Indian problem' go  away was the power to determine. at  some point, that those people 

were no longer 'Indians' in the legal, as well as cultural and 'racial' sense: in the words of the final 

reporf "to facilitate the Indians to becorne, in every respect, citizens proud of Canada and the 

provinces in which they resi&.& So saying, the Spefial Joint Committee appointed to examine 

and consider the Indian Act concluded its activities, confident that they had crafied a new Act and 

policy that would better the lives of the 'Indians', meet the desires of Canadians, improve the work 

of the Indian Affairs Branch, and propelled the 'Indian problem' closer to its final solution- 

In the end, the Special Joint Committee wound up recommending the repeal o r  revision of  

virtually every section of the existing Indian Act. The program they developed largely, thougfi not 

completely, ignored Aboriginal views and aspirations. Most signi ficantly, Aboriginal desires for a 

continuing separate existence as distinct cultural entities and the maintenance of their treaty-based 

relationship with the crown were not acknowledged in the final report. On the testimony of 

academic and medical experts, the 'Indian problem' was reconstnicted as a problem of a 

disadvantaged ethnic minority like any other. In this guise it became a solvable matter for the 

'' SJC. Minutes and Proceedings (No. S. 13 April to 2 1 June 1948): 190. 
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governmcnt, requiring the adequate provision of social, hea tth and ducat ional services. The image 

of the 'Indian' was optimistically recast as the 'potential Indian citizen' during the course of the 

pruceedings. Also critical, was the SIC flirtation with integration; the Committee members casually 

crossing over between it and assimilation as they mulled the tùture of Canadian lndian policy. But 

overatl assimilation remained for most the proper end goal, and a final solution to the 'Indian 

problem' the overarching theme of the SIC'S recommendations. 

The activities of the SJC had ushered in a renovation of the lndian administration. and 

would lead to a remaking of the lndian Act and lndian policy, more generally. But most 

importantly for the purposes of this dissertation, the process was one of reconstructing the English- 

Canadian public image of the ' Indian' and rehabilitating the long-standing goal of assirni lation. 

The dissemination of the Minutes and Proceedings, combined with the contïnuous media coverage. 

served to educate Canada about the First Nations, their views and their circumstances- This mass 

of mataial augmented the already prevalent desire among Canadians to 'do right by the Indian'. 

both in appreciation for the actions of the 'indian-at-war', and to atone for the negiigent treatrnent 

that had characterised the country's past relations with Aboriginal people. The best reward that 

Canadians could imagine for the 'Indian', and the only way to expiate the collective sense of guilt 

was to encourage Aboriginal people to become like them. Thus, for Canadians, assimilation 

remained the 'common sense' solution to the 'Indian problem', for the 'Indian' as well as the 

taxpayer and the govemment. 



EPILOGUE 
FROM SJC TO CNDIAN ACT. 1948- 195 1 

The end resuft of the Special Joint Cornmittee's years of effort would provide the basis for 

a pst-war Canadian Indian policy and administration that were fimctionally, but not cociceptually, 

different fiorn theu precursors. The dominant society had reason to be pleased at the outcome, and 

fiom its perspective the future of the 'Indian' appeard bright. Canadians could feel satisfid that 

the m o r s  of  the past had been exposed and addressed, thereby both alleviating the immediate 

plight of the Aboriginal people and removing the roadblocks on the road to assimilation. The SJC 

had provided the country with a rnechanism fof expunging some of the collective sense of guih, and 

forged a new optimism about the fùture. 

Aboriginal people could take pride in the outcome of the SIC, even though they had not 

won al1 of the changes they had sought. They had for the first time found a place at the table 

where lndian policy was determineci, and their spokesmen had acquitted themselves well. The 

proceedings and the evidence presented before the SJC had done more to circulate their views and 

grievances than anything previous. and afforded Abriginal leaders and associations experience in 

handling the media and articulating their cause for the wider population. Perhaps more importantly 

for the future, the SJC had proved a cataiyst for the politicaf organisation of the First Nations, and 

encouraged the establishment of, if not a collective Aboriginal consciousness, at least a sense of 

shared experiences. Aboriginal people were quick to put the concessions they had a q u i d  in the 

new Indian Act to theu own use, regardless of the dominant soçiety's rationale in awarding them. 

Self-government initiatives proved the most important of these, helping First Nations communities 

to maintain and foster their cultural identity, rather than providing the assimilation tool it was 

intended by the S JC. Overali, however, the geatest consequence of the public and govenunental 

re-evaluation of the Indian Act and the 'Indian problem' for the Aboriginal population was that it 
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established as a precedent, their legitimate right to be involved in the development of Canadian 

Indian policy in the fùture. Finaly, as the government repeatedly discovered to theu chagrin, in the 

fùture it could no longer determine Canadian Indian policy without soliciting at least a modicum of 

Aboriginal participation. 

For Indian Affaus Branch oficials, the process had r a i d  their profile. both within the 

government and the wider population, ternporarily banishing the impression ttiat they inhabiteû an 

isolated bureaucrat ic and political backwater. The agency that had previously been c hronically 

under-funded now had more money than it could feasiblely spend because of shortages of material 

and labour which continuai to plague the country. Importantly, they had managed to weather the 

criticisms they faced dunng the review, successfirlly conveying their impressions of their charges, 

while en1 ightening the Cornittee on the ways they beiieved the 'Indian problem' ought to be 

solved. Despite the upheaval of these years, there is nothing to suggest that the [AB had alterd its 

image of the 'Indian' as a result of Parliamentary and media scrutiny. The 'Administrative Indian' 

remained a very different construct than its publicly discussed counterpart, and the LU3 noticeably 

out of step with the society on whose behalf they laboured. 

In spite of the thorougti nature of the review and the extensive recommendations produce4 

the process of formalising a new Indian Act would prove surprisingly drawn out and contentious. 

Administrative restmcturing, personnel changes and political considerations ar ising fiom the 

CathoIic Church's anger at proposais to change the provisions for denominational schooling for& 

lndian policy refonn ont0 the back burner until after the federal elect ion in 1 949.' It was not until 

The Catholic Church was more wedded to maintaining denominational schooling than 
were any of the other churches involved in Aboriginal ducation. The SIC had been inclined to 
more secular instruction, preferably in &y schools, and ideally with the Aboriginal children 
integrated into neighbouring provincial school sysfems. The staunch opposition that the Catholic 
C hurch was mounting made the Liberal govenunent nervous about pressing the issue and 

(wntinued ...) 



afier a cabinet restructuring in 1949- 1950 that the process gained any Unpetus. 

The Indian Affairs Branch, now within the new Ministry o f  C itizenship and Immigration, 

had yet another new minister, Walter Harris (Liberal, Grey Bruce), take the reins of responsibility. 

Under his guidance, Bill 267, the embryonic 1 ndian Act, was prepared for submission to the House 

of Cornmons in the first half of 1950. John Leslie argues that the inexperienced Minister %as 

captured by his policy and legal advisors and by the superstructure of  legislation administrative 

practices and constitutional arrangements" that had guided Canadian lndian policy since the 

nineteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~  The resulting bill in many instances stepped back fiom some of the m u r e s  

contained in the provisional ciraft of  the Act prepared by the SJC, serving to enbench official views 

and authoriiy. It h i e d  the federal vote to Aboriginal people, and rejected the recommendations 

for a daims commission or regional advisory boards to provide an extemal check on Indian 

administration. Moretiver. in some ways the proposed legislation increased the arbitrary powers of 

the Minister and [AB officiais to interfixe in the ecmomic, social and moral lives of the Fust 

Nations. The bill was introduced on 7 June 1950, sparking an unmediate fluny of  criticism and 

political opposition, fiom the press, Aboriginal groups and bands, civil liberty associations, the 

Catholic Church, former members of the SIC, the C.C.F. and the Conservatives. In response to 

the opposition, Harris withdrew Bill 267 two w& later, promising to resubmit it the following 

year after further consultation. 

This consultation included a Novernber 1950 meeting in Regina with Aboriginal leaders 

from western Canada. More important was the Indian Act Conference at the end of February the 

following year in Ottawa. Harris presented his substantially revised legislation, Bill 79, to 

'( ... continued) 
appearing anti-catholic before a fedetal election. 

' John F. Leslie, Assimi/ation. ihfegmtion or Termination? The DeveIoprnent of 
Canadian Indian Policy, 1943-1 963 (PhD. Disserîat ion, Carleton University, 1 999, p. 2 1 1 . 
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Aboriginal representatives fm their input on 28 February, one day after submitting it to Parliament. 

Formal sessions mtinued until3 March, with 19 offjcial Aboriginal delegates presenting their 

perspectives on the provisions contained in the bill. How much influence this conference exerted 

over the final shape of the new Act is debatable, but it was another symbolic victory. This new 

rendition of the bill brought it more in line with the tenor of the SJC, containing a number of 

alterations reducing the poters d'the Minister and his administrators, and reinstating the federal 

vote, though only if a waiver forrn was signed surrendering tax exemption status. Also. in place of 

a daims commission, the previous ban on First Nations use of the courts to pursue treaty and land 

rights issues was lifted someching legislators perceived as a civics l e sm  for the 'Indiar~'.~ After 

2" reading a special Commons cornmittee was struck to give the p ropod  legislation one more 

review. This process occupied much of April, and the new Act was not finally passed until20 

June 1 95 1. almost three years afler the SIC'S fuial report. 

Following the implementation of the Indian Act, 195 1, the 'Indian question' receded fiom 

the mincis of Canadians for several years. But the SJC was not the final word on the issue. 

Another Parliamentary cornmittee was appointed between 1959 and 196 1, with other reevaluations 

in subsequent years. In al1 these, the mode1 established by the SJC was replicated. Aboriginal 

consultation was invited, an increasingly ciear First Nations agenda largely glossed over, and the 

same liberal-democratic principles legitimised a redeftned policy of assimilation. It was not until 

Pierre Trudeau's Liberal govwnment produceci its infarnous White Paper in 1969 that the pattern 

was broken. 

' John F. Leslie, Assimiiation. lntegration or Ternimirion? p. 232-33. 



CONCLUSION 
THE iMAGE OF THE 'INDIAN' IN ENGLISH-CANADA, 1930- 1948 

This dissertation has exarnined the image of the ' Indian' prevalent in English-Canada and 

the impact of the Second World War on the ways in which the dominant society constnicted 

Aboriginal people between 1930 and 194%. The f m  chapter explored the image of the 'Indian' in 

both the administrative and public domains during the 1930s. The personnel of the Indian Affairs 

Branch and the larger public each dernonstrateci views about Aboriginal people which, though 

distinct and quite different, changed little during the course of the decade. The comrnon çorporate 

language of the IAB revealed a cohesive 'Administrative Indian' image that was infantilid and 

characterised by a cornucopia of negative traits: th& charges were perceived as irresponsible. 

Iaq, unintelligent and morally vulnerable to bad influences. More than simply negative, the 

administrative discourse was openly hostile, defming the 'Indian' as a delinquent in need of control, 

and construed the relationship betwm the [AB and the First Nations, perhaps accurately, in 

adversarial terms. In contrast, the image of Aboriginal people evident in the public forum was an 

ambivalent dichotorny. The dominant construction of the 'Indian', the 'noble savage', was a 

rornanticised and usually positive figure that resided in the distant past. Sadly, Canadians believed 

this once-great 'race' was dying out, and the modemday remnants, when they were talked about at 

al(. were viewed mostly as 'drunken criminals'. The public and oficial images of the 'Indian' help 

to explain the IAB's custodial and at times oppressive administration, as well as the inciifference of 

Canadians to the dificult circumstances of Aboriginal people during the Depression years. 

Chapter 2 examined the 'Public Indian' during the early years of the Second World War. 

The first twenty-eight months of the war çeem to have had a significant impact on the ways in 

which Canadians pu blicly discussed the 'Indian'. The pressures of the war combined with their 
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own fascination and need to know about Aboriginal people's contributions to the war effort fotced 

a reevaluation of rnany of the s t m  and assumpt im that had for so long formed the 

-cornmon sense' knowledge of the ' Indian'. A new image, 'Indian-at-war', was needed to make 

sense of Aboriginal support for the war effort and to  provide succour to Canadians' own anuieties 

about the war situation. The process came to a head around the fall of France, and wntinued 

through the next year. However, as pronounced a s  the impact of the war was on the 'Indian' 

discourse, it did not mark a paradigm shift. The old versions of the 'Public Indian' were not 

displaced or disavowed, instead the new characteristics were grafied onto the existing mental 

fiamework. The 'Public Indian' remained a contradictory and compiex conglomeration of ideas, 

images and sterwtypes. 

In the third chapter, the impact o f  the war was tested through an analysis of IAB activities 

and correspondence relating to the voluntary enlistrnent and conscription of Abonginal men for 

military service. Unlike the pub tic discourse which had to adapt significantly in order to 

accommodate these unusual activities by First Nations people, the IAB was abie to explain them 

without fundamentally altering their working image of their wards. Aboriginal military service, so 

symbolically significant to the general public, was viewed by IAB personnel simply as  a pragmatic 

tml  for assimilation. Conscription causeci more strain to the existing oficial discourse, but by 

shielding itself behind a legal and administrative wall, the Branch rnanaged to d d g e  the dificult 

questions it raised. In the end, the lndian -airs Branch pursued contradictory policies, caught 

between its hope for what the 'Indians' might becorne, and its pessimistic assessrnent of their 

charges current capabilities. 

The turbulent last twenty-eight months of the war, and the significant fluctuations in the 

-Public Indian', f o m  the subject of Chapter 4. The dominant image of the 'Indian' changed, but 

so too did the focus of  public attentions. During the early years of the war, Canadians had 
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scmtinised their images of the -Indian' in response to wartirne pressures and Aboriginal support for 

the war effort. However, during the latter years of the war and particularly in light of anxieties 

about the pst-war, focus tumed inward on Canadian çoçiety itself, its relationship with the First 

Nations and the country's lndian administration. Of critical importame was making the new order 

Canadians hoped to build match the passionate rhetoric for which the country had sacrificed so 

rnuch of its blood, spint and treasure. The image of the 'Indian'. buffeted by the dominant 

society's response to such potent stimuli, again proved most responsive to these extemal factors. 

The 'Indian-at-war' image declined üiversely as  the confidence in victory grew and the w u n w  's 

preoccu pation with the pst-war era intensified, So too, as wncm about winning the peace seized 

Canadians' collective imagination, the public discourse reflected a newfound appreciation for the 

'plight of the RedmanT, and a new 'Indian' image made its appearance in these discussions. a 

pitiable and powerless 'Indian victim'. 

The impetus for reform of the country's lndian policy in the late stages of the Second 

World War owed much to the symbolic value of Aboriginal wntributions to the war effort in the 

form of money, patriotic display and, in particular, the m i l i t .  service of their young men and 

women in the armed forces. This inescapable fact, couplecf with the extensive media attention 

given to such efforts drew the thanks of the genetal public, which extended the debt of gratitude to 

al l A boriginal people. For Canadians. the 'lndian' had gone to war, not simply those who enlisted, 

but al1 First Nations people, and their sacrifices were appreciated. In r a n i ,  the dominant s o c i q  

constnicted a place for the 'Indian' in the 'new order', placing the 'Indian problem' within the 

larger national agenda of winning the peace. As such it benefaed fiom the tremendous momentum 

and national will dedicated to this new crusa&. 

Chapter 5 provided the first look at the pst-war years and the movement towards Indian 

policy reform in Canada. It focussed on a rich collection of interna1 correspondence between the 
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Minister of Mines and Resources and the field personnel of the IAB Ui early 1946. The subjeçt of 

discussion was, in essence, the 'Indian problem' and changes thought necessary by the indian 

Agents for the IAB to achieve its goals? The material in these letters provide a unique glirnpse 

inside the intellectual and cultural 'commoti sense' of officiais a f k  the strains of war, and with the 

promise of peace ahead. For the fust time, the disciplined adherence to corpotate n o m s  showed 

signs of fiaying. Indian Agents demonstrated a willingness to I d  outside the traditional channels 

for ways to explain their difficulties with their charges. Despite this small degree of  discontinuity, 

the dist inguishing characterist ic of the field staffs letters was their ongoing desire to maintain their 

authority over Aboriginal people. Overall, the 'Administrative lndian' remained Iargely intact, if 

slightly altered and less sharply &fined than pfeviousîy. Morwver, as it prepared to enter the 

parliamentary review of the nation's Indian policy, the Indian Affairs Branch continued to function 

somewhat segregated fiom the Iarger society. 

The sixth chapter evaluated the other two interested parties in the country's collective post- 

war ree-mination of the 'Indian' question in the f m m  of the S p i a l  Joint Cornmittee to examine 

and reconsider the lndian Act. O f  concern were the various images o f  Aboriginal people brought 

to the SJC's table for consideration, by the Canadian public and, for the fint  time in so open a 

fashion, by the First Nations themselves. Canadians demanded that masures be enacted quickly to 

reIieve the perceived immediate needs of  the Fust Nations, but more importantly they also wanted 

to see a long range plan developed to rid the country of  the 'Indian problem' once and for all. 

Aboriginal briefs submitted to the SJC revealed no single indigrnous discourse, but rather a 

trernendous diversity of views- Nevertheless, underneath the differences lay a distinct 

conceptualisation of themselves and their place in Canada, which unequivocally declmed their 

desire to remain Indians. The wi& ranges of altemate images presented to the SJC did nothing to 

simpliQ their challenging assignrnent. 
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The final chapter tracked the actual hearings and debates within the SJC; the f m m  where 

the country's nurnerous images of the 'Indian' strove for ascendency. Out of  this arena 

materialid a new image of the ' Indian' that encapsulated al1 the dominant society 's hopes for the 

future - the 'potential lndian citizen'. Based on this optimistic reconstruction, the SJC formulated 

a forward-lmking set of policies designed to solve the 'Indian problem' and attain closure. It was 

thus developed to ful fil the emotional and philosophical needs of Canadians, r a t k  than recognise 

the aspirations of the First Nations, which were largefy disregarded in the rationalisations of  the 

SJC. Essentially, the 'Indian problem' remained a 'White man's burden'. 

What can be concluded fiom the overall patterns in Canadians' image of the lndian as 

revealed in this study? First, the findings of this dissertation argue against any fum causal 

references to the impact of the Second World War on Canadian social and cultural attitudes, or on 

the relationship b e e n  the First Nations and Canadians. The 'Indian' and concepts like 

assimilation rneant very different things to members of the dominant society in 1 93 5 than they did 

in 1947. But having said that, core elements of the 'Indian' remained throughout the period. and 

assimilation still rested on the undertying assumption of Aboriginal inferiority. Certainly, the 

Second World War affeçted the country and its inhabitants in a multiplicity of ways, but through 

the upheaval continuity survived. These conclusions support the reçent work of other historîans on 

Canadian attitudes about 'race' and equaliîy, which deny a paradigrn shifi during and after the 

war: though the fonn may have changed, the substance had not.' So too wÎth Canadian Indian 

' This conclusion is in Iine with the findings of James Walker and Kay Anderson through 
this same time period. See James W- St-Ci. Walker, "Race." Ri& and the Law in the Su~reme 
Court of Canada: Historical Case Studies (Waterloo and Toronto: Wilfnd Laurier University 
Press and the Osgoode Society, 1997). p. 309, and Kay Anderson, Vancouver's Chinatown: Racial 
Discourse in Canada 1875-1 980 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 

(cmtinued ...) 
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policy, the d a y - t d a y  fiinction of administration and reserve life may have diffeted fiom the 

prewar years, but the overarching structure and purpose continued. The SJC and the 195 1 Indian 

Act marked not so much a new direction in the country's indian policy as a rejectim of  the 

elements of coercive direçted civilization, and a retum to the cooperative intent of  the original 

1 ndian Act of 1 876.2 Such cornplex and contradictory values, assumptions and intentions. driven 

initially by the need to win the war and fuially by the need to win the peace, require careful and 

nuanced exam inat ion. 

Beyortd providing a cautionary tale, two dichotomous themes suggest themselves. The 

first notable aspect of  the 'Indian' discourse was the variability and adaptability of its f m  and 

meaning. Even the seerningly static 'Administrative Indian' proved malleable, accommodat ing the 

strains produced by the war, Aboriginal support for the war effort and the reform of  the pst-war 

years. But this versatility was most obvious in the public discussions of the 'Indian'. where 

Canadians revealed a remarka ble degree of flexibility in their conceptualisations of Aboriginal 

people. The dual images with which they entered the Seçond World War proved highly elastic in 

their meaning and applicability. However, when they no longer su ficeci to meet the dominant 

society's needs, Canadians demonstrated few qualms about crafiing new images, what Elizabeth 

Vibert terms "inventive refashioningw to help them make sense of their rapidly changing world.' 

In this process, external stimuli proved the most important, with major shifts in the public 

'( ... continued) 
199 1 ). 

' John Tobias, "Protection, Civilization, Assimilation: An Outline History of  Canada's 
Indian Policy." in As Long as  the Sun Shines and the Water Flows: A Reader in Canadian-Native 
Relations. Eds. Ian A.L. Getty and Antoine S Lussier. (Vancouver: University of  British 
Columbia Press, 1983): 39-55. 

Elizabeth Vibert, Trader's Tales: Narratives of Cultural Encounters in the Columbia 
Plateau, 1 797- 1 846 worman, Okla-: University of  Okalahoma Press, 1997), p. 277. 
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discourse correspondhg to prominent, ernotiorial events that had little to do with Aboriginal people 

themselves. Having said this. the First Nations were able to exert sorne influence on the dominant 

society's construction of the 'lndian' at certain times. Their impact was most conspicuous in 

response to their support for the war d u ~ g  the crisis years of 1940-41 and then again following 

the war through theu participation in the SJC. Previous studies on the Eurdanadian 

constructions of the 'Indian' have missed the immediate responsiveness of a society's image of the 

-other' to acute extemal and intemal stresses. 

The second important theme to emerge fiom this analysis is that of continuity. For 

instance, the gulf separating the 'Public Indian' fim the 'Administrative Indian' remallied a 

constant throughout the 1930s and 1940s. The increase in scrutiny of the 'Indian' and the issue of  

Indian policy and administration among the Canadian public did nothing to bridge the divide; if 

anything it widened it, as the previously positive public image of the iAE3 faded under a storm of 

criticism. Consistency also formed the hallmark of the wotking image of Aboriginal people 

articulated by Branch personnel. This persistence had a great deal to do with the disciplined nature 

of the IAB's corporate discourse, though the adherence to collective noms was weakening by 

war's end. Arguably, the Branch s h p l y  did not have the same room to manœuvre, as did the 

public, within the mental fiamework it had constnicted over decades of administering to Aboriginal 

people. Their raison d 'être required an unequivocal sense of superiority to continue and give 

meaning to their duties on a &y- tday  basis. Tarnpering with the piltars of 'racial' superioriîy 

that propped up the former could destabilise the entire structure. Thus the IAB really had Iittle 

choice but to cling to theu longstanding ' Indian' wnstruct. With the completion of the SIC, and 

its reafirrnation of assimilation, the age-old manâate of the lndian Affairs Branch and Canadian 

Indian policy was renewed. Its effects would be seen through the subsequent decades. 

The underlying foundation of the 'Public Indian' also remained fùndamentaliy unchanged. 
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despite the gyrations in the public discourse during the 1930s and 1940s. The image of the 'other', 

the way the dominant society & f d  the 'other', and the characteristics with which the 'other' was 

endowed were al1 subject to aheration or addition in resporise to circumstances. But, the essential 

nature of the relationship between Canadians and the First Nations rernained- At the base of this 

'common sense' reste! the deeply-rmed assumption that English-Canada's 'race', Society and way 

of life were superior to that of the ' Indian'. However. to formulate and candidly champion 

assimilation on these grounds in the wake of the war was inconceivable. Such sentiments would 

have been grossly out of step with the international chnate of c o n m  for human rights and 

tolerance, and at home migtit have undermined the profound need to justify the reasons for which 

the war had been fought and honour the ~acnf i~a  it had required. Through the SJC, Canada found 

a way to win the peace for the 'Indian' - by fiising its ideals with a fiindamental confidence in its 

own virtues. Assimilation, though still founded on a conviction of 'racial' superiority, was 

Iegitimised and renewed through liberal democratic principles, and confidence in the promise of 

-SC ient i fic' social engineering by an intervent ionist government. 
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